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Abstract 

 

The Objectivity of the Two Main Approaches of Translation Quality Assessment: 

Arab Spring Presidential Speeches as a Case Study  

 

Mashael Almutairi  

2018  

 

Translation quality assessment (TQA) is a controversial area in Translation Studies. 

Scholars attribute this to the subjective nature of quality, believed to result from the 

multiplicity of assessment criteria. However, the literature review reveals that translation 

scholars attribute different reasons to the decreased level of objectivity in current TQA 

practices. This study hypothesises that although subjectivity in TQA cannot be eliminated, 

it can be reduced to a more acceptable level if quality assessment adopts the criteria 

believed by translation scholars to lend more objectivity to the assessment.  

The most common approaches used in TQA are either based on error analysis or holistic 

assessment. As both approaches promise to be objective, this study empirically investigates 

the differences in the applicability of each with regards to the objectivity criteria proposed 

by specialists in the field. To this end, four Arab Spring presidential speeches selected for 

the purpose of this study are assessed by both approaches. Contrastive analysis of these 

speeches is carried out in order to identify how each approach reduces the subjectivity 

inherent to TQA.  

Furthermore, the error analysis model employed in this study is adapted from the theory of 

textuality proposed by Beaugrande and Dressler in 1981. Given that the seven standards in 

the original model do not encompass all the elements of the source text language (Arabic), 

amending the original model is necessary. In examining the applicability of the proposed 

adapted model as one that aids translators and evaluators with the assessment of Arabic-

English translations, this study resulted in introducing new criteria of assessment in the 

standards of cohesion, coherence and informativity.  This study also contributes to the field 

by empirically examining the differences between the outcome of the application of the two 

main approaches of translation quality assessment, i.e., error analysis approach and holistic 

approach; and identifying how each method reduces the level of subjectivity to quality 

assessment.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1. Background 

 

Translation quality assessment (TQA) has been described by many researchers as a process 

whereby a translation critic examines a translated text for the purpose of assessing its 

quality (Munday, 2001 & Zequan, 2003). For an examination to be valid and reliable, it has 

to follow determined rules and standards (Williams, 2001). However, establishing criteria 

for translation quality assessment is a difficult task, and is believed to be “probably one of 

the most controversial, intensely debated topics in translation scholarship and practice” 

(Colina, 2009: 236). This can be attributed to the fact that the assessment criteria are still 

negotiable in the field, as there is little agreement on how to define the concept of 

translation quality either from a practical or a theoretical viewpoint (Williams, 2001). This 

can also be related to the relative nature of quality itself, which is believed to be too 

complex and too context-dependent to be formulated under one definition (Nord, 1997). 

The existing disagreements among translation scholars regarding quality assessment criteria 

have been acknowledged by many researchers such as Reiss (1971), Bowker (2000), and 

Williams (2001). House (1997) explains that such disagreements arise due to the fact that 

evaluating the quality of a translation depends on the theory of translation used; different 

theories eventually express different views of translation, adopt different concepts of 

translation quality, and therefore, lead to different ways of assessing quality.  

Despite these disagreements, many researchers do agree that translation quality is 

connected with various factors and can be observed from diverse angles. These factors, 

which could be attributed to quality, do not all have the same weight in each translation 

task, and are therefore not equally measurable or assessable. Quality, for instance, can be 

regarded as the fulfilment of user needs or expectations, the enhancement of work 

efficiency, profitability, deadline compliance, resources and tools availability, etc. From the 

industrial sector, quality can be viewed as the ability to fulfil a client-defined set of 

parameters (Jiménez-Crespo, 2009). However, in academia, the concept of quality has 

traditionally been linked to values such as accuracy, correctness and fidelity to the original. 

Notwithstanding the various theories about the concept of quality, some scholars agree that 
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it is a subjective concept, and that this is the main reason for the lack of consensus when it 

comes to quality assessment criteria (Horguelin and Brunette 1998; Larose 1998; Parra 

2005; Maier 2000). However, this subjective nature should not hinder any attempts to 

provide an objective assessment of translation quality. The aim of this study is to identify 

how the approaches that are broadly used to assess translation quality achieve a reduction 

in the subjectivity inherent to translation quality assessment. This is carried out within the 

context of political discourse, more specifically, the Arab Spring presidential speeches, 

where translation played a significant role in the understanding of the political settings and 

events of the Arab world. Therefore, translation errors can cause unintended consequences, 

as they can negatively affect the world’s understanding of this important junction in 

modern Arab history.  

2. Translation Quality Assessment and Political Discourse   

The Arab world experienced exceptional circumstances in 2011 when the “Arab Spring” 

swept across some of the Arab countries, namely Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Yemen and Syria. 

This “Spring” refers to the political demonstrations that occurred during that year against 

the ruling regimes in those Arab countries. The main reasons behind these demonstrations 

were poverty, rising prices, social exclusion, anger over corruption and personal enrichment 

among the political elite, and a demographic bulge of young people unable to find work 

(Asser, 2011). An unprecedented revolutionary wave of demonstrations in the Arab world 

began in Tunisia, and spread to other Arab countries specified above. Before the end of 

2011, rulers of Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Yemen were forced to step down from power. In 

Syria, at the time of writing this work, the revolution is still ongoing. 

The Arab Spring revolution created an exceptional political conflict in the Arab world. 

Following Baker’s definition, conflict “refers to a situation in which two or more parties 

seek to undermine each other because they have incompatible goals, competing interests, or 

fundamentally different values” (2006: 2). During this conflict, there were numerous 

incidents of linguistic acts in the form of presidential speeches, meetings, conferences and 

so on. These linguistic acts needed translating, as each producer of these acts not only 

intended to broadcast them to the local population, but they also aimed to broadcast them 

internationally (Schäffner, 2011). Consequently, translation participated in shaping the 
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conflict in the Arab world and beyond, as it was involved during all the stages of the 

conflict (Baker, 2006); this is where translation plays a significant role in political settings 

and events (Schäffner, 2011). 

Thus, the relationship between language, translation and political activity can hardly be 

separated. Generally speaking, politics relies heavily on language as a means of affecting 

others (Chilton, 2004:3). Because of this, politicians typically use their own eloquence and 

rhetorical skills, or someone else’s, to influence others and attract their attention. The same 

applies to the Arab Spring movements. During these exceptional circumstances, leaders of 

the afflicted countries delivered several speeches in an attempt to influence the people to 

stop the demonstrations and restore order. It can be determined that “the political speeches 

which were delivered during the Arab Spring Revolution have their distinctive features 

which are different from those features of the usual speeches of these presidents during the 

normal circumstances” (Al Majali, 2015:35). Consequently, those speeches were also 

exceptional, as they reflected the criticality of the situation, and were characterised by 

different linguistic features (as will be explained in Chapters 4 and 5), so as to keep up with 

the unprecedented circumstances at the time. 

The translations of those presidential speeches, especially into English, were no less 

important than the originals, as they attracted the attention of the international community, 

which was keen to stay abreast of the events in the Arab world. In most cases, the 

translations’ target audience was never likely to listen or read the original scripts of the 

presidential speeches. Rather, they pursued the translated versions. It is then easy to see 

how the quality of the produced translations plays a significant role in the understanding of 

the content of these speeches, as well as the political situation and recent events (Al-

Harahsheh, 2013:100). The researcher has observed that translation specialists would have 

a lot to comment about regarding the quality of the Arabic speeches’ English translations, 

given that they contain many errors at different levels, as will be explored in Chapters 4 and 

5. Such errors may even prevent readers from understanding the intended content and the 

political situation of the Arab Spring revolution at the time. It is within this context that the 

decision was made to closely examine some of the English translations of these speeches, 

in order to assess their quality. 
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However, as explained above, the quality of a translation can be evaluated using a variety 

of methods. Most of the established models and criteria for quality assessment evolve 

around three basic concepts; (1) quality of the producer, (2) quality of the process and (3) 

quality of the product. These are what Steiskal (2006: 13) terms the “3Ps” of quality 

assessment. Evaluating criteria and methods are ultimately different for each of the “3Ps”. 

The quality of the producer can only be evaluated by means of certification, which only 

occurs “under three possible scenarios: certification by a professional association, 

certification by a government, and certification by an academic institution” (Stejskal, 2006: 

13). The quality of the process, on the other hand, is mainly reflected in the basic notion 

that if predefined processes are followed, good translations will be obtained (Martinez and 

Hurtado, 2001). This naturally involves following predefined standards, a concept which 

proves problematic in the field of Translation Studies, as explained earlier. As Secâra 

(2005: 39) remarks, “The reason why no single standard will suffice is that quality is 

context dependent”. Consequently, current translation quality assessment methods have 

aimed for a more restrictive view of translation quality by focusing on the product. 

Given the above discussion, it is important to first specify the type of quality this research 

aims to address in order to choose the most appropriate assessment method. By determining 

that the analysis of the detected errors can be better understood through a textual analysis of 

the translations and their original texts (House, 1997), the scope of this work is limited to 

the assessment of the textual quality of the product. Relevant literature suggests that this 

type of quality is usually examined via two main approaches (Waddington, 2001). Different 

terminologies have been used to describe the approaches that focus on translation product, 

however, these can be generally divided into two approaches. The first approach examines 

the linguistic features of the translated texts at the sentence level, i.e., using an error-based 

translation evaluation system as the procedure for quantifying quality (Secâra, 2005). In 

contrast, the second approach focuses on the macrostructure relations of the text as a unit. 

Waddington (2001) calls the first type quantitative-centred (bottom-up) systems, and the 

second, qualitative-centred (top-down) systems. According to Williams (2001), the first 

type is called the quantitative-centred (error counting) systems while the second is the 

argumentation-centred (holistic) systems. Colina (2009: 237) also uses different 

terminologies to describe almost the same approaches: the experiential and theoretical 
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approaches, respectively. Among the three quality concepts, the quality of the product 

(translated texts), is the main focus of this study, as will be explicated in the next chapter.   

3. The Objectivity of TQA  

Some translation scholars believe that the search for an assessment method that can achieve 

full objectivity in every situation, context and for every type of text seems illusory (Mateo, 

2014:75). Others, in contrast, argue that although subjectivity cannot be entirely eliminated, 

it can be reduced to an acceptable level if it is based on a set of agreed-upon criteria of 

objectivity employed as a yardstick for comparing real versus ideal translations (Doyle 

2003; Colina 2008, 2009). A survey concerning this particular point reveals that translation 

scholars suggest the following criteria to ensure a higher level of objectivity. (1) the mark 

given as a quality index of a particular translation can be justified (Mateo: 2014:80-81), (2) 

the negative and the positive aspects of the translation are both considered in the 

assessment of translation quality (Waddington, 2001), (3) the model of assessment is built 

on scientific theories of translation (House, 1997,2001), (4) the model includes a 

quantification dimension in the assessment which means that errors are assigned different 

weights depending on their consequences (Williams, 2001), (5) the assessment follows a 

multi-perspective viewpoint which means that both micro and macro levels of possible 

errors (linguistic and nonlinguistic) are covered (House, 2001-2), and (6) the model does 

not ignore the effect of the text type on the evaluation process which means that text genre 

is considered in the assessment (Reiss, 1971,2000).  

The two main approaches in TQA (error-based and holistic) promise to provide objective 

assessment of translation quality. However, there is no previous empirical study that 

discusses which of these six criteria of objectivity is employed by each approach. 

Notwithstanding the rarity of empirical research on this area, the objectivity in the methods 

that are based on error analysis is believed to stem from the fact that they can give accurate 

accounts of both the type and number of errors committed in a translation. This is 

especially true if they are based on established theories and are equipped with statistical 

tools which, in turn, can be more reliable and objective than basing the evaluation on 

subjective judgments (Waddington, 2001). However, some scholars argue that the focus of 

these methods is only on errors, meaning that they are possibly established on a fallacy, this 
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being: “the overall quality of a translation is equal to the sum of the defects it contains” 

(Waddington, 2001:21). As a result, error analysis methods only measure the defects in a 

translation, and ignore any positive aspects in the overall quality assessment of a particular 

text. It is undoubtedly true that errors undermine the quality of a translation, but it is also 

true that two translations with the same number of errors may vary in terms of overall 

quality (Waddington, 2001). Therefore, although methods based on error analysis provide a 

clear justification of the mark reached, they do not account for positive solutions that are 

used to solve certain translation problems. 

On the other hand, the objectivity of holistic methods, the other assessment approach, stems 

from considering both the negative and positive aspects of the translation in the assessment 

process (Waddington, 2001). However, the relevant literature reveals the restricted view of 

errors in the holistic methods (Pym, 1992). Although they consider both the negative and 

positive aspects of the translation, as will be discussed in the next chapter, the error 

detection in this approach is not comprehensively governed by a systematic classification 

or quantification of errors such as that of error analysis, as holistic assessment mainly relies 

on the detection of certain types of errors and neglect large areas of potential errors, as will 

be specified in Chapter 2. Therefore, it then seems reasonable within the context of this 

study to hypothesise that the approach encompassing most of these six criteria is more 

likely to reduce the level of subjectivity inherent to translation quality assessment, and 

achieve a higher level of objectivity. 

While each approach takes different considerations into account in the assessment of 

translation quality, no evidence has been empirically established on the differences between 

these two approaches when applied to the assessment of translation quality of political 

discourse. Therefore, this study intends to put both approaches to the test and examine the 

outcome of applying them to assess the quality of the same political texts, to explore the 

reasons behind any differences in their applicability, and to identify how they reduce the 

subjectivity inherent to quality assessment. There may be some assumptions concerning the 

superiority of one approach over the other, as will be discussed in the next chapter, in terms 

of providing objective feedback, but with the realisation that there is a rarity of empirical 

studies in the area of TQA (Colina 2008, 2009; Jiménez Crespo 2001), this study aims to 
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contribute to the field of translation quality assessment by examining the issue in question 

empirically. 

4. Conceptual Framework for the Study  

 

As the main goal of this research is to examine the outcome of applying both approaches to 

assess the same texts, and identify how each approach reduces the subjective nature of 

assessment, it is important to ensure that it is based on a strong theoretical framework, so as 

to be valid and reliable (Pym, 1992). In so doing, two models have to be adapted or 

adopted, to represent the two main approaches. For the first approach, error analysis, the 

model used in this study is adapted from the theory of textuality originally proposed by 

Beaugrande and Dressler in 1981. As for the second, the holistic approach, the selected 

model is adopted as originally explicated by Waddington in 2001, with no modifications. 

To elaborate, in order to examine the outcome of applying the methods that rely on error 

analysis, a representative model has to be selected and examined from those available in the 

field. Most of the error analysis models are based on the notion of classifying translation 

errors, which also requires a strong conceptual framework before it can yield any holistic 

validity (Pym, 1992). Therefore, the selected model has to be comprehensive in order to 

rule out the possibility that any subjective feedback regarding the translation’s quality is 

due to the restrictions of the model itself. 

Attempting to adopt a comprehensive model requires for the model to encompass all the 

levels of a text where translation problems are expected to occur. It also requires that 

potential translation problems be classified according to the levels at which they might 

occur to ensure thorough examination. One of the most comprehensive classification for 

text levels where translation problems may arise is that of Beaugrande and Dressler (1981). 

The seven standards of textuality, they propose, provide a comprehensive framework 

within which all translation problems can be dealt with. These seven standards are: (1) 

cohesion, (2) coherence, (3) informativity, (4) acceptability, (5) intentionality, (6) 

situationality, and (7) intertextuality. Cohesion, coherence and intertextuality work at the 

text level, while intentionality and acceptability deal with the pragmatic level. Informativity 

relates to the content or information conveyed by a message: lexis, grammatical structures, 
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word order, style and rhetorical means. Finally, situationality is concerned with the 

contextual and pragmatic factors involved in the production of the text.  

Textuality is also regarded as a more comprehensive and practical unit for translation and 

evaluation; since it reflects how occurrences are connected to the others: through syntactic 

relations on the surface (cohesion); through conceptual relations in the text (coherence); 

through the attitudes of the author and reader to the text (intentionality and acceptability); 

through the transfer of the information (informativity); through the setting (situationality); 

and through the reciprocal relationship of separate texts (intertextuality). Textuality is 

induced by the linguistic surface but is not confined to it as the linguistic surface of a text is 

no more than a pointer to its textuality (Neubert & Shreve, 1992: 70). By investigating the 

textual surface of a text and also the standards of its textuality via textual analysis, one may 

be able to unravel the complexity of linguistic features of the surface, analyse the 

relationships between constituents of the text, and ultimately, learn about the meaning and 

intention of the text which relate to social and communicative constraints comprised in a 

given context (Martikainen, 2018). 

Based on the notion that textualisation is the global strategy that makes translation possible 

(Neubert & Shreve, 1992: 133-147), the seven standards of textuality have been used by 

many translation researchers in developing models for the translation process in general 

(e.g., Belhaaj, 1998; Bell, 1991; Neubert and Shreve, 1992) and for specific text types (e.g., 

Aksoy, 2001), as well as in descriptive studies of translation products (e.g., Kruger, 2000). 

The theory of textuality has also attracted those in the area of translation evaluation, in 

devising models for quality assessment (e.g., Adab, 2001; Alan, 1994; Xuanmin, 2000). In 

these models, the seven standards of textuality have been proposed as criteria for 

assessment (Adab, 2001; Alan, 1994). Although Adab (2001) focuses only on 

advertisement texts, Alan (1994) does not restrict the use of these criteria to any text type. 

However, except for a few additions to cohesion in Alan's model (1994), these two 

researchers do not suggest any kind of modification, as will later be explained in detail in 

Chapter 2. On the other hand, this study is a step further in this direction, where 

Beaugrande and Dressler's seven standards of textuality are used to define a set of criteria 

against which the quality of a translation can be measured. However, unlike previous 

attempts which adopt the model as it is, the current study suggests some modifications, so 
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as to fit the peculiarity of Arabic, the source texts’ language. This will also be further 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

This particular model is selected not only because it provides a comprehensive framework 

for encompassing and classifying translation errors, but also because it reflects three 

perspectives; that of: (1) the text itself (in cohesion and coherence), (2) the participants (in 

intentionality and acceptability), and (3) the broad context (in informativity, situationality, 

and intertextuality) (Beaugrande, 2004). Besides, the theory of textuality concords with the 

type of quality that this study seeks to examine - textual quality. House (1997) believes that 

adopting a textual approach to the assessment of translation quality values the textual 

quality of the output. Therefore, translation textual quality can best be assessed by means of 

textual analysis. For the above-mentioned reasons, and due to the fact that the translation 

quality assessment method must be customised to assess the predefined quality (the textual 

quality, House, 1997), the seven standards of textuality have been proposed as the 

theoretical framework and as a model of error analysis for the current study.  

To examine the outcome of applying the methods that rely on holistic assessment, a 

representative model also has to be selected and examined from those available in the field. 

The holistic method used in this study was designed by Waddington in 2001. This 

particular model is selected for four reasons: (1) it has been empirically tested, which 

creates a solid ground for the purpose of using it as a representative model of the holistic 

approach in order to identify the criteria of objectivity that this approach employ, and (2) it 

is not a type-specific model and can be applied to all types of texts, (3) it is comprehensive, 

as the scale in this particular model is unitary and treats the translation competence as a 

whole, which is the focus of most holistic models, and (4) it considers both the negative 

and the positive aspects of the translation quality (Khan Mohammad and Osanloo, 

2009:137). It is worth mentioning, at the end of this section, that the holistic assessment 

model is adopted in this study as explicated by its original author, because it can be applied 

to assess the set of Arabic and English texts without necessitating any amendments. In 

contrast, the model of error analysis is adapted to fit the peculiarity of the combination of 

Arabic-English translations, which justifies the lengthy description of the suggested 

amendments to the original model. 
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5. Purpose and Significance of the Study  

 

Firstly, the main purpose of this research is to empirically examine the outcome of the 

application of the two main approaches of assessment which are typically used to assess the 

quality of translation products, (the error analysis and holistic approaches), when applied to 

the assessment of the same political texts. Secondly, the study aims to examine the 

applicability of the proposed model of error analysis that is adapted from the theory of 

textuality (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981), as a translation quality assessment 

measurement tool for Arabic-English translations as one that can assist translators in the 

process of translation, as well as raters in the process of evaluation, by providing a set of 

criteria against which quality can be assessed. In the optic of achieving this aim, the 

original model has been modified in order to cater to the Arabic language (as discussed in 

detail in Chapter 3). Thirdly, it aims to investigate whether the six criteria of objectivity 

believed by specialists to provide the assessment process with more objectivity are taken 

into consideration in the application of each approach; and to identify how they reduce the 

subjectivity that is inherent to quality assessment. 

The significance of this study is based on three grounds. Firstly, the literature review 

conducted in Chapter 2 reveals the rarity of empirical studies in the area of translation 

quality assessment (Waddington, 2011:18). For this reason, this study attempts to 

contribute to the field by empirically examining the differences (if any) between the 

outcome of the application of the two main approaches of translation quality assessment, 

i.e., error analysis approaches and holistic approaches; and identifying how each method 

reduces the level of subjectivity to quality assessment. Secondly, the texts chosen for 

investigation were delivered in the midst of unprecedented circumstances in the Arab 

world. Therefore, attention should be paid to the translation of such sensitive texts, as this 

study is mainly based on House’s notion (1997) that studying political discourse from 

textual linguistic perspectives leads to a better understanding of the political situation, and 

also helps to study linguistic features in depth. Thirdly, the importance of such a descriptive 

study further lies in its potential contribution to the descriptive branch of Translation 

Studies, by providing new data which can in turn help to bring new insights into the field. 

Moreover, comparative studies of this kind, as Toury (1995) remarks, are likely to yield 
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interesting insights into similarities and differences in the processing of texts, and how 

translators construct translations.  

 

6. The Main Research Questions 

1. What are the criteria of objectivity that the main product-centred assessment approaches 

take into consideration in the process of providing an objective translation quality 

assessment? 

2. Are there any differences in the outcome of the application of the two methods of 

translation quality assessment when applied to the assessment of the same texts?  

3. How do these two methods of assessment reduce the subjectivity inherent to quality 

assessment? 

4. What are the reasons for as well as the outcomes of adapting the original model of error 

analysis for the corpus of this study? 

 

7. Corpus of the Study  

 

For the purpose of examining the outcome of the application of the product-centred 

approaches of translation quality assessment for evaluating political discourse, the texts 

chosen have to be representative of this genre. As explained above, the texts selected are 

the presidential speeches given by the leaders of the Arab countries where the 2011 

revolutions took place. In terms of the political upheaval in the Arab world, those speeches 

were particularly important, as they were delivered during unprecedented circumstances in 

the Arab world, and their translations were equally important, as they aimed to reflect the 

political situation to the international community.  

As many speeches were delivered at the time of the revolutions, refining criteria had to be 

established so as to choose a manageable number of texts for close examination. As such, 

two criteria were followed to create the corpus constituting the case study for the analysis 

and evaluation in this research: 

1. Including only the speeches delivered in the countries where the revolution has started 

and ended in 2011. This excluded only Syria from the five Arab countries (Tunisia, 
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Egypt, Yemen, Libya and Syria), as the situation in this country is still ongoing. This 

criteria was deemed necessary for the following reasons: 

a)  Most of the Arab revolutions began and ended in 2011, as will be explained in Chapter 3. 

b)  The term Arab Spring was essentially coined to describe the demonstrations that took 

place in 2011 (McCaffrey, 2012). 

2. Including only the speeches that are translated fully, as some of them were either left 

untranslated or translated partially, as will be explained in the following sections.  

 

A. Source Texts 

The speeches abiding by the two selection criteria stated above, and constituting the source 

texts for the study, were produced in Arabic. The source texts are taken from the versions 

published in official Arabic news agencies. Therefore, the textual analysis in this research 

is carried out based on the official published original speeches (in Arabic), and their 

respective published full versions (in English). In other words, this study is based on a 

comparative textual analysis between two parallel pairs of texts published in credible 

sources. Most of the Arab Spring speeches have official versions, but their inclusion to the 

corpus of this study depended on whether or not they have a published English translation. 

B. Target Texts 

The target texts in this study are the English translations of the Arab Spring presidential 

speeches that were delivered in Arabic. As most of the newspapers do not provide full text 

translations of presidential speeches (Orengo, 2005:168-186), and due to the unavoidable 

complications of assessing the quality of abridged translations to represent the quality of 

the whole texts, only those speeches that are fully translated are included in the corpus of 

this study. As there were several attempts made by fans and crowdsourced to fully translate 

the presidential speeches, only the fully translated versions of the original speeches 

published in credible English news agencies such as The Guardian, BBC, and CNN are 

included in this study. This step was deemed necessary so as to rule out the possibility that 

(potential) poor quality is due to a lack of expertise or an unfamiliarity with the 

professional norms of news agencies and publication. This specification, in turn, led to the 

selection of four speeches as will be detailed in Chapter 3. 
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8. Research Methodology 

 

To ensure that the analysis is not based upon subjective considerations, it must be built 

upon the results of an “objective” measurement tool. However, with regards to translation 

quality assessment, the main argument is that it is a subjective process (Horguelin and 

Brunette 1998; Larose 1998; Parra 2005). This study is based upon the notion that the 

recognition of the relative subjective nature of TQA “does not invalidate the objective part 

of the assessment”, rather, “it merely reinforces its necessity” (House, 2001, p. 256). 

Therefore, in order to assess the quality of a certain translation, following Waddington 

(2001), three steps should be taken into account: firstly, the concept of quality must be 

well-defined, because translation quality is traditionally believed to be the one that fits its 

purpose (Nord 1997, O’Brien 2012). Secondly, the methodology must be chosen precisely, 

so as to select the assessment method that can successfully measure the defined translation 

quality. Lastly, the assessment should be carried out in accordance with the predefined 

notion of quality, and the chosen assessment methodology. In line with these three steps, I 

will first specify the type of quality that this study aims to address (textual quality), and 

then will explain the method used to assess this specific quality (textual analysis). 

 

A. Textual Quality  

 

Among the “3Ps” of translation quality, (quality of the producer, of the process and of the 

product), in this study, assessment focuses on the quality of the product, specifically the 

textual quality. The view of translation quality in this work equates to the notion that the 

linguistic choices in the target text should be in line with the source text’s standards of 

cohesion, coherence, informativity, intentionality, situationality, and intertextuality. In 

other words, quality is considered to be the level of appropriateness of the linguistic choices 

made in the translated texts to represent the linguistic and nonlinguistic ones of the original 

texts (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981). House (1997) believes that adopting a textual 

approach to the assessment of translation quality values the textual quality of the output. 

Therefore, the textual quality of a translation can best be assessed by means of textual 
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analysis. With this in mind, the discussion will shift to that of textual analysis and its 

benefits and appropriateness as a methodology to assess the translation’s textual quality. 

 

B. Textual Analysis 

 

Textuality is believed to be "the complex set of features that texts must have to be 

considered texts. It is a property that a complex linguistic object assumes when it reflects 

certain social and communicative constraints” (Neubert and Shreve, 1992, p.70). Textuality 

is also proposed to be the basis of the actualisation (the evolution of a text) and the 

utilisation of texts (Beaugrande, 1980). Therefore, selecting a textual approach to the study 

of translation holds great benefit at both theoretical and practical levels. On the theoretical 

level, applying a textual approach to the analysis of texts and their translations entails 

emphasising the textual aspect of translation, and also clears the ground for a more 

sophisticated treatment of translated texts (Neubert, 1996). It can also be insightful on 

different levels, and can have theoretical and practical implications that would contribute to 

the general field of translation, as well as that of translation assessment and translator 

training. On the practical level, the benefits of applying a textual analysis have been 

highlighted by many researchers. Al-Faqi (2000), for instance, avers that the analysis of 

separate sentences would yield partial meanings. The meanings of the text as a whole can 

only be understood by means of textual analysis, whereby the devices and elements that 

contribute to the emergence of meaning are all explored. Within the context of translator 

training, Schäffner (2002) also points out that textual approaches to the analysis of 

translations can highlight specific textual features which might present translation 

problems, in order to steer translation decisions. As for translation students, she adds, 

following a textual approach can help them “become sensitized to recognize linguistic 

structures in texts”, and  

    “learn to reflect on the specific functions of textual structures for the overall  

   purpose of texts in a communicative context, and based on such reflections they  

   will be able to make informed decisions as to the linguistic structures required   

  for the target text in the new context and culture for new addresses”.    

         (Schäffner. 2002, pp. 6-7)  
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She concludes that applying a textual approach promotes the development of translation 

competence, since it “heighten[s] students’ awareness of the process involved in translating 

and in the production of translation” (Schäffner. 2002, pp. 6-7). Moreover, Hartmann 

(1980) proposes that the grammatical textuality hypothesis may be the guiding principle 

behind the development of text linguistics. This hypothesis postulates the following 

assumptions: (1) the linguistic and extralinguistic factors correlate only in texts, (2) a 

characterisation of the linguistic patterns should go beyond the phrase or sentence level, 

and (3) textuality is a more realistic notion for capturing communicative events than the 

narrowly conceived notions of grammaticality, and semanticality. This notion of textuality, 

as Beaugrande (1980) maintains, is a factor that arises from communicative procedures for 

text utilisation, and is thus an essential task in the study of the aspects of text linguistics. In 

fact, Beaugrande (2004) later suggests that text linguistics logically shifted the conceptual 

centre from “grammaticality” over to textuality, which is characterised by its realistic 

nature. 

According to Beaugrande (2002), textuality should be viewed as a human achievement in 

making connections wherever communicative events occur, and is not a set of theoretical 

units or rules, nor is it a linguistic property that a text may or may not possess. Beaugrande 

(2004) also argues that textuality designates the total relatedness of the text; meaning that 

the seven standards of textuality interrelate to achieve connections. He believes that 

cohesion is concerned with the connections among linguistic forms, coherence with the 

connections among concepts, intentionality with the connections to the speakers’ 

intentions, acceptability with the receivers’ engagement to the text, informativity with how 

new the content is, situationality with the circumstances of the interaction, and 

intertextuality in terms of relations with other texts, particularly those with a similar text 

type. By proposing the seven standards of textuality, Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) 

advocate a procedural approach to the study of texts. In such an approach, all the levels are 

described in terms of their utilisation. They argue (1994) that in a procedural approach the 

analyst’s task is not restricted to only dividing a text into phonemes and morphemes or 

analysing its syntactic structures, but also to explore textuality aspects. According to them, 

this is because exploring textuality aspects activates spheres of significance and relevance 
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between linguistic elements and extralinguistic factors such as culture, society, ideology, 

emotion, personality, and so on.  

Given the above discussion, and as the translation quality assessment method has to be 

customised to assess the predefined quality, and since adopting a textual approach values 

the textual quality of the output (House, 1997), the seven standards of textuality are 

proposed as the basis of textual analysis of the outcomes of the holistic and error-based 

assessment methods as specified below. 

C. Description of the Error Analysis Method 

 

In the proposed model, each of Beaugrande and Dressler’s seven standards of textuality is 

considered to be a criterion against which the quality of the translation is measured. This 

means that quality is addressed against seven main potential areas of errors. Errors 

committed in the translations of the Arab Spring presidential speeches are classified in 

terms of severity into two groups: major errors and minor errors. Major errors constitutes of 

the mistakes which completely disregard a certain standard in the model, as described by 

the two authors, whereas minor errors concern those that only partially disregard the same 

standard. 

Beaugrande and Dressler's seven standards are also used to conduct a contrastive textual 

analysis of the presidential speeches selected for the study and their respective translations, 

for the purpose of assessing their quality. Textual analysis of the selected data essentially 

consists of two main procedures: analysing the ST’s potential area of error, and a 

comparison of the ST to the TT for assessment. After conducting the textual analysis and 

classifying the errors, major errors and minor errors will then be counted in order to 

establish a preliminary quality index for that particular translation. The number of errors 

compared to the number of words in each text is finally calculated using an appropriate 

statistical tool (as specified in Chapter 3), to assign a mark out of ten for the quality of each 

text. 
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D. Description of the Holistic Approach Method 

 

To ensure that both approaches are treated equally, and since the researcher has tested the 

method (A) herself, two external evaluators are given the same translations in order to 

provide a holistic assessment of their quality. These two evaluators are certified from the 

CIOL (the Chartered Institute of Linguists) as having good experience working in 

translation, interpretation, and evaluation from Arabic into English and vice versa. 

According to their profiles, posted in the official website of CIOL, one of them has 38 

years’ experience working as a UK government linguist and political researcher. Her 

primary language for over the past 30 years has been Arabic, and she has also lengthy 

professional experience working from French and Spanish. She is accredited as an ACIL in 

these languages – as well as from Italian, Farsi, Romanian and Portuguese. The other 

evaluator is currently a staff translator and she provides Arabic and French to English 

translations.  

 

To ensure that the assessment is not a reflection of the raters’ selected holistic model, they 

have been provided with the same holistic method. Using the same model (Waddington’s 

model), the raters must assign a mark out of ten for the quality of each translation, provided 

that the assigned mark is justified in a written feedback. For each of the five levels of 

quality indicated in the model (Table 1.1), the translation can be graded on a scale of two 

points against each of the five levels. This allows the rater to award the higher mark to the 

translation that meets the requirements of a particular level or has some good solutions to 

translation problems, and award the lower mark to the translation that falls between two 

levels, but is closer to the upper one and so on. In this model, a translation is assessed based 

on two main parameters: the accuracy of transferring the ST content and the quality of 

expression in the TL. Each of these two parameters are further specified to help the rater 

decides which level best represents the translation quality, as shown below: 
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Level Accuracy of transfer of ST 

content 

Quality of expression in TL Degree of 

completion  

Mark  

Level 

5 

Complete transfer of ST 

information, only minor revisions 

needed to reach professional 

standard. 

Almost all of the translation reads 

like a piece originally written in 

English. There may be minor 

lexical, grammatical or spelling 

errors. 

Successful  9-10 

Level 

4 

Almost complete transfer; there 

may be one or two insignificant 

inaccuracies, requires a certain 

amount of revision to reach 

professional standard. 

Large sections read like a piece 

originally written in English. 

There are a number of lexical, 

grammatical or spelling errors.  

Almost 

completely 

successful  

7-8 

Level 

3 

Transfer of the general ideas but 

with a number of lapses in 

accuracy, needs considerable 

revision to reach professional 

standard.  

Certain parts read like a piece 

originally written in English, but 

others read like a translation. 

There are a considerable number 

of lexical, grammatical or spelling 

errors.  

Adequate  5-6 

Level 

2 

Transfer undermined by serious 

inaccuracies, thorough revision is 

required to reach professional 

standard.  

Almost the entire text reads like a 

translation, there are continual 

lexical, grammatical or spelling 

errors.  

Inadequate  3-4 

Level 

1  

Completely inadequate transfer 

of ST content, the translation is 

not worth revising.  

The candidate reveals a total 

inability to express himself 

adequately in English.  

Completely 

inadequate  

1-2 

Table (1.1): Waddington’s Holistic Assessment Model (2001) 

 

After applying both methods of assessment to the same texts, the overall quality index of 

each method will be compared. By the end of the research, each of the four translated texts 

will have received two marks: one from the application of assessment method (A), and one 

from the application of method (B). Finally, both results will undergo close contrastive 

analysis in order to investigate the differences between the application of each approach, 

and identify how they reduce the subjectivity inherent to quality assessment.  
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9. Organisation of the Study  

 

The present research is set out into seven chapters. Chapter (1) introduces the problem 

addressed in this study, and describes the type of data and the procedure selected for 

addressing the main research questions. Chapter (2) presents a review of the relevant 

literature on translation quality assessment, with special reference to the studies that focus 

on the quality of the translation products rather than that of the translation process or the 

translation producer. Chapter (3) is devoted to describing the research methodology and 

procedures used for the creation of this study’s corpus. It also provides a detailed 

description of the proposed model of error analysis. Chapters (4)  contains an analysis of 

the application of Method (A) on the four selected speeches, while Chapter (5) offers a 

discussion of the researcher's findings. Chapter (6) summerises the results obtained in this 

study. Finally, Chapter (7) concludes the dissertation by providing a summary and 

conclusion, implications for practice, and recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

This chapter will review the literature written on translation quality assessment and its main 

approaches. For the purposes of this research, the discussion of these studies will adopt the 

well-established classification of the two broadly used approaches in translation quality 

assessment, namely: the holistic assessment approach and the error analysis approach. Each 

is discussed in terms of its application and how it reduces the subjectivity inherent to 

translation quality assessment. 

  

1. Historical Overview 

  

Translation quality assessment (TQA) has been discussed under the area of translation 

criticism in Translation Studies. Criticism in translation has been defined in many different 

ways. This is probably due to the fact that translation criticism is a highly complex process, 

as it engages with many factors (House, 1997, p.119). Holmes (1972/1988:78) was the first 

to introduce translation criticism into the map of Translation Studies. Although there have 

been other attempts following Holmes’ to draw a map for Translation Studies, such as that 

of Toury's (1991), the area of criticism has overall remained unexplored. Pym (1998, p.5) 

does not discuss translation criticism in his division of Translation Studies, although he 

discusses historical criticism. Unlike Holmes, who views criticism as an applied extension 

of the discipline, Pym’s neglect of translation criticism can be attributed to his views of this 

area as “an unfashionable and perilous exercise” (1998, p.5). During Williams and 

Chesterman’s (2002, p. 11, 56) subsequent attempt to update the map of Translation 

Studies, they relate translation criticism to the area of prescriptiveness and evaluation. 

More recently, the area of translation quality assessment was introduced to the big picture 

of Translation Studies by Van Doorslaer (1995), who redrew Holmes’ map of Translation 

Studies, linking criticism with translation evaluation. 

After the recognition of translation quality assessment as a branch in the field of 

Translation Studies, many attempts were made to classify the studies concerned with 

translation quality assessment. The earliest attempt is that of Baker and Saldanha’s (1998), 
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who classify translation quality assessment approaches into three categories: the subjective 

approach (Anecdotal), the psycholinguistic approach (response-oriented approaches) and 

the text-based approach. In the first approach, the treatment of quality is subjective in 

nature in the sense that it does not abide by certain principles of assessment. The 

psycholinguistic approach, on the other hand, focuses mainly on determining dynamic 

equivalence proposed by Nida in 1969, and the evaluation relies mainly on assessing 

whether the effect of the translation on the target receivers is the same as the effect on the 

original receivers. The third approach is linguistically-based, where pairs of source and 

target texts are compared in the optic of discovering syntactic, semantic, stylistic, and 

pragmatic regularities of transfer.   

Brunette (2000) also classifies translation quality assessment procedures, and further 

delimits differences between translation quality assessment, quality assurance and quality 

control. She distinguishes five different types of assessment procedures based on the 

following: the status of the target text (whether it is the final version of the translation or 

not), whether the text is analysed only partly or in its entirety, whether there are 

explanations provided for any changes or modifications made in the translation, whether a 

comparison is made between the source text and the target text, and finally, what the aim of 

the assessment itself is and for which receivers. The five types of assessment procedures 

suggested by Brunette are as follows: pragmatic revision, quality assessment, quality 

control, quality assurance and didactic revision.  

Another similar classification is suggested by House (2001); according to her, translation 

quality assessment studies fall into three categories: firstly, there are pre-linguistic studies 

where subjective statements are the norm. Secondly, psycholinguistic studies, which focus 

on the translation effect on the receivers. Thirdly, source-text based studies (linguistically-

based to describe both the source text and the target text). House (2001) generally doubts 

the efficiency of psycholinguistic and pre-linguistic models because their arguments and 

judgments are not based on certain criteria for measurement, but rather on either arbitrary 

judgments or social preferences, both of which are highly subjective.  
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2. Translation Quality   

Researchers have become increasingly attentive to the significance of quality in translation. 

Thus, the field of Translation Studies is witnessing a proliferation of studies treating this 

important aspect. Gouadec (2010, pp.270-275), for instance, distinguishes between 

extrinsic and intrinsic translation quality. Extrinsic quality relates to the way a translation 

satisfies the requirements of the applicable situation in terms of audience, purpose, 

medium, code, and any other external relevant parameters, whereas intrinsic quality relates 

to the inside of the text content. He suggests different scales for translation quality: (1) 

rough-cut, (2) fit-for-delivery (although not yet fit for broadcasting), and (3) fit-for-

broadcast translation (accurate, efficient, and ergonomic). These three translation quality 

scales are further characterised by four domains to which quality relates. The first three 

domains are relevant to any type of material (text, voice, image, video, etc.). They are: (1) 

the linguistic-stylistic-rhetorical-communicative domain, (2) the factual-technical-semantic-

cultural domain, (3) and the functional-ergonomic domain. (4) The fourth domain is when 

the translated material is compatible with the original. Quality is then regarded as (1) 

acceptable, (2) good, or (3) excellent across each domain. 

On the other hand, Bittner (2011, pp. 76-87) believes that the quality of a translation 

depends on an intricate network of interrelations. In a flower-shaped diagram, he portrays 

these interrelations with the target text being in the centre of the flower and all the other 

factors being the six petals surrounding it. The six factors that affect translation quality are 

the source text, the source and target texts’ respective forms, the agents in the translation 

process (i.e., the client and the translator) and the culture and politics involved in the 

translation process. These factors, according to Bittner, signify what the translator should 

be aware of during a translation task. Attempting to shift the focus from older diagrams, 

where they describe the translation process based on a dichotomy between the source text 

and the target text and their respective cultures, with translation coming in between, such as 

Nord’s diagram (1988/1997, pp.38-39), he shifts the focus to the target text as being the 

main element of the translation process and evaluation. The reason he provides for doing 

this is that the quality then becomes more manifested.  
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Although scholars’ engagement with translation quality is not always with the aim of 

developing models for translation quality assessment, as will later be shown, they still 

provide interesting views on the issue. Rothe-Neves (2002), for instance, believes that the 

quality of translated texts can be ensured if a “pedagogical approach” is followed, arguing 

that all parameters used in the assessment process are, in most cases, those used in 

translation courses. According to him, those who teach translation courses are “experts”, 

since they assess translations based on teaching experience. Chesterman (1997) also argues 

that the quality of a translation is all about satisfying certain needs which should ideally be 

set before starting any assessment task. Those needs can either be explicit or implicit. He 

believes that the most important implied needs in translation are accuracy, as well as the 

successful communication of the text message to the receivers.  

 

3. Translation Quality Assessment and its Subjective Nature  

 

As explained in Chapter 1, it is clear that the defining criteria for translation quality is that 

it is a subjective notion. Viewing translation evaluation as a generally arbitrary and 

subjective practice, and believing that the main task of translation quality assessment is to 

improve the evaluation process, Holmes (1988, p.78) argues that this improvement can only 

be ensured if quality assessment is built on objective criteria. This leads the discussion to a 

notion crucial in this study - objectivity. House (2001) argues that translation scholars can 

objectively assess a translation by following a multi-perspective viewpoint. If the evaluator 

carries out the analysis on both micro and macro levels, and at the same time maintains 

other important elements such as function, ideology, genre, register, and the communicative 

value of individual linguistic items, then subjectivity may be reduced. The evaluator then 

would be able to describe the decision-making process more objectively. House concludes 

by stating that the recognition of the subjective element in criticism “does not invalidate the 

objective part of the assessment, it merely reinforces its necessity” (2001, p. 256). Other 

researchers, on the other hand, are skeptical about the possibility of evaluating translation 

quality objectively. Bittner (2011, pp. 76-87) for instance, believes that even if objectivity 

is the goal in the assessment of translation quality, it is difficult if not altogether impossible 

to achieve. He adds that to some extent, the activities of translation evaluation will always 
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elude the grasp of objective analysis. However, he also maintains that closer cooperation 

between translation scholars and critics could help in reducing the subjective element in 

translation assessment more effectively. 

Translation scholars attribute different reasons for the low level of objectivity in some of 

the existing models for translation quality assessment. For instance, while presenting his 

empirical model for translation quality assessment, Al-Qinai (2000) asserts that focusing 

only on the end product, i.e., the translated text, and ignoring the process of decision 

making is the reason for the lack of objectivity in translation assessment. Williams (2001), 

on the other hand, ascribes this lack of objectivity to the ignorance of a quantitative 

dimension in the quality assessment models. Referring to the models of House (1977, 1981, 

1997) and Nord (1992), Williams was the first to suggest that previous models lack a 

quantitative dimension, asserting that without error weighting and quantification in 

assessment of texts, measurement criteria cannot offer a convincing judgment. He 

advocates combining both qualitative and quantitative methods in translation assessment, 

because quantification “lends objectivity to the assessment” (Williams, 2001, p. 326). 

Reiss (1971, 2000), on the other hand, links the low level of objectivity to the ignorance of 

the text type’s effect on the evaluation process. Her book on translation criticism written in 

1971 is believed to be one of the earliest attempts to set up objective text typological 

criteria for the evaluation of all translation types (Hartmann, 1980). Assuming that different 

text types require different translation methods, they would also need different evaluation 

criteria; a fact which she suggests translation scholars should take into consideration. 

Translation scholars should identify the text type in order to avoid using inappropriate 

criteria for assessment. Therefore, Reiss suggests that establishing a text typology (namely 

literary, linguistic, and pragmatic) is the first step towards ensuring objectivity in 

translation quality assessment; a criterion which is also considered in the proposed model 

of error analysis as will be explained in the next chapter. 

Moreover, translation scholars suggest that objectivity can be ensured if the models of 

assessment are built on scientific theories of translation. In her call for scientific criteria for 

quality assessment, House (1997, 2001) emphasises that linguistic analysis provides the 

ground for arguing evaluative judgments, which can in turn lead to an objective model for 

translation quality assessment. House (1997, p.3) had earlier criticised the anecdotal 
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approaches to translation evaluation mainly for their reliance on the notion that the quality 

depends largely on the translator’s subjective knowledge. Thus, she believes that the 

assessment of a translation’s quality should ideally be based on a more objective criteria, if 

it stems from a certain theory of translation.  

However, other researchers disagree with this line of thought. Rothe-Neves (2002), for 

instance, believes that in short, there should be sufficient empirical evidence of a certain 

translation quality theory’s success before theorising it, calling for more empirical work 

before making generalisations. He advocates that the experts’ own subjectivity can be 

avoided if translations are assessed by others, arguing that “external evaluators” are not 

following a certain theory of assessment because they are not involved in the research 

process. This notion is not entirely new; it was first introduced by Nida and Taber (1969) 

under the term “normal readers” as the translation addressees. Rothe-Neves advocates 

external evaluation for two reasons: firstly, he supports the notion that external evaluators 

will be more objective if they do not follow a certain analysis system, that is, a certain 

theory. Secondly, if the external evaluators happen to be translation professionals, then the 

assessment data could be taken as a portrait of those quality criteria.  

Mobaraki and Aminzadeh (2012: 63) argue that the stimulus of moving from one model to 

another is to objectify the process of TQA more than before so that its findings become 

more concrete and supportable. However, they say that such an objectivism is becoming 

more challenging. In their study, they attempt to pay more attention to those challenges and 

show to what extent this objectivism has been attained. They argue that despite many 

theoretical studies (e.g. NewMrak 1988, Wilss 1996, House 1997, and Reiss 1977/1989) on 

TQA, true objective evaluation is not possible. They attribute this to the lack of direct 

observation and description of personal, social, and discoursal factors of translation. The 

relative solution to this unattainability, they suggest, is to use a comprehensive and 

systematic approach to cover the “representations” of these factors (as much as possible), 

and to manage and take into account all of them properly in order to evaluate them in a 

valid and reliable way. For this reason, they present a new procedural eclectic model of 

TQA based on five criteria: systematicity, comprehensiveness, validity, reliability, and 

objectivity. They conclude that the main reason to introduce this new method was to 

overcome the shortcomings of the TQA ongoing strategies with regard to the cited criteria. 
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To evaluate the ever-changing aspects of competence (ranging from bilingual and 

interlingual to intercultural competence), they addressed them one by one, and proposed 

appropriate strategies or (combination of them) for any particular stage. That is why their 

model is entitled eclectic.  

Given the above discussion, it seems reasonable to think that the subjective and relative 

nature of the notion of quality, and indeed of the evaluator (House, 1997), means that 

translation quality assessment requires the inclusion of all the criteria translation scholars 

believe would increase the level of objectivity. The recognition of the subjective nature of 

assessment, once again, does not invalidate the objective element of assessment, it just 

reinforces the necessity of making serious efforts to develop and adopt more objective 

criteria. Therefore, although subjectivity cannot be entirely eliminated, it can be reduced if 

most of these criteria are taken into consideration in the assessment process. The two 

methods of assessment, adopted in this study, are examined on whether or not they employ 

the six criteria of objectivity, identified in Chapter 1 (p.15),  in order to identify how each 

method manages to reduce subjectivity. Ultimately, this is what the present study aims to 

achieve. The examined six criteria of objectivity are: (1) including a quantification 

dimension in the quality assessment, (2) considering both the negative and the positive 

aspects of the translation, (3) following a multi-perspective viewpoint which considers both 

the micro and macro levels of the assessment, (4) considering the text type, (5) building the 

assessment on scientific theories of translation, and (6) justifying the assigned marks.  

 

4. Assessment Criteria of Translation Quality  

 

Quality assessment encompasses different schools of thought in the field of Translation 

Studies which, in turn, leads to differences in assessment criteria, making reaching a 

unified set of assessment criteria almost impossible (House, 1997). Schmitt (1998) argues 

that regardless of the increased efforts to create unified models for translation quality 

assessment, translation practitioners are still widely criticising academic approaches for not 

investigating the subject of quality as much as necessity demands. The same academic 

approaches are also criticised for their inability to determine the nature of quality and for 

neglecting the various evaluation situations (Bonthrone, 1998). Lauscher (2000, pp. 149-
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168) also argues that the academic models for translation quality assessment could become 

more applicable in practice if the translation process was integrated into the evaluation 

procedure, and if the relative nature of this evaluation procedure was further examined. 

While referring to the holistic method followed at Leeds University Centre for Translation 

Studies, Secară (2005: 46) also criticises academic holistic methods believing that   

[u]sually, those academic institutions that offer translation programs produce a set of 

criteria, usually holistic, against which the validity of a translation task will be 

evaluated. More often than not, such lists give rise to subjective interpretation, mostly 

due to the fact that they represent only correcting scale and not a grading scale.  

The various approaches for translation quality assessment differ mainly in the aspects they 

emphasise as quality criteria, however, they share certain assumptions (Horton, 1998). 

These assumptions can be summarised as follows: the aim of the target text’s assessment is 

mainly to measure the degree of adequacy of that text in relation to the semantic, syntactic 

and pragmatic features of the source text, as well as in relation to the cultural frame and the 

linguistic resources of the target language. On the other hand, these approaches diverge 

with regards to the following: (1) the properties of the text that they believe should remain 

invariant in the translation process, (2) the analytical models to be applied in the pre-

translational analysis process, and (3) the strategies that control the translation process. In 

these approaches, the assessment of translation quality usually undergoes three stages: (1) 

source text analysis, (2) comparison, and (3) evaluation (Horton, 1998). 

The ultimate aim of most of the existing models of translation quality assessment is to 

create a conclusive, objective list of parameters that are applicable to all types of translated 

texts, so as to help evaluators in making prescriptive judgments. In practice, such lists may 

not be sufficient for determining what a good or bad translation is and, therefore, are also 

insufficient for assessing quality, as it depends on a wide range of factors. Although many 

approaches and models for assessing translation quality have not succeeded in producing 

such a conclusive and objective list, relative agreement does exist on what some of the 

major parameters are, such as consistency of sense, logical cohesion, correct terminology 

and so on, as will be discussed when referring to the two main approaches in TQA in the 

next sections. For the interest of this study, it would be helpful to separately discuss the 
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relevant literature of the application of the theory of textuality before discussing the other 

relevant studies and models. 

5.1 The Application of Beaugrande and Dressler’s Theory of Textuality  

Beaugrande and Dressler’s standards have been adopted by many researchers in the field of 

Translation Studies to develop models for different purposes, such as the translation 

process in general, for specific text types, translation evaluation and in descriptive studies 

of translation products. Neubert (1996, p.95) believes that these studies mark the shift to the 

“extralinguistic phase”.  

 

A. Studies in Translation Process 

In an attempt to characterise the process of translation, Bell (1991) integrates the seven 

standards of textuality within his three part structured model. In the second part, which is 

concerned with meaning, Bell introduces the seven standards due to the fact that they 

emphasise meaning as the communicative value of texts and utterances. He maintains that 

these standards are implicit in the process of translation, and in the knowledge and skills 

which assist translators in their task. Similarly, Neubert and Shreve (1992) use the seven 

standards of textuality comprehensively in their model for translation. In fact, their model is 

mainly based on the seven standards which, according to them, can serve as equivalence 

parameters. Although they advocate the notion of textual equivalence, they do not seek 

complete match between textual surfaces. Instead, they stress the interrelationships between 

textual effect, which is the basic of textual equivalence, and the actual textual formations of 

the source text and the target text (Zhu, 1999). 

Hatim and Mason (1997) also integrate the seven standards of textuality in their context-

based strategy of dealing with texts. They believe that “all texts must satisfy basic standards 

of textuality before acquiring the additional characteristics of being literary, technical, oral, 

etc.” (1997, p.vii). They also add that this textual approach is “both durable and meaningful 

as a way of developing translation competence” (1997, p.viii). For pedagogical purposes, 

Belhaaj (1998) investigates in a series of papers, different theoretical and applied aspects of 

translation, in order to determine the factors involved in the creation a well-structured 
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framework for systematic translation training. In one of these papers, he pinpoints the role 

of the seven standards as a serviceable tool for translators in the process of translating. He 

also asserts that these standards emphasise two aspects of texts that are essential to 

translation as an intercultural activity: the internal grammatical and semantic structure of 

texts, as well as the communicative nature of texts with its linguistic and social factors. 

B. Studies in Translation Products 

Kruger (2000) applies the seven standards of textuality in her descriptive-analytic study of 

drama translation as a product. She aims to identify the textual features that distinguish an 

Afrikaans stage translation from a page translation of Shakespeare’s play, The Merchant of 

Venice. She particularly focuses on the nature and extent of lexical cohesion, believing that 

page or stage translation has constraining effect on it. Aksoy (2001) also develops her 

textual-contextual approach to account for the translation of narrative texts on the basis of 

the seven standards of textuality. She believes that these standards apply to any text type 

and are defining variables of translation situations. Moreover, she believes that her 

approach aids the translator in remaining loyal to the source text and the author’s style, as 

well as in creating acceptable format and standard style of equivalent texts in the target 

culture. 

C. Studies in Translation Evaluation 

One of the studies incorporating the seven standards of textuality model in its treatment of 

translation quality assessment is that of Alan (1994). He conducts a contrastive study 

between some English texts and their Turkish translations. The aim of his work is to single 

out some of the co-textual, contextual and cultural factors that affect translating, and 

ultimately, to identify some criteria that can be used in translation criticism. Except for a 

few additions to Beaugrande and Dressler’s characterisation of cohesion necessary to 

represent the Turkish language, Alan applies all the other standards without any 

modification. Adab (2001) also integrates the seven standards in a theoretical framework 

suggested for the evaluation of the translation of advertisements. Her goal is to provide 

specific systematic and applicable means of justification of choices and of critical 

evaluation. However, she does not suggest making any modifications so as to adapt these 
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standards for the purpose of her study.  

Similarly, Luo Xuanmin (2003) integrates the seven standards in his textual model for 

analysing and evaluating translation as they are explicated in the original model without 

any modifications. He maintains that these standards are dynamic, operational, regulative, 

and complementary to one another. He also proposes that their model has explanatory 

capacity for reading and writing in teaching language and literature, as well as translation 

studies. It also has explanatory capacity in text analysis, as it refers not only to the text 

itself, but also to other elements that activate the text, such as psychological, pragmatic, and 

aesthetic ones. However, this study, along with that of Alan’s, do not emphasise the 

interaction between the seven standards, and how they may affect each other. Their models 

also do not promote value judgments on assessed translations. 

Zheng and Ching (2012) also make use of the standards to assess and compare the quality 

of the two translations of Chang Hen Ge, a Chinese ancient poem comprising of one 

hundred and twenty sentences. The two translations were written by Xu Yuanchong and 

Gladys Yang respectively. Zheng and Cheng conclude that the seven standards of textuality 

cannot only be employed to distinguish a text from a non-text, but also as practical 

parameters in the process of translation assessment. He also adds that they make translation 

assessment more operational in translation practice. 

The only criticism of this textuality model was made by Luo Xuanmin (2003, p.76), who 

states that “although they claim to be studying texts in dynamic processes, Beaugrande and 

Dressler’s description of the seven standards is not dynamic and systematic, since they 

separate the seven standards which they argue constitute a unified whole”. Although Luo 

Xuanmin does agree that these standards are dynamic, he believes that Beaugrande and 

Dressler failed in representing this dynamic connectivity in their model. Having said that, 

all the above studies indicate that the application of Beaugrande and Dressler’s model of 

textuality to the study of translation can be very useful in exploring translation both as a 

process and a product. It is also helpful in assessing translation quality, as it creates a 

structured framework to follow during the assessment process. 
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5.2 The Application of Waddington's Holistic Model 

In 2003, Waddington introduces some new insights to his holistic model that was originally 

developed in 2011. Within the context of students’ assessment, he calls for a more positive 

approach of TQA. This is because he believes that one of the problems of teaching and 

assessing students' translation into a foreign language is the number of language errors 

generated which could be demotivating for the students. He suggests that the best solution 

to deal with this issue is to follow a positive approach of assessment such as that suggested 

by Hewson (1995) who distinguishes between purely linguistic errors and major translation 

problems. Hewson suggests that a reasonable assessment of students’ translation must not 

penalise for the linguistic errors and instead try to give students credit for appreciating and 

solving the translation problems involved. For this reason, Waddington proposes a double 

marking scale: negative for clear errors and failure to recognise translation problems, and 

positive for identifying and solving specific translation problems.  

Shahraki
 
and Karimnia (2011) argue that many translation reviewers employ a holistic 

approach to translation quality assessment due to the non-availability of objective index 

according to which, reviewers can assess or mark a translation. For this reason, they applied 

Waddington’s model on the Persian translation of George Orwell’s 1984, by Baluch. They 

chose twenty paragraphs randomly and compared and contrasted them with their parallel 

translations to assess the quality of their translations. After close investigation of the model, 

they concluded that Waddington’s model turned to be incomplete with regard to translation 

shifts and additions. Besides, they assert that this model is highly academic-bound and 

cannot be applied to real cases of translation evaluation, outside the academic context. They 

also criticised the model for being too general which increases the elements of subjectivity, 

since understanding the evaluation parameters is entirely left for the evaluator with the lack 

of detailed descriptions. However, they still believe that Waddington’s model (2001) is less 

subjective due to the fact that a translation following this model is assessed according to 

some pre-set criteria. 

As opposing to this view and still within the context of translation students’ assessment, 

Medadian and Mahabadi (2015) explain that most translation teachers still draw on holistic 

and traditional methods of translation evaluation in their exams due to the fact that most of 
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the available models for TQA are not tailored for a manageable summative evaluation of 

student translation. They argue that these methods are either too holistic or too detailed and 

‘complex’ for translation evaluation purposes in educational settings. They relate to the 

subjectivity of holistic approaches in general but they then emphasise that they are more 

manageable for a teacher than the detailed and quantitative models (error-based). They 

explain that error-based models are highly demanding, taking into consideration the limited 

resources of a classroom teacher, but otherwise are considered highly objective. For the 

purpose of designing a model that is both manageable and objective, their study aims at 

reaching a compromise between the subjectivity and the complexity of these two 

approaches to translation evaluation.  

Their proposed model draws on the five linguistic equivalences introduced by Koller 

(1979) and the five level holistic scheme for translation evaluation proposed by 

Waddington (2001). They proposed a model that includes the five types of equivalences in 

various linguistic levels as a guideline for a correcting scale and five corresponding error 

gravities in the grading scale to judge the quality of student translations quantitatively. In 

their model, 70 percent of total scores is determined by error analysis (following Koller, 

1979) and the remaining 30 scores are determined by evaluator‘s holistic appreciation of 

the quality of translation (Waddington, 2001). The main rationale, they provide, for 

choosing this combination was to reach a manageable model to evaluate student translation 

in pedagogical contexts.  

Moreno and Valero-Garcés (2017), in a recent study, investigate the validity and reliability 

of holistic assessment with regard to legal translation. In their study, ten evaluators were 

required to provide a holistic assessment of a Master’s student translation. The results of 

the holistic assessment reflected great disparity in the evaluators’ value judgment which 

highlight the subjective nature of this kind of assessment. However, Moreno and Valero-

Garcés argue that the results obtained from the holistic assessment did not differ much from 

those obtained when the same translation was assessed following an apparently more 

objective error-based method. Based on this, they conclude that they have observed that 

holistic assessment may not seem to be the most reliable method to assess the quality of the 

translation of a legal text due to the low degree of inter-rater reliability among the 
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evaluators. However, they emphasise that despite the fact that the error-based assessment 

method is apparently self-explanatory, provides a detailed account of error categories and 

penalties, and, subsequently, should yield more objective results, there was, too, a lot of 

variation in the overall results given by the 5 evaluators who assessed the translation 

following the same method. Therefore, taking into account the benefits of holistic 

assessment in terms of time and cost, the ‘big picture’ it provides regarding the output 

delivered by a translator and the short-comings of (apparently) more sophisticated and 

objective translation assessment methods, they believe that, if clearly systematised and in 

conjunction with other methods, the benefits of holistic assessment, not only in terms of 

efficiency and economy, but also because it allows for a general overview of the translated 

text, should not be overlooked, and hence could serve as a supplementary mechanism 

especially useful for assessment in legal translator training.   

Mobaraki and Aminzadeh (2012: 66) also support a holistic approach to translation 

assessment, upon the assumption that evaluation is apparently a qualitative act. This is due 

to the fact that translation is a multifaceted process that involves problems other than 

language-bound ones which are relatively concrete and probable and not at the disposal of 

the translators (and the evaluators as well). As a result, translation examination is an utterly 

challenging task. Thus, they assert that evaluators have to use their intuition (however 

subjective this concept may be) and generalise about the quality of those abstruse aspects.  

Finally, since the main objective of this research is to examine the applicability of the two 

main product-centred approaches (the holistic and error analysis approaches) to the 

assessment of translation quality (Waddington, 2001), the literature on translation quality 

assessment studies is reviewed according to this classification.  

6. The Holistic Approach 

 

Whereas the notion of error is central to the error-based approach, as will be explained in 

the subsequent section, the notion of equivalence is central to the holistic approach. 

Following a hierarchal order, prominent and relevant holistic models will be discussed in 

this section, to investigate the element of objectivity and the extent to which it is upheld in 

these methods.   
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6. 1 The Holistic Approach and Equivalence 

Within the context of this study, the holistic approach can be defined as the scientific 

assessment of translation quality based on a certain theory, either from the field of 

translation or the field of linguistics, that is not entirely based on the notion of errors and 

their classification or weight. Most of the holistic models for translation quality assessment 

revolve around the notion of equivalence. Translation assessment has been an on-going 

activity ever since translation began as an academic discipline. According to Gutt (1991), 

the assessment criteria used to be based on subjective notions such as faithfulness and 

fidelity. However, those notions eventually gave way to the term of equivalence in the 

process of assessing target texts. Thus, equivalence has become a central notion in 

Translation Studies. Most of the models discussed in this section rely on equivalence as a 

descriptive and prescriptive category for comparing source and target texts. They only 

differ in the kind of equivalence they consider to be the yardstick against which the 

assessment can be made, such as dynamic equivalence (Nida and Taber, 1969), functional 

pragmatic equivalence (House, 1981), and so on. Therefore, holistic models are 

traditionally classified into equivalence-based and non-equivalence-based categories 

(Lauscher, 2000). In the equivalence-based models, as their name indicates, translation 

quality relies mainly on the notion of equivalence. On the other hand, the non-equivalence-

based models rely on other notions to constitute the yardstick against which the quality of a 

certain translation should be measured, such as text type or text function. Given the type of 

texts selected for the corpus of this study, I will refer to the appropriateness of the two 

models of analysis as measurement tools for the presidential speeches at the end of this 

chapter.   

 

A. Equivalence-Based Models  

 

In terms of a chronological order, only the prominent methods or models that contribute to 

the examination of the study’s main questions are discussed in this section. Different types 

of equivalence were proposed for the holistic approach. One of the earliest systematic 

methods for translation quality assessment that is based on the notion of equivalence is one 
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brought forward by Reiss in 1971. She relies on the concept of optimum equivalence in her 

model for translation quality assessment (p.91). For her, translating means finding 

equivalents for the source text items in the target language at the level of the text and the 

individual text units, whereas evaluating a translation means reversing the translation 

process and reconstructing the translation strategy. She divides the evaluation process into 

two steps: (1) an analysis of the target text in order to evaluate the appropriateness of the 

target language use, and (2) a comparison of the source and target texts based on the 

analysis of both texts, so as to establish the degree of equivalence between them. In Reiss’ 

model, equivalence is assessed based on three determinants: (1) the text type, (2) the 

linguistic properties of the source text, and (3) the extralinguistic determinants. She argues 

that the source text type and function are the two dominant factors in the translation process 

and evaluation. In her model, a translation is considered as successful if it achieves 

optimum equivalence, which requires for “the linguistic and stylistic level and the intention 

of the author, target text, and the target text units [to] have the same value as the text unit in 

the source language” (p.91). Optimum equivalence is achieved, according to her, if the 

translator is able to choose the appropriate word from the dictionary by following the three 

determinant rules: (1) the text type, (2) the linguistic properties of the source text, and (3) 

the extralinguistic determinants. Reiss also (1971) believes that translation criticism should 

determine whether the translation requires a goal-oriented translation method or a text-

oriented method. The criteria of translation evaluation differ according to the translation 

method that is applied. In goal-oriented translations, the criteria of evaluation must stem 

from the functional category of translation criticism. Translation in this type is evaluated 

against the special function it is supposed to fulfil, instead of the text type. On the other 

hand, in text-oriented translations, evaluation criteria essentially follow three steps: (1) 

determining the source text type, (2) analysing the linguistic aspects of the text, and (3) 

identifying the non-linguistic aspects of the text.  

Nonetheless, Reiss’ model has been criticised on several grounds. First, House reproved 

Reiss’ work for not offering a practical demonstration of its applicability, and for not being 

as concrete as expected (1981). Secondly, Lauscher (2000, pp. 149-168) believes that it 

would be difficult to assess the translation of the creative language use as per Reiss’ model. 

Reiss herself admits that her model cannot be applied to all text types. She explains that the 
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texts which serve functions other than providing an equivalent reproduction of the original 

text, or which address an audience that is different to that of the original, are not considered 

as transfers rather than translations in her model (Lauscher, 2000). Reiss also does not 

consider Bible translations as translations, meaning that they cannot be evaluated using her 

approach (Reiss, 1971, p.91). Additionally, Reiss’ model can be criticised for not defining 

any objective measurement tools with which to apply her approach (Al-Qinai, 2000). Her 

model is also not comprehensive enough, as it restricts the concept of quality to signifying 

the fulfilment of the rendering of the source text type and function only. 

Notwithstanding the criticism above, it does not change the fact that Reiss’ work has not 

only been described as a pioneering classic in Translation Studies, that discusses vital 

issues (Ardo, 2001),but also as a truly seminal work that is timeless, and that will forever 

remain a classic (Sager, 1989). Nord (1992) praised Reiss’ model for being influential as it 

highlights the active role of the translator, and because it also provides a comprehensive, 

systematic model of text analysis for both translation and translation evaluation. The three 

determinants can ensure that both the micro and macro levels of the text are considered in 

the evaluation process. Lauscher (2000, pp. 149-168) comments that through the 

extralinguistic determinants, Reiss links the source and target texts to their non-linguistic 

contexts, and highlights the impact of context on the linguistic make-up of texts. 

Moving on to another type of equivalence, Van den Broeck (1985) proposes the adequate 

equivalent as the basis for his model of translation quality assessment. He starts with 

discussing the degree of factual equivalence between the source and the target texts, which 

reflects the degree to which the two texts can relate to each other within the functionally 

relevant features. He then defines adequate equivalent as the “hypothetical reconstruction 

of the textual relations and functions of the source text” (Van den Broeck, 1985, p.57). In 

his model, adequate equivalent is a result of a series of steps. First, he provides the 

adequate equivalent, before comparing it with the target text. The comparison is done by 

providing the mandatory and optional shifts observed in the target text based on the results 

of the contrastive analysis both linguistically and stylistically. He assesses the adequate 

equivalent based on this comparison, meaning that he compares his translation (the 

assessor’s norms) with the target text (the translator’s norms). When the evaluation is done, 

the assessor tries to account for the reasons of optional shifts in the target text. Assessing 
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the quality of a translation, in this model, means comparing different translations, i.e., the 

assessor’s and the translator’s, which advocates that there is no one, best translation.  

As in Reiss’,  Van den Broeck’s model acknowledges the role of the translator, as any 

deviation from the adequate equivalent can be attributed to different linguistic and non-

linguistic factors, and cannot solely be ascribed to the translator’s lack of necessary skills 

and competence, or even to his or her intention to manipulate the source text. However, 

Lauscher (2000, p.156) criticises Van den Broeck’s measure of adequate equivalent for 

being unclear, as it leaves the concept largely undefined, and does not explain how to 

determine the functional elements of the source text. For the interest of this study, it can 

also be argued that subjective judgments in Van den Broeck’s model are unavoidable, as 

the strategies he adopts to produce what he thinks is an appropriate translation are not 

stated clearly and objectively. The model is also arguably vague, as it does not explain how 

the reasons for the optional shifts should be determined. Moreover, to evaluate a 

translation, the evaluator must provide what he or she thinks is adequate for the source text 

and compare it to the translator’s. Not only does this requires a lot of effort and time, it also 

is a subjective process.  

Another type of equivalence is proposed by House (1997, 2001) who is also a proponent of 

using equivalence as a measure of quality. She proposes the ‘functional equivalent’ as the 

yardstick for assessing translation quality. Her functional-pragmatic model is based on 

analysing the linguistic-situational features of the source text and the target text, and on that 

basis, comparing whether the two texts share the same function and features. She strongly 

advocates the need for a distinction between linguistic analysis and social judgment in 

evaluating a translation, two concepts which were later described as error analysis and 

holistic judgments respectively (Waddington, 2001). She insists that her functional-

pragmatic model  

 

“cannot ultimately enable the evaluator to pass judgments on what is ‘good’ or ‘bad’. 

Judgments regarding the quality of a translation depend on a large variety of factors that 

enter into any social evaluative statement”. (House, 2001, p.254).  
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House’s (1977-2001) model for translation quality assessment is believed to be a classic in 

the area of quality assessment. She published her model for translation quality assessment 

in 1977, and revised versions in 1997 and 2014. According to her, translation is a linguistic 

procedure that aims for the replacement of a source language text by a semantically and 

pragmatically equivalent text in the target language. She was the first to introduce the 

notion of ‘scientific treatment’ of quality in translation. House argues that in order to treat a 

given text ‘scientifically’, translation quality assessment requires a theory of translation, 

otherwise, the assessment would only be arbitrary, or a social judgment rather than a 

scientific one. To theorise her model, she proposes the functional equivalent as the basis of 

her model. To explain further, she defines function as “the application or use which the text 

has in the particular context of a situation” (2001, p.36). In the optic of designing a better 

model for translation quality assessment, she further divides function into a primary level 

and a secondary level function. A primary level function is when the target text is 

reproducing the source text function, whereas a secondary level function is when the target 

audience are allowed access to the original text function. House links these two types of 

functions to two translation strategies - covert and overt translation. Covert translation is “a 

translation which presents itself and its functions as a second original, i.e. a translation that 

may conceivably have been written in its own right” (House, 1977, p. 85). Overt 

translation, on the other hand, is straightforward in nature, and it comprises scientific texts. 

House (1977) stated that, “in an overt translation, the source text is tied in a specific 

manner to the source language community and its culture.” (p. 66). Lauscher (2000, pp. 

149-168) explains that in covert translation, the translator reproduces the source text 

function by using an empirically established cultural filter to adapt the target text to the 

target audience’s communicative preferences. In overt translation, on the other hand, the 

translator attempts to reproduce the function of the source text by remaining close to it. 

Furthermore, House (1997, pp. 31-32) uses two parameters to operationalise her functional 

equivalent in order to assess a good translation, these being genre and register. According 

to Halliday (1985), genre connects texts with the macro context of the linguistic and 

cultural communities. An identification of the category of genre is important for the 

purpose of text analysis as a prior step to its evaluation. Register, on the other hand, is the 

content plane of language, capturing the connection between texts and their micro contexts, 
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i.e., a variation in language dictated by the interaction of language use (Halliday, 1985; 

Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013). 

These two parameters ,i.e., genre and register, are essentially used to determine the 

linguistic situational characteristics of the source text (1997, pp. 105-110). She further 

subdivides register into: field, tenor, and mode. Field captures social activity, subject matter 

or topic, including differentiations of degrees of generality, or specificity (Halliday, 1985). 

Mode refers to spoken or written channels, through which the content is communicated, 

and it also involves the degree to which potential or real participation is allowed between 

writers and readers (Halliday, 1985). Tenor refers to the nature of the participants, the 

addresser and the addressees and the relationship between them in terms of social power 

and social distance, as well as the degree of emotional charge. (Halliday, 1985; Halliday & 

Matthiessen, 2013). House correlates these three subdivisions with the lexical, syntactical, 

and textual elements (House, 1997, p. 42). The evaluation, in her model, can be 

summarised as follows: (1) establishing the source text profile along the above mentioned 

parameters against which the target text is measured, (2) establishing the function of the 

source text, (3) comparing the source text profile with the target text, and (4) providing a 

statement of quality that lists the errors committed in the translation, the matches, and the 

mismatches along the parameters of genre and register. Several of House’s concepts, such 

as covert and overt translation, have become standard terminology in Translation Studies, 

and have also proved useful in didactic approaches (Lauscher, 2000, pp. 149-168). In 

relation to translation quality assessment, similar to Reiss, House attempts to link the 

concepts of context to the text function. However, House defines text function as a 

semantic-pragmatic category which can be identified by linguistic properties of texts, such 

as theme-rheme structure, linguistic means of expressing coherence, etc., something which 

Reiss does not do (House, 1997, pp. 43-45).  

However, some translation scholars disagree with House on the need for a distinction 

between linguistic analysis and social judgments, particularly those who view translation as 

a social activity. Furthermore, the practical application of House’s model has been 

criticised as being restrictive, as she allows only for two target text functions, i.e. a target 

text function that is identical to the function of the source text, or a target text function 

identical to the function ascribed to the source text by the contemporary source text 
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audience. To elaborate, Lauscher (2000) asserts that the Bible, for example, could neither 

be translated nor evaluated following House’s model, as the target audience’s needs go 

beyond communicative preferences. Lauscher also questions a fundamental issue in 

House’s benchmark of functional equivalent, as she doubts the possibility of consistently 

determining the text function by relying solely on linguistic means. In this regard, Lauscher 

raises very important questions such as: is text function inherent in linguistic expression, 

and do different languages use the same linguistic means to express text function? To 

answer the first of these questions, Lauscher (p.154) herself refers to the study of Van Dijk 

and Kintsch (1983), who assert that a text does not exist outside the interpretations of 

readers and that these interpretations are influenced by cultural, social and other factors that 

actually lie outside the text itself. Thus, according to them, the text’s function does not exist 

in the text itself but is rather attributed to the text by its readers. This, of course, does not 

contradict the fact that some linguistic means are typically used to fulfil certain functions, 

but it does illustrate that the text function cannot be determined by relying solely on 

linguistic means.   

To answer the second question raised, Lauscher (2000, pp. 149-168) employs some of 

House’s examples to see whether different languages use the same linguistic means to 

express text function. She concludes her argument by asserting that different languages use 

different linguistic means to express a certain function, and strongly argues that focusing 

only on linguistic means to determine text function signifies giving priority to the wordings 

of the source text. That, according to her, explains a series of mismatches in the translations 

that House provided in her model. In House’s opinion, a good translation is one that 

respects the scientifically established cultural differences between the source and target 

language, but otherwise seeks to reproduce the source text’s linguistic properties as closely 

as possible. Following House’s model, this means that many translations would be 

considered inappropriate simply because they prioritise target culture and target language 

conventions; this deprives the model from being applicable to all texts.  

Al-Qinai (2000) also presents another empirical model for translation quality assessment, in 

which dynamic equivalence is the yardstick for comparison. In his model, he does not only 

depend on the end-product of translation, but also takes the process of decision-making into 

consideration, as according to him, not doing so can lead to subjectivity in translation 
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assessment. This very notion was originally proposed by Hatim and Mason (1990), who 

believe that any attempt to evaluate translation with an analytic comparison of the source 

text and target text can never be considered accurate without taking into account the 

process undertaken by the translator to resolve problems. Munday (2012) has also recently 

presented an interesting study that advocates the importance of examining translators’ 

decision-making in translation evaluation. He specifically refers to how a translator’s 

subjective stance can be linguistically manifested in a text. However, his views mainly 

focus on the translation process rather than the product, which is beyond the scope of this 

study.  

Al-Qinai proposes the following parameters for assessment, based on the parameters 

originally raised by Newmark (1988), Hatim and Mason (1990), and House (1981, 1997): 

1. Textual Typology (Province) and Tenor: the linguistic and narrative structures of both 

source and target texts, as well as textual function (e.g., didactic, informative, instructional, 

persuasive, evocative... etc.). 

2. Formal Correspondence: overall textual volume and arrangement, punctuation, 

reproduction of headings, quotations, mottos, logos... etc.  

3. Coherence of Thematic Structure: degree of referential compatibility and thematic 

symmetry.  

4. Cohesion: Reference (co-reference, preforms, anaphora, cataphora), substitution, ellipsis, 

deixis and conjunctions.  

5. Text-Pragmatic (Dynamic) equivalence: degree of proximity of target text to the 

intended effect of source text (fulfilment or violation of reader expectations) and the 

illocutionary function of source text and target text.  

6. Lexical Properties (Register): jargon, idioms, loanwords, catch phrases, collocations, 

paraphrases, connotations and emotive aspects of lexical meaning.  

7. Grammatical/Syntactic Equivalence: word order, sentence structure, cleaving, number, 

gender and person (agreement), modality, tense and aspect.  

Al-Qinai (2000) applies his model on an advertisement text. He argues that the source text 

is just a core of information and thus, can be manipulated to achieve maximum 

effectiveness in the target text. Bearing in mind the target audience’s cultural norms, 

concepts of dynamic equivalence, and pragmatic principles of cooperation, the reception of 
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the target text is the ultimate assessment of quality in his model. The feedback received 

from potential readers is the benchmark against which the success or failure of a certain 

translation is measured, meaning that the evaluation is not based on a comparison between 

the source text and target text. Rather, it is based on how effective a translation is from 

target readers’ points of view. He also believes that before releasing a translation to the 

public, a controlled revision should be carried out to measure certain pragmatic 

considerations such as impact, image, acceptability, naturalness and fulfilment of 

expectation for both the ST writer and TT audiences. Though this model is comprehensive, 

encompassing translation problems expected to occur at all levels, it cannot be applied to 

sensitive political texts, since it allows for the manipulation of the source text’s content, 

aiming at producing an effective target text at the expense of the original text.  

Another attempt to design a model for translation quality assessment based on the notion of 

equivalence was made by Al-Rubai’i (2000). Adopting Hatim and Mason’s (1990) model 

of context, Al-Rubai’i (2000) differentiates between two kinds of equivalence: functional 

and non-functional equivalence. Her model consists of two main procedures - analysis of 

the source text, and assessment of the translation based on a comparison between the source 

text and the target text. The source text is described contextually in terms of the 

communicative, pragmatic and semiotic dimensions. Then, in the comparison stage, the two 

types of equivalence are identified. In the functional equivalence, the source text’s 

communicative, pragmatic, semiotic and figurative properties within the syntactic 

constraints of the target language are preserved as closely as possible. Therefore, the source 

text’s cultural identity is also preserved. On the other hand, in the non-functional 

equivalence, one or more of the source text cultural properties are not preserved and/or are 

distorted through translation. This may be attributed to the linguistic and cultural 

dissimilarities between the involved languages, and/or the translator’s incompetence and/or 

carelessness.  

Al-Rubai’i notes that it is very likely to encounter both types of equivalences in any 

translation. She emphasises that an adequate and accurate translation is one that uses more 

functional rather than non-functional equivalence, as she advocates functional over non-

functional equivalence. To demonstrate the practicality of her model, she applies it to the 

assessment of the translation of Faulkner’s (1946) ‘The Sound and the Fury’. Though her 
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results assert that the proposed model is reliable and consistent, at least within the context 

of literary work, she decides to adopt Hatim and Mason’s model without any amendments, 

though she promotes the necessity of making some adaptations to the model, so as to cope 

with modern theoretical views of translation quality assessment.  

The argumentation-centred approach of Williams (2001) is also another example of 

equivalence-based approaches to translation quality assessment. It is, in fact, a textual 

approach to quality, in which assessment and evaluation are based on argumentation and 

rhetorical structure. In this model, equivalency is manifested in its basic notion: “a 

translation must reproduce the argument structure of ST to meet minimum criteria of 

adequacy” (Williams, 2001, p,336). Thus, the argument structure of the target text must be 

equivalent to that of the original. However, this is difficult to achieve, given that different 

languages have different argumentation strategies. Arguments are viewed and treated 

differently in different cultures, and this renders the possibility of determining equivalence 

a challenge.  

Believing that there is a state of assessment chaos, Williams (2001) proposes his model for 

translation quality assessment based on the “argumentation theory” from discourse 

analysis. In his model, he gives more priority to the macro-textual level in the assessment 

process, with the aim of overcoming the lack of acknowledgement of this level in the 

existing translation quality assessment models at the time. He believes that other quality 

assessment models focus only on the micro-textual level of assessment, and neglect to 

assess the quality and coherence of the text as a whole. Interestingly, Williams was the first 

to suggest that previous models lack a quantitative dimension which, from his point of 

view, lends objectivity to translation assessment. He (2001) proposes the application of the 

argumentation theory in the analysis and assessment of instrumental translations. Williams 

also draws attention to the difference between his model and the existing models at the 

time. Whereas those models focus on the categorisation of errors, his is based on analysing 

both the source and target texts in terms of their argument macrostructures. The results of 

the analysis form the basis for comparison according to which the quality of the translation 

is determined. Thus, he proposes the argument structure as a criteria for evaluation which 

can provide a uniform standard of transfer adequacy.  
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To elaborate, Williams’ model has two components, these being argument schema and 

rhetorical typology. The argument schema has six elements: the claim (C) (the main point 

toward which all the other elements of the argument converge), the grounds (G) 

(information supporting the claim), warrant (W) (statements indicating how grounds are 

connected to the claim), the backing (B) (the overarching principle governing the issue at 

hand), qualifier (Q) or moralisers (statements that mitigate the force of the claim), and 

rebuttal (R) (statements that contradict the supporting arguments). He formulates his 

general framework for translation assessment as follows: “one of the evaluator’s tasks will 

be to determine whether the basic argument elements (B,W,G,C,Q,R) are accurately 

rendered in the TT if they are present in ST” (p. 338). This model combines both 

qualitative and quantitative parameters in assessing translation quality. The quantification 

element in Williams’ model is reflected in assigning a rating scale of two evaluation grades, 

namely, satisfactory (for translations having no defect that affect the argument schema) and 

unsatisfactory (for translations having at least one defect affecting the argument schema).  

One of the shortcomings of Williams’ model is that it is not generalisable to all text types. 

In fact, he states clearly that his model does not apply to literary, religious or philosophical 

texts. In other words, it is not applicable to non-argumentative texts, and is probably only 

suitable for assessing instrumental translations, where aesthetics is not the case. Another 

issue about this model is the fact that different languages have different argumentation 

strategies, making it difficult to force the proposed argument schema on different sets of 

languages. Furthermore, Williams’ model does not comprehensively examine quality, as it 

is restricted to the reproduction of the argument schema only. Lastly, the quantification of 

errors by assigning two broad measurements such as satisfactory and unsatisfactory is not 

specific enough. 

Recently, Williams presents an updated version of his argumentation-centred model for 

TQA in 2009. He argues that whereas there is general agreement about the need for a 

translation to be ‘good’, ‘satisfactory’ or ‘acceptable’, the definition of acceptability and of 

the means of determining it are matters of ongoing debate. He adds that international 

translation standards now exist, but there are no generally accepted objective criteria for 

evaluating the quality of translations. Therefore, in the updated model, he offers solutions 

for the shortcomings of the other models of TQA. He asserts that his model reflects 
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assessment of both micro-textual and text-level features. Because it is modular and 

adaptable, he still believes that his model makes it possible to focus the assessment on the 

criterion or criteria of interest and ensure the validity of assessments across the various 

conditions of production. To the interest of this study, Williams asserts that with the revised 

definition of the critical defect to cover the critical components of argument 

macrostructure, the model provides for the application of standards based on generally 

accepted industrial and academic theory and practice and, in that sense, it ensures a more 

objective TQA. 

Based on a combination of Colina’s functionalist translation assessment model and drawing 

on definitions of professional standards applied in North America, Williams (2013) 

designed the new version of his model to rectify some of the perceived shortcomings of the 

conventional quantitative, error-based marking schemes, which he calls “impressionistic” 

schemes, and even those of criterion-referenced models. He starts by arguing that the 

validity of quantitative TQA schemes, which are used to rate a translation according to the 

number and seriousness of errors detected, has been challenged because they tend to ignore 

the macro-textual features of the target text and the fact that a translation with more errors 

than another may nonetheless may of better overall quality and meet the client’s 

requirements more effectively. A satisfactory model, he suggests, must therefore go beyond 

quantification. At the same time, the validity of criterion-referenced models such as those 

of Nord (1991) and House (1997) has been called into question because of the difficulty of 

moving from an assessment against each parameter to an overall quality rating for the 

translation. He believes that this problem, along with the avoidance of any quantitative 

assessment, has opened up the resulting engaging in a “holistic-intuitive-impressionistic” 

method of evaluation (Eyckmans, Anckaert and Segers, 2008, p. 73).  

Williams relates to the views of Biggs and Tang (2007: 184-85), who believe that a valid 

assessment must be of the student’s total performance, but at the same time the conceptual 

framework underlying assessment must relate the whole to its parts. Also based on their 

views, Williams argues that by establishing a comprehensive set of quality components and 

criteria and associating with them specific competencies, types of knowledge and 

indicators, the proposed model can generate an assessment of overall performance and 
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competency (holistic assessment) from an assessment of performance against specific 

criteria (componential assessment).  

In line with his previous studies, Williams asserts that his proposed model does not 

abandon the quantitative dimension of assessment. It actually combines it with the 

qualitative dimension by providing for a qualitative assessment of each of the three selected 

components and, at the same time, including consideration of the number and seriousness 

of defects in the calculation of component scores and final percentage. Finally, he asserts 

that any assessment must prove its validity and reliability. For this reason, he asserts that 

the validity of his model is based on two factors: (1) the alignment of the criteria, indicators 

and grade definitions with the intended learning outcomes, which helps to ensure that the 

model assesses what it is designed to assess; and (2) the level of detail in the indicator and 

grade descriptors, which provides the various actors with useful information about the 

results of the assessment.  

A final note concerning equivalence-based approaches is brought forward by Gerzymisch-

Arbogast (2001). Although she does not propose a model for translation evaluation, she 

does emphasise the importance of certain aspects in translation quality assessment that can 

be used as equivalence parameters. Gerzymisch-Arbogast asserts that these can be used as 

criteria for translation assessment in addition to the criteria already proposed by other 

researchers such as House (1997) and Neubert (1985). The aspects she alludes to are 

coherence as well as thematic and isotopic patterns. Coherence can be regarded as an 

equivalence parameter for the translation process because it may be represented differently 

in the source and target texts. Text topic and thematic patterns can also be used as 

equivalence parameters since they can be described as the number of the topics in a text, 

and whether the resultant pattern is type-specific. Given that the term isotopy means 

connecting recurrent linguistic aspects by a line or a thread, isotopic patterns consist of 

relational patterns in a text. Various isotopic patterns can interconnect in different parts of a 

text to form interwoven patterns. These reflect meaning continuity in a text, thus the 

concept is closely related to coherence. If separate isotopic patterns do not blend together, 

coherence inconsistency emerges. Therefore, isotopic patterns can be used as an 
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equivalence parameter, as they help in identifying explicit and implicit meaning patterns of 

a source text, which can be compared with their counterparts in the translated text. 

Advocating the use of equivalence as a quality parameter, Gerzymisch-Arbogast (2001) 

holds positive views about its role in evaluating translated texts. She argues that the 

criticism directed to the concept of equivalence is “too linguistically oriented” (p.228). She 

notes, however, that the concept is being re-defined and re-formulated, and explains that it 

is now viewed as a “concept relative to certain parameters which may vary by individual 

text (Neubert 1985, Neubert and Shreve 1992) or Halliday’s register-specific categories 

(House 1997))” (p.228). She attributes the controversial views surrounding equivalence to a 

misunderstanding of the concept itself. This is also, she argues, the result of using the term 

on two different levels - the system level and text level. On the system level, the term 

equivalence neutrally designates the parameters which describe the relationship between 

the source text and the target text. Thus, it is crucial to any theory of translation, since 

“translation per se implies two sets of texts which need a standard of comparison” (p.228). 

On the text level, “equivalence implies the application of these parameters to a specific 

concrete original and its translation and their evaluation as positive or negative 

equivalence” (p.228).  

 

B. Non-Equivalence-based Models  

 

Most of the scholars behind non-equivalence models avoid depending on the concept of 

equivalence in translation evaluation, as they believe that it may not be evaluative in nature, 

meaning that although it can help yield statements about sameness and difference, it cannot 

provide prescriptive judgments. The functionalist models generally portray the shift from 

the notion of equivalence in translation quality assessment to other notions such as text 

function and translation effect. Functional models do not rely on the concept of equivalence 

as an assessment parameter, since many researchers discard the concept of equivalence for 

its inadequacy. Instead, concepts such as text type and translation function replace the 

concept of equivalence, and constitute major parameters in quality assessment. Gutt (1991, 

p.9), for instance, quotes Koller (1983:186) who believes that, 
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“the concept of equivalence postulates a relationship between source-language text … 

and target-language text. The concept of equivalence does not yet say anything about the 

nature of the relationship… The mere demand that translation be equivalent to a certain 

original is void of content”. 

 

This indicates that equivalence can only be meaningful when it is related to a conceptual 

framework that clarifies which aspects of the texts are to be compared and under what 

conditions equivalence can be compared. Instead of equivalence, Gutt (1991, p.9) suggests 

that resemblance should be the basis for translation assessment. He adds that, 

 

“one important contextual factor consists in what kind of interpretive resemblance the 

audience expects there to be between original and translation. The ultimate test for a 

translation is whether or not it achieves with the target audience what the translator 

intended it to achieve, rather than whether it conforms to some translation-theoretical 

notion of equivalence” (p.1). 

  

Reader-response models represent one of the types of non-equivalence methods for 

translation quality assessment. Carroll (1966), a psycholinguist, was one of the earliest 

scholars to integrate readers in the area of translation quality assessment. She has suggested 

the use of a broader criteria, namely, intelligibility and informativeness for assessing 

translation quality. Reader-response models (e.g., Carroll 1966, Nida and Taber 1969) 

evaluate the quality of a translation by determining whether the readers of the target 

translation respond to the text in the same way as the readers of the original text. As far as 

TQA is concerned, the main defect in Carroll’s model, and reader-response methods in 

general, is that the overall quality of a translation is reduced to be dependent on only two 

measures, intelligibility and informativeness, which are not distinctive features of a 

translation piece, but rather are norms against which the results of any behavioural test are 

to be judged. Consequently, House (2001) also doubts the validity of using informativeness 

or intelligibility as criteria for translation assessment. Moreover, restricting the quality of a 

translation to the readers’ responses raises other issues, including whether it is possible to 

determine if two responses are actually equivalent, bearing in mind that even texts written 
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in the same language can incite non-equivalent reactions from different groups of readers. 

Additionally, not all texts are reader-oriented, such as legal texts. These problematic areas 

in reader-response methods do not underestimate their effectiveness at least to underpin 

translation effects on an audience as a tool to assess a translation’s quality. 

The adaptation of the relevance theory in translation quality assessment is another type of 

non-equivalence model. Taking a new direction in the field of Translation Studies, Gutt 

(1991, p.8) was the first to call for the adaptation of the relevance theory, essentially 

developed by Sperber and Wilson (1988), to be the measure for translation accounting and 

evaluation. This theory is based on the principle of relevance. To consider any given text 

relevant, it should meet the following conditions: (1) it must provide some new 

information, as things that are already known are irrelevant, and (2) relevant information 

must link up with other information one already knows. Information that does not relate to 

any previous knowledge is also considered irrelevant. These two conditions are captured by 

the concept of contextual effect, which refers to what Gutt (1991: 2) describes as the:   

change in one’s awareness that has been brought about not by the information in the 

utterance alone, nor by contextual knowledge we already possessed alone, but by 

the inferential combination of both. To be relevant at all, an utterance must have at 

least some contextual effects.  

 

Gutt (1991) describes translation evaluation as one of the major problematic areas in 

Translation Studies that makes the decision-making process and the scientific study of 

translation difficult to apply. He justifies his point by referring to Steiner (1975) and 

Newmark (1988), who believe that translation assessment cannot be tackled from a 

theoretical or scientific perspective, because translation is more of an artistic activity than a 

scientific one, in their eyes. It is also the reason they believe that the scientific treatment of 

translation is questionable. In relation to translation quality assessment and evaluation, Gutt 

proposes his theory of relevance as a “natural basis for an empirical account of evaluation 

and decision-making” (1991, p.21). However, his model does not advocate the use of 

scientific treatment of texts, which may increase the element of subjectivity. 

Lauscher (2000: 149) also calls for a user-defined approach to quality that consists of 

different components that may vary according to the situation. She states that:  
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The translation process is guided by case-specific values. These values … are set 

and agreed by the interested parties during the translation process. In order to judge 

the quality of a translation, the values should be made accessible to the evaluator 

and operationalised as evaluation parameters. Because the application of evaluation 

parameters depend on situational and individual factors, translation quality is 

ultimately a matter of agreement and consensus.  

 

Though this model incorporates equivalence and non-equivalence views of translation, as 

the notion of quality is governed by the case-and-user-specific values and priorities, the 

issue with this model, along with other reader-response models, is that they are based on 

two assumptions. Firstly, they assume that the function of a target text can be adapted to 

suit the target audience. In this case, the translator has the freedom to be selective with 

regards to what content should be translated and what should be left out to best serve his 

purposes, which is a relatively subjective process. Secondly, they assume that having a 

different audience automatically signifies a different function; this in fact is not always the 

case.  

Another comprehensive model for translation quality assessment is proposed by Brunette 

(2000). Her model comprises criteria derived from previous models such as those of House 

(1981) and Nord (1992). She starts with asserting that assessment criteria should be “easy 

to understand, practical, limited in number, and verifiable” (2000, p.174). Brunette’s model 

consists of the following criteria:  

1. Logic: she defines this criterion as the “quality of a text rigorously constructed in terms 

of form and content” (2000, p.175). She regards this as the most important criterion in 

her model. She also suggests that coherence and cohesion can be used to examine it. The 

evaluator explores whether the text is well linked on the semantic level (coherence) and 

on the formal language level (cohesion) to create an effective text for the target audience. 

Although she provides some examples, there is no practical outline as to how these two 

aspects can be examined in her discussion.  

2. Purpose: a translated text is examined to establish whether it is appropriate for its 

intended purpose. The purpose of a text is a crucial factor in deciding what information is 

to be transferred from the source text. To examine this criterion, Brunette suggests 
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exploring it in terms of intention and effect. The intention is “the action aspect of 

communication” (2000, p. 177). It identifies the author’s aim of creating a text, whether 

to inform, announce, explain, recommend, etc. The effect, on the other hand, is “the 

reaction aspect of communication” (2000, p. 177) and deals with the effect expected from 

the target text on the audience, whether to interest, convince, etc., as reflected in its tone.  

3. Context: evaluating a text in terms of context means considering the non-linguistic 

factors that affect the translation’s production. These factors are: the target audience 

(their knowledge and interests), the author (his/her personality, history, habits, etc.), the 

type of the text (prestigious journal, flyer to be thrown away after reading), the time and 

place of the translation, the socio-linguistic situation, the medium used to disseminate the 

text, the life span of the translated text, and the ideological circumstances (e.g. political, 

religious).  

4. Language norm: Brunette refers to this in her model as the “absence of interference” 

(2000, p. 179). She defines this norm as “the rules and conventions of a language set out 

in authoritative works” such as grammar books, style guides, etc. (2000, p. 180).  

The parameters used in this model are generally similar to those of Beaugrande and 

Dressler’s. However, Beaugrande and Dressler’s model has the advantage of being 

coherently structured around one principle, the concept of textuality. On the other hand, 

Brunette’s model assumes that source texts and target texts always have different functions 

according to the target readership, which is not necessarily the case.  

Believing that equivalence-based linguistic models of TQA may not be able to account for 

using different strategies in different translation situations, Balharith (2002) sought to 

develop a descriptive-evaluative model for translation quality assessment based on a 

functional perspective. Her model is devised to be a comprehensive textual model for the 

analysis of literary works. Its main aim is to explain the reasons for the variations in 

translation strategies as well as corpora. It also aims to offer solutions to some of the 

problems surrounding translation equivalence. To achieve this, Balharith suggests that 

translation should be studied as an inter-discursive phenomenon from a functional 

perspective. Her model consists of two levels: the macro-level, which is concerned with 

sociocultural factors (i.e., the situation and status of the source text and the function of the 

target text), and the micro-level, which relates to the linguistic aspects of the macro-
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structure (coherence and formal presentation of texts), as well as the micro-structure (i.e., 

choosing translation type, cultural distance, form and effect, text type focus, fictional 

characters, and intonation and focus). She mainly focuses on the sociocultural factors that 

affect translation as a social practice, and assumes that translations have different functions, 

which determine the strategies adopted in the translation process. Accordingly, one literary 

work can have different translations when different strategies are employed depending on 

the functions it assumes. She also suggests that determining the translation function can 

serve as a guide for both the translator in the decision-making process, and the assessor in 

the description and evaluation of the translation. It becomes clear from the discussion 

Balharith provides, that her proposed model is only applicable to literary texts.  

Colina (2008) presents another non-equivalence functional model for translation quality 

evaluation. In her functional-componential model, she evaluates a translation based on the 

function of the text and the specified audience. She argues that quality evaluation criteria 

should rely on the translation brief, and asserts that without explicit criteria, evaluators 

often rely on their own preferences and priorities, which, along with being highly 

subjective, may or may not coincide with that of the translation requester. She proposes that 

quality is assessed based on evaluating various components separately, and that the 

consumer or the requester of the translation must prioritise the components that serve the 

communicative purpose of the translation. In this attempt, she advocates flexibility with 

regards to different conditions that affect quality. Colina also maintains that the criteria of 

quality must reflect those prioritised by the translation user. Given that the assessment is 

based on user-defined priorities, it can also be regarded as a functional model that 

incorporates equivalence as a translation requirement. In addition to this, it also includes 

the non-equivalence notion, in that the user’s weighting of components is essentially 

customised by the translator, depending on the effect that a particular component has on the 

whole text, which can vary according to text type and function.  

On a different note, Garant (2009) argues that a paradigm shift in Translation Studies has 

occurred concerning the generally accepted grading methods. He asserts that error-based 

grading, which was the norm, has been replaced across the board by holistic grading 

methods. He also emphasises that the current translation evaluators tend to see points-based 

grading systems as suspect while holistic grading tends to be seen to be more related to 
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training future translators for real world tasks. However, he asserts that the focus of his 

study is only on the assessment of student performance in translation practice courses, not 

on assessment in general, i.e., assessing translator competence. For the purposes of his 

paper, he explains that assessment means grading translation assignments and not assessing 

whole translation programs.  

In his study, Garant argues that grading methods were found to vary from teacher to 

teacher. However, he divided the teachers generally into two groups according to the basis 

of their grading method. One group had a clear, explicit system whereby they assigned a 

certain number of points for mistakes. The other group consisted of teachers who did not 

use a point system. Their approach, which was not error-focused and points-based, is 

mainly of a ‘holistic’ nature. Garant supports his argument by referring to the views of 

Beeby (2000: 185) who suggests that many experienced teachers rely on holistic 

assessment methods because of the seemingly reductionist, time-consuming nature of many 

marking criteria. He clarifies that the reader must bear in mind that ‘holistic’ does not mean 

‘unsystematic’, but rather it refers to a systematic way in which the teacher arrives at an 

overall impression of the text as opposed to relying on a discrete points-based scale. The 

teachers in that group had each devised their own, systematic way of evaluating 

translations. He concluded that translation teachers, who were interviewed, see holistic 

grading as the best way to train translators. Regardless of the systematic nature of this 

evaluation, it could not escape the accusation of being relatively subjective. Garant, 

himself, referred to McAlester’s (2000) who came to a similar conclusion of that of Beeby 

but goes as far as to say that “often the actual evaluation follows fairly rough guidelines 

based admittedly in the best cases on experience and common sense, but in the worst on 

mainly subjective impressions” (2000: 231).  

Hague, Melby and Zheng (2011), in their model for TQA, introduce the notion of 

translation specifications based on a standard set of translation parameters, whose values 

depend mostly on factors external to the source text, such as audience and purpose. They 

believe that the specification approach applies to both translation pedagogy and commercial 

translation practice and goes beyond the customer brief to include documentation of 

requirements of all stakeholders. For this reason, they call for the use of translation project 
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specifications in all aspects of translator training and education, including exit 

examinations, as well as in commercial, government and non-profit translation projects. 

Discussing a new dimension of TQA,  Karoubi (2016) argues that the role of the assessor in 

the process of assessment has been often neglected by earlier researchers in their 

assessment models. Although he criticises earlier models  for the fact that the responsibility 

of the assessor in those models (e.g. equivalence-based models) is simply reduced to 

performing a perfunctory comparison of the textual features of the translated text against a 

set of allegedly universally valid criteria which invariably ends in fixed results irrespective 

of the assessment Skopos and many other influential variables, he attributes this to the 

possibility that earlier researchers presume that in this way the subjectivity factor is 

minimised. Therefore, he calls for an assessor-centred translation quality assessment 

approach. He provides a definition for the concept of assessor-oriented definition of 

translation quality, which is based on the concept of quality as fitness for purpose as 

follows:  

The extent to which the totality of the features of the translated text meets the stated and 

implied requirements for the fulfilment of the assessment Skopos as set by the 

initiator/commissioner of the assessment and understood by the assessor (Ibid: 89). 

Karoubi (2016) still argues that the purpose for which the translation being assessed is 

going to be used, serves as a guideline that directs all the decisions made during the process 

of assessment at different levels. Therefore, he asserts that a clear description of the 

assessment Skopos is a prerequisite in every functional model of translation assessment.  

 

6.2 Error-based Models for Translation Quality Assessment 

  

Various automatic error-oriented models for translation quality assessment were proposed 

in the field of Translation Studies, such as the SICAL, the LISA QA model, the SAE 

J2450, the Quality Assessment Tool (QAT) and the TAUS Dynamic Quality Evaluation 

Model. However, since the purpose of this study is to examine the academic error-based 

models, the area of machine translation and machine translation evaluation is not within the 
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scope of this study. Therefore, only prominent non-automatic methods based on error 

classification and analysis are reviewed below.  

A. Definition of Translation Error  

Evaluating a translation usually entails error analysis because the notion of error continues 

to be central to the translation evaluation in professional and didactic settings (Jimenez-

Crespo, 2011, Kussmaul, 1997, Delisle, 2005, and Dunne, 2009). Before reviewing the 

literature written on this important aspect, it would be pertinent to review how a translation 

“error” is defined in the field. Pym (1992) defines it as any manifestation of a defect in any 

of the factors related to translation competence. Nord (1996) provides another general 

definition of translation error, where she relates the concept to translation problems that a 

translator encounters and needs to solve during a particular translation task. In line with the 

Skopos theory, which is based on functionalism, and where a translation is guided by extra-

linguistic factors, i.e. the purpose or the function of the translation (Vermeer, 1978, 1989; 

Reiss & Vermeer, 2014), a text is translated and/or evaluated according to the purpose it is 

supposed to fulfil, she later offers a detailed definition of a translation error as: “if the 

purpose of a translation is to achieve a particular function for the target audience, anything 

that obstructs the achievement of this purpose is a translation error” (Nord, 2001:74).  

Backhoff, Solano-Flores and Contreas-Niǹo (2009) broaden the scope of the term’s 

definition so as to include any lack of equivalence between the source language version and 

target language version. Moreover, Hansen (2010) proposes that if a translation is to be 

defined as the production of a target text which is based on a source text, a translation error 

arises from the existence of a relationship between the two. He adds that translation errors 

can be caused by any misunderstanding of the translation brief or of the content of the 

source text. According to him, what constitutes an error varies according to the translation 

theories adopted by the translator, and the evaluator’s ethical norms with respect to 

translation. 
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B. Classifications of Errors in Translation: 

 

The basic idea of classification is to conceptualise and categorise a certain phenomenon 

according to similarities and differences (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). In order to describe 

errors and justify their consequences, there must be criteria of classification of translation 

errors (Hansen, 2010). This notion is also supported by Pym (1992), who states that 

classifying translation errors requires a strong conceptual framework before any holistic 

validity can be insured. In order to quantitatively evaluate a translation based on a 

classification of errors, which is the most common practice of translation evaluation in 

most of the existing models, as will be shown in this section, errors must be objectively 

measured following a pre-established error typology (Jimenez-Crespo, 2011). In other 

words, to establish an error typology or classification, a theoretical framework has to be 

adopted to set qualitative measures for errors. Therefore, it would be useful to review the 

existing classifications of translation errors, as well as the rationale behind them in order to 

investigate how the concept of error is treated in each model.  

 

C. Reasons for the Classification of Translation Errors:  

 

Most of the definitions provided above for translation errors are very general, which can 

invite confusion. Classifying these errors undoubtedly contributes to the issue of objectivity 

with regards to describing errors and the necessary subsequent corrections in the translated 

texts. In fact, error typologies or classifications play a central role in translation quality 

procedures, as they serve as a guide for translation evaluators, and the statistical analysis of 

errors are built upon them (Jimenez-Crespo, 2011). In order to make the notion of 

translation errors applicable to translation quality evaluation, scholars have contributed a 

great deal to the development of error typologies, as will be detailed in the following 

sections. The main shortcoming of most of the suggested classifications is that they have 

not been validated through broad-scale empirical studies that can lead to more valid and 

objective measurements (Colina, 2008). Waddington (2001) has previously attributed this 

lack of empirical studies to the predominant descriptive and theoretical nature of the 

concept of error.  
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D. Factors Affecting the Classification of Translation Errors:  

 

Hansen (2010) provides a clear perspective on the factors influencing the process of 

classifying translation errors. These factors can be summarized as follows: (1) the purpose 

of the classification (text-oriented, client-oriented, reader-oriented, or business-oriented), 

(2) the translation theory behind this classification and the ethical rules for translation 

practice that are believed to be legitimate for translators and evaluators of a certain 

translation, (3) the evaluation environment (international organization, company, 

translation agency, free-lance translator, or students’ translations), (4) the language pairs 

involved, and (5) the text type  (legal text, technical text, literary text, or other types).  

 

E. Some of the Existing Classifications of Translation Errors:  

Pym (1992, p. 281) considers errors in translation as a manifestation of a defect in any 

factors entering into the skills in translation. He (1992) generally differentiates between two 

types of translation errors. He classifies them into binary and non-binary errors. He believes 

that it is not practical to classify errors, as they appear in translated texts where according to 

him, elements of different types are perpetually mixed, and numerous cases straddle the 

presupposed distinctions. Instead, he classifies them following his working definition of 

translation competence which implies that they should all have the same basic form. “A 

binary error opposes a wrong answer to the right answer”, so the question of “right” or 

“wrong” is the main focus for this type of errors (1992, p. 282). By binary errors, Pym 

means language errors. “Non-binary errors” means the translation errors, which “requires 

that the target text actually selected be opposed to at least one further target text, which 

could also have been selected, and then to possible wrong answer” (1992, p. 282).  

In an attempt to present a framework for error analysis for the purpose of translation 

evaluation, Vilar et al. (2006) proposed a hierarchical structure to classify translation errors. 

Their classification can be summarized as follows:  
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No.  Type of 

error 

Definition of type of error Subcategorisation 

of  type of error 

1 Missing 

words  

This error is committed if some words in the generated 

sentence are missing. Here, a distinction is made between 

two types of errors. Are the missing words essential for 

expressing meaning or are they only necessary to form a 

grammatically correct sentence where the meaning is 

preserved?   

Content words 

 

Filler words  

2 Word order  This error is committed if some words in the sentence are 

not correctly ordered according to the grammatical rules of 

the target language. This could happen at the word level or 

the phrase level.  

Word level 

 

Phrase level  

3 Incorrect 

words 

This error is committed if the translator fails to find the 

correct translation of a given word or makes a bad choice of 

words.  

Sense  

Incorrect form  

Extra words  

Style  

Idioms  

4 Unknown 

words  

This error arises due to the use of unknown words (or 

stems), or unseen forms of known stems.   

Unknown  stems  

5 Punctuation

s  

This error reflects minor disturbances in the target text due 

to the wrong application of punctuation rules.    

Unseen forms 

Table (2.1): A Summary of Vilar et al.’s Classification of Translation Errors  

 

The main shortcoming of this classification, in my opinion, is that it completely neglects 

translation errors committed at the macro level, whether these be pragmatic, cultural, 

textual, situational or contextual. Instead, it only focuses on the errors committed at the 

sentence level (micro level). This characteristic could increase the level of subjectivity, as 

not all of the nonlinguistic factors that contribute to the creation of the meaning are 

considered in the assessment process. 

Moving on to another classification that encompasses both micro and macro levels in error 

analysis, albeit under different terminology, is the one suggested by Backhoff, Solano-

Flores and Contreas-Niǹo (2009). With the views that the extent to which a translation is 
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acceptable or unacceptable can be ascertained by the frequency and the severity of 

translation errors, and that these same errors are multidimensional, they classify translation 

errors into internal dimension errors and external dimension errors. They then sub-classify 

these dimensions into smaller units. The following table summarises their classification of 

translation errors:  

 

No.  Error type  Sub-

categorization of 

error type  

Definition of type of error Error 

dimension 

1 Design   Style  

 

 

Format  

 

Conventions  

The item in the target language is in a style that is not in 

accord with the style used in textbooks and printed 

materials in the target language.  

The format or visual layout of the translated items differ 

from the original.  

The translation of the item is not in accord with 

accepted item writing practices in the target language.  

Internal   

 

 

External  

 

Internal  

2 Language   Grammar  

 

 

Semantics  

 

Register   

The translation has grammatical errors, the syntax is 

unusual or unnecessarily complex in the language usage 

in the target language.  

The meaning conveyed in the translation is not the same 

as in the source text.  

The translation is not sensitive to the target language’s 

word usage and social contexts.  

Internal  

 

  

Internal  

 

Internal  

3 Content   Information  

 

 

Construct 

 

Curriculum 

 

Origin 

The translation changes the amount, quality, or content 

of information critical to understanding what the item is 

about and what has to be done to respond to it.  

The translation changes the knowledge or skills needed 

to respond to the item correctly.  

The item does not represent the curriculum of the target 

culture. 

The item in the source language has flaws that are 

carried over to the version in the target language.   

Internal 

 

 

Internal  

  

External 

 

External  

  

Table (2.2):  A Summary of Backhoff, Solano-Flores and Contreas-Niǹo’s Classification of Errors 
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The evaluation in this model is also restricted to the micro-level analysis, which could 

affect the objectivity of the assessment provided as it does not include all the levels of 

assessment.  

In light of the Skopos theory, where a translation is determined by its Skopos, Lu and Ying 

(2010) attempted to include what was arguably felt to be missing in the previously 

mentioned classification - the macro level. Their classification of translation errors is 

summarized in the table below for convenience and ease of reference:  

No.  Type of Error Definition of Type of Error 

1 Pragmatic 

translation error   

This error is caused by inadequate solutions to pragmatic translation 

problems such as a lack of receiver orientation and the function of the 

target text.   

2 Cultural translation 

error  

This error is caused by an inadequate decision with regards to 

reproduction or adaptation of culture-specific conventions.   

3 Linguistic 

translation error  

This error is due to inadequate translation when the focus is on language 

structures. It can be regarded as a deviation of target language norms.   

4 Text-specific 

translation error  

No definition provided.   

Table (2.3): A Summary of Lu and Ying’s Classification of Translation Errors  

 

Lu and Ying (2010) do not investigate the last type of error, claiming that the three former 

types of translation errors proved to appear more frequently in their empirical study. A 

more objective classification of translation errors for the purpose of quality assessment 

would be a classification typology that allocates equal value to each type of translation 

errors, as well as encompasses all the areas where translation problems are expected to 

occur, even if they have shown to be less frequent.  
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7. Concluding Remarks: 

 

At the end of this chapter, it can be concluded that several attempts have been made to 

develop models for translation quality assessment. Most of these stem from different 

theories of translation and therefore, suggest different criteria for assessment. As far as the 

main purpose of this study is concerned, non-equivalence models do not provide 

appropriate means for the assessment of one of the two main approaches in TQA, namely, 

error analysis approach. This is because the notion of error is very central in this approach, 

and usually when this is the case, the notion of equivalence becomes similarly important as 

errors are detected and assessed based on a comparative analysis for a certain equivalency 

between the source and target texts.  

Functional models for evaluation are not relied on solely either as they do not generally 

provide practical means as to how the process should be undertaken after establishing the 

function of the translation, which may as well increase the element of subjectivity which 

does not cope with the study’s call for a more comprehensive, objective view of quality 

assessment. In fact, this criticism is not only exclusive to functional models but it is also 

true of all other non-experiential models, as they proved difficult to apply in professional 

and pedagogical settings (Lauscher 2000; Colina 2008). However, functional perspectives 

are considered in the adopted models in this study, as will be explained in the next chapter, 

since it is the purpose of the text that determines the effect a translation error might have on 

the user experience (O’Brien, 2012, p.59).  

Reader-response models also do not provide appropriate assessment means for the use of 

this study, as the quality of a translation is essentially restricted to the readers’ response, 

raising issues such as whether it is possible to determine if two responses are actually 

equivalent, bearing in mind that even texts from the same language can incite non-

equivalent reactions from different groups of readers. As for the relevance theory, relying 

on the relevance principles alone does not provide a comprehensive analysis to the micro 

and macro levels where translation problems are expected to occur, thus depriving the 

model from being satisfactorily objective, meaning that it will not be employed in this 

research. 
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Equivalence-based models, on the other hand, are consistent with this study’s aim as far as 

the adoption of equivalence is concerned. Equivalence is a central principle in the two 

models of assessment selected for this study, as will be explicated in the next chapter. 

However, it is important to reiterate, at the end of this chapter, that the seven standards of 

textuality are used as equivalence parameters for the adapted model of error analysis in this 

research, in an attempt to avoid the non-inclusivity of the above mentioned types of 

equivalences which increases the element of subjectivity given that they mostly reflect and 

seek equivalency on certain rather than all aspects of a target text. I will use the textual 

equivalent at all the proposed seven levels as the benchmark against which to measure 

quality, due to the fact that together, they comprehensively cover all areas where 

equivalence between the translated Arab Spring presidential speeches and their originals 

are expected to occur. It is important to highlight that the notion of textual equivalence does 

not seek complete identity between textual surfaces. Instead, as asserted by Neubert and 

Shreve (1992), textual equivalence emphasises the interrelationships between textual effect, 

and the actual textual formations of source and target texts, which is the basic of textual 

equivalence.  

The adopted holistic model (Method B) also relies on the concept of equivalence in its 

assessment of translation quality. According to Waddington (2001), the assessment in this 

model is based on achieving equivalence on two criteria - the accuracy of transfer from the 

source language and the quality of expression in the target language. For each of these 

criteria, the model provides five levels based on which equivalence is assessed. In 

conclusion, the notion of equivalence is very central for the two models of assessment 

adopted in this study as will be explained in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Methodology and Models of Analysis 

As the literature written on translation quality assessment and its main approaches has been 

reviewed in the previous chapter, this chapter outlines the research method and the 

proposed models for assessing the translation quality of the Arab Spring presidential 

speeches. It is divided into two main parts; the first introduces the research method, the 

corpus of the study, and provides description of the two methods of quality assessment. The 

second section describes in detail the adapted model of error analysis which is derived from 

the theory of textuality originally proposed by Beaugrande and Dressler (1981). Finally, the 

applicability of the suggested model to the present study and its corpus is discussed.  

1. Research Methodology  

This study seeks to address the research questions outlined in Chapter 1 by using a mixed 

method. The justification for using such a method is that one type of research, i.e., 

qualitative or quantitative, is not enough to address the relevant questions. Onwuegbuzie 

and Teddlie (2003) define mixed research as an intellectual and practical synthesis that 

incorporates qualitative and quantitative research. They also believes that it is the third 

methodological research, along with the qualitative and quantitative. They demonstrate 

how mixed research analysis enhances the interpretation of results, and helps researchers to 

better contextualise qualitative findings. They also add that although quantitative research 

is particularly useful for answering questions of who, where, how many, how much, as well 

as determining the nature of the relationship between specific variables, it is not optimal for 

answering why and how questions. Mixed research, in contrast, can address both sets of 

questions within one study. Resorting to both qualitative and quantitative tools to assess the 

quality of the Arab Spring presidential speeches’ translations provided by credible English 

news agencies  provides a better understanding of the research questions than if only one 

type were employed. Consequently, this study intends to use a mixed method to address the 

research questions.  

However, conducting a mixed research approach does not imply that qualitative and 

quantitative measures used in the study should be used equally. On the contrary, it indicates 
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that the undertaken research is not entirely qualitative or quantitative. Thus, the method 

used can be best termed as a qualitative dominant mixed methodology. Onwuegbuzie and 

Leech (2011), define it as a philosophical stance whereby the researcher assumes a 

qualitative critical theory, (in this case, Beaugrande and Dressler’s theory of textuality and 

Waddington’s holistic model) while also believing that the addition of quantitative data and 

analysis would address the research questions in more detail, and provide a better insight 

into the qualitative findings. The quantitative part of this research lies in using a statistical 

tool to calculate the number and weight of errors committed in the translations, with the 

intent of determining a quality index for each. 

2. The Corpus of the Study 

For the purpose of examining the outcome of applying the two product-centred methods of 

quality assessment on political discourse, the chosen texts must be representative. The 

researcher has selected the Arab Spring texts in the form of presidential speeches given by 

the leaders of the countries where the 2011 revolutions took place, and intends to study 

their translations found in some of the highly influential English news agencies for two 

reasons:  

1. The Arab Spring presidential speeches are exceptional speeches, as they were delivered 

during unprecedented circumstances in the Arab world. Their translations are equally 

important, as they have attracted the attention of an international community keen to 

remain informed about unfolding political events and understand the political situation 

of those countries. Therefore, attention should be paid to the translation of such 

sensitive texts, where errors can cause unintended consequences and negatively affect 

the world’s understanding of this important junction in the modern Arab history. 

2. Translation errors are further less acceptable if the presidential speeches are translated 

and/or published by credible English news agencies such as CNN, BBC, and The 

Guardian. Therefore, this study intends to assess the translations provided by these 

agencies, where the possibility that translation serious errors result from the translators’ 

lack of expertise and/or unfamiliarity with translation and publication norms is ideally 

ruled out. 
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Several speeches were delivered at the time of the revolution, meaning that refining criteria 

had to be established in order to select a manageable number of texts for the study. These 

are as follows: 

1. Including only the ‘Arab Spring’ presidential speeches that were delivered in 2011. This 

was deemed necessary so as to maintain that the study refers to the same context of 

political situation, and also because the term ‘Arab Spring’ was basically coined to refer to 

the political movements that particularly took place in that year. This excluded only Syria 

from the five Arab countries (Tunisia, Egypt, Yemen, Libya and Syria), as the situation in 

this country is still ongoing as illustrated in Table (3.1). 

2. Including only the speeches that are translated fully, as some of them were either left 

untranslated or translated partially.  

 

State  Start of Revolution End of Revolution  How Revolution ended   

Tunisia 17/12/2010  14/01/2011 Zine El Abidine Ben Ali stepped down. 

Egypt 25/01/2011 11/02/2011 Muhammad Hosni Mubarak stepped 

down. 

Yemen  11/02/2011 23/11/2011 Ali Abdullah Saleh stepped down. 

Libya  17/02/2011 20/10/2011 Muammar Gaddafi killed.  

Syria  18/03/2011    Till present Bashaar Al-Assad still in position.  

Table (3.1): Start and End Dates of Arab Spring Revolutions  

 

A. Source Texts 

The speeches abiding by the two selection criteria stated above, and that are thus 

constituting the source texts for the study, were delivered in Arabic. They were taken from 

the written versions that are published in official Arabic news agencies, which are all 

attached in Appendix 1. Due to the political circumstances during which this study was 

conducted, the primary source of the third speech was erased by the time this work reached 

its final stages. Therefore, and instead of providing the other unofficial versions that are 
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still available online, the researcher provided her own transcription of the original audio. 

The reason this was deemed necessary is that the transcription privided by the researcher is 

in fact very similar to the text that the textual analysis and assessment was primarliy based 

on. Besides, taking the available unofficial versions of the text would not only impact the 

adopted selection criteri in this study, but would also impact the analysis as such versions 

are not very accurate to the original audio. The textual analysis in this research is, therefore, 

conducted between the official published original speeches (in Arabic) and their respective 

official published full versions (in English). Although most of the Arab Spring speeches 

have official written versions, their inclusion to the corpus of this study was governed by 

whether or not they have a corresponding text in English, as will be specified in the next 

section.  

Acknowledging the fact that the orignal source of the source texts in this stdy is audio 

materils, the reseracher had to review them to ensure that they represent the actual 

recordings. In so doing, the researcher found no discrepancies between the original audios 

and the texts chosen in this study except for only two discrepancies in the last speech. 

These two have been highlighted in the appendix and a footnote explaining their estimated 

reasons was included. However, it is important to reiterate that these differences do not 

seem to impact the analysis or the results of this study as they are only typo mistakes.  

B. Target Texts 

The target texts in this study are the English translations of the Arab Spring presidential 

speeches that are published in official Arabic newspapers. As explained in Chapter 1,  most 

of the newspapers do not provide full text translations of presidential speeches (Orengo, 

2005:168-186), and as this may cause unavoidable complications of assessing the quality of 

abridged translations to represent the quality of the overall texts, only the speeches that are 

fully translated are included. As there were several attempts made by fans and 

crowdsourced to provide full translations of the presidential speeches, which are not within 

the scope of this study, the target texts selection criteria were further specified to include 

only the fully translated versions of the original speeches that are published in reliable 

English news agencies such as The Guardian, BBC, and CNN. This step was deemed 

crucial to rule out the possibility that the poor quality (if that indeed is the case) is the result 
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of a lack of expertise or an unfamiliarity with the professional norms of news agencies and 

publication. This specification, in turn, provided four fully translated speeches that found  

in credible English agencies; they are as follows: Speech No (1) The Egyptian president’s 

second speech translated in (The Guardian) in 01/02/2011, (2) The Egyptian president’s last 

speech translated in the (CNN) in 10/02/2011, (3) The Libyan president’s second speech 

translated in (The Guardian) in 17/03/2011, and The Libyan president’s seventh speech 

translated in 24/08/2011 in the (BBC).   

3. The Application of the Two Methods of Assessment  

With the aim of answering this research’s main questions, I will apply the selected 

representative methods from the two approaches that are typically used to evaluate 

translation quality, namely, error analysis and holistic assessment approaches, in the optic 

of assessing the four selected Arab Spring presidential as follows: 

 

A.The Application of the Error Analysis Method:  

 

In the proposed model, each of Beaugrande and Dressler’s seven standards of textuality is 

considered to be a criterion against which the quality of a translation can be measured. This 

means that quality is addressed against seven main potential areas of errors. Errors 

committed in the translations of the selected Arab Spring presidential speeches are 

classified in terms of severity into two groups: major errors and minor errors. Major errors 

constitute those that entirely disregard a certain standard in the model, thus affecting the 

transfer of meaning, as explained by the two authors – these weigh two points. In contrast, 

minor errors are the ones that disregard the same standard in part, where the meaning is still 

preserved – these weigh one point. After conducting the textual analysis and classifying the 

errors, major errors and minor errors will then be counted in order to establish a 

preliminary quality index for each translation. Finally, the number of errors compared to 

the number of words in each text is calculated using the statistical tool- translation error 

rate (TER) (Waddington, 2001), to convert the number of errors into an overall mark out of 

ten.  
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B. The Application of the Holistic Assessment Method:  

 

The researcher has tested the method (A) herself, therefore, in order to ensure that both 

methods are properly examined, two external professional evaluators from the CIOL 

(Chartered Institute of Linguists) experienced in translating and revising Arabic-English 

texts, are given the same source texts along with their translations, in order to provide a 

holistic assessment of their respective quality. Raters have been provided with the same 

holistic method to ensure that the assessment is not a reflection of the raters’ choice of a 

certain holistic model. As specified in Chapter 1, the holistic model used in this study was 

designed by Waddington (2001), and has been selected for four reasons: (1) it has been 

empirically tested, an important aspect as one of this work’s main objectives calls for more 

empirical studies before theorising, (2) it is not a type-specific model and can be applied to 

all types of texts, including those used in this study, (3) it is comprehensive, as the scale in 

this particular model is unitary and treats translation competence as a whole, a feature 

found in most holistic models (Khan Mohammad and Osanloo, 2009:137), and finally, (4) 

it considers both the negative and positive aspects of a translation in the assessment process 

(Waddington, 2001).  

Using Waddington’s model means that the raters must assign a mark out of ten for the 

translation quality, and justify the assigned mark in a written feedback, so as that the marks 

can be analysed. For each of the five levels, are two possible marks which can be given, 

allowing the rater to award the higher mark to the translation that meets the requirements of 

that particular level, or has some good or creative solutions to translation problems, and the 

lower mark to the translation that falls between the two levels, but is closer to the upper one 

and so on. In this model, a translation is assessed based on two main parameters (the 

accuracy of transfer of source text content, and the quality of expression in the target 

language). Each of these two parameters are further specified to help the rater decide which 

level represents the translation quality. The details are as follows (Table 1.1), reproduced 

below for ease of reference: 
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Level Accuracy of transfer of ST 

content 

Quality of expression in TL Degree of task 

completion  

Mar

k  

Level 5 Complete transfer of ST 

information, only minor 

revisions needed to reach 

professional standard. 

Almost all the translation reads 

like a piece originally written in 

English. There may be minor 

lexical, grammatical or spelling 

errors. 

Successful  9-10 

Level 4 Almost complete transfer, 

with only one or two 

insignificant inaccuracies, 

requires a certain amount of 

revision to reach professional 

standard. 

Large sections read like a piece 

originally written in English. 

There are a number of lexical, 

grammatical or spelling errors.  

Almost 

completely 

successful  

7-8 

Level 3 Transfer of the general ideas 

but with a number of lapses in 

accuracy, needs considerable 

revision to reach professional 

standard.  

Certain parts read like a piece 

originally written in English, but 

others read like a translation. 

There are a considerable number 

of lexical, grammatical or 

spelling errors.  

Adequate  5-6 

Level 2 Transfer undermined by serious 

inaccuracies, thorough revision 

required to reach professional 

standard.  

Almost the entire text reads like 

a translation, there are continual 

lexical, grammatical or spelling 

errors.  

Inadequate  3-4 

Level 1  Totally inadequate transfer of 

ST content, the translation is 

not worth revising.  

The candidate reveals a complete 

lack of ability to express himself 

adequately in English.  

Completely 

inadequate  

1-2 

Table (1.1): Waddington’s Holistic Assessment Model (2001) 

 

After applying both methods of assessment on the same texts, the overall quality index of 

each method will be compared. By the end of the research, each of the four translated texts 

will have been awarded with two marks: one from the application of assessment method 

(A), and one from the application of method assessment (B). Once these are determined, 

both results will undergo deep contrastive analysis in order to investigate the differences in 

the applications of each method, and identify how each reduces the subjective nature 

inherent to translation quality assessment. 
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4. The Theoretical Model of Error Analysis: 

The error analysis model used in this study is mainly adopted from Beaugrande and 

Dressler’s theory of textuality (1981). Textuality is proposed to be the basis of the 

actualisation (the evolution) and utilisation of texts (Beaugrande, 1980). The two authors 

define texts in terms of textuality as communicative occurrences which meet the seven 

standards proposed in their book (1981). These seven standards are: cohesion, coherence, 

intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situationality, and intertextuality. They argue 

that these seven standards distinguish texts from non-texts, and that if one of these is not 

met within a piece, then it will not be considered communicative. However, Beaugrande 

and Dressler (1994), along with Beaugrande (2000) abandon this idea in their later works. 

Viewing textuality as a complex dynamic disposition that is always operative in every 

communicative event, rather than a linguistic property that some texts possess while others 

do not, they conclude that the opposition between text and non-text is no longer considered 

a valid claim in text grammar (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1994). The reasons for selecting 

this model are discussed in Chapter 1, what is of relevance in this chapter is the 

applicability and limitations of each of the seven standards on the corpus of this study. For 

convenience, the way each standard is examined in this study is first introduced. Each 

standard is first introduced, followed by a discussion regarding its limitations (if any) and 

its applicability to the present study. 

5. Applicability and Limitations of the Model of Error Analysis:     

In this study, each of Beaugrande and Dressler’s seven standards of textuality are used to 

define a set of criteria against which the quality of a translation can be measured. However, 

unlike the previous attempts which adopt the original unmodified model, the current study 

suggests some modifications so as to fit the peculiarity of Arabic, the source texts’ 

language, as will be discussed in detail in the subsequent sections.  

5.1 Cohesion:  

In Beaugrande and Dressler’s model, cohesion is concerned with how the elements of a 

discourse are mutually connected within a sequence. This concept can be discussed both in 
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terms of short and long range. Cohesion in the short range is about connecting elements of 

grammatical dependencies within a sentence or a small number of sentences. In contrast, 

long range cohesion involves connecting the elements of the bigger text. Indeed, cohesion 

is not concerned with the subject matter of a certain text, but rather with the organization of 

the message and, thus, it contributes to the textual unity of the semantic system. 

Beaugrande and Dressler assert that the use of various concrete devices that provide a clear 

understanding of the relations among these elements can sustain cohesion in a discourse. 

Their treatment of cohesion is mainly adopted from Halliday and Hasan’s 1976 model, 

which is believed to, as Kruger (2002, p.83) indicates, systemise the concept of cohesion 

“by classifying it into a small number of distinct categories … which have a theoretical 

basis as distinct types of cohesive relation, but which also provide practical means for 

describing and analyzing texts”. Consequently, cohesion is going to be examined in this 

study under the same five cohesive devices originally proposed by Halliday and Hasan, 

namely: reference, conjunctions, ellipsis, substitution, and lexical cohesion.  

However, in Beaugrande and Dressler’s model, cohesion is English oriented, and since the 

source texts in this study are in the Arabic language, the English cohesive devices cannot 

always encompass the description of the Arabic cohesive elements. As Arabic and English 

are significantly different in terms of their treatment and available sources of cohesion, it 

proved difficult to identify a unified descriptive framework which can be used to compare 

cohesive devices used in Arabic and English for the study of cohesion. Thus, in relation to 

this study’s examination of translation errors in cohesion, it felt improper to limit the 

description of the Arabic cohesive devices to the same descriptive framework suggested for 

the English language. Therefore, there was a need for an Arabic oriented description of the 

cohesive devices that cannot be discussed under the five mentioned above. Although within 

the context of this study, Arabic cohesive devices are discussed under the same devices 

outlined in Beaugrande and Dressler’s treatment of cohesion, they are described according 

to an Arabic representation, to examine whether they are used in the Arabic language to 

fulfil cohesive functions, as is the case in English.  

Arabic has the potential to express most of the five cohesive functions, but in a different 

manner; this is the reason behind the fact that they are discussed in this section under the 
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same classification. Moreover, additions are made to other Arabic cohesive elements; 

namely: parallelism and paraphrasing. The English application of these two devices to 

express cohesiveness will also be discussed. In short, cohesion in this study is considered in 

terms of the following cohesive devices: reference, conjunction, ellipsis, substitution, 

lexical cohesion, parallelism, and paraphrasing. Differences between Arabic and English in 

the treatment of these devices are illustrated when examining each device separately.   

A. Reference:  

According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), reference is a term used to refer to certain items 

that are not interpreted semantically on their own but rather by referring to something else 

for their interpretation. Reference works as a cohesive device due to the fact that it allows 

the receiver(s) to trace participants, events, entities, etc. in texts. They classify reference 

devices into three main categories: personal pronouns, demonstratives, and comparatives.  

A.1 Personal pronouns:  

Personal pronouns are used to refer to their referents by specifying their function in the 

speech situation. In this regard, English differentiates between three types of persons: first 

person, second person, and third person. These pronouns can be in the subject or the object 

positions whether as personal or possessive pronouns. Compared to English, Arabic has a 

wide set of personal pronouns given that different variables are involved in their 

classification: person, gender, number (singular, dual, and plural), case (nominative, 

accusative, genitive), and pronouns can either be separate or connected pronouns. Arabic 

pronouns are basically classified into two main categories: explicit and implicit. Explicit 

pronouns can be separate or connected. Separate pronouns can be described as free 

morphemes that are not suffixed to other words; they can stand by themselves and still have 

meaning. Connected pronouns are bound morphemes that have meaning only when they are 

suffixed to other words, such as the possessive pronoun ( ىه) in ( كتابه) ‘his book’. Implicit 

pronouns, on the other hand, are not lexically indicated; they are implied in the verbs only. 

For instance, the subject of the verb ( كته) in the sentence ( كته  الهرس) ‘He wrote the lesson’ 

is an implicit pronoun that refers to a masculine singular third person. All these pronouns 

are used to establish a cohesion relationship between sentences in Arabic.  
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Arabic and English have many differences regarding their use of pronouns. For instance, 

Arabic does not have the category of some possessive pronouns such as mine, his, yours, 

etc. Gender distinction appears in English only in the case of the third person singular (i.e., 

he/she), whereas in Arabic explicit and implicit pronouns, for the most part, show not only 

gender distinctions but also number distinctions. Arabic pronouns also differ according to 

their position in the sentence, whether nominative, accusative, or genitive. English, on the 

other hand, deals with a limited set of pronouns. Another main distinction between Arabic 

and English pronouns is related to their cohesive function(s). Personal reference in Arabic 

is typically anaphoric. For instance, Beeston (1970, p.41) states that “a pronoun always 

refers to a previously mentioned covert entity”. This is a very broad generalisation because 

Arabic can use some pronouns to refer to, for example, people who are not covertly 

previously mentioned but rather assumed, or whose presence can easily be discerned by 

receivers. Moreover, in Arabic, the third person pronoun can also function cataphorically to 

refer to an entity that will appear later in the text. However, this is not the common practice 

of Arabic pronouns, which is probably the reason for Beeston’s generalisation. 

Furthermore, Arabic implicit pronouns, though not outwardly formed in the surface 

structure, can also perform a cohesive function by making the receivers retrieve their 

antecedents from somewhere in the text or from shared background knowledge. What is 

worth mentioning here is that there are other differences between Arabic and English in 

relation to their use of pronouns, but it is beyond the interest of this study to provide a 

detailed contrastive description between the two linguistic systems.  

A.2 Demonstratives:  

Demonstratives are used to refer to location whether in space or time. Unlike those in 

English, which are classified only in terms of proximity and number, Arabic demonstrative 

pronouns are classified in terms of person, number, gender, and case. In Arabic, 

demonstratives are mainly classified into two groups: (1) demonstrative pronouns referring 

to participants, and (2) the circumstantial adverbial demonstratives. Holes (1995, p.151) 

classifies Arabic demonstratives in terms of proximity (near and far) into two sets 

corresponding to Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) classification of English demonstratives, as 

shown in Table (3.2).  
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Demonstratives Gender 
Proximal 

Arabic 

English 

equivalent 

Distal 

Arabic 

English 

equivalent 

Singular 

Masculine هذا This ذاك آو ذلك That 

Feminine هذي آو هذه This تلك That 

Plural 
Masculine & 

Feminine 
 Those أولئك These هؤلاء

Dual 

Masculine 

 Those ذانك These هاذان

 Those ذينك These هذين

Feminine 

 Those تانك These هاتين

 Those تاينك These هاتين

Table (3.2): Arabic Demonstratives and their English Counterparts (1) 

 

 

This classification takes only the participants into consideration. Discussing the other type 

of Arabic demonstratives, Al-Muradi (1992) adds the circumstantial adverbial 

demonstratives that refer to the location of processes in space or time. The probable reason 

for Holes (1995) not discussing circumstantial demonstratives in his work on Arabic 

demonstratives is that he, among others, does not treat temporal demonstratives ( الآن وآنهاا) 

‘now and then’, as demonstrative pronouns, but rather as adverbs of time, though they do 

correspond to their English counterparts in their textual function. Table (3.3) below 

presents a classification of demonstrative pronouns in Arabic in terms of circumstances, 

with their English equivalent demonstrative pronouns. These two classifications of Arabic 

demonstratives have been compiled based on the works of Al-Muradi (1992) and Holes 

(1995).  

 

 Place 
English 

equivalent 
Time 

English 

equivalent 

Near هنا Here الآن now 

Far هناك There آنذاك then 
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 Place 
English 

equivalent 
Time 

English 

equivalent 

Table (3.3): Arabic Demonstratives and their English Counterparts (2) 

 

From the tables above, major distinctions between Arabic and English demonstrative 

systems can be noticed. Arabic demonstratives express gender distinctions, whereas in 

English, “this” and “that” are used to refer to both genders. Arabic also differentiates 

between singular, dual, and plural demonstrative pronouns, whereas English differentiates 

between singular and plural demonstratives only. As for the cohesive function of 

demonstrative pronouns in Arabic, Beeston (1970, p.42) asserts that they resemble 

pronouns in that they are allusive and require a context to make the allusion 

understandable. By context, he refers to co-text rather than situational context. Moreover, 

like their English counterparts, Arabic demonstrative pronouns are typically anaphoric. 

They do come cataphorically in a sentence, but the common case is that they refer to 

something previously mentioned. 

The last set of demonstrative, according to Halliday and Hasan (1976), is the definite article 

(the). This English definite article does not encompass all the usages of its Arabic 

counterpart (ال). For instance, (ال) in Arabic does not only modify nouns but also gerunds 

and adjectives. However, it is only considered as a cohesive device if (ال) is used to refer to 

something either previously mentioned in the text or assumed to be easily understood. By 

being able to modify a larger amount of words than its English counterpart, it increases the 

number of potential cohesive devices that can be created in a discourse, as illustrated in the 

following example: (أسير أن أشتري هاا الكتهاب .إن  كتاب مفير) ‘It is a useful book. I want to buy this 

(the) book’. From this, it is clear that English would use either the demonstrative pronoun 

or the definite article as a cohesive device, whereas in Arabic, the demonstrative pronoun 

    .are both used as cohesive devices in the same sentence (ال) and the definite article (هاا)

 

A.3 Comparatives:  

Comparative forms are the last type of reference believed to create cohesion in a text. They 

provide indirect reference by means of identity or similarity. Halliday and Hasan (1976) 
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generally classify them into two types: (1) general comparative forms and (2) particular 

comparative forms. In the first type, things are referred to in terms of their likeness or 

unlikeness, and are expressed by a set of adjectives and adverbs that are respectively 

termed as “adjectives of comparison” and “adverbs of comparison”. In particular 

comparative forms, on the other hand, things are referred to in terms of quantity or quality. 

Arabic does not conform to this classification of comparative forms, as it does not have a 

definite set of adjectives and adverbs that are capable of expressing this form of 

comparison. However, this does not mean that Arabic does not have other resources to 

express it. For instance, all the adjectives and adverbs that show identity of objects can be 

accommodated in Arabic by means of ( نفه) and ( مطهاب) ‘same’, adjectives and adverbs used 

to show similarity can be accommodated in Arabic by means of ( مثه) and ( مشهاب) ‘such’ and 

‘similar’ respectively, and finally, adjectives and adverbs used to show dissimilarity are 

expressed in Arabic using (آخهر) and ( مختله) ‘other and different’ respectively. As for the 

English comparative adverbs, Arabic sometimes express them in one word such as ( بالتماثه) 

‘identically’ and other times use an entire phrase to convey them, such as ( بطهر  مماثله) 

‘likewise’. On the other hand, Arabic conforms to the description of particular comparative 

forms discussed in the original model, as it usually derives the comparative form from its 

verb root. For example, ( أفضه) ‘better’ is used in Arabic to express particular comparison, 

but only if it is followed by the particle ( مه) ‘than’, as is the case in English. Superlative 

comparison is also expressed in Arabic in terms of quantity ( الأقه) ‘the least’ or quality 

  .’the biggest‘ (الكبرى)

B. Substitution:  

Halliday and Hasan (1976) differentiate between reference and substitution in that 

reference is a relation between meanings, whereas substitution is a relation between 

linguistic items such as words and phrases, and is simply the act of replacing one element 

by another. Believing that substitution is a grammatical relation, they argue that the 

substitute may function as a noun, a verb, or as a clause. Thus, they distinguish three types 

of substitution that can function as cohesive devices: nominal, verbal, and clausal 

substitution. 

Under nominal substitution, Halliday and Hasan (1976) discuss the substitute ‘one’ and its 
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plural form ‘ones’. Arabic has different representation of this English nominal substitute. 

For example, in Arabic, (واحهر) corresponds to the English nominal substitution ‘one’, but 

the plural form of ‘one’, which is ‘ones’, has no equivalent, as it cannot be pluralised. Thus 

in this case, repetition in Arabic is unavoidable. Other examples of Arabic nominal 

substitutions are (نفه  ومثه  وذات), which correspond to only one English counterpart, ‘same’. 

As for the verbal substitutions, they are achieved in English by using the verb ‘do’. Arabic 

does not express most of the English usages of this verb. The verbal substitute ‘do’ is only 

possible in Arabic in certain cases. This could be attributed to the lack of Arabic auxiliary 

verbs, and to the fact that the verb ‘do’ is not used to form questions in Arabic. 

Moving to the last substitution type, Halliday and Hasan (1976) explain two English clausal 

substitutes ‘so’ and ‘not’. They distinguish between three contexts in which the two 

substitutes can take place, such as substitution of reported clause, substitution of 

conditional clause, and substitution of modalized clause. In Arabic, whereas clausal 

substitution is limited in its usage, negative clausal substitution is even more so. Although 

Arabic is still capable of expressing some clausal substitution, the norm of Arabic native 

speakers is to intuitively repeat the same words. This also applies to ellipsis, which will be 

discussed in the following section. 

C. Ellipsis:  

Halliday and Hasan (1976) describe ellipsis as deleting one or more elements in a sentence 

based on the fact that they can be implied as well as mentally supplied by the reader or the 

listener. They believe that ellipsis is similar to substitution in that both of them are 

grammatical relations rather than semantic ones. However, unlike with substitution, ellipsis 

does not require for elements to be replaced by anything. Although both concepts of ellipsis 

and substitution express the same relation between parts of a text, Halliday and Hasan still 

believe that they should be examined separately, as they constitute two different types of 

structural mechanism. As with substitution, they differentiate between three types of 

ellipses: nominal ellipsis, verbal ellipsis, and clausal ellipsis.  

The concept of ellipsis has not been addressed as thoroughly in Arabic as it has in English. 

When reference is made to ellipsis, it is only discussed within the sentence boundary. This 
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can mainly be attributed to the realisation that Arab grammarians and linguists intuitively 

allow the omission of a certain element if it can be easily understood. However, Arabic has 

potential to express the elliptical relations suggested by the original authors, and are thus 

discussed here accordingly. To begin with, the nominal ellipsis is when the elliptical item is 

deictic, numerative, an epithet, or classifier. There are many types of English nominal 

ellipses that cannot occur in Arabic. For example, there is no Arabic equivalent to the 

following English sentences ‘I hope no bones are broken? None to speak of’. However, 

Arabic still can express certain nominal ellipses.  

As for the verbal ellipsis, although it occurs in certain contexts in Arabic, it is very rare. 

The reason for this was addressed when substitution was discussed. Despite the fact that 

auxiliary verbs form most verbal ellipses in English, they do not exist in Arabic, and, thus, 

are not used to form verbal substitution. Lastly, a clausal ellipsis is also limited to yes/no or 

WH-questions in Arabic. For example, ( ماذا كان سهيكك  الطفه   التفاحه) ‘what was the child going 

to eat? The apple’. It is worth mentioning, however, that unlike in English, both the 

concepts of substitution and ellipsis in Arabic are quite limited in their usage, as repetition 

is the norm (Qulqilah, 2001, pp. 190-197).     

D. Conjunctions: 

In this study, the analysis of conjunctions in Arabic texts has been conducted based on the 

work of Al-Muradi (1992), as it provides a comprehensive view of conjunction types and 

functions in Arabic. Conjunctions are classified into two types: (1) coordinating / cohesive 

conjunctions and (2) subordinating conjunctions. Coordinating conjunctions connect two or 

more clauses within a sentence in a paratactic structure. In this case, the two clauses have 

similar structures and equal status; provide information of equal importance and can be 

independent. On the other hand, cohesive conjunctions relate two sentences together. 

Subordinating conjunctions, however, relate two clauses within a sentence hypotactically; a 

sentence that with such a structure usually consists of a main clause and a subordinate 

clause. Unlike clauses in paratactic structures, hypotactically related clauses do not have 

equal status; the subordinate clause is dependent on the main one structurally and 

semantically. To summarise the differences between English and Arabic conjunctions with 

regard to their cohesive functions, these will be presented along with their English 
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counterparts in the Tables (3.4) and (3.5) below: 

Arabic conjunction Function English Equivalent  

  temporal (sequential) then ف

temporal (sequential and causal) so  

additive (expository, specification) a semicolon  

additive (expository, clarification) a semicolon  

additive (expository, explicative) a semicolon  

  additive (alternative)  or أم

 Additive and و

additive (alternative)  or  

adversative (contrastive)  and yet, and at the same time  

  additive (alternative)  or أو

additive (negative)  nor 

  additive ( appositive, expository) that is, meaning, in other words أي

 adversative (correction of meaning)  on the contrary, in fact, actually بل

adversative (contrastive)  but 

adversative (correction of wording)  or rather  

  temporal (sequential) then, after that ثم

 Additive either … or إنما - أما

  Adversative but, yet, instead لكن

Adversative rather, on the contrary  

  causal (reason) for this reason لذلك -لهذا 

Table (3.4): Arabic Cohesive Conjunctions   

 

Arabic conjunction Function English Equivalent  

 correlative of ‘idhaa separates the protasis and the ف

apodosis, and indicates sequence and causality  

a comma, so, then 

  causal, end result  so that, so as ل
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Arabic conjunction Function English Equivalent  

  adverbial  with و

adverbial, temporal  while, when  

  connector  comma و

 temporal (events in the past) when إذ

temporal (events in the future) at the time when, when 

causal  as, for, because, since 

temporal (immediate) when suddenly  

 conditional  if إن

  causal  so that أن

conditional  in case  

  causal  so that كي

  conditional (hypothetical) if (had).., would have لو

conditional  even if  

conditional (expressing wish) if only  

  conditional  if, in case  إذا

temporal  when 

temporal (expressing immediate and surprise) then suddenly, and 

suddenly  

  comparison (similarity) as, like كما

causal (meaning kai) so as, so that  

comparison (hypothetical) as if 

causal  because, as, for 

 conditional  unless إلا

  conditional (meaning mahmaa) as for فأما / أما

 temporal  until, till حتى

causal (purpose) so that  

causal (reason) so  

  ,.. conditional (hypothetical) if it were not لولا
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Arabic conjunction Function English Equivalent  

  similar to lawlaa لوما

Table (3.5): Arabic Subordinating Conjunctions   

 

E. Lexical Cohesion: 

Unlike the previously mentioned cohesive devices, lexical cohesion is not a grammatical 

cohesive device, but rather “its cohesive effect is achieved by the selection of vocabulary” 

(Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p. 274). This cohesive device is discussed in the original model 

under two main categories: reiteration and collocation. In the first, the cohesive function is 

created by reiterating a lexical item in one of the following ways: repetition, use of a 

general word, synonymy, near synonymy, or use of a subordinate word. Contrastingly, in 

collocation, creating a lexical cohesion is achieved through associating lexical items that 

have the tendency to co-occur together. Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) also draw upon 

other instances of lexical relations that create a cohesive tie between words, such as: 

antonymy, hyponymy (superordinate vs. subordinate concepts), meronymy (parts vs. 

whole), and lexical chains (which are related to one person or concept). They believe that 

all these lexical relationships make the parts of a text cohesively connected.  

In Arabic, lexical cohesion is mainly discussed in terms of repetition. Unlike other cohesive 

devices in Arabic, it has been widely discussed by many researchers. However, there is a 

varying degree of interest between traditional and modern grammarians when it comes to 

discussing lexical cohesion in Arabic. Repetition was discussed by traditional grammarians 

and linguists only as a means of aesthetic devices, i.e., to add poetic flavour to discourse. 

Traditional grammarians, for instance, discuss two types of repetition in Arabic: a 

repetition of the same lexical item and a relevant repetition. In the first case, repetition of 

the same lexical item may be used for emphasis or intensification. The second type, on the 

other hand, signifies the repetition of different lexical items which are all semantically 

associated. Conversely, modern researchers study repetition as a lexical cohesion device in 

relation to another cohesive device, i.e., parallelism. For instance, Al-Jubouri (1983) 

examines the role of repetition in Arabic argumentative discourse, identifying three levels 

of repetition: morphological, word, and sentence level. At the morphological level, Al-
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Jubouri (1983) asserts that Arabic, being a Semitic language, is characterised by its root 

system (الجهاوس) and patterns of the derived form (الأوزان). Consequently, repetition at this 

level can be in the form of a root repetition or pattern repetition. Repetition at the word 

level entails either repeating the word itself or the word strings. Beeston (1970, p.113) 

claims that “if the thought demands the repetition of a concept, Arabic will usually try to 

avoid repetition of the word by using some synonyms”. 

This illustrates that, unlike with the English language, if a repetition is deemed necessary 

for an Arabic writer, it is usually done through the means of repeating the same word rather 

than by using synonyms. The second means of repetition at word level concerns word 

strings, which refers to the use of two or more different lexical items strung together to 

form a group that roughly shares the same meaning. This can be exemplified by ( حهروب

 wars and conflicts’. For the interest of this study, it should be explained that‘ (ومنازعهات

Beeston (1970) believes that the effect of using word strings is mainly rhetorical in 

discourse. If word strings are to be reiterated through an argument, this would create an 

immediate emotional impact on the receivers of the discourse. The third and last level of 

repetition in Arabic, according to Al-Jubouri (1983), occurs at the sentence level. 

Repetition is manifested at this level via two processes: parallelism and paraphrasing. 

Generally, parallelism is the repetition of form, whereas paraphrasing is the repetition of 

ideas. These concepts are relevant to the current research, and therefore discussed here 

under separate sections.  

What is worth highlighting before discussing these two cohesive devices in detail, is that 

lexical cohesion can also be created in Arabic by means of assembling a lexical item and its 

antonym within discourse. The relationship between these two items conveys a cohesive 

sense, in turn contributing to the coherence of the discourse as a whole, such as with, (  انكه

 Semantically, this translates into  .(Al-Sijilmasi, 1980, p.370) (لتكثرون عنر الفزع وتقلون عنر الطمع

‘you are many at the difficult times and few at the times of ease’. In this example, the pairs 

of lexical items in the first sentence, (تكثهرون الفهزع) ‘many and hard’, create a cohesive 

relation with their antonyms in the second sentence ( الطمع /تقلون) ‘few and ease’.   
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F. Parallelism:   

Parallelism is both a rhetorical and a textual device (Al-Jubouri, 1983). Cohesion is 

concerned with connecting parts of the text so as to create a textual semantic unity, and 

despite the fact that parallelism is also able to create this kind of unity (as discussed by 

Holes, 1995 and Beeston, 1970), it is not considered in Beaugrande and Dressler’s (1981) 

cohesive devices classification. Al-Jubouri identifies two types of parallelism: complete 

and incomplete parallelism. Complete parallelism occurs when “there is total, or almost 

total, coincidence between parallel forms”, whereas incomplete parallelism occurs when 

“there is a partial coincidence between parallelistic forms” (Al-Jubouri, 1983, p.107). Both 

structures, according to him, make an argument more persuasive and cohesive.    

G. Paraphrasing: 

Attempting to differentiate between parallelism and paraphrasing, Al-Jubouri (1983, p.110) 

notes that while parallelism is a repetition of form, “paraphras[ing] refers to a repetition of 

substance. It involves a restatement of a certain point or argument a number of times”. He 

affirms that in Arabic, this type of repetition reflects the tendency of some writers or 

speakers to force some assertion. He also differentiates between two types of paraphrasing. 

In the first type, which he terms “paraphrase type one”, is described as “an action or event 

which is described a number of times from one perspective. It is similar to a rephrasing of a 

statement”. Paraphrase type two, on the other hand, is “an action or event which is 

described from two opposite perspective”. As previously mentioned, although English also 

regards the process of paraphrasing as a means of creating cohesive relations in the text, it 

is not included in Beaugrande and Dressler’s (1976) model.  

5.2 Coherence:  

Moving from cohesion to the second standard of textuality, Beaugrande and Dressler 

(1981) define coherence as the standard that is concerned with how the elements underlying 

the surface structure, i.e., concepts and relations, are mutually accessible and relevant. In 

other words, it addresses the point of how a text makes sense to an audience. They 

differentiate between concepts and relations by explaining that a concept is a knowledge 

element that can be recovered or activated with unity and consistency in the mind, whereas 
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a relation is what links a concept with one or more concepts in the same text. In that 

context, Beaugrande and Dressler discuss many important issues in a procedural model that 

enables us to make sense of texts. These issues include activation, strength of linkage, 

decomposition, spreading activation, episodic vs. semantic memory, economy, global 

patterns (frames, schemas, plans, and scripts), inheritance, and control centres (which are 

explored in terms of primary and secondary concepts) (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981, 

pp.86-110). For the interest of the present study, coherence, as discussed by Beaugrande 

and Dressler, does not encompass the full scope of this textual aspect, as it does not 

contribute much to the exploration of the logical and semantic relatedness between the 

text’s elements which, in turn, help the reader to make sense of it. To achieve the aim of 

encompassing all scope of the textual aspects of coherence, use has been made of different 

approaches to the study of coherence, as will be explained below.  

After reviewing the literature on this particular aspect of textuality, it can be asserted that 

“coherence is a more difficult matter than cohesion” (Dickins, Hervey, and Higgins, 2002, 

p.128). This is attributed to the fact that “it is not explicitly marked in a text”. It has been 

defined in various ways across the literature, depending on the aspects of coherence 

considered. Most researchers, however, agree that coherence is mainly concerned with the 

continuity of sense in a text, which makes a sequence of sentences a coherent unit rather 

than a chaotic assemblage. When a coherent text is read, its different elements should 

successfully unite into one overall mental representation. This representation is an 

organization which, fundamentally, is a reflection of how the content comes together and is 

stored in the mind (Beaugrande, 1980; Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981; Belhajj, 1997; 

Dooley and Levinsohn, 2000). Another point that has been stressed by many researchers 

regarding coherence is that this standard is not an inherited property of texts, but is rather 

assigned to it by its readers when they attempt to interpret it (Goller, 2001) and ( Niska, 

1999).  

To determine whether a text is coherent or not, scholars have suggested different criteria 

against which a text ought to be judged. The criteria serve as tools that help readers 

interpret any text in which they are present. Generally, these can be classified into two main 

categories: extralinguistic and textual criteria. The extralinguistic criteria reflect the 
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following features: the situational context and historical facts, shared knowledge between 

the text producer and receiver which includes cultural and pragmatic aspects, knowledge of 

the world, and the intention of the text producer (Dooley and Levinsohn, 2000). The textual 

criteria, on the other hand, include the following: cohesion (Dooley and Levinsohn, 2000; 

Niska, 1999), the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic connectedness of a series of sentences 

(Bubmann, 1983 and Brinker, 1997 in Goller 2001), continuity, balance, completeness, and 

non-contradiction (Heberle and Meurer, 1993), the logico-semantic relations (Beaugrande, 

1980; Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981; Ozbot, 2001), control centres that can be explored in 

terms of primary concepts and secondary concepts (Beaugrande, 1980; Beaugrande and 

Dressler, 1981), the knowledge presented by the text itself (Belhajj, 1997), shared 

knowledge of textual genres and their conventions between the text producer and the 

receiver (Belhajj, 1997), relatedness of propositions (Beaugrande, 1980; Beaugrande and 

Dressler, 1981; Belhajj, 1997; Heberle and Meurer, 1993), and the linguistic context 

(Dooley and Levinsohn, 2000). 

This reveals the interrelatedness between coherence and the other six standards. To verify, 

coherence interrelates with cohesion and informativity in the examination of the knowledge 

presented in the text, and control centres ‘primary concepts’ and ‘secondary concepts’, as 

well as the examination of the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects. Coherence also 

interrelates with intentionality in the examination of the intention(s) of the speaker. With 

contextuality, coherence interrelates with regards to the examination of the situational 

context, historical facts, and linguistic context. Finally, coherence interrelates with 

intertextuality in terms of examining the knowledge of the textual genres and their 

conventions. Thus, due to the interrelatedness between coherence and the other six 

textuality standards, the concept is not going to be examined as suggested by the original 

textuality model, the study of coherence will be undertaken through the use of another 

classification. To avoid the repetition involved in exploring the same aspect in more than 

one standard, only the following features will be dealt with in the examination of 

coherence, as they do not correlate with the other standards: (1) the logico-semantic 

relations which signal the relatedness of propositions, and (2) continuity, balance, 

completeness, and non-contradiction. To examine the logical relationships between clauses 

and sentences that assist readers in making sense of the text, the typology offered by 
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Halliday (1985: 192-251 and 303-308) was followed, as it is believed to be the most 

comprehensive and precise classifications of its kind. He classifies logico-semantic 

relations into three main types: elaboration, extension, and enhancement, all of which are 

subsumed under expansion. The rest of interrelated elements are discussed along with the 

other standards.         

5.3 Intentionality:  

Intentionality, according to Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), is concerned with the text 

producer’s aim to generate a cohesive and coherent text which fulfils his intentions. To 

analyse and determine the intentions of the text producer, the authors draw on the work of 

Searle (1969), who developed the Speech Act theory and Grice’s maxims of the principle 

of co-operation (1971). They also discuss three other issues with relation to intentionality: 

discourse action, situation management, and situation monitoring. Discourse action is a 

term used to describe when a discourse act changes a situation or the states of the 

participants, such as the knowledge state or emotional state. This action is usually plan-

directed whenever the text-producer is trying to manage the situation toward his goals. This 

is called situation management. Situation monitoring, on the other hand, is simply reacting 

to a situation by describing or narrating the available evidence (Beaugrande and Dressler, 

1981:113-129). They also add that any producer’s intention is not simply to create a text, 

but also to make a statement, be informative, provide access to knowledge, elicit 

cooperation, and so on (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1994).  

Following Luo Xuanmin’s strong assertion that “if the intention of the original cannot be 

realized in a translation, the translation is not successful” (2003:77), this current study’s 

examination of this standard is done on two levels- general and specific. The general 

intention of creating the text is firstly identified, after which a deeper examination will be 

carried out on deliberate linguistic choices that serve the general intention as well as 

specific and implied intentions. These specific choices can be manifested in the text at 

different levels, including cohesion, and informativity (represented in lexis, syntax, 

rhetorical devices, and thematisation).  
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5.4 Acceptability:  

Acceptability is concerned with the audience’s attitude towards a text- how they receive a 

text and how they perceive it as being cohesive, coherent and relevant to them. Text 

receivers must accept a language configuration as a cohesive and coherent text capable of 

utilisation (Neubert and Shreve, 1992:129).  Acceptability does not necessarily imply that 

the receiver believe the specific contents of the text (ibid:73). It does, however, require that 

the receiver be able to identify and extract those contents (ibid:73). According to 

Beaugrande and Dressler, this depends on factors such as text type, social or cultural 

settings, and the desirability of goals (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981, pp. 129-137). 

Although they do not put forward any ways in which to measure whether the text is 

acceptable to the reader or not, they suggest three criteria that could govern the translation 

acceptability, these being intelligibility, naturalness of style, and appropriateness. The 

functional element in this standard stems from the consideration of target readers; errors 

that made the translation of a certain part in the target text unintelligible, inappropriate, or if 

the style does not seem natural for the target reader, those incidents were regarded as errors 

in acceptability.  Therefore, in this study, the standard of acceptability undergoes the same 

textual analysis, so as to assess the errors that may render the text unacceptable to the 

readers.   

 

5.5 Informativity: 

This standard is concerned with the extent to which sentences in a text are expected or not 

expected, known or unknown. According to Beaugrande and Dressler, (1981:139-160), less 

informative texts that present information already known can be disturbing, and may result 

in unfavourable reactions to the text as a whole from its audience, such as boredom or even 

rejection. More informative texts, in contrast, are more demanding and interesting. One 

basic notion explored by the two authors in connection to this standard is that of contextual 

probability. This is explained by them in terms of three orders of informativity. First-order 

informativity designates occurrences that are trivial and receive very little attention in a 

text. Second-order informativity is the normal standard for textual communication, where 

higher order occurrences attract readers’ attention. Third-order informativity describes 
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occurrences which appear to be outside the set of probable options. Such occurrences are 

comparatively infrequent and demand much attention and processing (Beaugrande and 

Dressler, 1981, pp. 139-160).  

In relation to the examination of informativity in this study, this standard concerns all the 

elements that convey information in a text. Thus, all these elements are examined on three 

levels: lexical, syntactic, and rhetorical. Firstly, within the lexical level, lexical items are 

examined with regards to their semantic ranges in order to determine their specific 

meanings in relation to the context in which they occur. This is done with the help of 

classical as well as modern dictionaries of the Arabic language, such as Ibn Manzur (1956), 

and Al-Askari (2005). Similarly, the meanings of the English words are also examined with 

the assistance of three dictionaries and a thesaurus: the Longman Dictionary of 

Contemporary English, The Oxford English Dictionary, Webster’s International Dictionary, 

and The New Oxford Thesaurus of English. Still within the same level, lexical items’ 

semantic ranges are examined against Beaugrande’s (1980) typology of concepts and 

relations. He classifies them into two types- primary concepts and secondary concepts. On 

the syntactic and rhetorical levels, only the relevant aspects pertaining to the translator’s 

translational decisions will be examined. Finally, thematisation is another textual aspect 

considered when examining the standard of informativity. This is deliberately included, as 

thematising certain elements usually entails emphasis and bringing certain elements into 

focus. Therefore, this aspect should be accounted for when discussing informativity. 

5.6 Situationality  

This standard is concerned with how a text is made relevant to a situation, and subsumes all 

the factors that make it so (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981, pp. 163-179). In this regard, 

Beaugrande and Dressler focus on two particular issues: situation management and 

situation monitoring, as well as how they are used as strategies in discourse. As explained 

when exploring the concept of intentionality, situation management is when the text-

producer attempts to manage the situation toward his goals, whereas situation monitoring 

involves reacting to a situation by describing or narrating the available evidence.  

Examining contexts is vital to understanding the meanings of texts and utterances. Thus, all 
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varying contexts contributing to the correct interpretation of meanings must be considered. 

Different contexts generate different meanings of the same text. Given its importance to the 

current study’s aims, it would be neglectful not to include a definition of context. A review 

of how the concept of context has been defined over time would highlight the fact that 

different linguists defined the term from various different angles. Studying reference and 

inference, Yule (2000, p.128) provides a general definition of context, describing it as “the 

physical environment in which a word is used”. Another attempt to define context was 

made by Cook (1999, p.24), in which he sees it as just a form of knowledge of the world. 

This knowledge has two dimensions; in the narrow sense, knowledge refers to the 

knowledge of the factors outside the text under consideration. In the broad sense, it refers to 

the knowledge of these factors, as well as to the knowledge of other parts of the text under 

consideration, which he refers to as co-text. Contrastingly, Widdowson (2000, p.126) 

focuses his study on language meaning, defining context as “those aspects of the 

circumstance of actual language use which are taken as relevant to meaning.” He further 

adds that, “context is a schematic construct... the achievement of pragmatic meaning is a 

matter of matching up the linguistic elements of the code with the schematic elements of 

the context”. Nevertheless, regardless of the differences between these definitions, all the 

studies of context share a common ground, in which context is always related to outsider 

environment and factors. 

Given that contexts can be classified differently, for the interest of this study, it will be 

divided into three types: situational context, linguistic context, and cultural context. 

Linguistic context refers to the linguistic elements surrounding a certain structure or lexical 

item, i.e., the relationship between the words, phrases, sentences and even paragraphs. Song 

(2010, p. 876) adds that linguistic context can be explored from three aspects: deictic, co-

text, and collocation. Deictic expressions such as now, then, here there, etc., help to 

establish deictic roles in normal language behaviour. He also highlights the fact that in any 

discourse, any sentence, aside for the first one, is usually understood by means of the 

preceding sentence(s), not just the phrases that specifically refer to the preceding text. 

Situational context, on the other hand, refers to the extralinguistic information in which the 

text is created, i.e., the environment, time, place in which the discourse occurs, as well as 

the relationship between participants relevant to it. This context is traditionally approached 
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through the concept of register, which in turn examines it from three basic elements: field, 

tenor, and mode. Field of discourse refers to the ongoing activity; it can also be said that the 

field is the linguistic reflection of the purposive role of the language user in the situation in 

which a text has occurred. Tenor refers to the kind of social relationship enacted in or by 

the discourse. Thus, the notion of tenor highlights the way in which linguistic choices are 

affected not just by the topic or subject of communication, but also by the kind of social 

relationship within which communication is taking place. On the other hand, mode is the 

linguistic reflection of the relationship the language user has as a medium of transmission, 

whether it entails immediate contact or allows for deferred contact between participants 

(Song, 2010, p. 876). Lastly, cultural context simply refers to the culture, customs and 

background in which the speakers participate.  

The standard of situationality is concerned with the location of a text in a discrete 

sociocultural context in a real time and place (Neubert and Shreve, 1992: 85). Hatim and 

Mason (1997:20) believe that in pursuing the intended goals, translators (as a special 

category of text receivers and producers) seek to relay to a target reader what has already 

been communicated by a text producer and presented with varying degrees of explicitness 

in the text. Therefore, it is essential for the evaluation of the situationality of a text to know 

where it happened and what its function was in the situation. The functional element in this 

standard stems from the consideration that the situationality of the translation may not be 

similar to that of the source text, and therefore the general strategy of the translator should 

aim to adjust the text to its new situation (Neubert and Shreve, 1992: 85). Adjustments may 

involve a variety of translation procedures, including explicitation, compression, recasting, 

and textual re-arrangements. The modifications are motivated by the need to preserve the 

intentionality and functionality of the text in its new situation (ibid: 87).  

To sum up, the importance of the context of situation lies in the fact that context plays a 

crucial role in affecting some of the text producer’s linguistic choices. Conversely, for a 

text receiver, the meaning of a word is determined by the surrounding context. As context 

in Beaugrande and Dressler’s model  is restricted to the situational context, and in order to 

comprehensively assess the quality of the Arab Spring presidential speeches’ translations, a 

more comprehensive treatment of this standard is needed, where all other contexts 
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potentially affecting the source texts’ interpretation are encompassed. Consequently, the 

other important contexts are also acknowledged in the exploration of this standard, 

including situational context, linguistic context, and cultural context. Examining all 

contexts is deemed necessary in this study as it helps to eliminate any kind of ambiguity, be 

it lexical or structural. Whereas lexical ambiguity is mostly caused by homonymy and 

polysemy, structural ambiguity arises from the grammatical analysis of a sentence or 

phrase. Examining all context also helps in identifying the conversational implicature. This 

term is usually used to account for what a speaker can imply, suggest, or mean, as distinct 

from what the speaker is literally saying, and is implied in the conversational meaning of 

words together with the contexts (Song, 2010). Finally, contexts can help in identifying 

referents which are usually used to replace some nouns so as to avoid repetition (Song, 

2010). 

5.7 Intertextuality:  

This standard is concerned with the relationship between a particular text and other texts of 

a similar nature. Discussing intertextuality involves two issues: text types and text allusion. 

Text allusion is concerned with reference of any kind, in one text to other texts. Although 

text allusion signifies using or referring to well-known texts, it does not mean that reference 

can only be made to well-known texts; on the contrary, it can be made to any text. 

However, reference is usually made to well-known texts because they are more accessible 

to the receivers. Textual allusion has also been discussed by Arab linguists and rhetoricians. 

Al-Askari (2005: 36), for instance, states that a poet’s quoting of half of or a whole line 

from another poet’s poetry is termed ( التضهمي) ‘inclusion’. Every text allusion is made for a 

purpose as speakers, especially in the case of political discourse, rely on their eloquence 

skills to attract the receivers' attention. Regarding text type, Beaugrande and Dressler 

(1981: 182-205) establish a typology of texts on the basis of some traditional types, which 

are defined along functional lines. They identify the following types: descriptive texts, 

narrative texts, argumentative texts, literary texts, poetic texts, scientific texts, and didactic 

texts. In Beaugrande (1980), an eighth text type is included- conversational texts.  

As for the corpus of this study, according to the typology proposed by Reiss (2000), 

presidential speeches genre falls within the persuasive text type, regarding its main function 
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as appellative, given its aim to attract receivers to government policies and speeches. In 

terms of the mode of discourse, presidential speeches belong to the audio-medial text type 

(the content-focused type). The standard of intertextuality, which is concerned with the 

relationship between a particular text and other texts of a similar nature, is examined from 

two angles, these being text allusion and text type. As far as this study is concerned, text 

allusion is examined when a certain presidential speech features any reference to any 

another speech; and whether this reference is made by using similar wordings or similar 

ideas. Examination of reference aims at understanding the meanings that it can add to the 

textual meaning.   

The standard of intertextuality is concerned with the way in which the production and 

reception of a given text depends upon the participants’ knowledge of other texts 

(Beaugrande and Dressler 1992: 182). Therefore, it is likely that the impression that a 

translation ‘sounds wrong’ comes from violations of a reader’s textual expectations. The 

functional element in this standard stems from the consideration that target readers have in 

mind a set of tacit expectations about what the text should be like. This set of expectations 

is a product of intertextuality (Neubert and Shreve, 1992:117). Intertextuality is a function 

of a configuration of grammatical and lexical properties. It is a global pattern which the 

reader compares to pre-existing cognitive templates abstracted from experience. If the 

translator wants to create a translation that appears natural, then he or she should create a 

text whose linguistic surface evokes a similar recognition. For this reason, and according to 

the adopted model, shifts that do not aim at reflecting the intertextuality of the target 

culture’s natural texts (ibid: 117) are considered errors.   

 

At the end of this chapter, it is important to reiterate that the amendments suggested for 

some of the seven standards are only proposed as means to complement the original model, 

and in turn create a comprehensive translation quality assessment model for the assessment 

of Arabic-English translations. The standards that revealed no restrictions, when they were 

applied to the corpus of this study as they were explicated by the original authors, were 

used without any amendments. After discussing the adapted model of error analysis, the 
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next two chapters will present its applicability as a translation quality assessment model for 

some the Arab Spring presidential speeches. 
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Chapter 4 

Application of the Adapted Model of Error Analysis 

In this chapter, the translations of the selected presidential speeches are textually analysed 

and assessed according to the adapted model of error analysis, which is derived from the 

theory of textuality (1981). The model differentiates between seven potential areas of errors 

according to the seven standards of textuality: (1) cohesion, (2) coherence, (3) 

informativity, (4) intentionality, (5) acceptability, (6) situationality, (6), and (7) 

intertextuality. The chapter begins with providing a brief overview of the situational 

context during which these speeches were delivered in order to identify why certain 

translation choices were classified as errors against this specific context. The errors 

detected in each speech are then analysed and discussed against each of the above-

mentioned seven standards. 

 

1. The Context of Situation of the Selected Arab Spring Presidential Speeches   

In 2011, thousands of anti-government protesters clashed in different Arab countries 

demanding that their leaders, at the time, step down from presidency. As explained in 

Chapter 1, the main drivers of this unrest have been poverty, rising prices, social exclusion, 

anger over corruption, personal enrichment among the political elite, and a demographic 

bulge of young people unable to find work (Asser, 2011). During this revolution, leaders of 

the afflicted countries delivered several speeches in an attempt to influence the people to 

stop the demonstrations and restore order. The significance of those speeches is that they 

were exceptional, as they reflected the criticality of the situation so as to keep up with the 

unprecedented circumstances at the time. The translations of those presidential speeches, 

especially into English, were also important as they attracted the attention of the 

international community, which was keen to stay abreast of the events in the Arab world. 

As such, and due to their political weight at the time, their quality is being assessed, in this 

study, as translation errors can cause unintended consequences and negatively affect the 

world’s understanding of this important junction in the modern Arab history. As far as the 

corpus of this study is concerned, four presidential speeches abide by the main selection 
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criterion adopted in this study, this being they are translated fully in reliable English news 

agencies. The specific context of situation of the selected speeches, four of the Egyptian 

and Libyan presidential speeches, is reviewed in the following sections.  

A. The Egyptian Presidential Speeches1 

Hosni Mubarak was the Egyptian president from 1981 to 2011. His rule lasted for 

approximately three decades, and ended when he stepped down and handed power over to 

the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF) in Egypt. During the unprecedented 

2011 Egyptian political crisis historically marked out as the 25-January Egyptian 

revolution, the Egyptian president at the time, delivered three speeches. The significance of 

those speeches can be ascribed to the fact that it acted as a cornerstone for the politically 

historic moment of Mubarak’s step down as president of Egypt. The speeches represent 

Mubarak’s last attempts to dissuade the revolutionary Egyptian masses from their populist 

anger at the then-ruling National Democratic Party (NDP), which was headed by Mubarak 

himself. Interestingly, the political impact that his speeches had on the Egyptian 

demonstrators, was so negative that on the day following the last speech, the ex-chief of the 

Egyptian General Intelligence Service Omar Suleiman, announced Mubarak’s resignation 

from power. As such, the present chapter provides a textual analysis and assessment of two 

of Mubarak’s three speeches that abide by the selection criteria adopted in this study- the 

Guardian and CNN published translations respectively.  

B. The Libyan Presidential Speeches  

Inspired by the Egyptian revolution, the Libyan revolution took place soon after the 

Egyptian ex-president Hosni Mubarak stepped down, at the start of 2011. While the 

demonstrations against the regime in Egypt brought forward a quick transfer of power, in 

Libya, an uprising against the four-decade rule of Muammar Al-Qaddafi led to a civil war 

and an international military intervention. The Libyan revolution began in February 2011 

with a series of peaceful protests, but later these protests turned into a full-scale civil war 

between those loyal to Gaddafi’s government and the anti-Gaddafi forces. This civil war 

eventually led to the NATO military intervention, authorised by the United Nations 

                                                           
1 The full published original speeches and their translations are attached in Appendix (1). 
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Security Council Resolution, and ended in October of the same year. During this 

revolution, Gaddafi delivered several speeches, however, most of them were not fully 

translated in credible English newspapers and agencies. In fact, only two abided by the 

selection criteria adopted in this study, one is published in the BBC news agency and the 

other is in the CNN. 

The following sections provide a textual analysis and assessment of the errors detected in 

the four above-mentioned translations according to the suggested model of error analysis, 

derived from Beaugrande and Dressler’s theory of textuality as specified in  the previous 

chapter. 

2. Analysis of the First Speech’s Errors  

Example No. (1)2:  

Original sentence  تةةة لل ت اوةةد الةتةةويتل المفل بةةد  ةةلا  إن هةةذا الاةة ا  الةة  نلا ىةةو تتىةةل  ةة   ت ةةكيل لجنةةد توةةة  يد

 الووة   وما تقةضيه من تتويتل ت ريتيد 

CNN Translation (53) This nation has already agreed that a committee will be held to study the 

different constitutional elements and all the requirements that would make 

those constitutional elements 

 

The context in the original sentence refers to a specific committee that the ‘national 

dialogue’, has agreed to hold. This committee is the ‘constitutional committee’ which is 

written as ( لجنه  سسهتوسي) in the Arabic sentence. The use of the indefinite article ‘a’ before 

the noun ‘committee’ in the English translation signifies that this noun is unknown. 

Generally speaking, nouns can be unknown by being either non-specific or new 

information. This particular noun is specific in the original sentence, as reference was made 

to one particular committee, i.e., ‘the constitutional committee’. Nonetheless, this 

specification is not maintained in the translation due to the omission of the word ( سسهتوسي), 

which means ‘constitutional’, and the use of the indefinite article ‘a’ instead. 

 

                                                           
2 Throughout the analysis of examples, when the phrase ‘in Arabic it means’ is used, it refers to the 

researcher’s own interpretation not a word-for-word translation.    
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Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Lexical cohesion: 

Specification  

Omitting the adjective ‘constitutional’ in the translation violates the 

explicit specification mentioned in the original text, and makes the 

sentence less informative than it is in the source text. This, in turn, 

affects the transfer of the intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (2):  

Original sentence  الح ال ةت  وأعلنت تمسكا ممةاثت وبةذال القةو  بالمضةلا  ةلا النهة و بمسةئ ليةلا  ةلا  مايةد الووةة   وم ة

  ةل يةم تسليم السلفد والمسئ ليد لمن يخةا ه الناخب ن شهر وبةمبر المقبل 

CNN Translation (29) and at the same time adhere to the decision of shouldering the responsibility 

in defending the constitution and the national interest of the people until the 

transfer of power and the transfer of responsibility, which is going to be to the one 

that the people will choose as their leader. 

 

In this example, the original sentence provides very important information as to when the 

next elections were expected to take place, i.e., in September. The incompleteness of the 

translation provided, where there is no mention of when the elections are going to happen, 

resulted in shielding important contextual information. This generally impacts the 

completeness of the discourse, which in turn affects the level of the translation’s 

informativity compared to that of the original text. 

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: Completeness  By shielding important information that is mentioned in the original 

text, the completeness of the translation is negatively affected, as is 

the coherence and informativity. 

 

Example No. (3):  

Original sentence  .. ووةةظل م ةر هةل الباىيةد  أى   من جويو .. أننلا ع ت من أجل هذا ال  ن ..  ا ظا لمسةئ ليةه وأمانةةه

هةل الهةوف واليايةد .. والمسةئ ليد  وةةبقل  ةةل أوةلم أمانةهةا و ايةهةا ..  ة   اششةخاو و ة   الجمية  ..

وأ و المايةا والممةال ووةةظل بلةوا عزيةزا .. لاياةا ىنل أو  وال اج  .. بوايد التمر وم ة ا ه ومنةهةاه ..

 ووةةةظل شةتبا مريمةةا .. يبقةل أبةةو الةةوهر مر ة ر الةةرأ  والرايةةد ..  ةةةل يةة ا ينلا ترابةه وثةةراه . أ ا ىةه ..

والستم عليكم  و عل شتبه وووت علل الفريق خفاه .  اظ الله م ر بلوا آمنا .. م     التزة والكرامد .

 و  مد الله وبرماته .
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Translation  (123) Once again, I say that I have lived for the sake of this country. I have 

shouldered the responsibility with honesty, and Egypt is going to live above all 

until I deliver and transfer the responsibility. Egypt will continue to be in my 

heart until I die and Egypt's people will always be living with pride, with dignity, 

to the end. God bless Egypt. God bless Egypt, a country of security and stability. 

God bless the Egyptians, with wise decisions for the sake of their nation. 

 

As far as Arabic is concerned, paraphrasing is one of the techniques that is used to create a 

lexical cohesion in a text. It refers to the “repetition of substance. It involves a restatement 

of a certain point or argument a number of times” (Al-Jubouri, 1983, p.110). This type of 

repetition reflects certain writers’ or speakers’ tendency to convey assertion. In this 

example, at the end of his last speech Mubarak asserts certain points by repeating ideas. 

This sense of assertion is partially lost in the translation, as all the underlined phrases in the 

original sentences were left without repetition or paraphrasing in the translation. The 

underlined sentences, (  وأسض  ..برايه  الممهر ومشهواسم ومنتدهام  ..والمسهوولي  والوابه   ..هه  الدهرو واليايه

 Egypt is the goal and the ultimate wish. It is our responsibility and duty. It is‘ (المحيها والممهات

the beginning of our lives and its end. It is the land that will witness our lives and deaths’, 

والسهم  علهيك  ) may Allah protect Egypt and keep it safe and secure’ and‘ (حفظ الله مصهر بلهرا آمنها)

اتهه وسحمه  الله وبرك ) ‘may peace and mercy of Allah be upon you’ are all deleted in the 

translation. The deleted sentences were essentially paraphrased items of certain repeated 

ideas that were mentioned throughout the text as a means of assertion. Therefore, deleting 

the intentionally repeated parts in the translation negates the assertion and the rhetorical 

effect that was intended through the use of such a cohesive device.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion:  

Paraphrasing  

Deleting parts of the text distorts the transfer of the intended effects and 

meaning of the use of paraphrasing as an emphasising cohesive device.  

  

Example No. (4):  

Original sentence  .. يضةة  أىةةوامنا علةةل بوايةةد الفريةةق ال ةةايح  ولقةةو أوةةار هةةذا الاةة ا  عةةن ت ا ةةق مبةةوءلا  ةةلا الآ اء
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 للخروج من اشزمد ..

CNN Translation (48) And this national dialogue can result in a near sense of consensus that is 

going to put our feet on a way out of this crisis 

 

In the original sentence, the main verb (أسهفر) meaning ‘led to, resulted in’, is used in its past 

tense to explain that the national dialogue resulted in a tentative consensus. In the 

translation, however, the verb that was chosen to convey the past tense was preceded by 

‘can’. The word ‘can’ is one of the most commonly used modal verbs in English. It can be 

employed to express ability or opportunity, to request or offer permission, and to show 

possibility or impossibility. However, it is never used to indicate past actions. Using ‘can’ 

in the translation here indicates possibility, which affects the informativity of the sentence 

in which Mubarak is referring to a dialogue that had already taken place, revealing some of 

the resultant agreed upon results in the rest of his speech. By using ‘can’ in the translation, 

the information that the speaker seeks to convey is completely changed with the expression 

of possibility, as if Mubarak is talking about something that may take place and possibly 

result in consensus. 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax  A wrong tense choice affects the time frame of the context and consequently, 

the meaning as a whole.  

 

Example No. (5):  

Original sentence  مةن خةت   ة ا  مسةئ   بةين ما ةد ىة    ويفرح  لا ذال ال ىت إ ةا ا مةاقةا عليةه لتنةقةا  السةلمل للسةلفد

ال و  وال اا يد .وبأى ل ىو  من  المجةم    

CNN Translation (38) And at the same time put a framework for a peaceful transition of power 

through respectful dialogue between the different political parties of Egypt and 

with a sense of honesty and transparency. 
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In this example, Mubarak uses the phrase ( متفقها عليه), which means ‘agreed upon’, to assert 

that the proposed framework of action to guarantee a peaceful transition of power will 

actually be borne from the consensus of all the participant members in the national 

dialogue. This phrase is ideologically motivated, as he is asserting that the proposed 

framework of action will not be constructed by himself only, but will be agreed upon by all 

participant members. Therefore, omitting this phrase in the translation removes the sense of 

agreement that Mubarak was trying to convey as a way to extract sympathy from the 

Egyptian people.  

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: Completeness   Deleting some ST units adversely affects the complete transfer of 

the intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (6):  

Original sentence   -  تةأتل مةن  ومةالم  ولةن أىبلةه أبةوا - أن أوةةم  ممةتءال أجنبيةد لكن الارج مل الارج والتي  مل التي

 الخا ج

CNN Translation (22) But the embarrassment would only lie in the fact - and I would never permit 

- is that I would listen to any sort of intervention that would come from outside, 

from the outside world 

 

In the original sentence of this example, Mubarak refuses to accept the accusation of 

listening to foreign dictations looking to interfere in Egyptian internal affairs, asserting that 

not only is this something he has never done in the past, it is not something which he would 

allow to happen in the future. The particles ( له) and ( له) are used in Arabic to express 

sentential negation. The particle ( له) expresses a negation in the past whereas ( له) expresses 

a negation in the future (Alsharif and Sadler, 2009. p.2). In the translation however, both 

particles were treated to express a future negation only. This resulted in a partial transfer of 

the intended meaning only, as the negation with regards to not listening to foreign 

instructions in the future was conveyed in ‘I would never permit’. Not rendering the past 
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negation causes a loss of the affirmation that Mubarak conveyed in the original text to 

assert that he had never listened to foreign intervention in the first instance.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax  Not recognising the functions of the Arabic negation particle in 

this example results in losing part of the intended meaning.  

Example No. (7):  

Original sentence  .. وأوج  ىلبلا ما  ةو   وأى   لتاءتل هؤلاء الضاايا اشبرياء إننلا تألمت مل اشلم من أجلهم مثلما تألمةم

 لهم مما أوج  ىل بكم

CNN Translation (10) And families of those victims, that I really felt the pain, I felt that I was in 

your boots, and my heart really felt for what really happened. 

 

There are two errors within the translation of this example. First, the main verb of the 

original sentence (أقهول), which means ‘I say or I tell’, is not rendered in the translation. 

Thus, due to the omission of the main verb, the translated sentence is grammatically 

incorrect and unintelligible. The second error lies in the omission of the adjective assigned 

to the word ‘victims’ in the original sentence. To extract some support from his audience, 

Mubarak confirms his compassion with the lost victims by describing them as ( الأبريها) 

meaning ‘innocent’. Such use of adjectives is purposely employed in political discourse, 

and is regarded as one of the main tools for propaganda and persuasion (Nevezhkina, 

2008). However, deleting the adjective ‘innocent’ in the translation of this example 

decreases the level of emotion and sympathy Mubarak is seeking to reflect through the use 

of such adjectives. 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax  The deletion of the main verb in the translation results in 

incorrect grammatical structure and the translation not 

rendering the intended meaning.  

Coherence: Completeness  Deleting the adjective results in losing part of the intended 

meaning. 
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Example No. (8):  

Original sentence  .. وةةقف علةل أىةوامها مةن  إننلا أعلم علم اليقين أن م ر و ف تةجاوز أزمةهةا .. لةن تنكسةر إ اتة شةتبها

 ووةرت ميو الكاءوين وشماتد ال امةين  جويو .. ب و  وإختو أبناءها .. مل أبناءها ..

CNN Translation  (108) I know quite well that Egypt, while fighting should try to go out of this 

juncture, but at the same time the determination of the people is going to help 

Egypt across this juncture through the perseverance, the honesty of its people, 

and is going to be above all. 

 

The error in this example lies in the translation of the main verb in the original sentence. 

This verb, (تتجهاوز) meaning ‘overcome’, is accompanied in the original sentence by (سهوو) 

‘will’. This Arabic particle is used with verbs to indicate the future tense. The context of 

the situation in this example sees Mubarak firmly asserting his confidence that Egypt will 

overcome the critical situation it had found itself in at the time. The future reference is 

expressed in the sentence by the use of ( له) ‘will not’, which is a future negation particle, 

and the use of ( ) ‘will’, also another future indicator particle in Arabic that is used with 

verbs. Mubarak purposely used this structure as a strategy to assure people that if they 

allow him to finish his term and stop the demonstration, Egypt will overcome this 

precarious situation. However, this affirmation is not properly conveyed in the translation, 

since the whole future declarative sentence structure is changed into an imperative structure 

with the use of ‘should’.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax  Changing the declarative structure in this example into an 

imperative one affects the certainty that Mubarak sought to 

convey. This resulted in changing the intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (9):  

Original sentence  ذلك ه  القسم الذي أىسمةه أمام الله وال  ن 

CNN Translation (33) This is the offer that I undertook before Allah almighty and the people   
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In the original sentence, the word ( القس) ‘oath’ refers to the constitutional oath that Mubarak 

vowed as a president of Egypt, to respect the constitution and the law, to fully safeguard the 

interests of the people, and to protect the independence of the nation and its territorial 

integrity. Translating the word ( القسه) as ‘offer’ disregards this contextual background as 

well as the meaning of the ST word, as the commitment expected from an oath made to 

‘Allah’ is not at all compatible with the commitment required from an offer. Moreover, the 

meanings and connotations of the word ‘offer’ differ from that of the word ‘oath’. Thus, 

translating the word ( القسه) as ‘offer’ violates the denotative and connotative meaning of the 

original word, seeing as it was purposefully chosen by Mubarak to communicate that his 

intention to finish the remainder of his term is only part of the commitment he owes to this 

country and that it is not a personal desire.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The incorrect choice of lexis in this example, namely translating the word 

 .oath’ as ‘offer’, results in changing the intended meaning‘ (القسم)

 

Example No. (10):  

Original sentence  و ق الماتة )189( مةن الووةة  ف  قةو تقةومت الية م بفلة   وبمقةضل ال ت يال المخ لد لرءيس الجمه  يد

 هلا الم ات 76 و77 و88 و93 و189  ضت عن إلياء الماتة 179 من الووة   تتويل وت م ات توة  يد

CNN Translation (67) and in accordance to my legislative and constitutional powers, according to 

Article 189 of the Egyptian Constitution, I have already presented the demand of 

six articles of the Egyptian Constitution 76, 77, 88, 93, and 198 this in addition to 

abolishing Article 179 

 

The two key words in the original sentence that represent Mubarak’s actions are ( تمهري) and 

 ,’amend‘ (تمهري ) ,which respectively signify ‘amend’ and ‘abolish’. The first action (اليها )

refers to the changes that were deemed necessary, according to the demands of the people, 

to the specified articles of the Egyptian Constitution. Also following the people’s demands, 

the second action concerns the ‘abolishing’ of Article 179, which refers to the application 

of the emergency law in the country. Though these two pieces of information are important, 

the first piece was not correctly rendered in the translation. In the example, the omission of 
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the main verb in the translation, i.e., ( تمهري) ‘amend’ is omitted, leaving the sentence 

unintelligible, as the change that was made to the specified articles is left unclear. 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The omission of the verb ‘amend’ hinders the intelligibility of the whole 

sentence, and affects the successful transfer of the intended meaning. 

 

Example No. (11):  

Original sentence  من ال خ يال الم ريد الم ه ت لهةا بالاوةةقت  والةجةرت ولقو  رصت علل أن يأتلا ت كيل ملةا اللجنةين 

 ومن  قهاء القان ن الووة  ي و جا  القضاء

CNN Translation  (56) I was very keen that those two committees of people who are known among 

Egyptians as honest brokers, the constitutional leaders of Egypt and members of 

the judiciary. 

 

There are two errors in the translation of this sentence. The first error is in the omission of 

the sentence’s main verb, ( يهكت  تشهكي), which means ‘formed of’. Due to the unjustified 

deletion of the main verb, the translated sentence is grammatically incorrect and 

unintelligible. The second error is in the choice of words for some lexical items in the 

original sentence. The phrase (م  الشخصيات المصري  المشدوس لدا بالاسهتقمل والتجهرس), which literally 

means ‘of Egyptian personalities who are known of their independence and impartialities’, 

was translated as ‘of people who are known among Egyptians as honest brokers’. However,  

the intended meaning is different, and choosing the word ‘brokers’ violates the intended 

meaning of the original sentence.   

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax   Deleting the main verb in the translated sentence renders it 

unintelligible and grammatically incorrect. Any mistranslation 

that affects the intelligibility affects the intended meaning as 

well.   
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Informativity: Lexis  The difference between the denotative meaning of the original 

phrase and the word ‘brokers’ hinders the transfer of intended 

meaning.   

 

Example No. (12):  

Original sentence  (1) ان ل ةةبار م ةةر بميةةو..أت جةةه باةةويثلا اليةة م  اشبنةةاء شةةبار م ةةر وشةةاباتها.. امخةة ة الم ا نةة ن

 وعلل اتسار أ ضها الةارير

 لقةو أعلنةت بتبةا ال لا تاةمةل الجةو  أو الةأويةل .. .. اشخة ة الم ا نة ن..  اشبناء شبار م ةر (2)

 عوم ترشالا لتنةخابال الرءاويد المقبلد

والثقةد  ةلا  إن اشول يد الآن هلا اوةتاتة الثقد بين الم ريين بتضةهم الةبت. .. .. اشخ ة الم ا ن ن (3)

 وومتةنا الووليداىة اتنا 

CNN Translation (1) Dear citizens, today I am directing my speech to the youth of Egypt, those 

who are in there in Tahrir Square and the vast areas of the country 

(2) Dear citizens, I had already announced before that I am not going to run in 

the upcoming presidential elections 

(3) Dear citizens, the priority right now is regaining the sense of confidence in 

Egyptians and a sense of trust in our economy, our reputation 

 

In this text, Mubarak names the addressees three times. His speech begins by addressing 

three groups of people: (الاخهو  المواننهون), meaning 'Dear citizens’, (الأبنها  شهباب مصهر) which 

means ‘the youth of Egypt’, and (شهباب مصهر بميهران التحريهر) signifying ‘the youth of Egypt at 

the ‘Liberation Square’. This is a purposeful strategy employed to differentiate between 

three groups: the citizens in general, the younger generation of Egyptians, and lastly, those 

who are demonstrating at ‘Liberation Square’. Although these groups can be included 

under one, they were purposefully separated into categories as a strategy to distinguish 

between those who are demonstrating and those who are not. Throughout his speech, 

Mubarak develops this division between the demonstrators and the other citizens. This act 

of division is ideologically loaded so as to link a certain context to a certain group. 

Whenever the context and the pretext serve the purpose of highlighting the division 

between those demonstrating and those not doing so, the division of addressees is made 

clear. When the context implied that those who look to continue the protests and listen to 
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foreign dictation do not care about the interests of Egypt, Mubarak addressed his audience 

with ( مصهرالأبنا  شباب  ) ‘the youth of Egypt’. However, when the context of the speech was to 

play on the notions of patriotism and solidarity, Mubarak addressed the citizens in general 

with ‘dear citizens’. Mubarak aimed to make a division between the citizens and the 

demonstrators from the very beginning of the speech not only to implicitly discard the 

demonstrators, but to assign negative qualities to them with the hope that the other citizens 

would stop supporting them and become skeptical about their intentions. This assumption is 

further supported by his claim that the demonstrations are going to damage the economy, 

and that the demonstrators will be the first affected by this damage. Therefore, by naming 

every addressee, Mubarak’s strategy to distinguish between the demonstrators and other 

citizens was implicitly established throughout the text. In the translation however, the 

variations of addressees were all subsumed under one group, ‘citizens’, which disregards 

all the distinctions that were purposefully employed throughout the speech. 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis  Not appreciating the existing variations in naming the addressees in this 

speech results in not recognising the intended division established throughout 

the text, and therefore losing part of the intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (13):  

Original sentence  الآن إن الم ريين جميتا  لا خنو  وا و 

CNN Translation  (90) All of the Egyptian people now are all in one boat, in one corner 

 

This example illustrates a metaphoric expression in the word ( خنهر), which means ‘trench’. 

This metaphor is politically loaded, as it is war-related and sends many cognitive and 

emotional messages that alludes to the existence of enemies. War-related metaphors are 

generally used in political speeches to deepen the positive presentation of supporters and 

the negative presentation of opponents (Charteris-Black, 2011, p.32). Throughout the 

speech, Mubarak is implicitly presenting himself in a positive light, while conveying a bad 
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representation of the demonstrators. In numerous sections of the text, he implies that the 

demonstrators not only listen to foreign dictations, but that they do not care about the 

interests of their country. This metaphoric expression is only one of the ways in which 

Mubarak promotes the establishment of this division. By using the term ( خنهر) ‘trench’, the 

notion of enemy is implicitly created in the audience’s minds. It can be assumed from a 

thorough reading of the text that the actions of listening and responding to foreign 

interference were indirectly linked to the act of demonstrations as a way of implying that 

demonstrators are the country’s enemies. Framing the opponent as an enemy by using 

metaphors from the domain of war is a strategy used by politicians such as Thatcher, to 

negatively represent their opponent (Charteris-Black, 2011, p.33). In this case, such 

metaphors are purposefully employed to evoke the notion of in-group and out-group 

division that was built up throughout the speech. By implying that the demonstrators are 

enemies, Mubarak denies their good intention and credibility. This metaphoric expression 

was rendered in the translation as ‘boat’, which does not transfer all the connotative 

meanings associated with the original metaphor. In fact, by using the word ‘boat’, 

Mubarak’s intention to suppress the revolution by presenting demonstrators as enemies is 

fully distorted. 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Rhetorical Devices Not considering all the intended connotative effects from using this 

particular metaphor results in conveying only part of the meaning, 

which is ‘sharing the same destiny’, and losing all the other 

intended meanings and effects. 

 

Example No. (14):  

Original Sentence   .. ١( لقو  ر ت  ؤيد ماوتة للخروج من اشزمد الراهند( 

 )٢(  ر ت هذه الرؤيد .. ملةزما بمسئ ليةلا  لا الخروج بال  ن من هذه اشوىال الت يبد

CNN Translation (35) (1) and I would already put out a perspective for coming out of this crisis  

(41) (2) I have put all those perspectives on the table and out of a sense of 

commitment of carrying the nation out of this critical juncture 
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Arabic demonstratives express gender distinctions, whereas in English, ‘this’ and ‘that’ are 

used to refer to both genders. Moreover, although Arabic differentiates between singular, 

dual, and plural demonstrative pronouns, English differentiates between singular and plural 

demonstratives only. The translator in this example created a lexical cohesion by repeating 

a word previously mentioned in the text. However, the error in reference results from 

another aspect. By using the demonstrative ‘those’, reference was correctly made to a 

previously mentioned entity in the text, this being the word ‘perspective’, as an equivalent 

to the word ( سؤيه). The error here lies in the use of the demonstrative device itself. The 

word ( سؤيه), ‘perspective, vision’, in Arabic refers to a feminine singular entity. Therefore, 

the corresponding demonstrative in Arabic is a feminine singular proximal demonstrative 

 which corresponds to the English ‘this’, as demonstratives in English do not express ,(ههام)

gender distinctions. However, by using ‘those’ instead of ‘this’, an ambiguity is created, as 

‘those’ refers to a plural entity, whereas the previously mentioned lexical item is singular.  

Furthermore, ( ههام الرؤيه) ‘this vision’ has two cohesive devices; the demonstrative pronoun 

 ,the’. The English equivalent, on the other hand‘ (ال) this’ and the definite article‘ (ههام)

would use either the demonstrative pronoun or the definite article as a cohesive device in 

this example. This is due to the fact that the Arabic language is capable of using multiple 

cohesive devices, whereas English cannot combine a demonstrative and the definite article 

“the” for the same word, as explained in Chapter 3 (page 84).  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Reference 

(Demonstratives)   

The use of the demonstrative ‘those’ to refer to a precisely defined singular 

entity causes vagueness in reference, which breaks the cohesive relations that 

should exist between the text’s items. This naturally affects the transfer of the 

intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (15):  

Original  sentence  ..إنما بال اشمر مةتلقاً بم ر..   لا  اضرها ومسةقبل أبناءها 

CNN  Translation  (89) Now Egypt is a top priority. It’s present, it’s future, the future of the coming 

generations.  
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Reference is an important cohesive device, as it allows the readers to trace participants, 

events, entities, etc. found within the text. In the translation of this speech, there is a 

number of errors essentially due to erroneous referencing between the text’s items. In this 

example, the explicit bound pronoun (هها) in (حاضهرها ومسهتقب  أبنا دها), which means ‘its present 

and the future of its generation’, works as a possessive pronoun. The equivalent of this 

Arabic pronoun is a third person, neutral possessive pronoun in English, i.e., ‘its’. On the 

other hand ‘it’s’ can either be the contracted form of (it is) or (it has) neither of which is 

applicable in this sentence. The main function of the Arabic bound pronoun used in this 

sentence is to indicate possession, but the use of the apostrophe and ‘s’ never indicates 

possession in English pronouns. Due to the incorrect rendering of the bound pronoun in the 

words (حاضهرها) and (أبنا دها), what the pronoun (it) refers to in “it’s present and it’s future” is 

inaccessible.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Reference 

(possessive pronoun)   

The wrong rendering of the possessive pronoun in the Arabic words resulted 

in vague referencing between the sentence’s items, which affects the overall 

meaning.  

 

Example No. (16):  

Original 

sentence  

و ةري  مةل الاةرو علةل تنايةذه  .)١( وإننلا عازم مل التزم علل ال  اء بما تتهول به بكةل الجويةد وال ةو 

 تون ا توات أو ع تة إلل ال  اء .

)٢( وأى   لكم إننةلا مةرءيس للجمه  يةد لا أجةو  رجةا أو  ضاضةد أبةوا  ةلا الاوةةمار ل ةبار بةتتي والةجةاور 

تةأتل مةن  ومةالم - ولةن - أىبلةه أبةوا أن أوةةم  ممةتءال أجنبيةد لكن الارج مل الارج والتية  مةل التية   ,مته

 الخا ج أيا مان م و ها وأيا مانت ذ اءتها أو مبر اتها .

( إننلا أعلم علم اليقين أن م ةر وة ف تةجةاوز أزمةهةا .. لةن تنكسةر إ اتة شةتبها ..٣) وةةقف علةل أىةوامها مةن  

 ووةرت ميو الكاءوين وشماتد ال امةين جويو .. ب و  وإختو أبناءها .. مل أبناءها ..
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CNN  

Translation  

(13) (1) I am fully determined to fulfil my promise with a full sense of perseverance 

and honesty and out of a sense of keenness of carrying out the demands without 

taking any steps backwards. 

(21) (2) And I tell you here, as a head of state, I do not find any embarrassment at all 

in listening to the youth of my country, and to satisfying their demands. But the 

embarrassment would only lie in the fact … 

(108) (3) I know quite well that Egypt, while fighting should try to go out of this 

juncture, but at the same time the determination of the people is going to help Egypt 

across this juncture through the perseverance, the honesty of its people, and is going 

to be above all. 

 

As explained in Example (1) during the analysis of the first speech, Arabic is a derivational 

language. The present example also features root repetition at the morphological level, 

which is employed here to create a sense of emphasis and lexical cohesion. The root 

repetition is created in three sentences by the re-occurrence of the tri-lateral root of the 

following words: ( عههز), ( شههم), ( عيهه), (كيههر), and ( حههر). The emphasis that the root 

repetition creates cannot be reproduced in English using the same mechanism, due to the 

inherent differences between the two linguistic systems. However, this sense of emphasis 

could be compensated in the translation via different means such as the use of any adverb 

of emphasis, or typological devices such as italics. However, each root repetition was 

treated differently in the translation of this example. In sentence (1), the trilateral root of the 

words (  عهزand  حهر), which respectively means ‘determination and keenness’, has been 

used twice as adjectives ( حريص ، عاز) and twice as nouns ( الحر ، المز). The root repetition 

of the word ( عهز) ‘determination’ has been compensated for in the translation through the 

use of an adverb of emphasis - ‘fully determined’. In contrast, the other root repetition of 

the word ( حهر) was not compensated for at all in the translation ‘a sense of keenness’. In 

sentence (2), the root repetition of the words ( عيهه ، حههر), which respectively mean 

‘embarrassment and shame’ was not compensated for in any way in the translation ‘the 

embarrassment would only lie’. The last root repetition in sentence (3), in the words ( ، شهم

 was completely omitted in the translation, meaning that all the rhetorical effects ,(كيهر

resulting from its use are also missed out. Out of six root repetitions in this example, only 

the first was compensated for by the use of an adverb of emphasis.  
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Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Lexical cohesion 

(repetition) 

Not using any adverb of emphasis or any other mechanism of 

emphasis to compensate for the effect that is created by the root 

repetition causes a loss of the rhetorical function, thus affecting 

meaning as a whole. 

 

Example No. (17): 

Original sentence   علينا أن ن اصل الا ا  ال  نلا الذي بوأناه بروح الاريق وليس الارىاء 

CNN Translation  (91) We have to continue the national dialogue that we have already started 

with the spirit of a team. 

 

In the original sentence, a lexical cohesion is created through the use of antonyms. 

Mubarak sought to create lexical cohesion by exploiting the antonymic relationship that 

exists between the words ( الفريه) and ( الفرقها). The word ( الفريه) signifies a ‘team’ in Arabic, 

while ( الفرقا) means the ‘different parties’. In this speech, Mubarak demands that the people 

of Egypt continue the newly established national dialogue as one united group concerned 

about the country, rather than as opposing parties. This antonymic relationship is also 

strengthened by the fact that the chosen words share the same trilateral root ( فهر), though 

they carry opposing meanings. This lexical cohesion was not successfully rendered in the 

translation. To begin with, only part of the antonymic words was rendered, i.e., “the spirit 

of a team”, the other part that lies in the word ( الفرقها) ‘different parties’ was not at all 

rendered in the translation. Accordingly, the antonymic relationship that exists in the pair of 

the original words is affected, and is not compensated for in the translation by any other 

means. 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Lexical cohesion 

(antonymy) 

Not rendering the lexical cohesion that was created through the use of 

antonyms in the original text affects the rhetorical effect that was meant 

to be present which, in turn, affects the meaning as a whole.    
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Example No. (18): 

Original Sentence  .. لا ا توات عنه أو  جتد  يه والثقد  لا أن الةييير والةامل الذ  بوأناه 

CNN Translation (3)  not is that and started already have we that transfer and Change (82)

 critical a through passing is Egypt .backwards step of sort any us bring to going

juncture 

 

The underlined phrase in the original sentence is mistranslated. The bound pronoun (م) in 

the phrase ( لا استراس عن  أو سبمه  فيه) refers back to the word (التيييهر), signifying ‘change’, in the 

preceding phrase. The meaning of the underlined phrase in the original sentence is that the 

change must continue, and that Egyptians cannot go back on the change that they have 

already started. Mubarak also uses the plural bound pronoun (نها) which indicates a plural 

sense, to assert that he is part of the call for the change as well as the change itself. In the 

translation however, the meaning is distorted, as the bound pronoun (م) in the phrase ( لا

 was not rendered correctly to refer to the change. Instead, it was (استهراس عنه  أو سبمه  فيه 

translated as a separate phrase and the pronoun that should connect the two parts of the 

sentences was rendered incorrectly to its actual referent. The meaning found within the 

translation is that ‘the change is not going to bring people back’, while the meaning in the 

original is that ‘people cannot go back on the change they have started and that it has to 

continue’. Thus, the transferred meaning is not equivalent to that of the original.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Reference (Bound 

pronoun)  

The incorrect rendering of the bound object pronoun results in 

providing irrelevant information and changing the intended 

meaning as a whole.  

 

Example No. (19):  

Original 

Sentence  

الت ةيبد .. ر ت هذه الرؤيةد .. ملةزمةا بمسةئ ليةلا  ةلا الخةروج بةال  ن مةن هةذه اشوىةال  وأتةاب  المضةلا  ةلا  

مةفلتةا لةوعم ومسةانوة مةل  ةري  علةل م ةر وشةتبها ..مةل نةنجح  ةلا  تاقيقها أولا بأو  .. بل واعد بساعد ..

تسةهر علةل ضةمان تنايةذها ى اتنةا المسةلاد  تا يلها ل اى  ملم   .. و ق ت ا ق و نلا عري. ومةس  القاعوة ..

 لقو بوأنا بالاتل   ا ا و نيا بناء .. يضم شبار م ر الذين ىاتوا الوع ة إلل الةييير .. الباولد .
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CNN  

Translation  

(41) I have put all those perspectives on the table and out of a sense of commitment 

of carrying the nation out of this critical juncture and I'm following up on the steps 

held day by day, hour by hour, if I can say, looking forward to the full support of all 

those who are really keen on Egypt and the Egyptian people so that we would 

succeed in translating it to action on solid ground, according to a national 

reconciliation that has strong bases, and that the armed forces with full due respect, 

can stop and initiate a national dialogue that includes the youth of Egypt and all of 

the different political parties. And this national dialogue can result in a near sense of 

consensus that is going to put our feet on a way out of this crisis. 

 

In this example, the underlined part of the original sentence is a mistranslation in the TT. In 

the original sentence, ( تسهدر عله  ضهمان تنفيهاها قواتنها المسهلح  الباسهل) means “courageous armed 

forces shall ensure the implementation of the proposed vision and translate it into a tangible 

reality”. In the translation however, this meaning is destroyed through an incorrect 

rendering of the pronouns present in the sentence. Although the bound object pronoun (هها) 

in the word (تنفياها), ‘implementation of it’, refers to the word ( سؤي) which means ‘vision’, it 

is incorrectly linked to ‘the national dialogue’, whereas in the original text, the national 

dialogue was not at all linked to the armed forces. This linkage results in incorrect 

information being conveyed, as the armed forces were not supposed to stop or initiate the 

national dialogue, as alleged in the translation.  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Reference 

(Bound pronouns)  

The incorrect reference of the bound pronoun results in a complete change of 

the intended meaning and provides incorrect information.  

 

Example No. (20):  

Original 

Sentence  

واىةناعةا مةن جةانبلا بةأن م ةر تجةةاز  وعلل أيد  ا  ..  إننلا إذ أعلا تماما خف  ة الماةر  ال ةت  الاةاللا ..

وأن نض  م ر أولا ..     أي  تارو علينا جميتا تيلي  الم لاد التليا لل  ن .. لاظد  ا ىد  لا تا يخها ..

 اعةبا  ومل اعةبا  آخر 

CNN 

Translation 

(106) So Egypt is a top priority now. 
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The underlined sentences designate the content not rendered in the translation. The error 

here is not only in the unjustified deletion of more than one original sentence, but also in 

the breakage of the balance between the cause and effect relationship that exists between 

the deleted parts and the remaining ones. In the deleted sentences, Mubarak explains that he 

is fully aware of the critical situation the country finds itself in, and argues that these 

circumstances demand that everyone prioritise Egypt and its interests above all else. The 

content conveying Mubarak’s reasons as to why Egypt should be the priority reflects the 

ex-president’s sense of responsibility towards the nation; removing it breaks the intended 

link meant to lead to the consequence (Egypt being a priority). Moreover, starting the 

sentence with the conjunction ‘so’ in the translation increases the chances of 

unintelligibility, seeing as ‘so’ is essentially an English coordinating conjunction that 

serves the function of highlighting the consequences of the preceding sentences or phrases. 

Given that the preceding sentences are deleted in this example, employing ‘so’ causes 

unavoidable confusion, as it makes the reasons behind why Egypt should be a top priority 

unclear.  

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: Balance   The deletion of the underlined sentences breaks the balance between the cause 

and effect relationship that exists between the sentence preceding ‘so’ and the 

sentence after. Consequently, the intended meaning is also affected.  

 

Example No. (21):  

Original Sentence  .. لا اخة اصال  ءيس الجمه  يد ..  قو  أيت تا ي. ناء   ءيس الجمه  يد  

CNN Translation (106) So I thought I would delegate powers to the vice president 

 

There is a syntactic error in the rendering of the main verb in the translation of this 

example. The main verb in the original sentence is used in its past form ( سأيه), meaning ‘I 

have decided’. This verb is not only used in its past tense to indicate reference to a past 

action, this being ‘making the decision to delegate the powers to the vice president’ in this 
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case, but it is also associated with (قهر), ‘have done’. As in the example, when associated 

with the past tense this particle expresses affirmation. On the other hand, it expresses 

anticipation if it is associated with a verb in the present tense. Thus, the combination of (قهر) 

‘have done’ and the past tense of the verb ( سأيه) ‘I have decided’ conveys that at the time of 

the speech, the decision to delegate power to the newly appointed vice president was 

already taken. In the translation, however, this verb was rendered as ‘I thought I would’. 

Thus, due to the use of ‘would’, the reader may wrongly assume that Mubarak is still 

considering this decision. This improper rendering of the verb tense affects the degree of 

certainty between the original context and the translation.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax  The use of ‘would’ affects the time reference of the action, resulting in 

difficulty to understand the intended meaning.   

 

Example No. (22):  

Original sentence   …  ً١( ذلك ه  القسم الذي أىسمةه أمام الله وال  ن … )٢(  اظ الله م ر بلوا آمنا( 

CNN Translation (33) (1) This is the offer that I undertook before Allah almighty…  

(127) (2) God bless Egypt.  

 

Although the word ‘God’ is frequently used as an equivalent to the word (الله)’Allah’, the 

two words vary in many aspects. The word ‘God’ can be pluralised, and can indicate the 

female gender through the term goddess. On the contrary, the word (الله) ‘Allah’ has no 

gender and can neither refer to male or female gender. Moreover, (الله) ‘Allah’ is always 

singular and can never be pluralised. More importantly, each of these words does not refer 

to the same thing. To Muslims, (الله) ‘Allah’, refers to the only Almighty God worthy of 

worship. On the other hand, ‘God’ to Christians, represents one ‘God’ in three persons: 

God the Father, God the Son (Jesus), and God the Holy Spirit, in accordance with the 

doctrine of Trinity. Indeed, the concept attached to the term ‘God’ can vary widely across 

many different religions. Mubarak, who is known for his excessive use of religious 
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expressions, purposely mentions the word (الله) ‘Allah’ four times in this speech, so as to 

maintain a religious identity (Abu Hatab, 2013). Thus, translating it into the word ‘God’ 

invites different interpretations, thereby increasing the chance for the referential relation to 

be misunderstood. 

The translator seems to be aware of this difference, as he or she translated the first 

appearance of the word (الله) correctly into ‘Allah’, as shown in the example above. 

However, in the second appearance of the same word, the translator renders it as ‘God’. 

The commonality of translating the word ‘Allah’ as ‘God’ cannot be the reason for the 

translator’s choice, as they previously opted for ‘Allah’. This inconsistency in dealing with 

the same lexical item which refers to the same thing incites confusion, as readers may 

consequently incorrectly believe that these two words refer to two different things. 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The inconsistency in dealing with the same religious lexical item ‘Allah’ 

could result in readers assuming different referential relations than those 

meant in the original text, and affects the intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (23):  

Original 

Sentence  

بةين  مايةد الة  ن مةن  أما الاىةراح بإلياء الماتة 179 من الووة    إنه يسةهوف تاقيةق الةة ازن المفلة ر ..

 مخا ر ام هار وضمان ا ةرام الاق   والاريال المونيد للم ا نين

CNN Translation (76) And the suggestion to abolish Article 179 was maybe a way to achieve a sense 

of balance between protecting the nation from the dangers of terrorism and at the 

same time respecting legitimacy and civil freedom of the citizens 

 

The error in this example lies in the translation of the original sentence’s main verb, this 

being (يسهتدرو), ‘intend to’. The abolishing of the Emergency Law in the country seeks to 

achieve the required balance between protecting the country from the dangers of terrorism 

and guaranteeing the respect of citizens’ legitimate and civil rights. The verb ( درويسهت ) 

‘intend to’ was translated as ‘was maybe a way to’ which holds much less certainty. 

Moreover, the use of ‘maybe’ in this sentence expresses possibility, which is not intended 
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in the original sentence, where the reasons for abolishing the Emergency Law in the 

country are clearly outlined. 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The choice of verb in this example is weaker than the original verb, 

thus affecting the transfer of intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (24):  

Original     

sentence  

 )١( أى   لكم أنّ اوةجابةلا ل  تكم و والةكم ومفالبكم ه  إلةزام لا  جتد  يه

 )٢( إن هذا الالةزام ينفلق من اىةنار أميو ب و  ونقاء ن ايامم وتارمكم

 وبأن مفالبكم هلا مفال  عاتلد وم روعد .

CNN  Translation  (12) (1) I tell you that I'm actually opting to satisfy your demands  

(15) (2) This sense of abiding comes from a sense of convincing from your 

honest demands and your honest movement, and that those demands are 

legitimate demands 

 

Demonstratives resemble pronouns in that they are allusive and require a context to make 

the allusion understandable (Beeston, 1970, p.42). In this particular case, context here 

refers to co-text rather than the context of situation. Like their English counterparts, Arabic 

demonstrative pronouns are typically anaphoric. Thus, the two demonstratives - the 

proximal demonstrative (ههاا) which means ‘this’ and the definite article (ال) which means 

‘the’ in ( ههاا الالتهزا) ‘this commitment’ - in sentence (2) is expected to refer to something 

previously mentioned in the text. This is indeed the case with the original sentences, as the 

two demonstratives refer to the word ( الالتهزا) ‘commitment’ found in sentence (1). This 

word, in its first appearance, was not modified by the definite article (ال) ‘the’, as is the 

norm when something is mentioned for the first time in a text. In its second appearance, 

however, (ال) was used to modify the noun ( الالتهزا) as it works as a cohesive device, given 

that it refers to an element previously mentioned, so as to make logical connections 

between the text’s items. However, when the translator used the demonstrative ‘this’ in 

‘this abiding’ in sentence (2), no sense of cohesion was created, as the word ‘abiding’ did 
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not previously appear in the text. Therefore, the cohesive relationship that is created in the 

original sentence through the combination of the demonstrative (ههاا), the definite article (ال) 

and the use of the same lexical item, was not rendered correctly in the translation, as the 

demonstrative ‘this’ is linked to a newly introduced lexical item. Consequently, the 

demonstrative ‘this’ resulted in creating confusion in the translation, instead of working as 

a cohesive device.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion:  

Reference  

(Demonstratives)   

Not maintaining the same lexical item to refer to something previously 

discussed in the text, and then linking it to the demonstrative “this” causes 

some vagueness in reference between the text’s items, which affects the 

overall meaning. 

 

Example No. (25):  

Original sentence  .. عوم ترشالا  لقو أعلنت بتبا ال لا تاةمل الجو  أو الةأويل .. اشبناء شبار م ر .. اشخ ة الم ا ن ن

 لتنةخابال الرءاويد المقبلد

CNN Translation (25) Dear citizens, I had already announced before that I am not going to run in 

the upcoming presidential elections. 

 

In this example, the underlined phrase ( بمباسات لا تحتمه  الجهرل أو التكويه) meaning ‘in words that 

bear no controversy or misinterpretation’ was omitted in the translation. To reassure his 

audience that his decision to abstain from running for presidency in the next elections was 

not a manipulative attempt to dissuade angry protestors, as he asserted in a previous speech, 

Mubarak reiterated his intentions in this speech. This time, however, he did so with 

stronger emphasis, so as to leave no room for any misunderstanding, by saying ‘in words 

that bear no controversy or misinterpretation’. Thus, repeating Mubarak’s intention and 

supporting it with the underlined phrase carries functional weight. Unfortunately, this 

impact is severely weakened in the translation, which negates parts of the intended effects 

also. 
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Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: Completeness  Based on the contextual analysis of this phrase, the meaning of its 

emphasis is missed out, due to its unjustified deletion.   

 

Example No. (26):  

Original  

Sentence  

 اشخفاء وا تة  لا أي نظام وياولا و لا أي تولد، لكن المهم ه  الاعةةراف بهةا وت ةاياها  ةلا أوةرر 

 وىت ومااوبد مرتكبيها. 

CNN Translation (17) Mistakes can happen in any political systems and in any country, but at 

the same time, the most important is to recognise them and trying to put things 

on the right track as quick as possible, and to punish those who commit 

crimes.  

 

This example features an error in referencing. The third person bound pronoun (هها) in the 

three words (الاعتهراو بدها فوتصهحيحداف مرتكبيدها), which respectively mean ‘admit them’, ‘correct 

them’, and ‘who make them’, refers to the same thing, this being the term ( الأخطهها) 

’mistakes’ which is explicitly mentioned in the sentence. In the translation however, this 

was not correctly maintained in the last bound pronoun, which appears in (مرتكبيدها) ‘who 

make them’. Rather than being linked to the original referent ‘mistakes’, it was incorrectly 

linked to the term ‘crimes’, which is not even mentioned in the original sentence, but was 

assumed by the translator.  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Reference 

(Bound pronoun)   

By referring the bound pronoun to an entity that is not present in the original 

sentence ‘the crimes’, the relationship between the original two entities ‘the 

mistakes and those who made the mistakes’ was entirely distorted, and results 

in providing irrelevant information and incorrect translation. 
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Example No. (27):  

 

Original  

sentence  

 علل نةاءجها وإ الد الماضلا اشوب ر أ وا      الةاقيقال من الانةهاء بسرعد تتليماتلا أصو ل

   اتعد. ىان نيد إجراءال من يلزم ما ب أنها ليةخذ التام الناء  إلل الا  

CNN Translation (60) I have given my directives that the investigations will be carried out 

very quickly concerning the issues that happened last week and that the 

results would be set up with the prosecutor general's office to take the 

necessary measures regarding this issue.  

 

The coherent relations in the original sentence are affected in the translation due to the 

ineffective rendering of the logico-semantic relations signalling the relatedness of 

propositions between inside and outside the text, which are mainly manifested between 

clauses and sentences that help readers make sense of the text. Halliday (1985: 192-251 and 

303-308) asserts that logico-semantic relations are maintained in the text through three 

techniques: elaboration, extension, and enhancement, all of which are subsumed under 

expansion, as explained in Chapter 3 when discussing the model of error analysis. In this 

particular example, the situational context of the phrase ( حول أحراث الأسبوع الماض), meaning 

‘about last week’s events’, refers to the clashes that occurred a few days before this speech 

between pro- and anti- Mubarak demonstrators, and resulted in the death and injury of 

many civilians. This background which Mubarak shares with his direct audience at that 

time, and which may not be known by TT readers, is not present in the translation. 

However, it could have been included with any of the three techniques offered by Halliday 

to make up the loss of the logico-semantic relations between the words ‘issues’ and ‘what 

happened last week’. Moreover, the reference in this example is not accurately rendered by 

the word choice ‘issues’, as it could refer to many things, while the contextual reference 

was referring to particular ‘events’. All of this affects the coherent relationships in this text, 

as it is not as clear as the original version, and the translation’s informativity is less than 

that of its original.   
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Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: 

Logico-semantic 

relations  

Not employing any technique to make up the loss of some of the logico-

semantic relations that exist between the text and its outside background in the 

original context affects the coherent relations between the translated text and its 

readers. 

Informativity: 

Lexis 

Translating the word ( أ وا) to ‘issues’ while the intended meaning is ‘events’ 

in not accurate. 

 

Example No. (28): 

Original Sentence  الجمه  يد لرءيس المخ لد ال ت يال وبمقةضل مقةر ال من اللجند تقرير تضمنه ما م  تجاوبا إننلاو 

 …الووة   من (189) الماته و ق

CNN Translation (66) And in accordance to the suggestions that have been presented, and in 

accordance to my legislative and constitutional powers, according to Article 

189 of the Egyptian Constitution … 

 

As explained in Example (22) above, sentences in Arabic may start with (و), ‘and’, using it 

as a cohesive device mostly given that it adds to the smoothness of discourse progression. 

As established earlier in Example (6), the relationship between the two Arabic and English 

cohesive devices is not always one-to-one. Therefore, many of the instances of (و) are 

normally replaced either by nothing, or by any connecting device other than ‘and’. 

However, the translator rendered almost every instance of (و) as ‘and’ in this speech. 

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunction 

(cohesive device)   

Starting a sentence with ‘and’ does not comply with English 

grammatical conventions.  

 

Example No. (29):  

Original  

Sentence  

 ىل بنا أوجتت  زيند مأواويد أ وا   لا م ر أبناء من شهواء من  قوناه ما إزاء - إننلا ذلك عن و ضت

  الماضلا اشوب ر أ وا      الةاقيقال من الانةهاء بسرعد تتليماتلا أصو ل - ال  ن ضمير وهزل

CNN Translation  (58) In addition to that, and owing to the victims that we have lost in miserable 

circumstances, that really made us feel the pain and really shake the conscience of 

the nation, and I have given my directives that the investigations will be carried 

out very quickly concerning the issues that happened last week.  
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The underlined section in the original text is a parenthetical sentence that is located 

between the subject and the predicate of the nominal sentence ( فإنن  أصرست تمليمات), which 

literally means ‘I have issued my instructions’. As explained above in Example (2), in both 

Arabic and English, when parenthetical content occurs in the middle of a larger sentence, it 

is enclosed between parentheses or commas in such a way that if removed, the remaining 

sentence is still correct. Despite this, in the above example the translator joined the 

parenthetical sentence with the larger one, causing interruption in the flow of the cause and 

effect relationship present in the original sentence. The original parenthetical clause 

explains that due to ‘the loss of some Egyptian victims’, Mubarak is ‘issuing his 

instructions to carry out the investigations of these events as quickly as possible’. In the 

translation however, the effect action is erroneously linked to the previous clause by an 

‘and’, which breaks the cause and effect relationship between the subject and the predicate 

of the main sentence. 

 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: 

Syntax  

The non-abidance perpetuated by the parenthetical structure in English, as 

well as it being linked to the previous clause by an ‘and’, affects the form of 

the bigger sentence.  

 

 

Final Calculation of Errors in this Speech:  

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
3 Some of the examples contain more than one error. Therefore, this table is created to reflect the actual 

number of errors.  

Speech  Number of Examples    Total Number of Errors3 

First Speech 29 32 
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3. Analysis of the Second Speech’s Errors 

Example No. (30):  

Original sentence   لكننلا الآن  ري  مل الارو 

The Guardian Translation  (40) I am now determined to …  

Unlike English, Arabic is a derivational language that is based on a root system for forming 

its words, meaning that many words can be derived from the same root. In the example 

above, there is root repetition at the morphological level. In Arabic, morphological 

repetition of roots is generally created by the multiple use of the same root within a single 

clause (Johnstone, 1991). Root repetition is created in this sentence by the re-occurrence of 

the tri-lateral root ( حههر) , which generally means (abidance by); (compliance); (with 

observance); (attention); (care); (concern). It has been used twice, as an adjective and as a 

noun respectively: (حههريص)  and ( الحههر) . The emphasis that is created in the original 

sentence through the use of the root repetition cannot be rendered due to the inherent 

differences between Arabic and English. However, it could have been compensated in the 

translation of this sentence via different means (e.g. the use of an adverb of emphasis [such 

as certainly, obviously, undoubtedly] or through the use of typological devices such as 

italics) which are used to give added force or a greater degree of certainty to a particular 

word in a sentence or to a sentence as a whole. 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Lexical cohesion 

(repetition) 

Not using any adverb of emphasis or any other mechanism of 

emphasis to compensate for the emphasis that is created by the root 

repetition, causes loss of the rhetorical function which contributes to 

the meaning as a whole.  

 

Example No. (31): 

Original sentence  إن هذا ال  ن التزيز ه  و نلا مثلما ه  و ن مل م ري وم ريد 

The Guardian Translation  This dear nation is my country, it is the country of all Egyptians 
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The subordinating conjunction, (مثلمهها) ‘as’, that is used in the original sentence is a 

comparison conjunction used in Arabic to reflect a state of similarity between two entities. 

It is used in this example to communicate a meaning of similarity and comparison between 

Mubarak and all other Egyptians. Mubarak uses this device to emphasise that Egypt is his 

country just as it is the country of all Egyptians. In English, this meaning can be reproduced 

via the use of certain subordinating conjunctions used to reflect a sense of comparison as 

well as a sense of similarity, such as ‘as’ and ‘like’. Instead, the translator uses a comma in 

the translation of this subordination conjunction to make it appear as if Mubarak is stating 

the obvious, i.e., that Egypt is the country of all Egyptians. However, the meaning of this 

device is not to state the obvious but to remind the Egyptians that he is also a citizen of this 

country, just as they are. By not using any device that conveys a sense of similarity, 

obvious and irrelevant information was provided. 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunction 

(subordinating conjunction)   

The mismatch between the cohesive devices between Arabic and 

English in this example results in the producing irrelevant 

information that does not reflect the original meaning. 

 

Example No. (32):  

Original sentence   …ال  ن … و نلا … و ن 

 م ر .. الم ريين .. م ريا … م ري … م ريد …

The Guardian  

Translation  

nation … country… 

Egypt … Egyptian… citizens …Egyptians … 

 

In this approximately 700 words speech, Mubarak mentions the word ( الهون ) ‘homeland’ 

twelve times, and the word (مصهر)  ‘Egypt’ eighteen times. This repetition at the word level 

is characterised by the use of what Al-Jubouri calls “word strings”. In Arabic, word 

repetition is not merely an ornamental device, it has a crucial rhetorical function. It “can 
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have didactic, playful, emotional, artistic, ritualistic, textual, and rhetorical functions” (Al- 

Khafaji, 2005, p.6). This particular political speech illustrates how word strings can be 

employed to reinforce and achieve certain political strategies, such as the play on the notion 

of patriotism to seek sympathy from the people. Nonetheless, this purposeful word 

repetition is not matched in the translation. Given that English tends to avoid lexical 

repetition through the use of synonyms, the translator uses the words ‘nation’ and ‘country’ 

alternately as equivalents to the repeated word ( الهون) , and words like ‘Egyptians’ and 

‘citizens’ to refer to the word ( مصهريي) . This, however, does not compensate for the loss of 

the lexical repetition’s rhetorical effect. Although Arabic has many synonyms for the 

repeated words, the repetition of the above mentioned words was done deliberately by the 

speaker, which could have been recognised and maintained by the translator. 

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Lexical cohesion 

(repetition)  

The loss of the rhetorical function meant to exist through the repetition of 

some lexical items leads to the loss of part of the intended effect, 

consequently affecting the intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (33): 

Original sentence  … ان ال  ن با    والاشخاو زاءل ن 

The Guardian 

Translation 

The nation remains. Visitors come and go.  

 

There are two errors in the translation of this ST sentence. Firstly, the ST features a lexical 

cohesion created through the use of antonyms. Here, Mubarak is attempting to create 

lexical cohesion by using the antonymic relation that exists between the two words ( بها) 

and (زا لهون), which mean ‘immortal’ and ‘mortal’ respectively. However, this antonymic 

relationship was not successfully rendered in English. Instead, the translator used the terms 

‘remains’ and ‘come and go’, which do not reflect the antonymic nature of the original 

words. The antonymic relation that exists in the pair of the original words is not expressed 
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by a similar lexical cohesion, nor compensated in any other way, such as by using the 

coordinating conjunction ‘but’ to express that the second part of the sentence contradicts 

what has been stated in the previous one. 

Secondly, the word ( الأشهخا), ‘a group of people’, was misinterpreted in this example. In 

an attempt to play on the notion of patriotism by repeatedly referring to Egypt and its 

interests, Mubarak sought to emphasise that Egypt will remain eternal, and that the people 

of Egypt will naturally go (as in naturally die), after which new people will come, this 

being the reason why the interest of Egypt should be given priority over the interests of the 

people themselves. However, by choosing the word ‘visitors’, which does not correspond to 

the denotative or the connotative meaning of the original word meaning ‘people’, the 

translator breaks the comparative image that Mubarak wanted to create between the status 

of Egypt and its people. The word ‘visitors’ also does not semantically refer to the citizens 

of Egypt, but to anyone who visits it. The wrong lexical choice resulted in the use of wrong 

collocations which do not render the meanings of ( با) and (زا لون).  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis Translating the word (اششةخاو) which means ‘people’ as ‘visitors’ results 

in a wrong interpretation of the intended meaning.  

Cohesion: Lexical cohesion 

(antonymy) 

Not rendering the lexical cohesion that was created through the use of 

antonyms in the original text causes loss of part of the meaning.    

 

Example No. (34):  

Original sentence  ..اظ الله هذا ال  ن وشتبه والستم عليكم و  مد الله وبرماته  

The Guardian Translation  No translation  
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Some lexical items were unreasonably left out in the translation of this speech. This 

generally impacts the continuity and balance of the discourse, which in turn affects the 

coherence relationships that exist throughout the text. This type of error can be seen in the 

last two sentences of Mubarak’s speech, which were omitted from the translation, despite 

being ideologically and informatively loaded. The first sentence ( حفهظ الله ههاا الهون  وشهمب) is a 

prayer with which Mubarak intentionally chose to end his speech, in which he prays that 

‘Allah protects Egypt and its people and keeps it safe and secure’. This prayer is politically 

and ideologically motivated, as he is seeking to maintain a religious identity and appeal to 

his audience, so as to gain their emotional support and sympathy. The second sentence 

 which means ‘may peace and mercy of Allah be upon you’, is ,(والسهم  علهيك  وسحمه  الله وبركاته )

typically used by Mubarak and more generally by Arab and Muslim speakers not only to 

begin and end their speeches, but also to maintain some sort of religious identity. With the 

absence of a translation brief, one would expect the translation to remain close to the ST, or 

at least the inclusion of a closing statement that is as equally common in English. Instead, 

the ending of this speech’s translation is abrupt.  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: Completeness  By omitting two sentences that are ideologically and rhetorically 

loaded, parts of the overall meaning are affected as well. 

 

Example No. (35):  

Original sentence  وأى   بتبا ال  واضاد إننلا وأعمل خت  اششهر المةبقيد من ولايةلا الااليد 

The Guardian Translation  No translation  

Suggested TT I say in clear words that I will work during the remaining period 

of my current term …. 
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The situational context of this sentence is that Mubarak was attempting to emphasise his 

intention to complete the remaining period of his term, and to assert to those who were 

expecting that he resigns from office, that he was not going to follow their demands. 

Therefore Mubarak, implicitly referring to this situational context, says ( وأقول بمباسات واضهح) 

which means ‘I say in clear words’. Omitting this sentence in the translation makes the 

succeeding sentence weaker than it is in the source text. This deletion negatively affects 

both the coherence relationships in this text and its informativity, as the translation makes 

the text less informative than its original.   

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence/ 

Informativity 

The omission of this sentence results in the loss of an emphasis which, in 

turn, affects the overall coherence and meaning.  

 

Example No. (36):  

Original sentence   إننلا أ ال  البرلمان بالالةزام بكلمد القضاء وأ كامه  لا الفت ن علل الانةخابال الة ةريتيد اشخيةرة تون 

 إبفاء …

The Guardian 

Translation 

(50) I demand parliament to adhere to the word of the judiciary and its verdicts 

(51) concerning the latest cases which have been legally challenged. 

 

In the original sentence, Mubarak demands that the parliament adheres to the judiciary’s 

decisions about the appeals against ‘the latest legislative elections’. In the translation, 

however, there is a wrong lexical cohesion in which the specific case that Mubarak is 

referring to above, was unreasonably generalised to the ‘latest cases’, which is vague given 

that it could refer to many incidents, while the intended case is specified in the original 

sentence. This translation resulted in providing inaccurate information, as opposed to that 

mentioned clearly in the original sentence. 
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Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: lexical cohesion  Generalising the specific information mentioned in the original 

sentence affects the degree of its informativity, and its reference to the 

overall context and meaning.  

 

Example No. (37): 

Original sentence   مةةلا يةةةم اتخةةاذ الةةةوابير والاجةةراءال الماققةةد لتنةقةةا  السةةلملا للسةةلفد بم جةة  مةةا يخ لةةه لةةلا الووةةة   مةةن

 صت يال. إننلا أتع  البرلمان بمجلسيه إلل مناى د تتويل الماتتين ٧٦ و ٧٧ 

The Guardian 

Translation 

(44) According to my constitutional powers, I call on parliament and  its houses to 

discuss amending article 76  and 77 … 

 

The underlined clause in the original example (بموب  ما يخول  ل  الرستوس م  صهمحيات), meaning 

‘according to my constitutional powers’, was wrongly linked to the succeeding sentence. In 

the Arabic version, Mubarak asserts that he will benefit from his constitutional rights to 

ensure a peaceful transition of power. In the translation, however, these constitutional rights 

were wrongly linked to his call to the parliament. This error in the linkage between two 

separate sentences resulted in a wrong transfer of the intended meaning.  

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: the logico-

semantic relations 

This erroneous linkage between the sentence clauses causes a change in 

the logical-semantic relations that were meant to exist between the 

sentence parts, thus affecting the transfer of the intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (38):  

Original sentence   إننلا أتع  البرلمان بمجلسيه إلل مناى د تتويل الماتتين ٧٦ و ٧٧ 

The Guardian 

Translation  

(44) I call on parliament and its houses to discuss amending article 76  and 77 
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A distinctive feature of the Arabic language is that it has three numbers categories: 

singular, dual, and plural. “Dual in Arabic is used whenever the category of 'two' applies, 

whether it be in nouns, adjectives, pronouns or verbs" (Ryding, 2005, pp.53-54). Arabic 

uses dual when a reference is made to two individual entities of category (Beeston, A., 

1987, p. 109). In this example, the word ( مجلسهي) which means ‘its two houses’, refers to 

two individual entities. If a dual number is mentioned in the original text, this can be 

conveyed by the addition of the number ‘two’ in English, due to its inability to express the 

dual number. However, this number specification is not at all rendered in the translation, 

making it appears as if there are more than two ‘houses’ of the Egyptian parliament, as the 

word ‘houses’ in English refers to two or more houses. The TT features a close rendering of 

the ST wording, which results in a confusing English version.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: 

Syntax  

An ambiguous number specification in the translation resulted in providing 

inaccurate information which affects the intended meaning. 

 

Example No. (39):  

Original sentence   ًوتفرح أمامنا ظرو اً جويوة وواىتاً م رياً  ميايرا 

The Guardian 

Translation 

(17) a new Egyptian reality  

 

The word (ميههايرا) which in Arabic denotatively means ‘different, variant’, has been 

translated as ‘new’ in this sentence. The situational context in which this word appears 

reflects a state of instability and concern, as Mubarak, in the pretext, is warning the 

Egyptians that surviving the coming days, according to him, requires a lot of wisdom. The 

word ‘new’, on the other hand, does not communicate any of these meanings. Moreover, 

this term usually reflects a state of positive change, which is not the case in the relevant 

context. Thus, translating the word (ميهايرا) as ‘new’ violates the denotative and connotative 

ranges of the semantic meaning intended by the original word.  
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Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The wrong choice of lexis in this example results in the loss and change of the 

intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (40):  

Original Sentence   وما ىومةه لل  ن  ربا ووتما. مما أننلا  جل من أبناء ى اتنا المسلاد 

The Guardian 

Translation 

(32) what I offered this country in war and peace just as I am a man from the 

armed forces  

 

The Arabic conjunction (كمها), ‘in addition to that, also’, is used in here as an additive 

coordinating device between the two sentences. In the second sentence, Mubarak is adding 

that he is part of the military forces to the list of his good deeds. However, this additive 

function has been incorrectly rendered in the translation with the use of ‘just as’. The 

translation does not reflect the additive function but rather conveys a sense of analogy, 

which does not accurately convey the meaning of addition brought forward by the Arabic 

coordinating device.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunction 

(subordinating device)   

Mistranslating the Arabic cohesive device causes loss of part of the intended 

meaning. 

 

Example No. (41): 

Original sentence  … وم ر عزيزة آمند مسةقرة 

The Guardian 

Translation  

No translation  
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This sentence is used within the context of Mubarak asserting his intention to finish the 

remainder of his term. It is functionally loaded, as the ex-president is seeking the 

Egyptians’ approval and sympathy by describing the state in which he would hand over the 

country if he were allowed to finish his term. Mubarak describes Egypt as (  ومصهر عزيهز  آمنه

 which means ‘whilst Egypt is honourable, safe and stable’. This aims to encourage ,(مسهتقر 

the Egyptians to permit him to finish his term. However, the entire sentence was omitted in 

the translation of this speech, leaving some of the intended effects unrendered also.  

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: 

Completeness/ 

Informativity   

Based on the contextual analysis of this sentence, the effect that was 

meant to be created through this sentence is missed out due to its 

unjustified deletion.  

 

Example No. (42):  

Original sentence   أيها امخ ة الم ا ن ن 

The Guardian Translation  (19) Dear brothers and citizens  

 

For over three decades, Mubarak’s discourse has been characterised by preciseness, brevity 

and avoidance of extreme metaphors (Abu Hatab, 2013, p.7). He usually begins his 

speeches with ‘ladies and gentlemen’. However, a remarkable change is observed in the 

inaugurating phrase of the speeches delivered during the Egyptian revolution. All three 

started with (أيدها اخخهو  المواننهون), just as shown in this example. It seems here that Mubarak 

sought to appeal to the majority of citizens by addressing them as ‘brother citizens’. 

Although in this particular speech, the phrase is used twice, its translation differs in both 

instances. ( اخخهو) here does not signify the denotative meaning of the word, which is 

‘brothers and sisters’. Rather, it is used to affect the audience’s emotions and build an 

intimate relation with them as a means of involving them with the speech. The word 

 By using the .(اخخهو ) which means ‘citizens’, is used as a modifier for the word ,(المواننهون)

conjunction ‘and’ between these two lexical items, the translator violates the modified-
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modifier relationship that exists between the two terms in the original sentence. Words such 

as ‘dear’ or ‘fellow’ are generally used in English to modify the word ‘citizens’, as these 

two words reflect the sense of involvement and intimacy intended in the original phrase. 

They also maintain the modified-modifier relationship that is meant to exist between the 

two lexical items. Furthermore, using ‘dear citizens’ or ‘dear fellow citizens’ is more 

common in similar English speeches. In the second instance the phrase is used, the 

translator employs the more commonly used English equivalent ‘dear citizens’.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The error in the translation of the first inauguration phrase violates the modifier-

modified relationship that exists between the two words. 

 

Example No. (43):  

Original sentence   إن مسؤوليةلا اشولل الآن هلا اوةتاتة أمن واوةقرا  ال  ن 

The Guardian 

Translation 

(34) My primary responsibility now is security and independence of the 

nation 

 

There are two errors in the translation of this sentence. Firstly, the key word in this 

sentence, which expresses what Mubarak claimed was his utmost responsibility at the time 

of the speech, is ( اسههتماس), meaning to ‘regain’, and was unjustifiably left out in the 

translation. This deletion rendered the translated sentence unintelligible, as the word (الآن), 

which means ‘now’, anticipates the introduction of a new responsibility. Security in itself is 

always the concern of any president, but given that the situation spiraled out of control 

during the Egyptian revolution, the primary responsibility was to ‘regain’ the country’s 

security and stability.  

Secondly, the word (اسهتقراس), which means ‘stability’, is mistranslated in this example. 

Stability is always required after a state of disturbance or turbulence, but it is translated 

here as ‘independence’ which conveys a totally different meaning, i.e., freedom from 
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control (in the broad sense). Additionally, employing the word ‘independence’ would 

erroneously imply that the country was occupied, which was not the case at the time of 

Mubarak’s speech. 

  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The omission of the word ‘regain’ in the translation causes a change in the 

meaning of the original text. 

Informativity: Lexis Translating the word ‘stability’ as ‘independence’ resulted in a wrong 

transference of the intended meaning of the original text.  

 

 

Example No. (44):  

Original sentence  … ياقق مَ الاِه 

The Guardian Translation  (66) achieve reconciliation …  

 

The word ( ِمَصالح) in this example signifies the ‘interests of the people’, whereas the chosen 

equivalent, ‘reconciliation’, means ‘the action of making one view or belief compatible 

with another and the restoration of friendly relations’. The latter reflects a completely 

different meaning than that of the original lexical item. The translator’s wrong choice of 

words resulted in providing irrelevant information in the translation of this example.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The wrong choice of words resulted in a wrong translation of the intended word 

meaning.  
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Example No. (45):  

Original sentence   شبناء ال ت  بات يه وعماله، مسلميه وأىبا ه، شي خه وشبابه، ولكل م ري  وم ريد 

The Guardian 

Translation 

(28) to the people, its Muslims and Christians, old and young, peasants and 

workers, and all Egyptian men and women  

 

Two errors can be found in the translation of this sentence. Firstly, the word ( فمحيه), which 

means ‘farmers’, is translated as “peasants”, which carries different connotations than that 

of the original. Although both words generally refer to people engaged in agriculture, they 

convey different connotations. The word ‘peasant’ has a historical connotation that is 

linked to the feudal past, and in certain countries, reflects a social position. In contrast, the 

word ‘farmers’ does not convey a social position, only a profession. The word ( فمحيه) in the 

original sentence is a neutral word that only conveys profession. Consequently, choosing an 

equivalent that has different connotations affects the transference of the intended meaning.  

The second error lies in changing the order of the list of people which Mubarak mentions in 

the original version. Any change in the order of the text’s elements entails thematising 

these elements, giving them more emphasis, and bringing them into focus. In the original 

text, Mubarak starts with ‘farmers and workers’, however in the translation, the translator 

amended the order and, consequently, the original theme, starting the sentence with the 

religious element and therefore - reflecting a rather sensitive division with ‘its Muslims and 

Christians’. This shift in thematisation affects the informativity of the text, as it conveys 

inaccurate information regarding Mubarak’s priorities when listing certain groups of 

Egyptian people. 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity:  

Lexis 

Translating the word (ت يةةه ) as ‘peasants’ which carries different 

connotations than that of the original word affects the transfer of the 

intended meaning.  
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Informativity: 

Thematisation  

This shift in thematisation brings different emphasis on certain elements 

in the text which denotes meanings that are not provided in the original 

sentence, causing some change in the intended meaning.   

 

Example No. (46): 

Original  

sentence  

 لم أمن أنة ي الةرشح لاةرة  ءاويد جويوة  قو ىضيت ما يكالا من التمر  لا خومد م ر وشتبها 

The Guardian  

Translation  

(38) I did not intend to nominate myself for a new presidential term. I have spent 

enough years of my life in the service of Egypt and its people.  

 

The coordinating conjunction (و) is used three times in this speech, and fulfils different 

functions. In this example, the coordinating conjunction (و) functions as an explicative 

additive device where, in the second clause, Mubarak provides an explanation for his 

intention not to re-nominate himself for presidency. Despite its importance, this cohesive 

device linking the two clauses in the example was unreasonably left out in the translation. 

The function conveyed by the use of (و) in the original sentence can be created through the 

use of a semicolon or any linking device that expresses the sense of explanation, such as 

(because, as, since, etc.). In the English language, a semicolon is normally used to link two 

clauses of a sentence, so as to help the readers imply the relationship between the two 

without it being explicitly stated. It also aids the readers in explicating the cohesive 

relationships in the text, as it encourages them to make implicit connections. It may also 

have a more persuasive effect than that of simply stating the causal relationship between the 

two clauses. 

Instead of connecting the two clauses that are already linked in the original sentence, the 

translator separates them into two sentences with a full stop, which is less helpful in 

recognising the explicative additive relationship that exists between the two clauses. It is 

usually the norm in translation to explicitate the implicit logical links between clauses and 

sentences, so as to make the translation more accessible to the readers. Levy (1965, p.79), 
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for instance, asserts that a translator tends to explicate the implicit logical relation between 

ideas to “explain away any breaks in thought or changes in perspective, to normalise the 

expression”, and suggests that this is due to the translator's effort to make the translated text 

more intelligible to the readers. Sidiropoulou (1995) also asserts that news translators tend 

to explicitate the implicit cause-effect relationships in the translation of newspaper texts, 

which suggests that they are likely to render implicit forms more explicitly, regardless of 

the languages involved. This also supports Baker’s universal rule that translation has the 

tendency to “spell things out rather than leave them implicit” (Baker, 1996, p.180). 

Therefore, implicitating the explicit relationships in this example can reverse the logical 

connections between the parts of the sentence. It can also be argued that without 

connectives the relationship between the parts of the sentence becomes vague, which 

affects the transfer of meaning.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunction 

 (subordinating conjunction)   

Rendering the SL explicative cohesive conjunction with a full stop 

instead of a semicolon or any other cohesive device of explanation 

is a mismatch to the function of the original device, which affects 

the meaning comprehensibility. 

 

Example No. (47):  

Original sentence    ص  الزيت علل النا 

The Guardian Translation (9) to escalate and worsen the situation 

 

There is a metaphorical expression in the sentence (صه  الزيه  عله  النهاس). The literal meaning 

of this metaphor is to ‘pour oil over the fire’ but according to the context of the situation, it 

is used here to mean that the outsiders are attempting to worsen the situation in Egypt. This 

metaphor is used in Arabic when someone’s actions worsen the situation, whether 

accidentally or on purpose. This use of metaphor is marked in Mubarak’s speech, as his 

discourse is characterised by the avoidance of extreme metaphors, as stated in Example 
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(17) in the previous chapter. Therefore, this marked shift has to be recognised in the 

translation, if possible. Instead, the translator converted the metaphor into its sense. This, 

according to Baker (1998), should only come before the very last step, which is to delete 

the metaphor entirely. Baker also asserts that if the original metaphor’s image also exists in 

the target culture, it then has to be reproduced in the target language. Indeed, this 

metaphor’s image does exist in English in expressions such as ‘to add fuel to the fire’ and 

‘to fan the flames’.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Rhetorical 

Devices 

Reducing the metaphoric expression to its sense, in this example, 

does not comply with the standard steps to deal with metaphors in 

texts. This affects the text’s degree of informativity, as it makes the 

meaning more explicit than it is meant to be.  

 

Example No. (48):  

Original  

sentence  

 الي م باويثلا أت جه  إننلا - ىاءمد تزا  لا تع ة وهلا- للا ا  لوع تلا الر . لهذا وبالنظر

The Guardian 

Translation 

 remains which call a is this and dialogue for call the to refusal this of light in (27)

directly today speech my direct I standing 

 

The underlined sentence is in fact a parenthetical sentence .The sentence ( وه  سعو  لا تزال

 meaning ‘and this call remains valid’, interrupts the cause and effect relationship that (قا م 

exits between the entire sentence’s two clauses. Therefore in Arabic, the sentence that 

breaks up the flow of the larger sentence is enclosed between dashes. In English, on the 

other hand, when parenthetical content occurs in the middle of a larger sentence, it is 

usually enclosed between parentheses. Despite this, the translator instead joined the 

parenthetical and larger sentence together, causing an interruption in the flow of the cause 

and effect relationship.  
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Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax  The non-abidance to the parenthetical structure in English in this example 

causes some interruption to the cause and effect relationship. 

 

Example No. (49):  

Original Sentence  واوةقرا ا وتماوكا ثقد وأمثر ىبلها عليه مانت مما أى   الراهند الظروف من م ر وةخرج 

The Guardian 

Translation  

(64) Egypt will emerge from these current circumstances stronger, more 

confident and unified and stable. 

 

The phrase ( أقوى مما كان  علي), meaning ‘stronger than before’, is a comparative form that is 

used in the original sentence to reflect a state of comparison between Egypt at the time of 

the speech, and Egypt in the future, once it has overcome the current situation. In the 

translation, this comparative form is restricted to the addition of -er to the word ‘strong’, 

despite the fact that in English, ‘than’ is usually employed when the second entity in the 

comparison is mentioned. This is the case in the original, as Mubarak is attempting to 

emphasise that Egypt will overcome these circumstances and come out stronger than its 

status before the crisis.  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Reference 

(Comparatives)   

The deletion of the comparative form ‘than’ does not comply with English 

grammatical conventions. 

 

Example No. (50): 

Original 

Sentence  

 اعةواءو للفرىال ىف و للاراءق اشتا و نه و ول و تاري.و اثا ة بأعما  اوةقرا هو ال  ن أمن اوةهو ت

 م ر أ و علل الوبل ماويد البتثال لبت. اىةاامو الخاصدو التامد الممةلكالو الوولد مرا ق علل

The Guardian 

Translation  

(11) They targeted the nation’s security and stability through acts of provocation and 

theft and looting and setting fires and blocking roads and attacking vital installations 

and public and private properties and storming some diplomatic missions.  

 

The conjunction (و), ‘and’, is a connective device in written Arabic and is so frequently 

employed that it can be seen as a stylistic feature of Arabic texts (Fareh, 1998, p.312). This 

concords with Arabic grammarians’ belief that Arabic is a syndetic language, in which 
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almost every sentence is linked to the proceeding one with a connective (Anees, 1966, 

p.312). Therefore, the original text features unavoidable repetitions of the conjunction (و) 

‘and’, which is an acceptable norm in Arabic. However, the relationship between the 

functions of (و) and ‘and’ is not always direct or one-to-one. This conjunction may be 

replaced by more than one English connective, and must sometimes be left out in the 

translation to avoid it sounding clumsy. In accordance with English writing conventions, 

commas are the normal substitute for the repetitive use of ‘and’ (Avants and Benahnia, 

2003, p.51). In the translation of this speech however, the translator rendered almost every 

 .into ‘and’, which could have been avoided by the use of a comma (و)

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunction 

(coordination)   

The repetition of ‘and’ violates English grammatical conventions. 

 

Example No. (51): 

Original Sentence  وعيا أمثر وه  منها ويخرج شتبها أنو…  

The Guardian Translation (65) And our people will emerge with more awareness … 

 

Another feature of conjunction devices is that in written and spoken Arabic discourses, 

sentences may start with (و) ‘and’ as a cohesive device to link any two sentences together, 

mostly because it adds to the smoothness of discourse progression. Holes (1995, p.217) 

asserts that (و) is the “indigenous device for sentence concatenation, to be used alongside 

the full stop, which here is performing the same function of marking the end of one 

sentence and the beginning of another”. Unlike (و), the “English and is rarely used to 

introduce sentences and paragraphs in written English discourse” (Fareh, 1998, p.309). 

Therefore, many of the instances of (و) should ideally be either replaced by nothing, or by 

any connecting device other than ‘and’. 
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Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunction (cohesive 

device)   

Starting sentences with ‘and’ does not comply with English 

grammatical conventions.   

 

Example No. (52): 

 

No. Original sentence  The Translation  Number of synonymy  

 peaceful demonstration and protest one-for-two  السلملا الةظاهر 1

 all the political forces and factions  one-for-two  السياويد الق   ما د 2

  freedom of expression two-for-one  والةتبير الرأي  ريد 3

 power  two-for-one  جاه أو ولفد 4

 واشمن الهووء اوةتاتة 5

 والاوةقرا 

to restore law and order  three-for-two 

 integrity and honour  three-for-two وأماند وشرف نزاهد 6

 pride and dignity  three-for-two ومرامد و  تد عزة 7

 concern and anxiety  three-for-two وه اجس وىلق انزعاج 8

 

Synonymy is a type of lexical cohesion in both Arabic and English. There are many 

examples of its use in the first speech, which is intended to create a sense of lexical 

cohesion. Abed-Raof (2001, p.50) states that "words which signify the same meanings are 

synonyms. Synonymy does not mean identical meaning between two words but the two 

words can be used in different contexts giving a similar meaning". Based on the degree of 

similarity, Lyons (1981) classifies synonymy into two types: absolute synonymy and near 

synonymy. Near synonymy refers to words that are more or less similar, but not identical in 

meaning. Given that a basic function of words is to be semantically unique, it is quite 

natural to argue that identical synonymy is only symbolic (i.e., exists only in scientific 

terms), because these terms are precisely delimited and emotionally neutral. The majority 

of linguists in both languages assert that although synonymy is present in English and 

Arabic, it is interpreted in different ways (Leabi, 1980: 71). However, it is also believed 

that Arabic is richer than English in its use (Ali, 2007, p. 10).  
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The table in this example presents a simple comparative examination of the use of 

synonymy between Arabic and English in the speech. Examples (2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) 

demonstrate the Arabic language’s tendency to use near synonyms to express a similar 

notion, as the lexical items more or less convey a similar concept. In these examples, the 

translator reduced the number of synonyms used in the original text to one or two words, 

which is the typical norm in English. In the examples (1 and 3), on the other hand, the 

translator added the underlined words as synonyms for the original word. This is an 

unjustifiable change, as the additions do not enhance the semantic meaning already 

conveyed by the previous words.  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Lexical Cohesion  

(synonymy)   

The addition of certain synonyms does not add to the meaning of the 

TT, and therefore it is unnecessary.  

 

 

Example No. (53): 

Original Sentence  ت ريتيد تتويتل من بها يرتبط وما الووة  يد الةتويتل هذه مناى د … 

The Guardian 

Translation  

(47) to discuss these constitutional amendments and the legislative amendments 

linked to it… 

 

The underlined words in the original sentence, (وما يرتبط بدا) which means ‘the concerned’, 

works as a modifier that is used to describe the associated noun, i.e., ‘the legislative 

amendments’, and makes its meaning more specific. In the translation, this modifier-

modified relationship was not accurately rendered according to English grammar 

conventions, in which a modifier precedes the modified, as with ‘the associated legislative 

amendments’, for example. This suggested structure reads more naturally in English than 

the literal rendering of the original sentence’s word order, as in ‘the amendments linked to 

it’. 
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Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax  The modifier-modified relationship in this example does not abide by 

English grammatical conventions. 

 

Example No. (54):  

Original sentence  عليها والانقضاو الووة  يد ال رعيد علل القاز  

The Guardian 

Translation 

(6) to violate the constitutional legitimacy and to attack it 

 

There are two metaphoric usages in this sentence, which are present in the form of an 

analogy. The first one lies in the phrasal verb ( القفز عل), which literally means to ‘jump at’. 

The phrasal verb is a phrase that consists of a verb and a preposition, an adverb or both, the 

meaning of which is different from the meaning of its separate parts. The second 

metaphoric usage is present in the word (الانقضاض), which means to ‘attack’. The two 

metaphoric expressions together express an analogy in which the ones who are behind these 

protests are compared to a wild animal liable (القفز) and (الانقضاض), i.e., ‘to jump and to 

attack’. Though such use of rhetorical devices is marked in Mubarak’s speeches, as 

mentioned above, the two parts of the analogy were not treated with consistency in the 

translation of this sentence. The analogy was reduced to its sense in the first word (to 

jump), while the metaphor was maintained in the translation of the second word (to attack), 

thus breaking the image that the original analogy meant to create, as well as resulting in a 

wrong collocation in English, as the word ‘attack’ does not collocate with the preceding 

words. 

 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Rhetorical 

Devices 

The inconsistent dealing with the two parts of the analogy 

causes loss of rhetorical effects which breaks the overall image 

that was created.  
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Final Calculation of Errors in this Speech:  

 

 

 

4. Analysis of the Third Speech’s Errors  

Example No. (55):  

Original sentence      تاخل  ووت  رابلس لةفهيرها من الجرذان ناذو بالقباءل يام ا ىباءلهم  

BBC Translation (1) They are co-ordinating with the tribes in order to kick out their tribes from 

the streets of Tripoli 

 

Gaddafi’s speech begins with this sentence. From the example, it can be seen that the 

translation of this speech starts with the pronoun ‘they’, with no clear indication to what it 

refers to. In contrast, the antecedent of the pronoun is clearly mentioned in the Arabic 

original. As pronouns are generic terms holding little meaning on their own, it is difficult to 

understand the sentence’s meaning as a whole if the antecedent which the pronoun refers to 

is unclear. As a result of this, the opening sentence of the English translation is ambiguous. 

This also potentially affects the entire text’s acceptability, as the meaning becomes 

inaccessible, given that the succeeding sentences are coherently connected to the first one.  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: syntax  Starting the translation with an ambiguous pronoun obscures the 

meaning.  

 

 

Speech  Number of Examples    Total Number of Errors 

Second Speech 25 29 
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Example No. (56):   

Original sentence  وأيضا وكان  رابلس من  ير ىباءلها  هم من ضمنهم  ناس ال لا تفهير منةا قهم تفهيةر منةا قهم تفهيةر

 منا ق  رابلس 

BBC Translation (4) People of Tripoli, who are not from those tribes, your mission is the same - i.e., 

to purge your areas, to purge the districts of the city of Tripoli. 

In the original speech, Gaddafi repeated the sentence ( تطديههر منهانقد) ‘clear your areas’ 

numerous times. In Arabic, repetition at the word or the sentence levels, as explained in 

Example (3) when looking at the first speech, "can have didactic, playful, emotional, 

artistic, ritualistic, textual, and rhetorical functions" (Al-Khafaji, 2005, p.6). Therefore, this 

kind of repetition is not merely an ornamental device, it plays a crucial rhetorical function. 

Sentence and word repetition are also part of the political genre’s key characteristics and 

are used as a persuasive technique to emphasise a certain notion or ideology. The sentence 

repetition found in the above example is employed to reinforce and achieve the political 

goal of influencing Gaddafi’s audience, and to play on the notion of patriotism in the optic 

of persuading the people of Tripoli that it is their mission to clear their city from occupiers. 

Despite this, the intentional repetition is not matched in the speech’s translation, instead, 

the repeated sentence was left unrepeated. The phrase ( تطديهر منهانقد) ‘clear your areas’ was 

repeated six times in the original speech, whereas in the translation it was only mentioned 

three times. Not rendering all the persuasive techniques that are purposefully employed in 

the original speech results in a decreased level of engagement with receivers of the 

translation compared to that of the original.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Lexical cohesion 

(repetition)  

Not rendering the repeated sentence leads to the loss of the 

rhetorical function from the repetition of some lexical items. This in 

turn leads to the loss of part of the intended effect meant to be 

created through the lexical repetition, consequently affecting the 

intended meaning.  
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Example No. (57): 

Original sentence   يا شبار تاج  ه وشبار و   الجمتد الللا ممكن الجةرذان مت  ةين بسةب  و ةوين مرضةل مثةل الجريةانلا 

 الذي مان م ج ت  لا تيك المنفقد

BBC Translation (4)To the youth of Tajoura, Souq al-Jumaa, it is a possibility that the rats are 

nesting there with the help of some sick people such as [Sheikh al-Sadiq] al-

Ghiryani who was present in that area  

 

In this example, Gaddafi is addressing the youth of two cities, namely, those of the city of 

Tajoura and the city of Souq Al-Jumaa. In so doing, he used the Arabic connective 

conjunction (و) ‘and’ to link the two cities in the sentence ( يا شباب تابوسم وشباب سو  الجممه). In 

the translation, however, the connection is made with a comma instead of a similar 

connective device. In this case, the use of the comma makes it appear as though Tajoura is 

part of Souq Al-Jumaa, whereas they are actually two different areas. The same information 

is mentioned twice in the same speech, but in its second occurrence in the translated text, 

the two cities are linked with ‘and’ in “They wanted to destroy Tajoura and Souq al-

Jumaa”. Therefore, the incorrect use of the comma in this example results in providing 

confusing and inaccurate information to the reader of the translation. 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunctions  Erroneously opting to use a comma instead of the connective 

conjunction ‘and’ results in providing incorrect information, thus 

distorting the intended meaning.  

 

Example No. (58):   

Original sentence  يالله تشجموا وخلوا قوتك  م  نف  شجاعتك  وإيمانك  واخربوا للشواسع . هذا واجبكم  

BBC Translation No translation  

 

The contextual situation for this sentence is that, after explaining what the NATO forces 

will do once they have taken control of Tripoli, Gaddafi asked his people to attack them 
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and restore everything they have taken. In an attempt to raise the enthusiasm of his 

audience, Gaddafi strengthened his demands by asserting that what he is asking of them is, 

in truth, ‘their duty’. The sentence (  ههاا وابهبك), meaning ‘this is your duty’, was deliberately 

employed in this speech to raise the receivers’ engagement by playing on the notions of 

patriotism and loyalty that people usually hold for their homelands. However, this intended 

effect is lost in the translation due to the omission of this sentence, which leaves the 

translated version less informative and engaging than the original.  

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: Completeness  Omitting such a functionally loaded sentence distorts the engaging 

effect that is meant to be created in the original sentence. It also 

distorts the completeness of the discourse.  

 

Example No. (59):   

Original sentence    وانا تمكنت من الخروج مةخالا  لا مويند  رابلس بوون ما يت ظ نلا النا 

BBC Translation (35)I came out undercover from my home in Tripoli without people seeing me 

 

In the sentences preceding the one above, Gaddafi seeks to persuade his people that 

Tripoli’s situation is serious, and that they should act quickly. The choice of the verb 

 manage to come out’ is a reflection of this gravity. In Arabic, this verb in its‘ (تمكنه )

denotative sense, expresses a state of being able to do something regardless of the 

surrounding difficulties, in this case, the city being in a state of war. This sense of difficulty 

that was purposefully conveyed in the original sentence to influence the audience and 

convince them of surrounding dangers, was not transferred to the translation. The English 

verb ‘come’ does not reflect any sense of difficulty compared to ‘manage to come out’. 

This translation choice hindered the transference of the implied meaning from the verb used 

in that particular sentence.  
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Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis The inaccurate choice of lexis in this example results in losing parts of 

the intended meaning of the original verb.  

 

Example No. (60):  

Original sentence   

تراهم  يذبا مم ويمثل ا بجثثكم ويتمل ا  يكم ال يل ويتذب مم ل  وألة ا الكاا  هل بةتذوبهم والا تتةامل هم 

 بالاسنل لقال ا لا ا نا بنتذر وكان  رابلس

BBC Translation (26)They are slaughtering you, disfiguring your corpses, torturing you. 

 

Seeking to convince his audience to follow his instructions, Gaddafi listed a number of 

frightening things he claimed that the NATO forces would do to the Libyans if they did not 

act quickly and purge their city. He said ( ابوك تهراه  حيهابحوك  ويمثلهوا بجثهثك  ويمملهوا فهيك  الويه  ويمه ), 

meaning ‘they will slaughter you, then they will disfigure your corpses and they will torture 

you’. Given that Gaddafi sought to frighten his audience into swift action, in this example, 

the verbs he employed indicate a future reference in Arabic. However, there is a complete 

distortion in the rendering of the verbs’ tenses in the translation; instead of being in the 

future, the verbs in the translation are conjugated in the present continuous. This use of the 

present continuous therefore distorts the level of informativity present in the translation, as 

it incorrectly indicates that these actions are happening at the time of the speech. Gaddafi 

also described a made-up scenario to influence the people of Tripoli in the optic of once 

again frightening them into following his instructions. He said ( الكفهاس هه  بتمهاوبد  والا لهو سهكلتوا 

 which means ‘If you ask the infidels: Are you ,(تمهاملوه  بالحسهن  لقهالوا لا احنها بنمهاب سهكان نهرابل 

going to torture them or treat them well? They would say: No, we are going to torture the 

people of Tripoli’. There are two indicators of future reference in these sentences, the first 

of these being the use of the subordinating conjunction (لههو), which means ‘if’. This 

conjunction works as a future hypothetical conditional device in Arabic. Secondly, the 

other future indicator in this example is the question “Are you going to torture them or treat 
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them well?”. In the original sentence, the verbs used solely refer to the future. However, 

this entire scenario was omitted in the translation, resulting in a less persuasive discourse 

than that of the original speech. 

 

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: syntax  Changing the verbs’ tenses from the future to the present tense gives 

incorrect information and distorts the intended meaning.  

Coherence: Continuity and 

Balance  

This unjustifiable omission affects the continuity and balance of the 

target text.  

 

Example No. (61): 

Original 

sentence  

 هذا القذ  ماجاء مثل جوه الللا اوةقبل المسلمين وىا   ل  البو  علينا من ثنيال ال تار ناس الن يو الللا ىةابل ا 

 يه اهل المويند المن  ة النبلا صلل الله عليه وولم  لا الهجرةف ت   وا انه مان ي للا بيكم لا تل م هم هةذو  

 مةربين علل الخياند اهله ا لبهم من الزناتىد والمسةتمرين

BBC Translation (7) that dirty Ghiryani [words indistinct but the gist is insulting Ghiryani's direct 

family lineage]. 

 

Several sentences were left out in the translation of this speech, along with their ideological 

and rhetorical effects. The original text’s paragraph featured in the above example was 

summarised in one sentence in the translation, with the use of brackets. Although he or she 

has attributed this decision to the fact that the words were indistinct, it does not justify the 

shift from full translation to summary translation. More specifically, the reason for this shift 

could be attributed to the fact that Gaddafi’s speeches were delivered in a colloquial Libyan 

dialect. However, simply summarising the content of the untranslated sentences does not 

compensate for a full translation, as the omitted sentences are rich in religious and cultural 

content that is purposefully employed in the text to affect the audience’s emotions by 

reminding them that Ghiryani ( لهوساع مابا  مث  برم الل  استقب  المسلمي  وقهال نلهع البهرس علينها مه  ثنيهات ا

ا انه  كهان يصهل  بهيك  لا تصهوسو ,نف  النشير الل  قابلوا في  اه  المرين  المنوس  النب  صل  الله علي  وسهل  فه  الدجهر 

 does not resemble his great‘ (تلومهوه  ههاول متهربي  عله  الخيانه  اهله  املهبد  مه  الزناسقه  والمسههتممري 
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grandfathers who have supported the Prophet Muhammed peace be upon him unlike 

Ghiryani who has betrayed his people’. The translator has left the underlined sentences 

unrendered, thus affecting the discourse’s continuity and balance, which in turn negatively 

impacts the coherence relationships that exist throughout the text, as well its informativity. 

Type of Error  Description   

Coherence: Continuity and 

Balance 

This unjustifiable omission has affected the continuity, balance and 

informativity of the target text. 

 

Example No. (62):  

Original 

sentence  

 

 وأهل القباءل  هروا منا قكم من بنلا وليو تا ب نا  يزان وبها من جاا ا ومةن الجبةل القباءةل اللةلا ز اةت مةن 

 خا ج  رابلس من خا ج ىباءل  رابلس

BBC Translation (12)The tribes are marching from several regions: from Bani Walid, Tarhouna, 

Fizzan, Sabha, Jufara, from the mountain, tribes are marching in from outside 

Tripoli.  

 

Gaddafi’s speeches, particularly during the Libyan revolution, were teeming with 

imperatives. Using the imperative form of a verb is a tactical persuasive technique with 

which the political genre is characterised. It adds assertion to the statement and influences 

audiences’ minds. Politicians usually use the imperative form to ensure that their speeches 

are audience-centric as well as to encourage the audience to focus on the speaker’s words 

(Chilton, 2004). In this sentence from the original speech, Gaddafi is directly and 

repeatedly using the imperative form to incite the people of Tripoli to purge their city. He 

uses the imperative form of the verb (ندهر) which means ‘clear’, to convince his audience 

that promoting this purge is their duty and mission. By combining the two techniques of 

using imperatives and also repeating them, Gaddafi is heavily emphasising the need for his 

audience to carry out the required action. In the translation, however, these imperative 

forms were brought down to the more neutral and less engaging infinitive form. In this 

particular example, the imperative form of the verb (ندهر) ‘clear’ found in the original 
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sentence is completely ignored in the translation, which leaves the translated sentence less 

engaging than its Arabic counterpart, in which Gaddafi was directly addressing his 

audience.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax Replacing the form of the verb from the imperative to the infinitive 

distorts the expected level of engagement. It also affects the 

transference of the intended meaning with all its accompanying 

effects. 

 

Example No. (63):   

Original sentence    واليريةة  انةةلا لقيةةت شةةبار يج بةة ا المنةةا ق وعةةاتي جةةوا مةةا  سةة   ان موينةةد  ةةرابلس  ةةلا خفةةر او ان

الجةةرذان ج هةةا. متةبةةرين ان هةةذي  اجةةد بسةةيفد وان و ةةوال مكا اةةد ال ةةي  و و ةةوال مكا اةةد الا  هةةار 

 ىايمد ب اجبها وىاضيد علل المجرمين. 

BBC Translation (36) I found young people on the streets. To be honest, I did not feel like Tripoli 

had fallen or that some had marched into it. I consider this a simple thing, just an 

issue of riot control. Counter-terrorism units are currently carrying out their 

duties and rounding up criminals. 

 

The situational context of this section reflects the state of comparison that Gaddafi was 

attempting to establish between two groups of the city of Tripoli’s youth after his 

undercover walk. In this example as well as the next one, the ways in which this entire 

comparison was incorrectly rendered in the translation will be discussed. To start off with, 

Gaddafi revealed his shock upon seeing that some of the Tripoli youth were not grasping 

the seriousness of the unfolding situation at that time. He was surprised to see them 

roaming the streets, ignoring the danger. In his speech, he says ( واليريه  انه  لقيه  شهباب يجوبهوا

ممتبهري  ان ههاي حابه  بسهيط  وان  .المنان  وعاسي برا ما حسوش ان مرين  نرابل  ف  خطر او ان الجرذان بوها

سههاب قايمه  بواببدها وقاضهي  عله  المجهرمي وحهرات مكافحه  الشهي  و  وحهرات مكافحه  الاه .) meaning “what is 

strange is that I found some youth hanging out in the streets as if everything is normal. 

They did not feel that the city of Tripoli is in danger or that the rats have entered their city”. 

He attributed their attitude to the possibility of them thinking that their city’s circumstances 
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are just a matter of riot control, and that the concerned authority units are controlling the 

situation and eliminating the criminals.  

In the translation, however, Gaddafi’s critical criticism was stripped of its ironic aspect. 

The reader of the translation would assume that Gaddafi is simply narrating the events 

occurring at the time. The tone of the ironic criticism and anger, in the original sentence, is 

levelled down in the translation to a great extent, due to the incorrect interpretation of the 

use of ironic aspect. Moreover, this entire comparison was not singled out in the translation, 

leaving the meaning ambiguous. A reader of the translation would not think that Gaddafi 

was ironically speaking about the first group of youth, nor that he was comparing between 

two groups at all.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis Misreading the connotative meaning of the ironical structure 

resulted in providing incorrect information.  

 

Example No. (64):   

Original sentence  عةةال لكةةن بتةةو أ ةةراف الموينةةد م ةةيت نا يةةد الموينةةد السةة يويد تتىيةةت مةة  شةةبار وةة ي عةةاملين مجم 

 بأولاد متن ك ف  اجد  وعد 

BBC Translation (161) I have met revolutionary young people carrying AK-47s. 

 

In the previous example (63), Gaddafi mocked the first type of youth he met during his 

undercover walk. In the current example, however, he speaks proudly of the other type of 

Tripoli youth. The use of the conjunction ( لكه) meaning ‘but’, is a clear indication of an 

opposite or a different outcome. Despite this, the conjunction was not conveyed in the 

translated version, making the comparison less obvious. In describing the other type of 

youth, Gaddafi used the adjective (سهوي) which means “good” in the general sense, so as to 

encourage the people of Tripoli to follow their steps. He believed them to be equipped with 

the necessary weapons to face the surrounding dangers, unlike the first group who were 

acting carelessly. This comparison was not successfully rendered in the translation, 
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resulting in the misreading and incorrect transferring of intended meanings. Furthermore, 

the choice of the word ‘revolutionary’ as an equivalent for the word (سهوي) ‘good’ brings 

more weight to the meaning than that expressed by the Arabic word.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunctions  The omission of the cohesive conjunction result in misreading the 

comparison and thus making the meaning of the sentences less 

explicit than that of the original.  

Informativity: Lexis The incorrect choice of equivalent to the word (وة ي) ‘good’ results 

in providing an inaccurate translation, which affects the transfer of 

the intended meaning.   

 

Example No. (65):  

Original sentence  اليو  لا اخر  مرة و نة اصل 

BBC Translation (17) And tomorrow we will communicate again,  

 

The error detected in this example is the same as the ones found in Examples 22 and 53 

above, that being starting the TT sentence with ‘and’. To avoid unnecessary repetition, 

discussion is only made here to the type of error in this example.  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunction (cohesive 

device)   

Starting sentences with ‘and’ does not comply with English 

grammatical conventions.  

 

Final Calculation of Errors in the Speech:  

  

Speech  Number of Examples    Total Number of Errors 

Third Speech 10 12 
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5. Analysis of the Fourth Speech’s Errors  

Example No. (66): 

Original  sentence  هذو  الجرذان انةه ا.  

CNN Translation (1)They are finished 

 

As explained in Example (55), starting a translation, as the case in this speech, with the 

pronoun ‘they’, with no clear indication as to what it refers to, creates an ambiguity in the 

reference between the text’s items. Pronouns should distinctly refer to a particular noun 

that, ideally, comes antecedently; in the original version, the antecedent to this pronoun is 

clearly mentioned in the same sentence - ‘The rats are finished’. As pronouns are generic 

words that hold little meaning on their own, it is difficult to understand the meaning of the 

sentence as a whole if the antecedent it refers to is not clear. The ambiguity resulting from 

this error affects the acceptability of the text, as the meaning becomes unintelligible given 

that the succeeding sentences are coherently connected to the first one.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Syntax  Beginning the text with a pronoun that does not clearly refer to a particular 

entity affects the informativity, coherence and acceptability of the text as a 

whole, given that the meaning becomes unintelligible.  

 

Example No. (67):  

Original sentence  بإذن الله 

CNN Translation  (9)With Allah's help. 
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Quite often, when Muslims refer to the future they preface their statement with the phrase 

 with Allah’s permission’. It is an acknowledgment that they often express, as they’ (بهإذن الله)

believe that humans do not possess absolute knowledge of future events and outcomes, and 

can only hope for favourable conclusions;  in the end, everything occurs by Allah’s will. In 

this example, Gaddafi, being Muslim, uses this phrasal expression to acknowledge that 

what he claimed to be his utmost intention in the preceding sentence, dying as martyr for 

his lands, can only come to pass if Allah wills it to happen. Therefore, the translation of this 

expression as “with Allah’s help” ignores the religious background that Gaddafi shares 

with his audience. It also gives the wrong indication that such an intention could be 

fulfilled with the help of Allah, which is not the intended meaning of the original 

expression.  

Type of Error  Description   

Informativity: Lexis Incorrectly translating a religious expression results in providing an inaccurate 

translation of the intended meaning.   

 

Example No. (68):  

Original  sentence  أولاتنا هم الللا تمروا  اءراتهم 

CNN Translation (12) Our children are the one's who have destroyed these planes. 

 

There are three errors in the translation of this sentence. First, the explicit bound pronoun 

 which means ‘their planes’, works as a possessive pronoun in Arabic. The (نها راتد ) in (هه )

equivalent of this pronoun in English is a third person possessive pronoun, i.e., ‘their’. 

However, in the translation, it has been incorrectly rendered to the demonstrative ‘these’, 

which makes the meaning vague, as the pretext does not suggest any noun to which this 

demonstrative could refer. The second error lies in the translation of the word (أولاتنةا) 

‘youth’ as ‘children’ which does not communicate the intended meaning. The last error is 

in the translation of the separate pronoun ( هه) which refers to the ‘youth’ and works as a 

nominal substitute of the same word. However, this pronoun has been translated as ‘one’s’. 
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The use of the possessive (’s), instead of the equivalent English nominal substitute ‘ones’ 

creates an ambiguity in the translation as it is not clear what this possession refers to. 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Reference  Translating the possessive pronoun as a demonstrative that does not 

clearly refer to an entity results in the meaning of the sentence as a 

whole being unclear.  

Informativity: Lexis Translating the word ‘youth’ as ‘children’ conveys wrong indication 

that the Libyan children have participated in the civil war, which is 

not the intended meaning.  

Cohesion: Ellipsis  Using the possessive ’s’ instead of the plural form of the nominal 

substitute ‘ones’ does not convey the intended meaning.    

 

Example No. (69):  

Original  sentence  المنةظر الي م ه  هذا. المن  ت الي م ه  هذا. 

CNN Translation (16) This is the day on which we should liberate the city. We've been 

looking forward to that day. 

 

Parallelism is a rhetorical and textual device employed in Arabic discourse (Al-Jubouri, 

1983). It creates a textual semantic unity which adds to the cohesive relationships that exist 

between different parts of the sentence and the text. In this example can be found an 

incomplete parallelism, in which “there is a partial coincidence between parallelistic forms” 

(Al-Jubouri, 1983, p.107). The parallelistic parts ( هاا هو اليو), meaning ‘this is the day’ are 

repeated twice respectively. Al-Jubouri (1983) argues that this structure renders the 

argument more persuasive. However, the translation has stripped Gaddafi’s statements of 

their persuasive nature by dissolving the structure into ordinary sentences, which results in 

some loss of the rhetorical effect intended through the use of such a cohesive device.  

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion:  

Parallelism  

Failing to recognise the functions of parallelism as a cohesive device 

resulted in decreasing the persuasive nature of the statement.  
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Example No. (70):  

Original sentence  أمبر الله. أمبر الله .أمبر الله. 

CNN Translation  (26) God is great. 

 

In this speech, the phrase (الله أكبر), which means ‘Allah is the Greatest’, is repeated three 

times at the end of this speech. This repetition has a connotative meaning for the Libyan 

people. It was adopted as the official national anthem of the Libyan Arab Republic by the 

then Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, to express his hopes of uniting the Arab World. 

This phrase replaced the previous national anthem ‘Libya, Libya, Libya’, which was used 

before the Gaddafi government. However, when Libya’s government was dissolved in 

October 2011 following the Libyan Civil War and the death of Gaddafi, ‘Libya, Libya, 

Libya’ was once again employed as the new national anthem. Therefore, this particular 

phrase is functionally loaded, as it represents victory and unity, which were both crucial to 

Gaddafi at the time. However, this intended word repetition was not matched in the 

translation of the speech, resulting in the loss of some of the lexical repetition’s rhetorical 

effect.  

 

Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Lexical cohesion 

(repetition)  

The loss of the rhetorical function through the repetition of certain lexical 

items leads to the loss of part of the intended effect that was meant to be 

created through the lexical repetition, consequently affecting the intended 

meaning.  

 

Example No. (71):  

Original  sentence الي م عليها الة  يت ويةمو 

CNN Translation (3)And they are voting on it tonight. 

 

In the translated version of this speech, the translation of the Arabic connective device (و) 

‘and’ was treated as a one-to-one relationship throughout the text, which does not comply 

with English grammar as explained in Examples (22), (53), and (65).  
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Type of Error  Description   

Cohesion: Conjunction  

(cohesive device)   

Starting sentences with ‘and’ does not comply with the English 

grammatical conventions.   

 

Final Calculation of Errors in this Speech:  

 

 

In conclusion, the total number of errors detected in the selected speeches is 81 errors. 

Some examples contain more than one error, and therefore, the total number of errors is 

higher than the total number of the presented examples, i.e., 71. After the identification of 

errors according to the adopted model of error analysis, the reflections of these errors on the 

overall quality index of each speech are discussed in detail in the next chapter.    

  

Speech  Number of Examples    Total Number of Errors 

Fourth Speech 6 8 
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Chapter 5 

Results   

 

In this chapter, the findings will be presented in two stages. Firstly, the results obtained 

from the application of the two TQA methods detailed in Chapter 3 will be explored. It is 

important to reiterate here that this study does not aim to prescribe either of these two 

methods over the other. Rather, it aims to outline the differences in their application, in 

relation to the subjectivity inherent to TQA. Secondly, the results obtained from the 

application of the error analysis model, which will have been adapted with the necessary 

modifications so as to become a more comprehensive assessment tool for the purpose of 

this study, as well as for Arabic-English translations in general, will be presented. The 

theory of textuality itself has been adopted in the field of Translation Studies as a model to 

both describe the process and the product of translation, and to assess the quality of 

translation (see Chapter 3); it has also provided practical means to comprehensively assess 

a translation, due to its operative role. Therefore, only the results obtained from the 

application of the suggested amendments to the original model are discussed in this 

chapter.  

 

5.1 Differences in the Application of the Two Main Approaches in TQA 

 

A. Justification of the Quality Index 

Table (5.1) summaries the differences between the quality indexes given by Method (A) 

and Method (B) respectively.  

Quality Index Speech No (1)  Speech No (2)  Speech No (3)  Speech No (4)  

Error Analysis 

Method (A) 

3.4/10 6/10 4.6/10 5.2/10 

Holistic 

Assessment 

Method (B) 

2.75/10 6/10 6.75/10 7.75/10 

Table (5.1): The Overall Quality Indexes from Method (A) and Method (B)  
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Based on this table, the results acquired from the examination of the justification of the 

quality index provided by each assessment method as a criterion of objectivity can be 

summarised as follows: 

Translation scholars emphasise that the mark reached at the end of TQA should be 

justifiable. However, from the application of both methods, it can be noted that the mark 

obtained with Method (A) is quantitatively justified, as it is a reflection of the number of 

the errors present in the translated text compared to the total number of words in that 

translation, whereas the mark reached in Method (B) can only be qualitatively justified. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the judgment statements, provided by the raters in this 

study, were not supported with any quantitative statistics.  

Although qualitative statements are hypothetically believed to increase the subjective 

nature of translation quality assessment given that, for the most part, they do not stem from 

a predefined set of parameters, but from raters’ judgment and estimation, it is worth 

mentioning that the inter-rater reliability between this study’s two external raters is quite 

high. This demonstrates that there is much consensus in the ratings, which were given 

independently by the two raters for the same assessment task. This could be considered as a 

positive aspect of the holistic model adopted.  

The TER adopted in this study to render the number of errors detected from the error 

analysis in Method (A), does not appear to be affected by the length of the translated text. 

Although one would assume that the quality index would be significantly affected by the 

number of errors in short texts than in comparatively lengthy texts, the results obtained 

from the application of Method (A) proves this to be a false assumption. To elaborate, the 

quality index of the second speech is (6/10), whereas the quality index of the fourth speech 

is (5.2/10). The number of errors detected in these speeches compared to their word count 

vary considerably; the second speech has 29 errors, whereas the fourth speech has only 8. 

The word count in the second speech is (1014 words) compared to (311 words) for the 

fourth one. This sizeable difference is not matched in the awarded quality index, as the 

difference between the two values is small. Additionally, the number of errors compared to 

the number of words in the translated text does not appear to have much impact on the 

quality index in Method (B), where the quality is determined depending on two assessment 

criteria.  
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The quality index in Method (B) is based on the separate scores that raters assign for the 

two governing criteria in the adopted holistic model (the accuracy of transfer from the 

original language and the quality of expression in the target language). In Speech No. (3) 

and (4), the relatively high marks awarded for the second criterion (the quality of 

expression in the target language) increased the overall quality index of those translations, 

notwithstanding the low marks assigned for the first criterion (the accuracy of transfer). In 

other words, the overall mark obtained in Method (B) may not reflect the low mark given 

for the first criteria, if the mark assigned for the second is relatively high. 

  

B. Considering Translation Negative and Positive Aspects in TQA 

 

The examination of this aspect in the previous chapter reaches the following conclusions:  

- The quality index in Method (A) reflects the defects in the translations only. It gives 

no credit to creative strategies adopted by the translators to solve certain translation 

problems. Therefore, it can be argued that the view of TQA in error analysis models 

is restricted, since it focuses only on the negative aspects of a translation, which 

supposedly increases the element of subjectivity in the assessment.  

- The view of translation quality seems to be more comprehensive in Method (B), 

given that it considers both the negative and positive aspects of quality. Both of the 

raters who are part of this study have asserted that they have given credit for good 

translations of certain phrases when awarding the marks. However, the importance 

of the positive aspects in Method (B) is only roughly estimated by the raters. 

 

C. Building TQA Models on Established Theories of Translation  

 

As for the implementation of this criterion, in the two assessment methods, it can be 

concluded that:   

 the from extracted is that translation to approach linguistic a on built is (A) Method -

 textuality of standards seven s’Dressler and Beaugrande textuality. of theory scientific

 Spring Arab selected the of quality the assess to parameters evaluative as used were

 subjective on based not therefore, is, Assessment translations. ’sspeeche presidential
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 seven the of expectations the fulfil texts translated the whether on rather but preferences

 4. Chapter in illustrated as theory the of authors original the by described as standards, 

-Method (B) is also based on prominent notions in the field of translation, as it is mainly 

derived from a verifiable classification of translation adequacy. The assessment in this 

model is based on two criteria, namely, quality of accuracy of transfer from the SL and 

quality of expression in the TL, which together are established as verifiable notions of in 

TQA.  

 

D. Including a Quantification Dimension in TQA 

 

The examination of the way in which this criterion of objectivity is implemented in the two 

assessment methods revealed that: 

- Error quantification is implemented in Method (A), which is based on error 

analysis. As explained in Chapter 3, quality index is calculated following the 

adopted TER which basically reflects the total number of errors against the total 

number of words count in the translated texts.  

- Method (B), on the other hand, does not quantify the type of errors or calculate the 

number of errors committed in a translation. This method does not clearly 

differentiate between different types of errors, and nor does it include explicit 

criteria upon which to base the evaluation.  

 

E. Following a Multi-Perspective Assessment    

 

Examining the two methods of assessment in light of this criterion of objectivity exposed 

the following:  

- As far as following a multi-perspective viewpoint of assessment is concerned, 

Method (A) proved to be comprehensive. This is because it covers most of the 

aspects of the text that contribute to the creation of meaning and as well as those 

which can be affected during the process of translation, and therefore can in turn 

impact the process of transferring the original text’s communicative value.  

- The view of translation quality in Method (A), where the error analysis is based on 
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the textuality theory, is that the linguistic choices in the target text should reflect the 

standards of cohesion, coherence, informativity, intentionality, situationality and 

intertextuality of the source texts, and considers quality to be the appropriateness of 

the linguistic choices in the translated texts with regards to the linguistic and 

nonlinguistic ones of the original texts. The assessment of quality in Method (A) 

proved to be based on the appreciation of both the micro level (represented in the 

standards of cohesion, coherence, informativity, and intentionality) and the macro 

level (represented in the examination of the standards of acceptability, situationality 

and intertextuality).  

- Method (B) focuses mostly on the micro level of assessment. Assessment in this 

method is based on the acknowledgement of two main parameters: accuracy of 

transfer from the original text and quality of expression in the target language. 

These two parameters are generic, meaning that subjectivity can stem from the sole 

reliance on certain parameters, and the lack of consideration for other influencing 

factors. 

 

F. Considering the Text Type in TQA 

 

Considering text type as a criterion of objectivity in the study’s two methods of assessment 

uncovered the following: 

- Although considering the text type in TQA is believed to lend the assessment 

process more objectivity, it is not explicitly implemented in either of the two 

assessment methods. The style, however, is considered in both methods.  

- In Method (A), the effect of the text type on the assessment is acknowledged in the 

selected model, as the style is considered in the appreciation of the standard of 

acceptability, where the naturalness of the TT style is regarded as an assessment 

criterion. Style is also taken into account in the standard of intertextuality, where the 

relevant target text’s style should resemble texts of similar nature.  

- Text type is also considered in Method (B). However, it does not specify whether 

the style should reflect that of the original author, or of the text genre conventions in 

the target language. Therefore in this case, there is more room left to raters’ 
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preferences and judgments in Method (B) than Method (A).  

 

5.2 Applicability of the Suggested Model 

  

Most of the translation errors detected in this study fall under the standards of cohesion, 

coherence, and informativity and are therefore firstly discussed in this chapter. 

 

1. The Standard of Cohesion:  

With regards to cohesion, the following results were obtained from the application of the 

amended model: 

- Cohesion is one of the important textual features of texts. Cohesive devices 

(reference, conjunctions, ellipsis, substitutions, lexical cohesion, paraphrasing, and 

parallelism) are used to connect the parts of a text and bring forth meaning. From 

the examination of this study’s corpus, it can be concluded that reference and 

conjunctions, among the other devices, are markedly different in English and 

Arabic. For instance, there are major distinctions between Arabic and English 

demonstrative systems. Arabic demonstratives express gender distinctions, whereas 

in English, ‘this’ and ‘that’ are used to refer to both genders. Arabic also 

differentiates between singular, dual, and plural demonstrative pronouns, whereas 

English differentiates between singular and plural demonstratives only. Translators’ 

unawareness of such differences often results in translation problems, as illustrated 

in Example (39).  

- As far as reference is concerned, some cohesion shifts cause some translation 

problems, due to the inherent differences between the two linguistic systems. 

Compared to English, Arabic has a wider set of pronouns. The Arabic explicit and 

implicit pronouns show not only gender distinctions but also number distinctions. 

Arabic pronouns also differ according to their position in the sentence, whether 

nominative, accusative, or genitive. On the other hand, English deals with a limited 

set of pronouns, and gender distinction appears in the case of the third person 

singular (i.e., he/she). Lastly, Arabic does not have the category of some possessive 

pronouns such as mine, his, yours, etc. Consequently, these differences create 
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reference problems in the translation. The word ( مجلسي) ‘two houses’ in Example 

(9), for instance, refers to a dual entity. In the translation however, the dual pronoun 

has been incorrectly translated to ‘houses’. In English, this plural noun could refer 

to two or more houses, whereas the word in Arabic specifically refers to two. 

Ambiguous number specification in the translation resulted in providing inaccurate 

information which affected the transference of the intended meaning. 

- Another main distinction between Arabic and English pronouns relates to their 

cohesive function(s). Personal reference in Arabic is typically anaphoric. Moreover, 

the third person pronoun can also function cataphorically to refer to an entity that 

will appear later in the text, although this is not common practice. Furthermore, 

Arabic implicit pronouns, though they are not outwardly formed in the surface 

structure, can also fulfil a cohesive function by encouraging receivers to retrieve 

their antecedents from somewhere in the text, or from shared background 

knowledge.  

- The conjunction (و) ‘and’ is typically repeated in Arabic spoken and written 

discourses. In the first Egyptian speech for example, it was repeated ten times in 

one sentence. Not only was repetition unavoidable in that particular sentence, it did 

not affect its readability, as the statement read normally. This is due to the fact that 

its structure falls in line with Arab grammarians’ beliefs that Arabic is a syndetic 

language, in which almost every idea is linked to the proceeding one with a 

connective. Given that the relationship between English and Arabic conjunctions is 

not one-to-one, translating every (و) into ‘and’ made the translation sound awkward, 

as English cannot tolerate such heavy repetition.  

- Unlike English, Arabic is a derivational language that is based on a root system. 

Many words can be derived from the same root, and root repetition is usually 

created at the morphological level. In Arabic, the morphological repetition of roots 

is generally created by the multiple use of the same root within a single clause or 

sentence. For example, the sentence ( الحر  ك  الحر  والمي  ك  المي) in Example (31), 

is characterised by its root repetition, which is used to emphasise the expressed 

meanings. However, this emphasis is difficult to render in the translation, due to the 

inherent differences between the Arabic and English languages. However, it can be 
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compensated for via different means such as the use of an adverb of emphasis (like 

certainly, obviously, undoubtedly), or through the use of typological devices such as 

italics, which are essentially used to give an added force or a greater degree of 

certainty to a particular word in a sentence or to the sentence as a whole.  

- As for conjunctions, based on the textual analysis conducted in this study, it can be 

concluded that the most frequently used devices are (و) ‘and’ and (و) ‘so’, and both 

are employed as coordinating conjunctions and cohesive devices of different 

functions, as illustrated in the examples found in Chapter 4. The misinterpretation 

of their functions creates translation problems on the structural and the 

informational level, as is the case in Example No. (17). 

- Failing to recognise cohesion relationships between sentences leads to confusion 

about the referent of certain pronouns which, in turn, results in inaccurate 

translation.  The translation of the fourth speech showcases this issue very well, 

where the translation began with the pronoun ‘they’. The referent that this pronoun 

alludes to is unclear in the translation, and as pronouns are generic words that hold 

little meaning on their own, it is difficult to understand the meaning of the sentence 

as a whole if the antecedent it refers to is elusive. This affects the TT, as the 

meaning becomes unintelligible due to the fact that the succeeding sentences are 

coherently connected to the first one.  

- Paraphrasing is one of the Arabic devices that is used to create a lexical cohesion in 

a text. It involves the numerous restatement of a certain point or argument. This 

type of repetition reflects the tendency of some writers or speakers to force 

assertion. At the end of his second speech, for instance, Mubarak asserts certain 

points by paraphrasing ideas: (  براي  الممر ومشواسم ومنتدام  ..والمسوولي  والواب   ..ه  الدرو والياي.. 

 Egypt is the goal and the ultimate wish. It is our responsibility and‘ (وأسض المحيا والممات

duty. It is the beginning of our lives and its end. It is the land that will witness our 

lives and deaths’. This sense of assertion was partially lost in the translation, as 

most of the paraphrased phrases in the original sentences were left without 

repetition or paraphrasing, thus affecting the transference of assertion and the 

rhetorical effect resulting from it.  
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- Parallelism is a rhetorical and textual device in Arabic discourse. It creates a textual 

semantic unity which adds to the cohesive relationships that exist between different 

parts of a sentence and text. Example (69), for example, contained parallelism in 

which the parallelistic parts, ( هاا هو اليو) ‘this is the day’, are repeated twice. The 

use of this structure in Arabic makes the argument more persuasive and also is 

regarded as a cohesive device. However, the translation stripped Gaddafi’s 

statements of their persuasive and cohesive aspects by dissolving the structure into 

ordinary sentences, resulting in the significant loss of the intended rhetorical effect.   

 

2. The Standard of Coherence:  

 

Concerning coherence, the following results were obtained from the application of the 

proposed model: 

• Cohesion shifts can result in inaccurate coherence shifts. The coherence relation that 

exists between two sentences in Arabic depends largely on the conjunction used to link 

them, provided they are indeed connected by one. Thus, the coherence of the TT is 

affected by how the Arabic conjunction is translated. The causal relationship that exists 

between the two Arabic sentences in Example (17) , for instance, is negatively impacted 

by the use of the comma in the translation, instead of a conjunction such as ‘so’ or 

‘because’, to render the explicit Arabic conjunction employed in the original text in the 

optic of reflecting a causal relationship.  

• The unjustified deletion of certain sentences in the translation affects the completeness of 

the original message and, consequently, the coherence of the text as a whole. For 

instance, the last two sentences in Mubarak’s first speech were omitted in the translation, 

despite being ideologically and informatively loaded. The first sentence (  حفظ الله هاا الون

 may Allah protect this nation and its people’ is a prayer with which Mubarak‘ (وشمب 

intentionally chose to end his speech. This prayer is both politically and ideologically 

motivated as he is seeking to maintain the religious identity that is so appealing to his 

audience, with the aim of gaining their support and sympathy. The second sentence 

 may peace and mercy of Allah be upon you’ is typically‘ (والسم  عليك  وسحم  الله وبركات )

used by Mubarak to begin and end his speeches, as well as to maintain a semblance of 
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religious identity. These two sentences were unreasonably left out of the translation, 

along with their ideological and rhetorical effects, thus resulting in an abrupt ending. 

Such a deletion affects the continuity and balance of the discourse, which in turn impacts 

the coherence relationships that exist throughout the text. 

 

3. The Standard of Informativity:  

 

The following results were obtained from the application of the proposed model with 

regards to informativity: 

• In terms of accuracy, the translation of a lexical item can either be accurate or inaccurate. 

It is considered accurate if all the aspects of the meaning (the denotative and connotative) 

are conveyed in the translation. In contrast, the translation is considered inaccurate if the 

equivalent word conveys a different meaning from that meant by the original, or connotes 

a meaning that is not originally intended. In Arabic-English translation, certain words are 

‘habitually’ considered to be equivalents. However, a thorough examination of these 

words’ semantic ranges show that the assumed relationship of equivalence could be 

baseless. Example No. (52) in the second speech demonstrates this, as the word (أحراث) 

meaning ‘events’ was translated as ‘issues’. The words ‘event’ and ‘issues’ reflect two 

different aspects of meaning, and are not equally equivalent to the original word, as 

illustrated in Chapter 4. 

• The inconsistency in dealing with the same lexical item invites confusion, as receivers of 

a translation may incorrectly assume that the terms employed refer to different things, 

when in fact, they both refer to the same word. In Gaddafi’s second speech, the translator 

translated the word (الله) correctly as ‘Allah’ in its first occurrence, but unexpectedly 

rendered it as ‘God’ in its second appearance, potentially implying that these two words 

refer to two different entities, which is not so in the original text.  

• The meaning of some words can only be understood by understanding the context 

correctly. In Example (10), the word (ميايرا) ‘different, variant’ has been translated as 

‘new’. The situational context in which this word appears reflects a state of instability and 

concern, as Mubarak, in the pretext, warns the Egyptians that surviving the coming days 

requires a great deal of wisdom. The word ‘new’, on the other hand, usually reflects a 
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state of positive change, which is inappropriate in that context. Therefore, translating the 

word (ميايرا) as ‘new’ violates the denotative and connotative meanings of the situational 

context in which it appears. 

1.The function of the rhetorical devices used in a text should be identified in order to be 

reproduced. However, it is not always possible to reproduce an Arabic metaphor in 

English, due to the linguistic and cultural differences between the two languages. As 

metaphors are essentially used in Arabic to imply certain meanings, it is not 

recommended for these meanings to be made explicit in the translation unless the 

translator is certain that there exists no equivalent metaphor. Reducing the metaphoric 

expression to its sense does not comply with the standard steps to deal with metaphors in 

texts. For instance, this was done in Example No. (18) with (ص  الزي  عل  الناس), despite 

there being a similar metaphor in English - ‘to add fuel to the fire’. This affects the text’s 

degree of informativity as it makes the sentence more explicit than it should be.   

• Thematisation is introduced in the adapted model as an informative device. The purpose 

of thematising certain elements in a text should be considered and reproduced in the 

translation, if possible. In Arabic, all linguistic elements can be thematised (verbs, nouns, 

prepositional phrases, adverbial clauses of place and time, and nominal clauses). If the 

thematised element is a verb, the focus is on the process, whereas when the thematised 

element is a noun, the focus is on the entity. Finally, when the adverbial clause or the 

prepositional phrase are thematised, the focus is on the circumstantial elements, to 

prepare the context for the coming information. All these elements can also be thematised 

in English, with the exception of verbs, as this does not conform with English grammar.  

• Shifts in thematisation affect the degree of emphasis that is intended in the original text 

by placing certain elements in a certain position. Any shift of thematised items found in 

the text denotes meanings that are not provided in the original sentence, consequently 

creating changes in the original meaning. In Example No. (16), the error detected lies in 

changing the order of Mubarak’s list of people in the original sentence. The ex-president 

started with ( فمحي  وعمال) ‘farmers and workers’, however in the translation, the translator 

shifted the order and consequently, the theme of said original order, to start with the 

religious element, which reflects a rather sensitive division - ( مسلمي  وأقبان) ‘its Muslims 

and Christians’. This unnecessary change entailed thematising these elements and giving 
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them more emphasis by bringing them into focus. This shift affects the informativity of 

the text, as the translator made it seem as if Mubarak’s first priority was the division 

between Muslims and Christians, which is a rather sensitive division.   

 

4. The Standard of Intentionality:  

 

The following results were obtained concerning intentionality: 

• The intended meaning of a word can only be conveyed if the denotative and connotative 

aspects of the meaning are considered. Conveying only one of these meanings will result 

in partial rendering of the whole meaning.  

• One of the most common features of political speeches is the reliance on rhetoric to speak 

persuasively, regardless of one’s personal beliefs, as it is believed to be the art of 

persuasion. Therefore, what is said or written in political speeches can carry different 

implied meanings than that of what is expressed explicitly. Translators dealing with this 

type of text should be very aware of their producers’ explicit and implicit intentions.  

• The standard of intentionality is also affected by manipulative language - another 

common feature of political speeches (Chilton, 2004). These devices frequently used by 

politicians to enforce manipulation include lexical-semantic devices and rhetorical 

devices. This means that translators should be able to recognise the goal behind such 

manipulation, and attempt to convey it via the use of equivalent linguistic devices in the 

TL, if possible. 

• Intentionality operates on two levels of a text, the levels of cohesion and informativity. 

With regards to cohesion, cohesive devices, apart from being textual connectors, can be 

employed to serve a specific purpose. For instance, certain devices are used to emphasise 

a particular meaning. Due to the inherent differences between English and Arabic writing 

conventions, this extra intended meaning cannot always be reflected in the translation; for 

example, the repetition of morphological patterns is not tolerated in English in the way 

that it is in Arabic. Therefore, translators should ideally rely on tools which can 

compensate for the loss of the intended effect or meaning. As for informativity, 

thematising, for instance, entails giving information an added focus. The intended 

meaning of such thematisation should be recognised and reproduced in the thematisation. 
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Failing to do so results in the partial loss of the intended meaning.  

 

5. The Standard of Acceptability:  

 

•  Acceptability is concerned with an audience’s attitude towards a text. More specifically, 

how they receive a text and how they regard it as being cohesive, coherent and whether it 

holds any relevance for them. This standard is concerned with three factors: 

intelligibility, naturalness of style, and appropriateness. Errors that make the translation 

unintelligible, inappropriate or not read well affect its acceptability.  

• Errors that violate English writing conventions may make the translation of parts of the 

Arab spring presidential speeches less acceptable, as the English reader expects well-

written translations, particularly if these are published in reputed news agencies such as 

the BBC, CNN, and the Guardian.  

 

6. The Standard of Situationality: 

 

• Examining context consists of studying certain linguistic choices made by the text 

producer according to the relevant context. This echoes the standard of intentionality, as 

both are non-linguistic standards that are only manifested in the text through certain 

linguistic choices that, in the case of intentionality, serve the intention of the speaker, and 

in the case of situationality, serve the context.  

A. Context helps to identify the conversational implicature; this refers to what a speaker 

means or implies as distinct from what he or she is literally saying. It also helps to 

eliminate ambiguity, be it lexical or structural.   

 

All the results obtained from the application of the selected two assessment methods on the 

corpus of this study were discussed in detail in this chapter, as well as the results of the 

suggested amendments on the original model of textuality.  
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Chapter 6  

Discussion of Results  

 

This chapter is dedicated to the discussion of the results obtained from the examination of 

the study’s data discussed in Chapter 4. These are presented in accordance with the study’s 

main two objectives: (1) identifying the differences in the application of the two main 

approaches used in translation quality assessment to the same texts and recognising how 

each approach reduces the subjectivity inherent to TQA, and (2) identifying the outcome of 

applying the proposed model of error analysis (described in Chapter 3) as a TQA model for 

Arabic-English translations. The English translations of the four Arab Spring presidential 

speeches selected for examination underwent a textual analysis based on the proposed 

model derived from the theory of textuality, originally established by Beaugrande and 

Dressler in 1981. For the reasons explained in Chapter 3, the suggested amendments to the 

original model are necessary given the combination of the languages involved in the corpus 

of this study (Arabic and English). The discussion will first begin with the differences in 

the application of the two main approaches in TQA and then shifts to the applicability of 

the proposed model as an assessment model for Arabic-English translations. 

 

6.1 Differences in the Application of the Two Main Approaches in TQA 

 

One of the main objectives of this study is to empirically examine the differences in the 

application of the main approaches, namely error analysis and holistic assessment, used in 

TQA. These are represented in this study by Method (A) and Method (B) respectively. 

Furthermore, this research intends to identify how each of these approaches reduces the 

subjectivity inherent to TQA. The literature review conducted in Chapter 2 showed that 

translation scholars suggest the following criteria to ensure a higher level of objectivity. 

These are: (1) the mark given as a quality index can be justified (Mateo, 2014), (2) the 

negative and positive aspects of the translation are both considered in the assessment of 

translation quality (Waddington, 2001), (3) the model of assessment is built on established 

theories of translation (House, 1997,2001), (4) the model includes a quantification 

dimension in the assessment, meaning that errors are assigned different weights depending 
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on their consequences (Williams, 2001), (5) the assessment follows a multi-perspective 

viewpoint, meaning that both the micro and macro levels of assessment (linguistic and 

nonlinguistic) are covered (House, 2001-2), and lastly, (6) the model does not ignore the 

effect of the text type on the evaluation process (Reiss, 1971,2000).  

As both approaches promise to be objective, this study empirically investigates the 

differences in the applicability of each with regards to the above-mentioned criteria of 

objectivity proposed by specialists in the field. In the following sections, the results 

obtained from the application of both methods to assess the quality of the selected Arab 

Spring presidential speeches are discussed, and the manner in which each of these criteria 

of objectivity are considered in each assessment method is compared.  

 

A. The First Criteria of Objectivity: The Quality Index 

A.1 Application of the Error Analysis, Method (A):  

 Speech No (1)  Speech No (2)  Speech No (3)  Speech No (4)  

Number of 

Errors 
32 29 12 8 

TER Weight of 

Errors  

64 58 24 16 

Word count  1879 1014 524 311 

Quality Index  (64/1879)*100= 

3.4 
(58/1014)*100= 6 (24/524)*100=4.6 (16/311)*100=5.2 

Table (6.1): Results of the Application of Method (A) onto the Selected Data 

 

 

   A.2 Application of the Holistic Assessment, Method (B):  

 Speech No (1)  Speech No (2)  Speech No (3)  Speech No (4)  

First Rater  Accuracy of 

Transfer  

3/10 7/10 4/10 7/10 

Quality of 

Expression  
3/10 5/10 9/10 9/10 

Average of First Rater 3/10 6/10 6.5/10 8/10 
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 Speech No (1)  Speech No (2)  Speech No (3)  Speech No (4)  

Second Rater  Accuracy of 

Transfer  

3/10 6/10 5/10 6/10 

Quality of 

Expression  

2/10 6/10 9/10 9/10 

Average of Second Rater 2.5/10 6/10 7/10 7.5/10 

Quality Index of both Raters  2.75/10 6/10 6.75/10 7.75/10 

Table (6.2): Results of the Application of Method (B) onto the Selected Data 

 

 

As discussed in chapter 2, translation scholars strongly emphasise that following a 

predetermined set of rules in translation quality assessment is the dividing line between 

objective and subjective quality assessment (Martinez and Hurtado, 2001). They also add 

that without a clear perspective based on which translation is assessed, TQA cannot escape 

the accusation of being a random, subjective practice. Mateo (2014) is one of the translation 

scholars who believe that one of the important criteria of objectivity that has to be 

considered in any translation assessment task to reduce its subjectivity is that the mark 

given by the evaluator as a quality index can be justified. This criteria of objectivity is 

actually to ensure that the rater of a certain translation task is basically following a 

predetermined criteria of assessment and, therefore, can justify his/her awarded marks. The 

following sections will discuss whether the quality indexes given by Method (A) and (B) in 

this study can be justified.  

 

The quality index of Speech No. (1) is (3.4/10) in Method (A) and (2.75/10) in Method (B). 

Although both methods allocate low overall marks for this speech’s translation, the mark 

reached in Method (A) is the result of using the translation error rate (TER), a statistical 

tool which is based on calculating the weight of errors against the total number of words in 

the translated text. To elaborate, the translation of Speech No. (1) has (32) errors (weighing 

64 points). The total weight of errors (64 points) is divided by the total number of words in 

the translation (1879 words) and this, following the model, justifies the quality index given 

to that translation - (3.4/10). 
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In Method (B), on the other hand, as far as the first parameter in the holistic method is 

concerned (the accuracy of transfer from the original language), the first rater justifies the 

comparatively lower mark assigned to the first speech’s translation (2.75/10) based on the 

fact that “some whole phrases from the original Arabic have been missed out, and that 

some sentences that are not present in the source text have been inserted in the translated 

version.” The first rater provides the following examples of said insertions:4 

 

4.“(But at the same time, the most important thing is to recognise them). The underlined 

phrase has been inserted by the translator, it does not appear in the ST”.5  

5.“(I know quite well that Egypt, while fighting, should try to go out of this juncture). 

The underlined words did not appear in the ST”. The bold words, according to the first 

rater, are “mistranslated and should have been6 (I am absolutely certain that Egypt will 

overcome this crisis)”.  

The first rater also adds that “numerous words have been completely mistranslated and it 

[i.e. the text] reads as if the translator has no access to a dictionary and has simply guessed 

the meaning of many words and phrases”. The first rater then provides the following 

examples of the mistranslation of certain words, along with suggested translations:  

 

B. “(I’ve retained Egyptian security) should have been (I have preserved the peace)”.  

C. “(I was very keen that those two committees of people who are known among 

Egyptians as honest brokers, the constitutional leaders of Egypt and the judiciary) 

should have been (I was very keen that both these committees should be made up of 

people known to Egyptians as honest brokers, experts in constitutional law and 

members of the judiciary)”.   

 

                                                           
4 All the quotes referring to the first rater are taken from their full written feedback, which is 

attached in Appendix 2.  
5 All the bold and underlined words are emphasised by the raters.  
6 The phrase “should have been” is used by both raters to refer to what they believe to be a better 

translation.  
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The second rater7, who also assigned a low mark to the first speech, explains that “some 

sentences in the translation make no sense at all. The punctuation and paragraph breaks do 

not reflect the original, and some chunks of text appear completely out of place. Chunks of 

the original text have been omitted with no indication from the translator that this has been 

done”. The rater attributes the low level of transfer accuracy to the assumption that “it may 

be that translators working for CNN are under instructions to omit superfluous verbiage or 

repetition but I’m surprised that there is nothing to show where this has occurred”. The 

second rater provides the following examples to support her opinion, as well as suggestions 

of better lexical choices: 

 

A. “(This sense of abiding) should have been (this commitment)”.  

B. “(I tell you here, as a head of state) should have been (I tell you, as President of the 

Republic)”. 

C. “(I do not find any embarrassment) should have been (I do not have any 

objection)”.  

As for the second parameter in Method (B), which is the quality of expression in the target 

language, the first rater justifies assigning a relatively low mark (3/10) as follows: “the 

translation has clearly not been written by a native English speaker”. The second rater 

provides the following examples of incorrect use of English tenses and grammar:  

 

1. “(Those who had committed those crimes) should have been (Those who have 

committed those crimes)”. 

2. “(Preserving our identity which is the main essence of our presence for more than 

7,000 years) should have been (preserving our identity which has been the main 

essence of our existence for more than 7,000 years)”. 

3. “(The transfer of responsibility, which is going to be to the one that the people will 

choose as their leader in transparent and free elections where guarantees are going 

to be there for full transparency and for freedom) would read much better as (the 

transfer of responsibility to the person whom the people will choose as their leader 

                                                           
7 All the quotes referring to the second rater are taken from their full written feedback, which is 

attached in Appendix 3.  
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in free and transparent elections with guarantees of complete freedom and 

transparency”.  

 

The second rater allocates a lower mark than that assigned by the first rater, this being 

(2/10), for the parameter of quality of expression. She ascribes this mark to the “incorrect 

use of English tenses throughout, misuse of definite and indefinite articles, misuse of 

prepositions, incorrect word order, and misspellings”. The following examples are provided 

by the rater in support of the given mark and feedback:  

D.“The following translation has incorrect use of English tenses and also some 

mistranslations: (This is the offer that I undertook before Allah almighty and the 

people and I’m going to keep my promise so that we would put Egypt on a path of 

security and stability, and would already out a perspective for coming out of this 

crisis) should have been (This is the oath that I took before Allah almighty and the 

country, and I’m going to keep my promise so that we can put Egypt on a path of 

security and stability. I have put forward a specific vision for how we can emerge from 

the current crisis)”. 

E. “The following translation has incorrect grammar: (trying to put things on the right 

track as quick as possible) should be (as quickly as possible) or (as soon as possible)”.  

F. “The following translation has incorrect use of definite article: (through the wise 

dialogue) should be (through wise dialogue)”.  

 

The quality index of Speech No. (2) is (6/10) for both methods. Although the mark is 

mathematically justified in Method (A), as shown in Table (5.1), the holistic assessment in 

Method (B) led to the same result. Twenty-nine errors resulted in a total of (58 points). This 

number of points against the total number of words in the translated text (1014 words) 

results in a mark of (6/10) for the quality of that translation. In Method (B), on the other 

hand, the quality index of a translation is the average of the two marks assigned to the two 

governing criteria. With regards to the accuracy of transfer for this speech, the first rater 

justifies the assigned mark (7/10) by arguing that “the content of the source text, for the 

most part, has been transferred accurately, although several words have been completely 
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mistranslated”. The first rater provides the following examples of mistranslation:  

A.“(Dear brothers and citizens, I took the initiative of forming a new government with 

new priorities and duties that respond to the demand of our youth and their mission) 

should have been (Dear brother citizens, I took the initiative of forming a new 

government with new priorities and duties that respond to the demands of our young 

people and their message)”.  

B. “(My primary responsibility now is (omission) security and independence of the 

nation) should have been (My primary responsibility now is to restore the nation’s 

security and stability)”. 

In agreement with the first rater, the second rater explains that, overall, “the translation 

represents the meaning of the original speech adequately and some good solutions have 

been found for tricky expressions that are commonly mistranslated from Arabic into 

English”. The rater adds that “the translation has not always been punctuated and 

paragraphed in such a way as to accurately reflect the rhythm of the rhetoric of the original 

text”, and provides examples in support of her assessment:  

 

1.“(According to my constitutional powers. I call on parliament and its houses to discuss 

amending article 76 and 77 of the constitution concerning the conditions on running 

for presidency of the republic and it sets specific a period for the presidential term). 

This example also contains poor punctuation and bad grammar. It should have been (In 

accordance with my constitutional powers, I call on both houses of parliament to 

discuss amending Articles 76 and 77 of the constitution as regards the conditions on 

running for presidency of the republic and setting a fixed period for the presidential 

term)”.  

2.“I ask God to help me honour this pledge to complete my vocation to Egypt and its 

people in what satisfies God, the nation and its people.” should have been “I ask God 

to grant me success in honouring this pledge to accomplish what I have offered to 

Egypt and its people in a way that pleases God, the nation and its people.”  

 

As for the second criteria of assessment in the holistic method, the quality of expression in 

the TL, both raters believe that with regards to this speech (Speech No. 3), it falls under 
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level (3)8, (First rater: 5/10, Second rater: 6/10). The first rater justifies the assigned mark 

by stating that the translation “does not read as if it has been written by a native English 

speaker”. The second rater, on the other hand, further explains that “there are numerous 

incorrect uses of definite/indefinite articles, some misuse of tenses, and some incorrect 

grammar”. Both raters provide examples in support of their assessment marks:  

A.The first rater provides the following example of incorrect English grammar: “(We are 

living together painful days) should have been (we are living together through painful 

days)”. 

B. The second rater provides the following example of incorrect English grammar: “(I 

have never ever been seeking power and the people know the difficult circumstances 

that I shouldered my responsibility) should have been (I have never sought power and 

the people know the difficult circumstances in which I shouldered my 

responsibilities)”. 

Moving on to the third speech, the difference in quality index marks awarded to the 

translation of this speech via each assessment method is of approximately two marks. 

Method (A) assigns (4.6/10), while Method (B) assigns (6.75 / 10). The quality index of 

Method (A) is obtained by calculating the number of errors. According to the adopted 

model of error analysis, the translation has 12 errors, which weigh 24 points. The overall 

number of points, 24 in this instance, against the overall number of words in that 

translation, which is 524 words, resulted in a 4.6/10 quality index. On the other hand, the 

relatively high quality index obtained with Method (B) (6.75) is explained by the raters’ 

feedback; they both assigned high marks for the successful rendering of the second criteria 

of assessment in the adopted holistic method - the quality of expression. To elaborate, the 

first rater assigned (9/10), arguing that “the translation reads very well – only one or two 

expressions or incorrect use of tenses betray that it has likely been written by a non-native 

speaker of English”. In support of this argument, the first rater provides the following 

example:  

1.“(I am asking you to come on pick up your courage, have courage and come out to the 

streets), a more natural English translation would have been (I am asking you to pluck 
                                                           
8 According to the adopted holistic model (Waddington, 2001), there are five levels of assigned 

marks: Level 1 (1-2 marks), Level 2 (3-4 marks), Level 3 (5-6 marks), Level 4 (7-8 marks) and 

Level 5 (9-10 marks).  
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up your courage, have courage and come out on the streets).”  

The second rater also agreed that “the translated text reads well in English” and this is the 

main reason for the assigned (9/10). However, both raters acknowledge that the translation 

reads well in English not because of the successful rendering of the original text, but rather 

because it “miss[es] out tricky parts of the source text altogether” (the second rater). The 

first rater also asserts that “some parts have been completely missed out in the translation 

and others inserted”. The high mark assigned to this parameter indicates that the given TT 

reads well in English as a result of missing out certain tricky SL units which, if translated 

incorrectly, could have negatively impacted the translation and, therefore, the mark 

assigned for this particular criterion. Furthermore, both raters assigned lower marks for the 

accuracy of transfer from the original text. The first rater allocated (4/10) while the second 

allocated (5/10) for the adequacy of transfer. This signifies that both raters were aware of 

the low level of accuracy of transfer. Despite the fact that this aspect should ideally be 

highly present in a successful translation, given that both raters assigned marks as high as 

(9/10) for quality of expression, it comes as no surprise that the average quality index 

increased regardless of the lower marks awarded for the accuracy criteria. 

 

Finally, the quality index for Speech No. (4) varies considerably between the two methods. 

In Method (A), the quality index mark for the translation of Gaddafi’s speech is (5.2/10). 

The translation contains 8 errors which weigh 16 points. A total of 16 points over the word 

count of the translated text (which is 311 words) results in a quality index of (5.2/10). In 

contrast, Method (B) assigns a (7.75) quality index for the same translation. This marked 

difference is once more due to the difference between the marks assigned for the holistic 

method’s two criteria of assessment. The first rater assigned (7/10) for the translation’s 

accuracy of transfer, arguing that “the meaning of the original speech has been almost 

entirely conveyed”.  In addition, she provides examples to illustrate mistranslations:  

1.“(A small problem that has become an international issue) should have been (A small 

issue has become an international issue)”.  

2.“(We should come to their rescue) should have been (We should come to their aid)”. 

3.“(I will die for my people. With Allah’s help) should have been (I will die for my 

people, God willing)”.  
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4.“(Our children are the one’s who have destroyed these planes) should have been (Our 

children are the ones who destroyed their planes)”. 

5.“(You are the fifth column within the city) should have been (You are the fifth column 

within this city of yours)”.  

6.“(You are capable of doing it) should have been (You are capable of defeating them)”. 

 

Contrastingly, the second rater assigned (6/10) marks for the criteria of accuracy, asserting 

that “there are a few words and expressions that could have been translated better in my 

opinion, and a few errors that do not make a great deal of differences to the overall 

meaning”. She specifically refers to the underestimation of the impact created from the 

employment of a particular rhetorical device – the use of three similar phrases - in the 

following example:  

5.“(No more fear, no more hesitation, we are no longer reluctant). The intended 

rhetorical impact would have been better conveyed by translating it (No more fear, no 

more hesitation, no more backing down)”.  

6.“There is just one example that I think was a bad choice and reads oddly: (the Libyan 

people....will be crawling out. Massive waves of people will be crawling out…). The 

Arabic verb does indeed mean ‘to crawl out’ but it also means ‘to march or advance’ 

and either of those words would have conveyed the meaning better, in my opinion”.  

The high mark assigned to the second criteria of assessment, which is the quality of 

expression, is the reason behind the relatively high overall quality index. Both raters assign 

(9/10) for the quality of expression. As explained when discussing Speech No. (3), a high 

mark such as this being awarded in one of two parameters will naturally affect the overall 

calculated average.  

At the end of the discussion of this criteria of objectivity, it can be noted that, based on the 

suggestions of Mateo (2014), none of the raters were able to provide quantitative 

justifications of the marks they assigned, which Martinez and Hurtado (2001) describe as 

being highly subjective. This, in turn, values the importance of including a quantitative part 

of the assessment even if the holistic approach if followed.    
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B. The Second Criteria of Objectivity: Considering the Negative and Positive Aspects 

in TQA 

As elaborated in chapter 2, the objectivity in the TQA methods that are based on error 

analysis is believed to stem from the fact that they can give accurate accounts of both the 

type and number of errors committed in a translation. However, some scholars argue that 

the focus of these methods is only on errors, meaning that “the overall quality of a 

translation is equal to the sum of the defects it contains” (Waddington, 2001:21). This 

resulted in a restricted view of TQA where quality is assessed based only on errors, 

ignoring any positive aspects in the overall quality assessment of a particular text. 

Therefore, although the methods based on error analysis might provide a clear justification 

of the mark reached, as specified in the previous section, they do not account for positive 

solutions that are used to solve certain translation problems. From the examination of this 

particular aspect in this study’s corpus, it can be noted that in the error analysis method, the 

translation quality index is generally a mathematical reflection of the number and weight of 

errors over the total number of words in the translated texts. However, most of the error 

analysis methods, including this study’s proposed model, are established on a possible 

fallacy. These methods only consider the negative aspects of translations in quality 

assessment. It is without doubt that errors diminish the quality of a given translation. 

However, having the same number of errors does not imply that two translations are equal 

in their overall quality. Objectivity can, therefore, be increased if the TQA model considers 

both the negative and positive aspects of the translation. Nonetheless, this proved not be the 

norm in error analysis methods. 

As for holistic models, their objectivity is believed to stems from considering both the 

negative and positive aspects of the translation in the assessment process (Waddington, 

2001). However, the relevant literature revealed the restricted view of errors in the holistic 

methods (Pym, 1992). This proved to be true in this study as the examination of this 

criterion revealed that the adopted model does not specify the elements that govern 

identifying or assessing the positive aspects of a translation. In the adopted holistic model, 

raters entirely relied on their estimation to determine what a good or creative aspect in the 

translation consists of, as there is no pre-established grading system on how to value the 
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positive points compared to the overall number of errors in the model. The first rater, for 

instance, affirms that she ‘considered both the errors made and given credit for good 

translations of certain phrases when awarding the marks’. However, neither of the raters 

explains how they have assigned credit for good translations or how this credit is reflected 

in the overall marks. Therefore, although holistic models are typically believed to consider 

both the negative and positive aspects of the translation, there was no sufficient evidence of 

this practice in the adopted holistic model. 

C. The Third Criteria of Objectivity: Building Assessment on Established Theories of 

Translation  

 

Translation Studies witnessed a shift in the use of structural linguistics to functional 

linguistics, which is represented in the prominent works of Reiss (2000), Nord (1997), 

Munday (2001), Halliday (1985), House (1997), Baker (1998), Hatim and Mason (1997). 

As illustrated in Chapter 2, translation scholars emphasise the importance of building TQA 

models on established theories of translations. Models that are built on untested views of 

translation are more likely to give inaccurate results, as they do not stem from verified 

notions. The linguistic approach to translation theory is considered to be a scientific 

treatment of translation, as it focuses on key issues such as meaning and equivalence. In 

addition, it is no longer concerned about structure only, but also focuses on the way 

language is used in a given social context (Baker, 1998). Concerning this criterion of 

objectivity, both methods in this study are derived from a translation background. Method 

(A) stems from the linguistic theory of textuality proposed by Beaugrande and Dressler 

(1981). Method (B) is also derived from verified notions in translation. Actually, one of the 

important reasons for selecting Waddington’s holistic assessment model in this study is that 

it has been empirically verified in translation studies (Khan Mohammad and Osanloo, 

2009:137). 

 

D. The Fourth Criteria of Objectivity: Having a Quantitative Element in TQA 

 

According to translation scholars, quantification is a criterion that can lend TQA more 

objectivity. Believing that without error weighing and quantification, the measurement 
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criteria may not offer a convincing judgment, some translation scholars advocate 

combining both qualitative and quantitative measures in translation assessment (Williams, 

2001). Generally speaking, most error analysis methods allocate different weights to 

different types of errors according to the consequences they entail in the target text 

(Williams, 2001). Method (A), for instance, has a quantification dimension as the total 

number of errors is calculated against the total number of words of the translated texts to 

provide the overall quality index. This guarantee that the overall mark given for the overall 

quality is not randomly awarded.  

As for the holistic model, although translated texts are given certain marks following a 

predefined set of criteria, the marks assigned for each level are too general that it cannot 

escape the need to rely on the rater’s own judgment and evaluation, which may increase the 

level of subjectivity. Both raters emphasised that different types of errors were considered 

in the overall assessment. However, without having any clear predefined set of rules, the 

evaluator can only rely on his or her own view (Colina 2009), which is likely to increase 

the element of subjectivity. Both assessors differentiate in their feedback between errors 

that affect the successful transfer of meaning, and those that affect the quality of expression 

in the target language, without classifying them as major or minor errors every time they 

encounter them. The raters describe minor errors as those that result from incorrect use of 

English tenses throughout the text, misuse of definite and indefinite articles as well as 

prepositions, incorrect word order, and misspelling. Nevertheless, the raters in this study 

did not explain how they reflected the different type of errors that they have identified in 

their overall awarded marks.   

 

E. The Fifth Criteria of Objectivity: Following a Multi-Perspective Assessment    

 

Viewing translation evaluation as a generally arbitrary and subjective practice, and 

believing that the main task of translation quality assessment is to improve the evaluation 

process, Holmes (1988, p.78) argues that this improvement can only be ensured if quality 

assessment is built on objective criteria. House (2001) argues that translation scholars can 

objectively assess a translation by following a multi-perspective viewpoint. If the evaluator 

carries out the analysis on both micro and macro levels, and at the same time maintains 
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other important elements such as function, ideology, genre, register, and the communicative 

value of individual linguistic items, then subjectivity may be reduced. If the rater carries 

out the assessment on both micro and macro levels, subjectivity may be reduced, enabling 

the rater to then assess the translation quality more objectively. Therefore, adopting a multi-

perspective assessment is a criterion that is believed to increase the level of objectivity in 

the assessment process. Models that reduce the concept of quality to the satisfaction of one 

or two quality criteria, such as function or translation effect, consequently restrict their 

view of quality. Thus, subjectivity can be reduced if quality assessment is based on the 

consideration of both the linguistic and nonlinguistic factors in the process of interpretation 

of the source text, and the assessment of the equivalent target text. 

Method (A) considers both micro and macro levels of assessment, as the concept of 

textuality itself covers both the micro and macro levels of analysis and evaluation. 

Altogether, the seven standards of textuality accounts for both the linguistic and 

nonlinguistic factors that affect the creation of meaning and thus, can prove to be a suitable 

benchmark for evaluation.On the other hand, Method (B) does not reflect such inclusivity. 

The first rater stated that she “mainly considered the linguistic aspects of the translations 

only”, and attributes this to the possibility that the translators could be under the pressure of 

deadlines, and thus concentrate on speed of delivery rather than absolute accuracy. She also 

justifies that translators “may be under instructions to omit passages they consider 

superfluous”. However, she, along with the second rater, acknowledged that she had not 

considered nonlinguistic factors as mitigating factors in her assessment. 

 

F. The Sixth Criteria of Objectivity: Appreciating the Text Type in TQA 

 

Reiss (1971, 2000) attributes the low level of objectivity in the current TQA practices to the 

ignorance of the text type’s effect on the evaluation process. Hartmann (1980) believes that 

Reiss’s book on translation criticism, which was written in 1971, is one of the earliest 

attempts to set up objective text typological criteria for the evaluation of all translation 

types. Reiss assumes that different text types require different translation methods, and that 

they would also need different evaluation criteria; a fact which she suggests translation 

scholars should take into consideration. Therefore, she advocates that translation scholars 
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should identify the text type in order to avoid using inappropriate criteria for assessment. 

Therefore, Reiss suggests that establishing a text typology (namely literary, linguistic, and 

pragmatic) is the first step towards ensuring objectivity in translation quality assessment; a 

criterion which is only explicitly considered in Method (A) as the the text type is 

considered in the standards of intertextuality and acceptability.  

As for Method (B), the model itself does not refer to this particular criterion of objectivity. 

This resulted in contradicting application of this model between the two raters. The first 

rater clearly stated acknowledging the effect of the text type in the assessment given, and 

having been aware that “these are political speeches addressed directly to the populace of 

the countries concerned, aimed at galvanising, persuading or reassuring them”. She 

emphasised that the style of the translation should satisfy the style of the original author. 

The second rater, on the other hand, believes that the style of the text as a whole should be 

similar to the style expected from presidential speeches in the target language (English). 

The difference in the appreciation of the text type between the two raters is actually a 

normal consequence of the vagueness of the holistic model concerning this particular 

aspect.  

 

6.2 Applicability of the Suggested Model  

 

The second main objective of this research is to examine the applicability of the proposed 

model (discussed in Chapter 3) as a TQA measurement tool for Arabic-English translations. 

The present study attempts to propose a model for the analysis, description, and assessment 

of Arabic-English translation quality. Though it is originally derived from Beaugrande and 

Dressler’s theory of textuality (1981) as a model of error analysis, some amendments were 

made to it. The reasons behind selecting this particular model is that it concords with most 

of the criteria of objectivity discussed in this study; this is explored in more detail in 

Chapters 2 and 3. To elaborate, the amended model has a quantification dimension in 

which errors are calculated against the total number of words in the translated texts 

(Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981). In addition, the model is comprehensive as it 

encompasses all the levels of a text where translation problems are expected to occur 

(Neubert and Shreve, 1992), as discussed in Chapter 3. It covers the three perspectives of a 
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text: (1) the text itself (in cohesion and coherence), (2) the participants (in intentionality 

and acceptability), and (3) the broad context (in informativity, situationality, and 

intertextuality) which when combined contribute to the creation of meaning. The modified 

model also considers both the micro and macro levels of analysis and assessment (the 

micro level is appreciated in the examination of the standards of cohesion, coherence, 

informativity, and intentionality, whereas the macro level is appreciated in the examination 

of the standards of acceptability, situationality and intertextuality).  

The amended model is also applicable, as it is based on the seven standards of textuality 

which are believed to be present in every text (as mentioned in Chapter 3). Therefore, even 

though it is being applied in this study to a specific genre, the adapted model has the 

potential to be applied to all text types. The reliance on the notion of equivalence, which is 

believed to be a descriptive and prescriptive category for comparing the source and target 

texts, is also ensured in the adapted model, as the seven standards of textuality serve as 

quality parameters in which equivalence is sought. The model is coherently structured 

around the concept of textuality, which is believed to be the basic element of equivalence 

(Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981). It seeks to be objective in terms of providing evaluative 

judgements based on previously set parameters of the classification and types of errors 

committed in each of the seven standards. Beaugrande and Dressler’s model (1981) is not 

the only comprehensive and general model; there are other models in the field of translation 

which cover almost all text aspects, such as those developed by Newmark, (1998), Al-Qinai 

(2000) and Brunette (2000). However, these models are also functional, as they allow for 

changes to be made to the target text according to the function it is supposed to fulfil in the 

target culture. These changes are related to the text type itself. According to Reiss 

(1971/2000), when dealing with presidential speeches, the translator must remain faithful 

on the level of content as well as the target languages spoken syntax. Therefore, functional 

models were not selected to be applied to the assessment of the corpus of this study, as 

explained in detail in Chapter 2. 

Although other comprehensive models exist (discussed in Chapter 2), they are not general, 

as they are specifically designed to assess certain text types such as literary texts (Al-

Rubai’i, 2000; Balharith, 2002) and advertisement texts (Adab, 2001; Al-Qinai, 2000). 

Despite the fact that some studies have applied the textuality model as proposed by 
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Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), they either aim to investigate the process of translation 

(e.g., Bell, 1991) or analyse and describe translated texts (e.g. Kruger, 2000). These studies 

in fact demonstrate the operative role of the seven standards in investigating translation as a 

process and a product. As for translation quality assessment, the textuality model has also 

been proposed as a measurement tool. Adab (2001), for instance, applies it to advertisement 

texts, whereas Alan (1994) applies it to literary ones. However, these two researchers do 

not suggest any modifications to the model, except for a few additions to cohesion in 

Alan’s model (1994) (see Chapter 3). 

Due to the fact that every language has its own distinctive features, and, as explained in 

Chapter 3, because the seven standards of textuality revealed some interrelatedness in the 

examination of some of their aspects, certain changes were deemed necessary to the 

application of the original model. The proposed amended model in this study differs in a 

number of points from those in other studies that adopt the seven standards as explicated by 

the original authors. These changes include the following: 

2. Cohesion is modified to be Arabic-oriented, so as to be capable of describing Arabic 

texts. The treatment of this standard in Beaugrande and Dressler’s model stems from 

Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) classification of cohesive devices in English. Arabic also 

has the potentiality to express most of these devices’ cohesive functions. Therefore, 

Arabic cohesive devices were discussed under the same five cohesive devices 

suggested in the original model, with the addition of other Arabic cohesive elements - 

parallelism and paraphrasing. Consequently, in the suggested model, cohesion is 

discussed in terms of the following cohesive devices: reference, conjunction, ellipsis, 

substitution, lexical cohesion, parallelism, and paraphrasing. At the end of the 

empirical study, these additions proved to be indispensable, as the devices in the 

original model did not encompass all the Arabic cohesive devices. In addition, both 

parallelism and paraphrasing were distinctive features in the examined speeches. 

Therefore, if there were no tools to assess these cohesive functions and the success of 

their transfer, the view of quality assessment would be restricted. 

3. Coherence is also modified and given a specific scope to make its application easier, 

and limit it to function as a tool which accounts for the logical relations between 

sentences. Based on the literature review, the standard of coherence, as discussed by 
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Beaugrande and Dressler, does not cover the entire scope of the textual aspect, as it 

does not much contribute to the exploration of the logical and semantic relatedness 

between a text’s elements which help the reader make sense of it. Therefore, additions 

were made to the suggested model with respect to the study of coherence. The 

exploration of relevant studies revealed some interrelated aspects between coherence 

and the other six standards of textuality. Thus, due to this interrelatedness, and to avoid 

the repeated examination of the same aspect in more than one standard, this standard 

was not examined as explicated by Beaugrande and Dressler (1981). Instead, another 

approach to studying it was proposed. Only the following features were dealt with in 

the examination of coherence, as they are not subsumed under the other standards: (1) 

the logico-semantic relations which signal the relatedness of propositions, and (2) 

continuity, balance, completeness, and non-contradiction. 

4. Informativity is modified to include all the linguistic features of the text that contribute 

to the creation of its meaning; lexical items, syntactic structures, rhetorical devices, and 

thematisation. This standard is concerned with the extent to which occurrences in a text 

are expected or not expected, known or unknown. In relation to the examination of 

informativity in the adapted model, this standard deals with all the elements that 

convey information in a text. Consequently, all the information elements were 

examined at three levels: lexical, syntactic, and rhetorical. The only addition to 

Beaugrande and Dressler’s standard of informativity is in the exploration of 

thematisation. This is deliberately included as thematising is another textual aspect that 

usually entails emphasis and bringing certain elements into focus, which affects the 

level of informativity. Without the addition of thematisation, the rhetorical functions 

that this informative device is supposed to fulfil will be overlooked in the assessment 

process.  

5. The preliminary examination of the standard of intentionality revealed some 

interrelatedness between the examination of intentionality and the standards of 

cohesion and informativity. Intentionality, as suggested by Beaugrande and Dressler, is 

examined through the deliberate linguistic choices that serve the explicit and implicit 

intentions of the text producer. This study purposes a more systematic way to examine 

this standard. As discussed in chapter 2, intentionality can be examined at different 
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levels: the level of cohesion (represented in the correct rendering of the devices of 

reference, conjunctions, ellipsis, substitution, and lexical cohesion, that serve and 

maintain the explicit and implicit intentions), and at the level of informativity 

(represented in the correct rendering of lexis, syntax, rhetorical devices, and 

thematisation).  

In the next chapter, all the results obtained in this study from amending the original model 

are presented and illustrated. It is important to reiterate, at the end of this chapter, that the 

obtained results are data-driven, meaning that they are the results derived from the 

application of the proposed model of error analysis on the English translations of the 

selected Arab Spring presidential speeches. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions, Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research    

 

7.1 Summary of Findings: 

 

The conclusions reached in this chapter stem from results drawn from the empirical 

research conducted for this study, which examined the applicability of the two main 

approaches in translation quality assessment within the context of objectivity. The rationale 

behind this examination lies in the absence of agreement as to what constitutes quality 

assessment criteria. This lack of consensus is a consequence of the belief that quality is a 

subjective concept (as illustrated in Chapter 2). However, this subjective nature is not seen 

as a barrier against TQA practices. Therefore, this study applied the approaches that are 

broadly used to assess translation quality to the same texts, in order to identify how they 

reduce the subjectivity inherent to TQA. It is against this background that the current thesis 

set out to address the following main question:  

 

• What are the criteria of objectivity that the main product-centred assessment 

approaches take into consideration in the process of providing an objective translation 

quality assessment?  

 

To answer this question, the study began by identifying the main approaches used for the 

assessment of translation products. The relevant literature, explored in Chapter 2, suggested 

that the quality of translation products is mostly examined via two main approaches: error 

analysis and holistic assessment. The first approach was represented in this study by 

(Method A), which employs the adapted model of error analysis originally derived from the 

theory of textuality (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981). The second approach, illustrated by 

(Method B), was represented by Waddington’s holistic model (2001). Despite translation 

scholars’ view that quality is a subjective notion, both approaches promise to provide 

objective assessments of translation quality. Nonetheless, this study is based upon the belief 

that the recognition of the relative subjective nature of TQA “does not invalidate the 
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objective part of the assessment”, rather, “it merely reinforces its necessity” (House, 2001, 

p. 256).  

Thus, this study focused on identifying criteria of objectivity that, when properly 

implemented in the process of quality assessment, reduce the subjectivity inherent to TQA. 

The relevant literature written on this aspect revealed that there are a number of criteria that 

translation scholars believe can lend assessment methods more objectivity. These are: (1) 

building the assessment on established theories of translation, (2) considering both the 

negative and the positive aspects of the translation in the assessment of translation quality, 

(3) assigning translation quality indexes that can be justified qualitatively and quantitively, 

(4) including a quantification dimension in the assessment, (5) following a multi-

perspective viewpoint of assessment which means that both micro and macro levels are 

considered, and (6) acknowledging the effect of the text type on the assessment process. 

The identification of these criteria leads the discussion to the second question that this 

study aims to address:  

   

• Are there any differences in the outcome of the application of the two methods of 

translation quality assessment when applied to the assessment of the same texts?  

 

In the optic of investigating the differences in the application of the two assessment 

methods specified above, they were employed to assess the same texts. Four Arab Spring 

presidential speeches were selected for examination, as they adhere to the selection criteria 

adopted in this study. The final quality indexes provided by each method are summarised in 

Table (5.1), reproduced below for ease of reference: 

 

Quality Index Speech No (1)  Speech No (2)  Speech No (3)  Speech No (4)  

Method (A) 3.4/10 6/10 4.6/10 5.2/10 

Method (B) 2.75/10 6/10 6.75/10 7.75/10 

Table (5.1): The Overall Quality Indexes from Method (A) and Method (B)  
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As seen from the statistics in Table (6.3), the application of the two assessment methods 

revealed different quality indexes. Method (A) assigned lower marks to the third and fourth 

speeches than Method (B). The latter, on the other hand, designated a lower mark to the 

first speech than Method (A). Finally, both methods allocated the same quality index to the 

second speech. These differences can be attributed to the following:  

 

• As illustrated in Chapter 5, Method (A) sets a more systematic and comprehensive 

approach to the detection of errors than Method (B). However, as it is based on error 

analysis, it relies on error as the sole defining element of assessment and, subsequently, 

of related issues such as error type, and severity. Considering error as an absolute notion 

results in disregarding its functional value (Hurtado, 2001). Therefore, the use of models 

that rely on identifying and tagging errors in isolation rather than in relation to their 

context and function within the text (Nord 1997) may result in inaccurate assessment. 

Although the proposed model of error analysis (as represented by Method A) appreciates 

the functional value of errors, as each is considered in light of whether it violates the 

functions of the standard to which it relates, sole reliance on errors is probably one of the 

main reasons for the differences in the overall quality indexes given by each method. 

Given that Method (B) is the only one which takes into account both the negative and 

positive aspects of the translation, the methods’ differing outcomes are unsurprising. 

 

• The other main reason for the differences in the two assessment methods’ results is that 

the holistic model adopted in this study focuses only on the micro level of assessment, 

whereas the error analysis method equally considers both the micro and macro levels. 

However, this is not the norm in most error analysis models, as they commonly 

concentrate on the linguistic related issues at the micro textual level, and pay no attention 

to the extralinguistic levels. Thus, the search for errors is limited to the word and 

sentence levels, and neglects the larger unit of the text or the communicative context 

(Nord 1997; Williams 2001; Colina 2008, 2009). The proposed model, however, treats 

micro and macro levels of assessment equally. The micro level is examined through the 

standards of cohesion, coherence, informativity, and intentionality, whilst the macro level 
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is explored through the examination of the standards of acceptability, situationality and 

intertextuality. 

 

Notwithstanding the differences in the application of the two most common TQA practices, 

both approaches are hugely implemented in real life settings, which brings the discussion to 

the main question that this thesis aims to explore:  

• How do these two methods of assessment reduce the subjectivity inherent to quality 

assessment?  

Although the subjective nature of TQA is widely recognised in Translation Studies, 

employing objective measures to assess it remains possible. The subjectivity attached to 

human activity cannot be disassociated from TQA models, since it is ultimately a person 

who makes the final decisions when it comes to error detection and classification. If 

successfully accounted for by the raters involved in the assessment process, the afore-

mentioned objectivity criteria can yield more objective results for both major TQA 

approaches (holistic and error-based). Despite the fact that, as agreed by translation 

scholars, the search for a single method that achieves full objectivity in every situation, 

context and for every text type seems futile, the adoption of these criteria helps to decrease 

the subjectivity in TQA. Examining the way in which each assessment method considers 

the previously specified criteria of objectivity revealed the following: 

 

• Neither Method (A) nor Method (B) fully employ all the criteria presumed to lend 

objectivity to the assessment process.  

• As for the criteria of assigning both qualitatively and quantitively justifiable translation 

quality indexes, the index reached in Method (A) is quantitatively justified, as the marks 

given are a reflection of the number and weight of the errors committed in the translated 

texts. In contrast, the quality index reached in Method (B) is qualitatively justified. Thus, 

the error-based models focus only on the negative points of a translation. As has been 

argued in Chapter 1, although errors diminish a translation’s quality, sole reliance on 

error detection cannot provide an objective quality index. This is reflected in the fact that 

two translations containing the same number of errors can vary in their overall quality. In 

contrast, although Method (B) looks at both the negative and positive aspects of 
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translation quality in the assessment process, its appreciation of the positive elements is 

estimated by the raters. This is because the holistic model used in this study, as with those 

available in the field, do not provide systematic measures for the assessment of both 

negative and positive aspects of a translation, so as to attain an overall objective quality 

index. Without clear guidance on how to assess the positive elements as well as reflect 

this assessment in the overall process, raters can only rely on their estimation, which is 

highly subjective. 

• As for the consideration of text type as a criterion of objectivity, in the adapted error-

based model, text type is not only considered in the standard of acceptability, where the 

naturalness of style is an assessment criterion, it is also examined in the standard of 

intertextuality, where the style of the translated text should resemble that of texts of 

similar nature. The holistic model, on the other hand, does not single out text type as a 

criterion of quality assessment. Although raters assert that they acknowledge this criterion 

in their assessment of style, whether the style should satisfy that of the original writer or 

that of the text’s genre in the target language remains unclear. Indeed, the larger the 

margin for raters’ decisions and preferences, the higher the level of subjectivity is in the 

assessment.  

• Quantification is a key feature of quality assessment in the adapted error-based model 

employed in this research. Errors are calculated against the total words count of the 

translated texts. This appreciates the fact that not the same number of errors damage a 

translation in the same manner. The holistic model, in contrast, is not based on the 

number of errors found, nor on the quantification of error types committed in the 

translation. Subjectivity can be significantly reduced if the assessment of quality is based 

on concrete numbers and figures, as opposed to estimation and evaluative judgments 

lacking referential metrics. 

• The assessment of quality in the error-based model used in this study, where error 

analysis is based on the textuality theory (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981), is centred on 

the consideration of the micro level (represented in the standards of cohesion, coherence, 

informativity, and intentionality) as well as the macro level (represented in the 

examination of the standards of acceptability, situationality and intertextuality). The 

adopted holistic model, on the other hand, focuses mainly on the micro level of 
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assessment. Given that adopting a multi-perspective assessment is believed to increase 

the level of objectivity in TQA, the consideration of both levels renders the assessment 

more inclusive, and consequently, less subjective than if it were based solely on one 

level. This means that by carrying out the assessment on both micro and macro levels, the 

rater would be able to assess translation quality more objectively, thereby reducing 

subjectivity. 

• The assessment of translation quality is also believed to be more objective when based on 

an established theory of translation. The linguistic approach to the study of translation, 

whether structural or functional, is hugely accredited among translation scholars. It can 

therefore be argued that the error-based assessment model provides objectivity, as it is 

built on a linguistic approach to translation. The holistic assessment model, though not 

clearly specified, also stems from a translational background, and the scale in this 

particular model is unitary, and treats translation competence as a whole.   

It can be concluded here that the two assessment methods vary in their implementation and 

application of the above-mentioned objectivity criteria. Each applies some parts of the 

criteria more than the other. Method (A), for instance, sets a more systematic and inclusive 

approach to the detection of errors than the holistic assessment. The more specification the 

model has, the less room is left for the rater’s preferences and therefore, subjectivity. 

Method (B), on the other hand, appreciates the inclusion of both the negative and positive 

aspects of assessment, whereas the other method focuses only on the negative elements, 

consequently increasing subjectivity. Having said that, the differences in their application 

of the objectivity criteria does not imply that either method is more objective than the other. 

This thesis aimed to explore how the criteria of objectivity are implemented in each 

approach, in the optic of shedding light on various considerations regarding the need to 

focus more on certain criteria, so as to reach a higher level of objectivity. 

The previous three questions are related to this thesis’ first objective, which is concerned 

with the examination of the applicability of the two common TQA practices, and 

identifying how each approach counteracts the subjective nature of assessment. In contrast, 

the last question pertains to the amendments that were made to the original model of error 

analysis, and is as follows:   
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• What are the reasons for as well as the outcomes of adapting the original model of 

error analysis for the corpus of this study?  

 

To answer this question, the study began by applying the original model as explicated by its 

authors, on one of the selected Arab Spring presidential speeches. Although the seven 

standards of textuality (from the 1981 theory of textuality) have previously been used as 

evaluative parameters against which translation quality can be assessed, a thorough search 

of the relevant literature has shown that this theory has likely not been applied to (Arabic-

English) texts. As a Semitic language, Arabic is different to English in many ways. The 

application of the original model uncovered two important issues: (1) certain Arabic 

cohesive devices cannot be assessed following the description of the standard of cohesion 

proposed in the original model, and (2) there is unavoidable repetition in the examination of 

the textual elements of the standard of coherence as described in the original model. For 

these two main reasons, adaptations to the original model were necessary to suit the 

description of the corpus of this study (Arabic-English), and include all the aspects of the 

texts that must be examined by the original model. Moreover, according to Waddington 

(2000), in order to carry out a valid assessment, the object of assessment must be specified 

as much as possible. Therefore, the model itself was adapted to be able to assess the aspects 

that could not be assessed using the original model so as to suit the description of Arabic as 

the source language of the examined corpus. The amendments to the original model 

provided a more inclusive measurement tool for Arabic-English texts. The outcomes of this 

adaptation can be summarised as follows:  

• Cohesion, with the addition of paraphrasing and parallelism, provided a more inclusive 

measurement tool for the examination of all Arabic cohesive devices that function as 

connecting devices. Sole reliance on the original model would restrict the examination of 

all the cohesive devices in the SL texts which, consequently, would affect the 

comprehensive examination of quality assessment.  

• Limiting the assessment of coherence to the examination of: (1) the logico-semantic 

relations which signal the relatedness of propositions, and (2) continuity, balance, 

completeness and non-contradiction, provided a more practical measurement tool for the 

assessment of this textual aspect. The examination of coherence as suggested in the 
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original model would result in excessive repetition, as many aspects are already discussed 

in the other six standards of textuality, as illustrated in Chapter 3.  

 

7.2 Limitations of the Study  

 

• In this study, the ratio of the number of errors, which represent translation mistakes, to 

the number of errors, which illustrate language mistakes, is relatively high. The 

application of Method (A) resulted in (65) major errors and (18) minor errors, resulting in 

a relatively high ratio of approximately 4:1. However, this cannot be attributed to the 

restrictions of the model itself. Given that the translated texts are published in important 

English news agencies, language mistakes are less likely to be made than translation 

ones.  

• There could have been a greater number of texts included in this study if the non-official 

versions of the translations had not been excluded. The total word count of the 

translations used is (3728 words), and the total word count of the original texts is (2866 

words). From the 12 presidential speeches delivered in 2011, four adhered to the selection 

criteria adopted in this study, meaning that they were fully translated and published by 

reliable English news agencies. The fan and crowdsourced translations were beyond the 

interest of this study, as they entailed different assessment criteria. As this research’s 

main objective is to examine the differences in the application of two main approaches 

with regards to their objectivity, the limitation in the number of texts did not prevent the 

examination of the desired aspects.  

 

7.3 Suggestions for Further Studies: 

 

This study examined the objectivity of the holistic and error-based approaches to TQA, and 

attempted to identify how each method functions to reduce the subjectivity inherent to 

quality assessment practices. The conclusions reached in this study were based on the 

examination of two representative models, one from each approach. However, it would be 

interesting to apply another set of models from the same approaches to determine whether 

they generate similar results, to increase the validity of the current conclusions. In addition, 
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it would be worthwhile to explore the identification and implementation of the criteria of 

objectivity for the assessment of the other two types of translation quality - the quality of 

the process and the quality of the producer.  

 

Most TQA models rely on rating scales that lack an explicit theoretical base and verifiable 

empirical evidence, as highlighted by several scholars (Jiménez Crespo 2001; Colina 2008, 

2009). This underlying theoretical defect results in a two-fold inadequacy: firstly, it 

damages the models’ value due to the lack of conceptual background and secondly, it 

prevents them from being re-used to be applied to other contexts or other text genres. This 

study attempted to propose a model for the TQA of Arabic-English translations based on 

the adaptation of some of the seven standards of textuality (Beaugrande and Dressler, 

1981). Given that in this research, the proposed model was applied to political texts, it 

would be constructive to apply the adapted model on another genre and explore the 

outcomes.  
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Appendix 1  

First Speech: Accessed in August 27, 2018 

Source of the Script: http://www.aljazeera.net/news/arabic/2011/2/10/%D9%86%D8%B5-

%D8%AE%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%A8-%D9%85%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B1%D9%83-

%D9%84%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%B9%D8%A8-

%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B5%D8%B1%D9%8A 

Source of the Original Audio: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySQp73bZA6o 

 1  الرحي  الرحم  الله بس   

      2   مصر لشباب اليو  بحريث  أتوب  وشاباتدا، مصر شباب الأبنا  المواننون، اخخو .. 

    3   لك  أقول.. وبنات  لأبنا   الأب حريث القل ، م  بحريث بميما إليك  أتوب  أسضدا، اتساع وعل  التحرير بميران

 4 .ويصنم  بالمستقب  ويحل  ب  ويتمسك الأفض  إل  التييير إل  يرعو برير مصري لجي  سمزا بك  أعتز إنن 

 5   المتسببي  مماقب  ف  أتداون ل  أنن  وأؤكر هرسا، تضيع ل  وبرحاك  شدرا ك  سما  إن ش  ، ك  قب  لك  أقول  

  6 عقوبات م  القانون أحكا  تقرسم ما بكقص  شبابنا ح  ف  أبرموا الاي  وسكحاس  والحس ، الشر  بك  بدا

        7  كما قلب  وأوبع تكلمت ، مثلما أبلد  م  الأل  ك  تكلم  إنن : الأبريا  الضحايا هؤلا  لما مت وأقول. ساسع   

8   المز  ك  عاز  وإنن  ي ،ف سبم  لا التزا  هو ومطالبك  وسسالتك  لصوتك  استجابت  إن لك  أقول. قلوبك  اوبع 

 9 .للوسا  عوس  أو استراس سون تنفيام عل  الحر  ك  وحريص والصر ، الجري  بك  ب  تمدرت بما الوفا  عل 

           10 عاسل  مطال  ه  مطالبك  وأن وتحركك ، نواياك  ونقا  بصر  أكير اقتناع م  ينطل  الالتزا  هاا إن 

 11  ف  وتصحيحدا بدا الاعتراو هو المد  ولك  سول ، أي وف  سياس  نظا  أي ف  واسس  فالأخطا  ومشروع ،

12  الاستماع ف  أبرا مضاض  أو حربا أبر لا للجمدوسي  كر ي  إنن  لك  وأقول. مرتكبيدا ومحاسب  وق  أسرع

    13 أستمع أن.. أبرا أقبل  ول  ل  وما  ،المي ك  والمي  الحر ، ك  الحر  لك  مم ، والتجاوب بمسي لشباب

 14 .مبرساتدا أو ذسا مدا كان  وأيا مصرسها كان أيا الخاس ، م  تكت  أبنبي  خمم ات

          15 ترشح  عر  التكوي  أو الجرل تحتم  لا بمباسات أعلن  لقر.. المواننون اخخو  مصر، شباب الأبنا  

.. 16 والسم  الحرب سنوات ف  عاما60  م  لأكثر للون  عطا  م  قرمت  بما مكتفيا المقبل ، الر اسي  لمنتخابات
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17  الرستوس حماي  ف  بمسؤوليت  الندوض ف  بالمض  القرس وباات مماثم تمسكا وأعلن  بالك، تمسك  أعلن 

 18  انتخابات ف  المقب ، سبتمبر شدر ف  الناخبون يختاسم لم  والمسؤولي  السلط  تسلي  يت  حت  الشم  ومصالح

 19  أحافظ وسوو والون ، الله أما  أقسمت  الاي القس  هو ذلك.. والنزاه  الحري  ضمانات لدا توفر ونزيد  حر 

 20 .الأمان بر وشمبدا بمصر نبلغ حت  علي 

    21 يحتر  بما والمواننون، الشباب إلي  سعا ما ولتحقي  الراهن ، الأزم  م  للخرو  محرس  سؤي  نرح    لقر 

 22  الوق  ذات ف  ويطرح أبنا  ، ومطال  مجتممنا استقراس يحق  نحو وعل  يقوضدا، ولا الرستوسي  الشرعي 

     23 م  قرس وبكقص  المجتمع قوى ف كا بي  مسؤول حواس خمل م  للسلط  السلم  لمنتقال علي  متفقا إناسا

24  وأتابع المصيب ، الأوقات هام م  بالون  الخرو  ف  بمسؤوليت  ملتزما الرؤي  هام نرح   . والشفافي  الصر 

 25  ننجح ك  وشمبدا مصر عل  حريص ك  ومسانر  لرع  متطلما بساع ، ساع  ب  بكول، أولا تحقيقدا ف  المض 

26  المسلح  قواتنا تنفيام ضمان عل  تسدر القاعر ، ومتسع عريض ونن  تواف  وف  ملمو ، لواقع تحويلدا ف 

 27 .الباسل 

 28  ولقر السياسي ، القوى وكاف  التييير إل  الرعو  قاسوا الاي  مصر شباب يض  بنا  وننيا حواسا بالفم  برأنا لقر

29  م  للخرو  الصحيح الطري  براي  عل  أقرامنا يضع والمواق  سا الآ ف  مبر   تواف  ع  الحواس هاا أسفر

   30 واضح  نري  خريط  إل  علي ، الاتفا  ت  لما المريض  الخطون م  ب  لمنتقال مواصلت  ويتمي  الأزم ،

 31  إن. المقب  سبتمبر وحت  الآن م  للسلط  السلم  الانتقال نري  عل  يو  بمر يوما تمض  محرس زمن  وبجرول

    32 وما الرستوس ف  المطلوب  التمريمت سساس  تتول  سستوسي  لجن  تشكي  حول تمق  قر الونن  الحواس هاا

 33  ب  تمدرت   لما الأمي  التنفيا متابم  تتول  للمتابم  لجن  تشكي  حول تمق  كما تشريمي ، تمريمت م  تقتضي 

34  بالاستقمل لدا المشدوس المصري  الشخصيات م  اللجنتي  كلتا تشكي  يكت  أن عل  حرص  ولقر. الشم  أما 

 35 .القضا  وسبال الرستوسي القانون فقدا  وم  والتجرس،

     36  قلوبنا أوبم  حزين  مكساوي  أحراث ف  مصر أبنا  م  شدرا  م  فقرنام ما إزا  فإنن  ذلك ع  وفضم 

37  وإحال  الماض ، الأسبوع أحراث حول التحقيقات م  الانتدا  بسرع  تمليمات  أصرست الون ، ضمير وهزت

 38  التقرير أم  تلقي  ولقر. ساسع  قانوني  إبرا ات م  يلز  ما بشكندا ليتخا الما  النا   إل  الفوس عل  نتا جدا

   39 القانون وفقدا  القضا  سبال م  شكلتدا الت  اللجن  م  المقترح  الأولوي  ذات الرستوسي  بالتمريمت الأول

   40 مقترحات، م  اللجن  تقرير تضمن  ما مع تجاوبا وإنن . المطلوب  والتشريمي  الرستوسي  التمريمت لرساس 

 41  تمري  بطل  اليو  تقرم  فقر الرستوس، م 189  للماس  وفقا الجمدوسي  لر ي  المخول  الصمحيات ومقتض 
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   42 مع الرستوس، م 179  الماس  إليا  ع  فضم ،189و93 و88 و77 و76  المواس ه  سستوسي  مواس س 

43  م  ترام ما وف  الرستوسي  اللجن  هام إليدا تنتد  الت  المواس تمري  بطل  لاح  وق  ف  للتقر  الاستمراس تككير

 44 .والمبرسات الرواع 

  45  لمرس محرس عرس واعتماس الجمدوسي ، لر اس  الترشيح شرون تيسير الأولوي  ذات التمريمت هام وتستدرو 

46  تؤكر كما ونزاهتدا، لحريتدا ضمانا الانتخابات عل  اخشراو ضوابط وتمزيز السلط ، لتراول تحقيقا الر اس 

47  تمري  نل  وإبرا ات شرون وتمرل البرلمان، أعضا  وعضوي  صح  ف  بالفص  وحرم القضا  اختصا 

 48  الون  حماي  بي  المطلوب التوازن تحقي  يستدرو فإن  الرستوس م 179  الماس  بإليا  الاقتراح أما. الرستوس

   50 المم  إيقاو أما  الباب يفتح بما للموانني ، المرني  والحريات الحقو  احترا  وضمان اخسهاب مخانر م 

 51 .الطواسئ حال  لرفع المواتي  الظروو وتوافر والاستقراس الدرو  استماس  فوس الطواسئ بقانون

   52 اقتصاسنا ف  والثق  البمض، بمضد  المصريي  بي  الثق  استماس  ه  الآن الأولوي  إن.. المواننون اخخو 

 53  أوقاتا تجتاز مصر إن. في   سبم أو عن  استراس لا برأنام الاي والتحول التييير أن ف  والثق  الرولي ، وسممتنا

54  وينتد  يو ، بمر يوما وخسا ر أضراس م  وباقتصاسنا بنا ألحقت  ما فيزساس باستمراسها نسمح أن يصح لا صمب 

     55 إن. مندا المتضرسي  أول واخصمح التييير إل  سعوا الاي  الشباب ممدا يصبح أوضاع إل  الأمر بمصر

        56 ف  بمصر متملقا الأمر بات وإنما مباس ، بحسن  متملق  ليس  بشخص ، متملق  ليس  الراهن  اللحظ 

 57  .أبنا دا ومستقب  حاضرها

  58 ولي  الفري  بروح برأنام الاي الونن  الحواس نواص  أن وعلينا الآن، واحر خنر  ف  بميما المصريي  إن

59  ولمواننينا في ، الثق  لاقتصاسنا ولنمير الراهن ، أزمتدا رمص تتجاوز ك  والتناحر، الخمو ع  وبميرا الفرقا ،

    60  عنرما الآن، مصر شباب مث  شابا كن  لقر. الطبيمي  اليومي  حيات  المصري وللشاسع والأمان، الانمونان

61  وسياست ، أسض  ع  سفاعا عمري أفني .. أبل  م  والتضحي  للون  والولا  المصري  المسكري  شرو تملم 

 62  أسمر.. والتحرير والنصر المبوس وأيا  والاحتمل الانكساس أيا  عش  وانتصاساتدا، بدزا مدا حروب  شدرت

    63 ذلك ومير أبابا أسي  وف  نياسا عرير  مرات الموت وابد  سينا ، فو  مصر عل  سفم  يو  حيات  أيا 

64  واستقراسها، مصر أم  أب  م  عمل  السم ، عل  حافظ  إمم ات، أو أبنبي  لضيون يوما أخضع ل  كثير،

      65 الشم  أبنا  م  الكاسح  الأملبي  أن أث .. زا ف  شمبي  أو لسلط  يوما أسع ل  ندضتدا، أب  م  ابتدرت

 66 .ونن  بن  بمض  م اليو  ألاقي  ما نفس  ف  ويحز مباس ، حسن  هو م  يمرفون
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  67  فاسق  لحظ  تجتاز مصر بكن بانب  م  واقتناعا الحال ، الصم  المفتر  خطوس  أع  إذ فإنن  حال، أي  وعل 

68  اعتباس وك  اعتباس أي فو  أولا مصر نضع وأن للون ، المليا المصلح  تيلي  بميما علينا تفرض تاسيخدا ف 

   69  يحرسم الاي النحو عل  الجمدوسي  س ي  اختصاصات ف  جمدوسي ال س ي  نا   تفويض سأي    فقر آخر،

 70 .الرستوس

71  بصر  برير م  أقرامدا عل  ستق  شمبدا، إساس  تنكسر ول  أزمتدا ستتجاوز مصر أن اليقي  عل  أعل  إنن  

 72  تحقي  عل  قرستنا المصريي  نح  سنثب . الشامتي  وشمات  الكا ري  كير وسترس أبنا دا، ك  أبنا دا وإخم 

 73  أحرا وأن أحر، م  تمليمات نكخا ولا لأحر، أتباعا لسنا أننا سنثب  والواع ، المتحضر بالحواس الشم  مطال 

74  وبوحر  المصريي ، وعز  بروح ذلك سنثب . الون  أبنا  ومطال  الشاسع نبض سوى قراساتنا لنا يصنع لا

  75  وبوهرم وبوسنا أسا  فد  والخالر ، الفرير  وهويتدا وكرامتدا مصر بمز  وبتمسكنا ،الشم  هاا وتماسك

   76 سام  ما فينا الروح هام ستميش وشمبدا، مصر سام  ما فينا الروح هام ستميش. عا  آلاو سبم  م  لأكثر

77  وأنفالنا، وشبابنا شيوخنا بقلو ف  ستبق  ومثقفينا، وعمالنا فمحينا م  واحر ك  ف  ستميش شمبدا، وسا  مصر

   78 هاا أب  م  عش  إنن .. برير م  أقول. أبنا نا م  بمر يولر ل  م  وضما ر عقول وف  وأقباند ، مسلميد 

 79 .الجميع وفو  الأشخا  فو  الباقي  ه  مصر وستظ  وأمانت ، لمسؤوليت  حافظا الون 
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 2018 27, August in Accessed : Speech First the of Translation 

 http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/africa/02/10/egypt.mubarak.statement/ Source: 

 

1 In the name of God the most gracious, the most compassionate. Dear citizens, my  

2 sons, the youths of Egypt, today I am directing my speech to the youth of Egypt, those  

3 who are in there in Tahrir Square and the vast areas of the country I'm addressing you  

4 today out of a true and an honest heart from a father to his sons and daughters, and I'm  

5 telling you that I really cherish you as a symbol for a new generation for Egypt who  

6 are calling for change for the better, and are adamant to achieve this change for a  

7 better future. I'm telling you here before anything else, that the blood of the victims  

8 will not go unpunished. And at the same time, as I said here, that I will follow all  

9 those perpetrators who have afflicted those crimes with full sense of decisiveness.  

10 Those who had committed those crimes are going to be punished severely. And  

11 families of those victims, that I really felt the pain, I felt that I was in your boots, and  

12 my heart really felt for what really happened. I tell you that I'm actually opting to  

13 satisfy your demands and I am fully determined to fulfil my promise with a full  

14 sense of perseverance and honesty and out of a sense of keenness of carrying out the  

15 demands without taking any steps backwards. This sense of abiding comes from a  

16 sense of convincing from your honest demands and your honest movement, and that  

17 those demands are legitimate demands. Mistakes can happen in any political system  

18 and in any country, but at the same time, the most important is to recognize them and  

19 trying to put things on the right track as quick as possible, and to punish those who  

20 commit crimes. And I tell you here, as a head of state, I do not find any  

21 embarrassment at all in listening to the youth of my country, and to satisfying their  

22 demands. But the embarrassment would only lie in the fact -- and I would never  

23 permit -- is that I would listen to any sort of intervention that would come from  

http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/africa/02/10/egypt.mubarak.statement/
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24 outside, from the outside world, whatever the source is, whatever the intention  

25 behind them are. Dear youth of Egypt, dear citizens, I had already announced before  

26 that I am not going to run in the upcoming presidential elections. I have already  

27 given a lot to this country for more than 60 years of my effort, whether during the  

28 years of war or years of peace, and I am going to adhere to this decision, and at the  

29 same time adhere to the decision of shouldering the responsibility in defending the  

30 constitution and the national interest of the people until the transfer of power and the  

31 transfer of responsibility, which is going to be to the one that the people will choose  

32 as their leader in transparent and free elections where guarantees are going to be  

33 there for full transparency and for freedom. This is the offer that I undertook before  

34 Allah almighty and the people and I'm going to keep my promise so that we would  

35 put Egypt on a path of security and stability, and I would already out a perspective for  

36 coming out of this crisis and to satisfy the demands of the youth and the people in a  

37 way that respects the constitutional legitimacy and would not restrict it in any way.  

38 And at the same time put a framework for a peaceful transition of power through  

39 respectful dialogue between the different political parties of Egypt and with a sense  

40 of honesty and transparency.  

41 I have put all those perspectives on the table and out of a sense of commitment of    

42 carrying the nation out of this critical juncture and I'm following up on the steps held  

43 day by day, hour by hour, if I can say, looking forward to the full support of all those  

44 who are really keen on Egypt and the Egyptian people so that we would succeed in  

45 translating it to action on solid ground, according to a national reconciliation that has  

46 strong bases, and that the armed forces with full due respect, can stop and initiate a  

47 national dialogue that includes the youth of Egypt and all of the different political  

48 parties. And this national dialogue can result in a near sense of consensus that is  
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49 going to put our feet on a way out of this crisis. We need to continue this sense of  

50 dialogue, so that we would go further from the main guidelines into a roadmap that is  

51 quite crystal clear and that has a timetable to achieve those issues.  

52 We are moving day after day on the path of a peaceful transfer of power from now  

53 until next September. This nation has already agreed that a committee will be held to  

54 study the different constitutional elements and all the requirements that would make  

55 those constitutional elements. Also an investigative committee will be held to take  

56 care of the follow-up of what I had promised the people. I was very keen that those  

57 two committees of people who are known among Egyptians as honest brokers, the  

58 constitutional leaders of Egypt. and members of the judiciary. In addition to that, and 

59 owing to the victims that we have lost in miserable circumstances, that really made  

60 us feel the pain and really shake the conscience of the nation, and I have given my  

61 directives that the investigations will be carried out very quickly concerning the 

62 issues that happened last week and that the results would be set up with the  

63 prosecutor general's office to take the necessary measures regarding this issue.  

64 Yesterday I had received a preliminary report concerning the constitutional  

65 amendments that are of priority at this stage, as suggested by the committee that we 

66 have established. And in accordance to the suggestions that have been presented, and  

67 in accordance to my legislative and constitutional powers, according to Article 189 

68 of the Egyptian Constitution, I have already presented the demand of six articles of  

69 the Egyptian Constitution 76, 77, 88, 93, and 198 this in addition to abolishing 

70 Article 179, this in addition also to expecting a sense of preparedness to adding other  

71 amendments to the constitution . 

72 Those constitutional amendments in the first place will facilitate the procedures for  

73 the presidency, and would put a certain term for the presidency, and would also 
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74 ensure that the judiciary would supervise the upcoming presidential election. The 

75 judiciary is also going to deal with the issue of the legitimacy of the members of  

76 parliament. And the suggestion to abolish Article 179 was maybe a way to achieve a 

77 sense of balance between protecting the nation from the dangers of terrorism and at  

78 the same time respecting legitimacy and civil freedom of the citizens in a way that is  

79 going to open the door further to abolishing the emergency law until when the 

80 situation permits in the country. 

81 Dear citizens, the priority right now is regaining the sense of confidence in Egyptians  

82 and a sense of trust in our economy, our reputation. Change and transfer that we have 

83 already started and that is not going to bring us any sort of step backwards. Egypt is  

84 passing through a critical juncture. We should not ever permit that this is going to  

85 continue because this affects negatively our economy. Negative repercussions on our 

86 economy day after day would lead to a situation where we find those youth who had 

87 called for change, they would really be endangered out of the movement. This 

88 critical juncture is not at all co-relevant to me personally, it's not co-relevant to Hosni  

89 Mubarak, but now Egypt is a top priority. It's present, it's future, the future of the 

90 coming generations, all of the Egyptian people now are all in one boat, in one corner,  

91and we have to continue the national dialogue that we have already started with the  

92 spirit of a team and away from any sense of animosity and any sense of differences. 

93 So that we would overcome this critical juncture, and so that we would regain  

94 confidence in our economy and we would retain security and stability on the  

95 Egyptian street. I used to be exactly like the Egyptian youth when I was honored to  

96 be part of the military, and the sense of loyalty and providing sacrifices for my  

97 country. I have spent my life safeguarding the interests of the nation, witnessed wars,  

98 and witnessed victories, and I had already lived the years of occupation, I lived also  
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99 the moments of crossing and the moments of victory. The best moment of my life  

100 was when I put the Egyptian flag on Sinai, and I had already endangered my life for  

101 the sake of the country. I had never ever been accepting any sort of foreign  

102 intervention in Egyptian affairs. I've retained Egyptian security, I exerted efforts for 

103 the sake of its people, for the sake of Egyptian civilization, I did not seek any type 

104 of forced popularity and I am quite confident that the majority of the Egyptian  

105 people know who Hosni Mubarak is.  

106 So Egypt is a top priority now. So I thought I would delegate powers to the vice 

107 president, according to the constitution, stipulations of the constitution I know quite  

108 well that Egypt, while fighting should try to go out of this juncture, but at the same 

109 time the determination of the people is going to help Egypt across this juncture  

110 through the perseverance, the honesty of its people, and is going to be above all. We  

111 are going to prove that we the Egyptians, our sense of awareness, of the demands of  

112 its people through a national dialogue, through the wise dialogue, we're going to  

113 prove that we are not followers to anybody, we're not going to take instructions  

114 from anybody, and no one is going to take decisions on our behalf, except only the  

115 rhythm of the street and the demands of the people. We are going to prove this with  

116 a sense of determination of the Egyptian people, and with the sense of unity and  

117 solidarity of its people and by putting Egypt's pride and dignity above all, and  

118 preserving our identity, which is the main essence of our presence for more than 

119 7,000 years of civilization. The spirit is going to live in us as Egypt is going to long  

120 live, with its peasants, with its laborers, with its intellectuals, and its going to be in  

121 the hearts of our elderly, in the hearts of our youth, the hearts also, of our kids, and  

122 the hearts of Copts and Muslims and all of those who are going to live on this soil. 

123 Once again, I say that I have lived for the sake of this country. I have shouldered  
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124 the responsibility with honesty, and Egypt is going to live above all until I deliver  

125 and transfer the responsibility. Egypt will continue to be in my heart until I die and  

126 Egypt's people will always be living with pride, with dignity, to the end. God bless  

127 Egypt. God bless Egypt, a country of security and stability. God bless the  

128 Egyptians, with wise decisions for the sake of their nation. Thank you.  

 

Second Speech: Accessed in August 27, 2018  

Source of the Script and Original Audio: http://egypt-blew.blogspot.co.uk/2013/11/1-

2011.html  

 1 المواننون اخخو 

      2   الون  يتمرض. المجدول إل  وبد  بدا تنجرو أن وتكاس وشمبدا مصر تمتح  صمب  أوقات ف  إليك  أتحرث   

  4   ع  تمبيرا   السلم  التظاهر ف  حقد  ماسسوا شرفا  وموانني  بشباب برأت قاسي  واختباسات عصيب  لأحراث

    5   عل  وللقفز والموابد  المن  إل  واللجو  الفوض  لاشاع  سم  م  استيلد  ما سرعان وتطلماتد  همومد 

6   الرأي حري  لمماسس  ومتحضر سا  مظدر م  التظاهرات تلك تحول . عليدا والانقضاض الرستوسي  الشرعي 

   7  الناس عل  الزي  وص  التصمير إل  سم  سياسي  قوي عليدا وتديم  تحركدا مؤسف  موابدات إل  والتمبير

        8     للطرقات وقطع للحرا   واشمال وند  وسل  وتحريض اثاس  بكعمال واستقراسم الون  أم  واستدرف 

 9 .مصر أسض عل  الربلوماسي  البمثات لبمض واقتحا  والخاص  المام  والممتلكات الرول  مراف  عل  واعترا 

10   ساوسه  وما المصريي  م  الكاسح  الأملبي  انتاب الاي الخوو هو قلوبنا يوبع ما وأكثر مؤلم  أياما   مما   نميش

 11   أحراث إن. بلره  ومصير ومستقب  وعا متد  ولاويد   لد الير ب  سيكت  ما حول وهواب  وقل  انزعا  م 

      12  أمامنا وتطرح والاستقراس الفوض  بي  ما الاختياس وقياس  شمبا   بميما   علينا تفرض الماضي  القليل  الأيا 

    13    الحكم  م  قرس بكقص  المسلح  وقوات  الشم  مم  يتمام  أن يتمي  ميايرا   مصريا   وواقما   برير  ظروفا  

 14 . وأبنا دا مصر مصالح عل  والحر 

 15 المواننون اخخو 

16     نا وكلف  وسسالتد  شبابنا مطال  مع تتجاوب برير  وتكليفات بكولويات برير  حكوم  لتشكي  باسست لقر  

 17   والريمقران  السياس  للإصمح المثاس  القضايا كاف  حول السياسي  القوي كاف  مع بالحواس الجمدوسي  س ي 
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18   والأم  الدرو  واستماس  المشروع  المطال  هام تحقي  أب  م  وتشريمي  سستوسي  تمريمت م  يتطلب  وما

19   مراعا  وسون الخاص  بكبنراتد  تمسكا   للحواس الرعو  هام سفض م  السياسي  القوي م  هنا  لك  والاستقراس

 20 .وشمبدا لمصر الراه  الرقي  للظرو

21   الشم  لأبنا  مباشر  اليو  بحريث  أتوب  فإنن  قا م  لاتزال سعو  وه  للحواس لرعوت  الرفض لداا وبالنظر  

   22   اتساع عل  ومرن  الون  سي  ف  ومصري  مصري ولك  وشباب  شيوخ  وأقبان  مسلمي  وعمال  بفمحي 

 23 .ومحافظات  أسض 

  24   قرمت  وما المسوولي  فيدا تحمل  الت  المصيب  الظروو الشم  ويمل  بام أو سلط  نال  يوما   أك  ل  إنن 23  

     25   ع  التخل  أو الأمان  خيان  نبم  م  ولي  المسلح  قواتنا أبنا  م  سب  أنن  كما وسمما   حربا   للون 

     26   السلم  الانتقال لتحقي  الون  واستقراس أم  استماس  ه  ن ال الأول  مسووليت  إن. والمسوولي  الواب 

27   الر اسي  الانتخابات ف  الشم  يختاسم لم  المسوولي  تسل  وتتيح والمصريي  مصر تحم  أبوا  ف  للسلط 

 28   برير  س اسي  لفتر  الترشح أنوي أك  ل  انن  الراه  الظرو ع  النظر وبصرو الصر  بك  وأقول. المقبل 

 29   عمل  أختت  أن عل  الحر  ك  حريص ن ال لكنن  وشمبدا مصر خرم  ف  الممر م  يكف  ما قضي  فقر

     30   ويحتر  الشرعي  يحفظ وبما مستقر  من  عزيز  مصر و وسايت  أمانت  تسلي  يضم  بما الون  أب  م 

31   الترابير اتخاذ يت  ك  الحالي  ولايت  م  المتبقي  الأشدر خمل سكعم  إنن  واضح  بمباسات أقول. الرستوس

32   البرلمان أسعو إنن . صمحيات م  الرستوس ل  يخول  ما بموب  للسلط  السلم  لمنتقال المحقق  واخبرا ات

      33   الجمدوسي  لر اس  الترشيح شرون يمرل بما الرستوس م 77  و76  الماستي  تمري  مناقش  إل  بمجلسي 

34   وما الرستوسي  التمريمت هام مناقش  م  بمجلسي  الحال  البرلمان يتمك  ولك . للر اس  محرس  فترات ويمتمر

      35   هام ف  السياسي  القوي كاف  لمشاسك  وضمانا   للرستوس المكمل  للقواني  تشريمي  تمريمت م  بدا يرتبط

      36    التشريمي  الانتخابات عل  الطمون ف  وأحكام  القضا  بكلم  بالالتزا  البرلمان أنال  فإنن  المناقشات

 37 . إبطا  سون الأخير 

     38  يكت  وأن للشم  المشروع  المطال  يحق  نحو عل  بتكليفاتدا الجرير  الحكوم  تنفيا متابم  أوال  سوو  

 39   ومكافح  المم  فر  وختاح  والابتماع  والاقتصاسي السياس  للإصمح وتطلم  الشم  ع  ممبرا   أساؤها

    40  خرم  ف  بروسم بالاضطمع الشرن  بداز أكل  فإنن  السيا  ذات وف . الابتماعي  المرال  وتحقي  الفقر

    41  أنن  كما. وكرامتد  وحرياتد  لحقوقد  الكام  وبالاحترا  وأمان  وشرو بنزاه  الموانني  وحماي  الشم 

      42  الفاسري  ممحق  لمواصل  إبرا ات م  يلز  ما الفوس عل  تتخا بكن والقضا ي  الرقابي  السلطات أنال 
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43   النيران واشمال والند  السل  بكعمال قاموا وم  أمن  إنفمت م  مصر شدرت  فيما ببي المتس مع والتحقي 

 44   الوفا  ف  يوفقن  أن الله أسعو الحالي  ولايت  م  المتبقي  الأشدر خمل للشم  عدري هو ذلك. مني  الأ وترويع

 45 .وأبنا م والون  الله يرض  بما وشمبدا لمصر عطا   أختت  ك  ب 

 46  .المواننون اخخو   

   47   مندا سيخر . واستقراسا   وتماسكا   ثق  وأكثر قبلدا علي  كان  مما أقوي الراهن  الظروو م  مصر ستخر  

    48   حسن  إن. ومستقبل  مصيرم ف  التفريط عر  عل  حرصا   وأكثر مصالح  يحق  بما وعيا   أكثر وهو شمبنا

 49   المزيز الون  هاا إن وشمبدا مصر خرم  ف  نويل  سني  م  قضام بما يمتز اليو  إليك  يتحرث الاي مباس 

    50   وسياست  أسض  ع  وسافم  أبل  م  وحاسب  عش  في  ومصري  مصري ك  ون  هو مثلما ونن  هو

51   والأشخا  با  الون  إن. يناعل أو لنا بما ميري وعل  عل  التاسيخ وسيحك  أموت أسض  وعل  ومصالح 

 52   ذلك تحقي  نضم  أن وعلينا أبنا دا سواعر بي  وأمانتدا سايتدا تنتق  أبرا   الخالر  ه  المريق  مصر و زا لون

 53   .بي  بمر بيم   وكرام  وسفم  بمز 

 54 .وشمب  الون  هاا الله حفظ

   55 وبركات  الله وسحم  عليك  والسم   
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 2018 27, August in Accessed Speech: Second the of Translation 

Source: http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/feb/02/president-hosni-mubarak-egypt-

speech  

1   I talk to you during critical times that are testing Egypt and its people which could    

2   sweep them into the unknown. The country is passing through difficult times and   

3  tough experiences which began with noble youths and citizens who practise their    

4  rights to peaceful demonstrations and protests, expressing their concerns and   

5   aspirations but they were quickly exploited by those who sought to spread chaos and 

6  violence, confrontation and to violate the constitutional legitimacy and to attack it.  

7 Those protests were transformed from a noble and civilised phenomenon of practising  

8  freedom of expression to unfortunate clashes, mobilised and controlled by political  

9 forces that wanted to escalate and worsen the situation. They targeted the nation's  

10 security and stability through acts of provocation theft and looting and setting fires  

11 and blocking roads and attacking vital installations and public and private properties  

12 and storming some diplomatic missions. We are living together painful days and the  

13 most painful thing is the fear that affected the huge majority of Egyptians and caused   

14 concern and anxiety over what tomorrow could bring them and their families and the   

15 future of their country. The events of the last few days require us all as a people and  

16 as a leadership to chose between chaos and stability and to set in front of us new  

17 circumstances and a new Egyptian reality which our people and armed forces must   

18 work with wisely and in the interest of Egypt and its citizens.  

19 Dear brothers and citizens, I took the initiative of forming a new government with  

20 new priorities and duties that respond to the demand of our youth and their mission. I  

21 entrusted the vice president with the task of holding dialogue with all the political  

22 forces and factions about all the issues that have been raised concerning political and  

23 democratic reform and the constitutional and legislative amendments required to  
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24 realise these legitimate demands and to restore law and order but there are some  

25 political forces who have refused this call to dialogue, sticking to their particular  

26 agendas without concern for the current delicate circumstances of Egypt and its  

27 people. In light of this  refusal to the call for dialogue and this is a call which  

28 remains standing, I direct my speech today directly to the people, its Muslims and  

29 Christians, old and young, peasants and workers, and all Egyptian men and women  

30 in the countryside and city over the whole country. I have never, ever been seeking  

31 power and the people know the difficult circumstances that I shouldered my  

32 responsibility and what I offered this country in war and peace, just as I am a man  

33 from the armed forces and it is not in my nature to betray the trust or give up my  

34responsibilities and duties. My primary responsibility now is security and  

35 independence of the nation to ensure a peaceful transfer of power in circumstances  

36 that protect Egypt and the Egyptians and allow handing over responsibility to  

37 whoever the people choose in the coming presidential election. I say in all honesty   

38 and regardless of the current situation that I did not intend to nominate myself for a  

39 new presidential term. I have spent enough years of my life in the service of Egypt   

40 and its people. I am now determined to finish my work for the nation in a  

41 way that ensures handing over its safe-keeping and banner ... preserving its  

42 legitimacy and respecting the constitution. I will work in the remaining months of   

43 my term to take the steps to ensure a peaceful transfer of power.  

44 According to my constitutional powers, I call on parliament and its houses to  

45 discuss amending article 76 and 77 of the constitution concerning the conditions on   

46 running for presidency of the republic and it sets specific a period for the presidential  

47 term. In order for the current parliament in both houses to be able to discuss these  

48 constitutional amendments and the legislative amendments linked to it for laws that  
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49 complement the constitution and to ensure the participation of all the political forces  

50 in these discussions, I demand parliament to adhere to the word of the judiciary and  

51 its verdicts concerning the latest cases which have been legally challenged. I will  

52 entrust the new government to perform in ways that will achieve the legitimate rights  

53 of the people and that its performance should express the people and their aspirations  

54 of political, social and economic reform and to allow job opportunities and  

55 combating poverty, realising social justice. In this context, I charge the police  

56 apparatus to carry out its duty in serving the people, protecting the citizens with  

57 integrity and honour with complete respect for their rights, freedom and dignity. I  

58 also demand the judicial and supervisory authorities to take immediately the  

59 necessary measures to continue pursuing outlaws and to investigate those who  

60 caused the security disarray and those who undertook acts of theft, looting and  

61 setting fires and terrorising citizens. This is my pledge to the people during the last  

62 remaining months of my current term. I ask God to help me to honour this pledge to  

63 complete my vocation to Egypt and its people in what satisfies God, the nation and  

64 its people. Dear citizens, Egypt will emerge from these current circumstances  

65 stronger, more confident and unified and stable. And our people will emerge with  

66 more awareness of how to achieve reconciliation and be more determined not to  

67 undermine its future and destiny. Hosni Mubarak who speaks to you today is proud  

68 of the long years he spent in the service of Egypt and its people.  
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The Third Speech: Accessed in August 27, 2018  

Source of the Original Audio: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0r0wPV2udJI 

The script does not exist in its primary source any longer (http://www.voltairenet.org/articl 

e171359.html). The script below is a transcription done by the researcher.   

 

 1 الجرذان م  لتطديرها نرابل  حروس ساخ   قبا لد  يحموا بالقبا   نحاو

2  منان  تطدير منانقد  تطدير منانقد  تطدير الش  نف   ضمند  م  فد  قبا لدا مير م  نرابل  سكان نحاو وأيضا

          3 مث  مرض  وحري  بسب  ممششي  الجرذان ممك  الل  الجمم  سو  وشباب تابوسم شباب يا. نرابل 

 4 علينا البرس نلع وقال المسلمي  استقب  الل  برم مث  مابا  القاس هاا المنطق ، تيك ف  موبوس كان الاي الجريان 

 5 .  الدجر  ف  وسل  علي  الله صل  النب  المنوس  المرين  اه  في  قابلوا الل  النشير نف  الوساع ثنيات م 

 6 والمستممري  الزناسق  م  املبد  اهل  الخيان  عل  مرتبي  هاول تلوموه  لا بيك  يصل  كان ان  تصوسوا

 7     الجمم  سو  ويخربوا تابوسم يخربوا يبيوا اند  تمرفوا عشان نرابل  سكان يا هاي الاموس لك  قل  وانا

 8 م  منانقك  ندروا القبا   وأه  الجرذان هؤلا  م  منطقتك  ندروا يالله والنسا  والنَّا  الجمم  سو  شباب

      9 قبا   خاس  م  نرابل   خاس  م  زحف  الل  القبا   الجب  وم  بفاسا م  سبدا فيزان تاسبونا ولير بن     

     01 تطدير ف  بالمساعر  ويقوموا المياسي  سخلوا الشواسع سخلوا المرين  سخلوا سخلوها الش  نف  ه  نرابل 

 11 ما ظم  ف  نرابل  مرين  وتميش نرابل  مرين  رترمي و ند  همد  لان فقط منطق  تكخا قبيل  ك  المرين 

21  الشدير لان لد  يوسو  الشيطان ابرا هاا يدم  ما ليبيا تخرب بترولك  يخلص ظم  او سماس  ف  تميشوا يدمد     

31  الل  ه  ح  احر منا يبق  لاز  ولا كفاس احنا ان ممتبري  المرب ترمير واببد  هاا ان يمتبرون وابب  م  يمتبر

  41  سخلوم مسجر اي المسابر ندروا المرن  يالشيخ  وسمروها مسابرك  سخلوا  يصلوا ولا يصوموا لا ه  كفاس

 15 مرات سبع ييس  ولاز  وصخوم

 61  برا م  قبا لدا مير م  فيدا ساكن  الل  القبا    م الأصليي  السكان م  نرابل  ف  موبوس ليب  ك  عل  يج 

71  والقضا  وتمشيطدا نرابل  مرين  باكتساح تقو  كلدا المسلح  الجحاف  وم  النسا  م  الشيوخ م  الشباب م 

81  ه  الكفاس سكلتوا لو ويمابوك  الوي  فيك  ويمملوا بجثثك  ويمثلوا حيابحوك  تراه  والزناسق  الخون   عل  المبر 

19  عليد  اهجموا يمابوك  تخلوه  فليش نرابل  سكان بنماب احنا لا قالوا  فد  بالحسن  تماملوه  والا بتماوبد 

 20 سؤوسد  عل  ل نراب مرين  واقلبوا والربابات بالمرافع باو ه  الانتظاس ينفع ما هيا بسرع 

ه  والناَ  المماسات وضرب الجيش مابا     21الما ل  نف  م  وبروه  عليد  خشوا انت  المماسات سخلوا الل  ّ 

 22 للشواسع واخربوا وإيمانك  شجاعتك  نف  م  قوتك  وخلوا تشجموا يالله. واببك  هاا شقتد  مقتحمي  ه  الل 

23  م  تمكن  وانا  الليبي  الجماهيري  القنا  مبن  تفجير ت  ما بمر صوت  بث م  مكنتن  الل  الرأي قنا  احي  انا  

 24  وعاسي المنان  يجوبوا شباب لقي  ان  واليري  النا  يمحظون  ما برون نرابل  مرين  ف  متخف  الخرو 

 25  وحرات وان بسيط  حاب  هاي ان ممتبري  بوها الجرذان ان او خطر ف  نرابل  مرين  ان حسوش ما برا
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سهاب مكافح  وحرات الشي  مكافح  26  ومشي  المرين  أنراو بمر لك  المجرمي  عل  وقاضي  بواببدا قايم  الاه

27  بدالمناسب  نحييد  سوع  حاب ...  كمنشكوو بكسلح ...  عاملي  سوي شباب مع تمقي  السويري  المرين  ناحي 

 28 الاما  ال  واخمصد  شجاعتد  ونح 

 

Translation of the Third Speech: Accessed in August 27, 2018 

Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-14648535 

1 They are co-ordinating with the tribes in order to kick out their tribes from the streets 

 2 of Tripoli, which were handed over to the rats of Nato. 

3 People of Tripoli, who are not from those tribes, your mission is the same - i.e. to       

 4 purge your areas, to purge the districts of the city of Tripoli. To the youth of Tajoura,   

5 Souq al-Jumaa, it is a possibility that the rats are nesting there with the help of some  

 6 sick people such as [Sheikh al-Sadiq] al-Ghiryani who was present in that area, that   

 7 dirty Ghiryani [words indistinct but the gist is insulting Ghiryani's direct family           

8 lineage].  

9 They were nesting there, taking orders from infidels and colonialists and from the    

 10 French embassy in Tripoli. They wanted to destroy Tajoura and Souq al-Jumaa. Let  

11 all the youth, women and free men march on those areas to purge them from the rats. 

12 The tribes are marching from several regions: from Bani Walid, Tarhouna, Fizzan,    

13 Sabha, Jufara, from the mountain, tribes are marching in from outside Tripoli. They  

14 are inside the city, they have entered it and are now purging it with the help of its    

 15 residents.  

16 I have met revolutionary young people carrying AK-47s. That was amazing. I would  

17 like to salute them and salute their courage. 

18 The rebels want to pillage and torch the city of Tripoli. They want to destroy it. They  

19 do not care if you live miserably in darkness. They will take away your petroleum   
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20 and destroy Libya. They do not care [words indistinct]. The infidels have entered     

21 your mosques [words indistinct].  

22 Let everyone converge on Tripoli: its original residents, the tribes taking residence  

23 there, the tribes coming in from outside of it, the youth, the elderly, the women, the  

24 armed combat formations. All of you, sweep into Tripoli and flush it out and            

25 exterminate the traitors, infidels and rats. [words indistinct]  

26 They are slaughtering you, disfiguring your corpses, torturing you [words indistinct]. 

 27 Why do you let them torture? They came in with the guns and tanks to topple Tripoli  

28 over your heads. The army did not go into buildings. They were the ones who          

29 entrenched themselves with families in their houses. They were the ones to have      

30 stormed into flats. So, you should attack them. Take them away from the families     

31 whose homes were attacked.  

32 I am asking you to come on pick up your courage, have courage and come out to the  

33 streets. I would like to salute al-Rai TV because of this chance to talk since al-        

 34 Jamahiriya TV was bombed.  

35 I came out undercover from my home in Tripoli without people seeing me and I      

36 found young people on the streets. To be honest, I did not feel like Tripoli had fallen  

37 or that some had marched into it. 

38 I consider this a simple thing, just an issue of riot control. Counter-terrorism units are  

39 currently carrying out their duties and rounding up criminals. [Words indistinct].  I  

40 have met revolutionary young people carrying AK-47s. That was amazing. I would  

41 like to salute them and salute their courage.  
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The Fourth Speech: Accessed in August 27, 2018.  

Source: https://ar.wikisource.org/wiki/2011_فبراير_22_ف _الليب _للشباب_القااف _مممر_خطاب 

Source of the Original Audio: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wn-0JlK_UZE 

 مشكل  بنيازي شواسع وتطدروا حتخربوا .فقط سبالنا حتمقوا بكر  م  انمسحوا هاول انتدوا ول9ها1 

  احنا قب  م  قل  ما ومث . صامري  لاند ….  اليو  عليدا وحيصوتوا.  سولي  قضي  ال  تحول  صيير   2 

 كبير  بماعات حيزحفوا كلد  الليب  والشم . شاسع شاسع ح  ح  عند  ونبحث وحنمحقد  صامري 3 

  القااف  مممر وانا. نصرتد  علينا. بينا بيستنجروا الل  بنيازي شباب لينقاوا حيزحفوا النا  م  4  

 المربات شفتوا اذا. الحقيق  ساع  سق  ترابع لا ترسس لا خوو لا. الله بإذن شمب  لاب  حاستشدر   5

  لك  الاكاذي  بتنشر الل  شبكاتد  سمروا سمروه ، بالسماعات        6 

 سكلوم ولما. مرعو  مرسير سخ  الل  اسبانيا ف  فرانكو عم  ما مث . نا راتد  سمروا الل  ه  آولاسنا 7 

 هاا لمرينتك  الخام  المموس انت . الشم  وه  خام  عموس مم  كان لد  قال مرسير تحرس قرست كي      8 

 للجنوب قضيتنا وستستمر الير ف  اخرى مر  وحنتواص  المنتظر اليو  هو هاا المنشوس اليو  هو 9 

  وبطبيم . برأوم الل  ه  المن  هاا ابترأ ما الليب  الشم  التحريات ووابدنا بساس  بك  المخانر بابدنا 10 

  قاسسي  هزيمتد  عل  قاسسي  انت . وحينداسوا حيرتمبوا الليل . الكفاس الخون  حيخوو هاا كمم  الحال11 

  أكبر الله أكبر الله الخون  هؤلا  م  وبناتنا نسا نا نحرس خلونا ذلك تحقي  عل 12  

 

Translation of the Fourth Speech: Accessed in August 27, 2018 

Source: 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/michaeltomasky/2011/mar/17/usforeignpolic

y-unitednations-libya-it-will-start-fast 

1 They are finished, they are wiped out. From tomorrow you will only find our people. 

 2 You all go out and cleanse the city of Benghazi. A small problem that has become an   

3 international issue. And they are voting on it tonight ... because they are determined.   

                                                           
9 The underlined words were written in standard Arabic in the original script whereas they were said in 
colloquial Libyan dialect in the original audio. The difference is only in the last letter of the word which 
should have been kept without inserting the last vowel. This footnote is only to acknowledge the 
discrepancy between the official text the analysis was based on and the original audio. However, this 
discrepancy did not affect the results of the assessment of this speech.  

https://ar.wikisource.org/wiki/خطاب_معمر_القذافي_للشباب_الليبي_في_22_فبراير_2011
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4 As I have said, we are determined. We will track them down, and search for them,      

 5 alley by alley, road by road, the Libyan people all of them together will be crawling   

 6 out. Massive waves of people will be crawling out to rescue the people of Benghazi,   

7 who are calling out for help, asking us to rescue them. We should come to their            

8 rescue.  

9 And I, Muammar Gaddafi, I will die for my people. With Allah's help. 

10 No more fear, no more hesitation, we are no longer reluctant. The moment of truth 

 11 has come. If you see the cars with loudspeakers, destroy them, destroy their             

12 communications points that are spreading lies to you. Our children are the one's who  

13 have destroyed these planes. 

14 Just like Franco in Spain, who rolled into Madrid with external support. And they     

15 asked how did you manage to liberate Madrid? He said: 'There was a fifth column, 

 16 the people of the city.' You are the fifth column within the city. This is the day on      

17 which we should liberate the city. We've been looking forward to that day. And       

 18 tomorrow we will communicate again, and our cause will continue towards the       

 19 south. 

20 With our bare chests and heads we were confronting the dangers, facing the             

21 challenge, we did not initiate this violence, they started it. Of course, these words    

 22 will have an impact on the traitors and infidels. Tonight they will panic and they will  

23 collapse. 

24 You are capable of doing it. You are capable of achieving this. Let's set our women  

25 and daughters free from those traitors. 

26 God is great.”  
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Appendix 2 

First Rater’s Holistic Assessment and Feedback  

Speech No. (1): Mubarak’s First Speech, 11/02/2011 – CNN’s Translation 

Accuracy of Transfer of ST Content Quality of Expression in TL Averaged 
Mark 

 

Level 2 Mark 3 Inadequate Level 2 Mark 3 Inadequate 3   

 

 

Rater’s Feedback 

6. Accuracy of transfer: Whole phrases from the original Arabic have been missed 

out, others not present in the ST have been inserted. Numerous words have been 

completely mistranslated (it reads as if the translator has no access to a dictionary 

and has simply guessed the meaning of many words and phrases).  

(Assessor’s note: when I say “should have been” in all the following examples, that is 

shorthand for “a better translation, in my opinion, would have been”) 

Examples of mistranslation: 

“but at the same time, the most important is to recognise them” should have been 

“But the most important thing is to recognise them” (“at the same time” has been 

inserted by the translator, it does not appear in the ST); 

“I know quite well that Egypt, while fighting, should try to go out of this 

juncture” should be “I am absolutely certain that Egypt will overcome this crisis” 

(“while fighting” and “try to” did not appear in the ST); 

“I’ve retained Egyptian security” should have been “I have preserved the peace”; 

“I was very keen that those two committees of people who are known among 

Egyptians as honest brokers, the constitutional leaders of Egypt and the judiciary” 

should have been “I was very keen that both these committees should be made up of 

people known to Egyptians as honest brokers, experts in constitutional law and 

members of the judiciary”.  

7. Quality of expression in TL: The translation has clearly not been written by a 

native English speaker.  

Examples of Incorrect Use of English Tenses: 

“Those who had committed those crimes” should have been “Those who have 

committed those crimes”; 

“preserving our identity which is the main essence of our presence for more than 

7,000 years” should have been “preserving our identity which has been the main 

essence of our existence for more than 7,000 years”. 

Examples of Incorrect Grammar: 

 “the transfer of responsibility, which is going to be to the one that the people will 

choose as their leader in transparent and free elections where guarantees are going 

to be there for full transparency and for freedom” would read much better as “the 
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transfer of responsibility to the person whom the people will choose as their leader 

in free and transparent elections with guarantees of complete freedom and 

transparency”.  

Speech No. (2): Mubarak’s Second Speech, 1/2/2011 – The Guardian’s Translation 

Accuracy of Transfer of ST Content Quality of Expression in TL Averaged 
Mark 

 

Level 4 Mark 7 Almost 
completely 
successful 

Level 3 Mark 5 Adequate 6  

 

 

Rater’s Feedback 

G. Accuracy of transfer: For the most part, the content of the ST has been transferred 

accurately, although several words have been completely mistranslated. 

Examples of Mistranslation: 

“Dear brothers and citizens, I took the initiative of forming a new government with 

new priorities and duties that respond to the demand of our youth and their 

mission.” should have been “Dear brother citizens, I took the initiative of forming a 

new government with new priorities and duties that respond to the demands of our 

young people and their message”; 

“My primary responsibility now is (omission) security and independence of the 

nation” should have been “My primary responsibility now is to restore the nation’s 

security and stability”.  

H. Quality of Expression in TL: However, it still does not read as if it has been 

written by a native English speaker. 

Examples of Incorrect English Grammar: 

 “We are living together painful days” should have been “we are living together 

through painful days”.  

 

 

Speech No. (3): Qaddafi’s First Speech, 24/08/2011 – BBC’s Translation 

Accuracy of Transfer of ST Content Quality of Expression in TL Averaged 

Mark 

 

Level 2 Mark 4 Inadequate Level 5 Mark 9 Successful 7.5  

 

 

Rater’s Feedback: 

D. Accuracy of Transfer: This is an extremely loose translation of the original text. 

Some parts have been completely missed out and others inserted. 

Examples of Omissions:  
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  اند  تمرفوا عشان نرابل  سكان يا هاي الاموس لك  قل  وانا

 this part of the sentence has not been translated, although it is not obscure 

“They are inside the city, they have entered it and are now purging it with the help of its 

residents” should have been “They have entered it, they have entered the city, they have 

entered the streets, they have entered the squares and are setting about helping to purge 

the city.” 

Examples of Insertions: 

“which were handed over to the rats of NATO”: there is no reference to NATO in the 

ST (however, it is possible that translators for the BBC are under instructions to add the 

words “of NATO” to clarify for readers what “rats” usually refers to in Qaddafi’s 

speeches).  

E. Quality of Expression in TL: The translation reads very well – only one or two 

expressions or incorrect use of tenses betray that it has likely been written by a non-

native speaker of English. 

Example that betrays probable non-native origin of translator: 

“I am asking you to come on pick up your courage, have courage and come out to the 

streets”: a more natural English translation would have been “I am asking you to pluck 

up your courage, have courage and come out on the streets.” 

 

 

Speech No. (4): Qaddafi’s Second Speech – The Guardian’s Translation 

Accuracy of Transfer of ST Content Quality of Expression in TL Averaged Mark  

Level 4 Mark 7 Almost 
completely 
successful 

Level 5 Mark 9 Successful 8  

 

 

Rater’s Feedback:  

4. Accuracy of Transfer: The meaning of the original speech has been almost entirely 

conveyed. 

Examples of Mistranslations:  

“A small problem that has become an international issue” should have been “A 

small issue has become an international issue”; 

“We should come to their rescue” should have been “We should come to their aid”; 

“I will die for my people. With Allah’s help.” Should have been “I will die for my 

people, God willing.”; 

“Our children are the one’s who have destroyed these planes” should have been 

“Our children are the ones who destroyed their planes”; 

“You are the fifth column within the city” should have been “You are the fifth 

column within this city of yours”; 
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“we did not initiate this violence, they started it” should have been  ”the Libyan 

people did not initiate this violence, they are the ones who started it”; 

“these words will have an impact on the traitors and infidels” should have been 

“these words will terrify the infidel traitors”; 

“You are capable of doing it” should have been “You are capable of defeating 

them”.  

I. Quality of Expression in TL: The translation reads well, as if written by a native 

speaker of English. There is one spelling error: “one’s” which should have been 

“ones”. 
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Appendix (3) 

Second Rater’s Holistic Assessment and Feedback  

Speech No. (1): Mubarak’s first speech, 11/02/2011 – CNN’s translation 

Accuracy of Transfer of ST Content Quality of Expression in TL Averaged 
Mark 

 

Level 2 Mark 3 Inadequate Level 1 Mark 2 Totally 

Inadequate 

2.5  

 

 

Rater’s Feedback 

G. Accuracy of transfer: Some sentences in the translation make no sense at all. The 

punctuation and paragraph breaks do not reflect the original, and some chunks of text 

appear completely out of place. Chunks of the original text have been omitted with 

no indication from the translator that this has been done. (It may be that translators 

working for CNN are under instructions to omit superfluous verbiage or repetition 

but I’m surprised that there is nothing to show where this has occurred.)  

Examples of mistranslation: 

“This sense of abiding” should have been “this commitment”; 

“I tell you here, as a head of state” should have been “I tell you, as President of the 

Republic”; 

“I do not find any embarrassment” should have been “I do not have any 

objection” 

3. Quality of expression in TL: There is incorrect use of English tenses throughout; 

misuse of definite and indefinite articles; misuse of prepositions; incorrect word 

order; misspellings. 

Example of Incorrect use of English tenses: 

“This is the offer that I undertook before Allah almighty and the people and I’m 

going to keep my promise so that we would put Egypt on a path of security and 

stability, and would already out a perspective for coming out of this crisis” should 

have been (it also contains mistranslations) “This is the oath that I took before Allah 

almighty and the country, and I’m going to keep my promise so that we can put 

Egypt on a path of security and stability. I have put forward a specific vision for 

how we can emerge from the current crisis” 

Examples of Incorrect Grammar: 

“trying to put things on the right track as quick as possible” should be “as quickly 

as possible” or “as soon as possible”; 

Example of Incorrect Use of Definite Article: 

 “through the wise dialogue” should be “through wise dialogue”  

 

Speech No. (2): Mubarak’s Second Speech, 1/2/2011 – The Guardian’s Translation 
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Accuracy of transfer of ST content Quality of expression in TL Averaged 
mark 

 

Level 3 Mark 6 Adequate Level 3 Mark 6 Adequate 6  

 

 

Rater’s Feedback 

H. Accuracy of transfer: Overall the translation represents the meaning of the original 

speech adequately and some good solutions have been found to tricky expressions 

that are commonly badly translated from Arabic into English. It has not always been 

punctuated and paragraphed in such a way as to accurately reflect the rhythm of the 

rhetoric. 

Examples of Mistranslation: 

“According to my constitutional powers. I call on parliament and its houses to 

discuss amending article 76 and 77 of the constitution concerning the conditions on 

running for presidency of the republic and it sets specific a period for the 

presidential term” (this example also contains poor punctuation and bad grammar) 

should have been “In accordance with my constitutional powers, I call on both 

houses of parliament to discuss amending Articles 76 and 77 of the constitution as 

regards the conditions on running for presidency of the republic and setting a fixed 

period for the presidential term”; 

“I ask God to help me honour this pledge to complete my vocation to Egypt and its 

people in what satisfies God, the nation and its people.” should have been “I ask 

God to grant me success in honouring this pledge to accomplish what I have offered 

to Egypt and its people in a way that pleases God, the nation and its people.” 

I. Quality of Expression in TL: There are numerous incorrect uses of 

definite/indefinite articles; some misuse of tenses; some incorrect grammar. 

Examples of Incorrect English Grammar: 

“I have never ever been seeking power and the people know the difficult 

circumstances that I shouldered my responsibility” should have been “I have never 

sought power and the people know the difficult circumstances in which I shouldered 

my responsibilities”. 

 

Speech No. (3): Qaddafi’s First Speech, 24/08/2011 – BBC’s Translation 

 

Accuracy of Transfer of ST Content Quality of Expression in TL Averaged 

Mark 

 

Level 3 Mark 5 Adequate Level 5 Mark 9 Successful 7  
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Rater’s’s Feedback: 

2. Accuracy of Transfer: The translation of this speech seems to be a summery 

translation of the original text message. This is believed to be the case because there 

are some unjustified additions.  

Examples of Insertions: 

“They were nesting there, taking orders from infidels and colonialists and from the 

French Embassy in Tripoli”: there is no reference to the French Embassy in the ST; 

“I have met revolutionary young people carrying AK-47s. That was amazing. I would 

like to salute them and salute their courage”: This does not appear at this point in the 

ST. It does appear right at the end of the passage, where it has also been included by the 

translator, so perhaps a cut and paste error. 

“I came out undercover from my home in Tripoli”: the words from my home do not 

appear in the ST.  

3. Quality of Expression in TL: The translated text reads well in English and this 

appears to have been achieved by simply missing out tricky parts of the ST 

altogether. 

 

Speech No. (4): Qaddafi’s Second Speech – The Guardian’s Translation 

Accuracy of Transfer of ST Content Quality of Expression in TL Averaged Mark  

Level 3 Mark 6 Adequate Level 5 Mark 9 Successful 7.5  

 

 

Rater’s’s Feedback:  

7. Accuracy of Transfer: There are a few words and expressions that could have been 

translated better in my opinion, and a few errors that do not make a great deal of 

differences to the overall meaning, but I cannot really understand why those choices 

were made.   

Examples of Mistranslations:  

The impact of the rhetorical device of using three similar phrases has been 

undermined in this example: “No more fear, no more hesitation, we are no longer 

reluctant”. The intended rhetorical impact would have been better conveyed by 

translating it “No more fear, no more hesitation, no more backing down”. 

There is just one example that I think was a bad choice and reads oddly: “the 

Libyan people....will be crawling out. Massive waves of people will be crawling 

out...” The Arabic verb does indeed mean “to crawl out” but it also means “to 

march or advance” and either of those words would have conveyed the meaning 

better, in my opinion. 

8. Quality of Expression in TL: The translation overall reads well.   


